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E. Lnon/is— Observatic of the U. S. Signal Service.

I have compared all t,be storm tracks delineated on the maps
of the Monthly Weather Eevievv, and also those delineated on
the International charts. I first examined the storms which

have prevailed in the neighborhood of the American continent,

confining myself to those cases in which the storm center (dur-

ing at least a part of its course) was south of the parallel of 30°

latitude. I have divided these storms into three classes ; I,

those whose course was for some days towards the west : II,

those whose course was towards some point between the south

and east; III, those whose course was towards some point

between the north and east.

The following table shows the leading particulars respecting

the first of these classes. Column 1st shows the number of

reference ; column 2d shows the dates of beginning and end
of the observed movement as long as the course continued
westerly; column 3d shows the latitude at the beginning and
end of this portion of the path ; column 4th shows the longitude

at the beginning and end of this portion of the path ; column
5th shows the prevalent direction of the path while moving
westerly ; column 6th shows the average velocity of progress of

the storm center (in miles per hour) while the course continued

westerly ; column 7th gives a brief indication of the subsequent
course of each storm. On plate I these tracks are delineated

and are designated by the same numbers as in the table.

Americ<i)i storm* iidrm ,<-;,i<j Westerly.

&'.'"& SPSt

24-.T2 80- 86
22-24
24-27 82- 83

2 .'»-:: •> 65- 70
59- 96
69- 80
65- 88

14-21 75- 97
11-28 59- 81
14-2!)

I
.-»--»•;

n-i?

Mn-,,,1 \\K.

M.m-rt K.'
'
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The general results of this table correspond very closely with
those deduced from the table in my 5th paper. The lowest

latitude of any storm center shown in this table is 10° '6 N.
The lowest latitude shown in my 5th paper was 10°'3 N. The
average velocity of these storms while moving westerly was
11-9 English statute miles per hour; the average velocity of

the storms mentioned in my 5th paper while moving westerly

tiles per hour. In nine of these (

:ie storm became due north before reaching the parallel <

Storm No. 18 apparently moved dir
"r"

1

Nos. 9 and 16 apparently moved for a day or two a little south

of west. The table in my 5th paper shows 31 cases in which
. the course of storms was towards the north of west, and only
two cases in which the course was south of west, viz : one case

in which the course was two degrees south of west, and the other

eleven degrees south of west. From the two tables we perceive

that the cases in which tropical storms move in a direction north

of west are fifteen times as frequent as the cases in which they
move in a direction south of west, and in none of the cases here

reported was the southerly motion very decided. Since in the

middle latitudes the average progress of storm centers corre-

sponds pretty nearly with the average direction of the wind, it

might have been inferred that within the region of the northeast

trade winds the average progress of storms should be towards
the southwest.

In order to determine whether, during the period here con-

sidered, there may not possibly have been other storms which
moved in a direction south of west, I have made a careful com-
parison of the International Observations. Five-sixths of all

the storms enumerated in the table on page 2, occurred in the

months of August, September and October. I therefore

selected these three months for special comparison. For the

years 1876, 7, 8 and 9 the barometric curves were drawn for

these months for all the stations reported in the International

Bulletin between the equator and lat. 26° N.
An examination of these curves shows that at all of these sta-

tions the fluctuations of the barometer are very small, particu-

larly for the stations nearest to the equator. At Paramaribo,
lat. 5° 45' N. the entire range of the barometer for these twelve
months was only ()-20 inch, and there was no oscillation which
can be identified with an oscillation at cither of the other sta-

tions. At Bridgetown, lat. 13° 4' N., the entire range of the ba-

rometer for these twelve months was 0"23 inch. Two or three of
the barometric oscillations at this station can probably be iden-
tities with oscillations at some of the other stations. The track
of storm No. 9 can apparently be traced back to Bi

on the 10th of Aug., 1878. At Fort de France, lat. 14° 40' N,
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the entire range of the barometer for these twelve months was
0-42 inch, and six or seven of the barometric oscillations at this

station can probably be identified with oscillations at some of

the other stations.

Besides the areas of low barometer enumerated in the table

on page 2, there are but few others during this period which

can be traced with confidence from one station to another. In

1876, the number of stations of observation in the tropical

regions was small, and the storm of Sept. 15-18 is the only one

which can be satisfactorily traced from these observations.

In 1877, the center of storm No. 8 passed at a considerable

distance from all of the reporting -tat ions, and is only obscurely

indicated by the published observations. On the 26th of

August, a small but well-markeil barometric depression occur-

red almost simultaneously at all of the stations from Fort de

France to Havana. On" the 17th and 18th of October, there

was a noticeable fall of the barometer, which apparently ad-

vanced from San Juan de Porto Eico to Havana.

In 1878, from Sept. 15th to 16th, a small barometric depres-

sion traveled from Bridgetown to Santiago de Cuba. From
the 2d to the 3d of October, a small barometric depression trav-

eled from Fort de France to Nassau. On the 21st of October,

there was a decided harometrie depression at Vera Cruz and

Havana, which advanced northerly along the coast of the Uni-

In 1879. 'from the Kith to the isth of August, a small baro-

metric depression traveled from Bridgetown to San Juan de

Porto Rieo. This was perhaps a continuation of No. 18, of

i table on page 2, and if so, it shows that thi

ittle to the north of west, like most of the

m, on the coast of Me

vestward, in the neighborhood of the West
itead of following the ordinary course of

tdvance in a direction somewhat north of we
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i direction from northwest to southeast,

confined to any particular section of the

Tl.h

i.l:y,

but occurs most frequently in the region between the Rocky
Mountains and the Mississippi River. This course is seldom
maintained as far south as the parallel of 30°, and after reach-

ing its most southerly point, the storm frequently changes its

course towards the northeast. The following table shows those
cases in which storms have advanced towards the southeast as

far as the parallel of 28°. The arrangement is similar to that

of the preceding table. The first six columns describe each
storm as long as its course continued southeasterly ; the last

column gives some indication of the subsequent course of each
storm. The tracks of these storms are all delineated on Plate
II, and are designated by the same numbers as in the table.

American ^tortus advancing Southeasterly.

... „.„. SF» c„™. m
v
&. taer*

i!

1874. Feb. 17.2-18.2

April 15.3-16 .3

1S7S. Feb'. 1.1- a!s

Jan.' 8.3-1L!
May 4.1- 6.1

33-27

! 1-27

2S-21

100- 95

no- as

n a- as

S.E.

s.vi

S.S.E.

is

22-5

29-7

Unknown.

Unknown!
Unknown.

N.R
N.E.
Became extinct.

e average velocity of these

towards the southeast, was
differs but little from the

• parts of the United States.

term declined in ad vane-

became extinct soon after

a me was probably true in

vations are not sufficient
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Storm No. 12 was quite peculiar, having pursued a path

almost directly opposite to that of ordinary storms. During
the afternoon of Aug. 20th, 1878, there was an area of low
pressure (29"75) over West Virginia, being part of a greater

depression whose center was over Newfoundland, and there

was a slight tendency to the formation of an independent sys-

tem of circulating winds. Owing to a slight increase of pres-

sure on the north side, this low area was crowded southward,

and in the afternoon of Aug. 21st assumed the character of an

independent low area (29 "78) with a feeble system of circulat-

ing winds. At 7.35 A. m. Aug. 22d, this low center had been
crowded south to lat. 30°, the greatest observed depression

being now 29 -

88. After this the pressure increased, and the

low center could not be distinctly traced. This example
appears to illustrate the general character of areas of low pres-

sure, and shows that their progressive movement is not due to

a simple drifting of the atmosphere, but rather to a diminution

of pressure on one side of the low area and an increase of pres-

sure on the other side. In the present case, there was scarcely

any appreciable diminution of pressure on the south side, and
only a slight increase of pressure on the north side.

American storm* ,/Jiu/ncn/;/ Xurtherhj and Easterly.

The storms which cross the United States north of the par-

allel of 38 degrees, generally pursue a course a little to the

north of east; while those which come from the region south
of lat. 38 degrees generally pursue a course nearly northeast,

especially in the neighborhood of the Atlantic coast. During
the summer months few storm-centers travel south of the par-

allel of 38°, and during this period the average course of

storms is almost exactly towards the east.

The following table shows those cases in which storms have
traveled northward and eastward, and came from a point as far

south as lat. 26°. The arrangement of the table is similar to

that of the preceding. Columns 3 and 4 show the position of

the storm-center at the beginning and end of the northeasterly

motion, as far as is indicated by the observations: column 7th

show-; the low. 'st pressure reported, and column 8th gives a
brief indication of the previous course of the storm. On Plate

III these tracks are delineated and are designated by the same
numbers as in the table.

see from th is table that storms of this ela

itly in the autumn, and least frequentl

these storms began near lat. 15°
; two t

n of them began south of lat.id seventee
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American storms advancing Northerly and Easterly.

-
b
L
eg

t

!end.beg
n
e
g
nd — ,a KB!—

•

2

12

13

2 2

23

2!

28

2 It

•Au

1872. Nov. 6.1- 7.3

Dec' 23.2-27.2

1873. Feb. 19.1-22.1

Sept 18J-20J
Sept. 22.3-24.1

Oct. 5.1- 8.2

Dec. 24.2-27.1

Feb! 7.2-1 l!l

April 17.3-24.1

Sept. 2.3-10.2

Dec' 18!2-2L1
1875. Nov. 6.1- 7.3

1877". Sept. 16.1-21.3

Feb! 26.2-2 8!l

Mar. 17.1-17.2

Mar. f9.3-22.3

July 2.1- 2.3

Nov. 1&3-20.1
Nov. 17.2-21.1

1879. Nov. 19.1-20.3

1880. Jan. 24 -28.1

March 7.3- 9.2

May 3.1- 6.2

26-47

2 .-.-30

26-47

25-44
21-15

25-43
24-43

25-49
25-16
21-16
J 2-50

25-50
25-30
25-3 1

2! -32
2 5-;; i

S6-72

87-62
88-62
»7-6>
s2-5>

85-78

E.N.K.
E.N.E.
X.K.
N.E.

N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
X.X.K
N.N.E.
X.AX.K.

N.N.E.
N.E.
K.X.K.

N.E."
K.X.K.

K.X.K.

21-1

2S-6

29-8

35 -1

15-S

24-3

28-5

32-0

21-5

26-0

19-5

29-71 Unknown.
29-74 Unknown.
29-86 Unknown.
29-17 Unknown.
29-17 Unknown.
29-57 Unknown.

29-78 Unknown!
29-02 Towards N.W.
29-37 Unknown.

28-95 Towards N.W.
2936 Unknown.
29-47 Unknown.
28-94 Unknown.
29-33 Unknown.

29-51 Not traceable.

29-71
!

Came from N.W.
29 79 Not traceable.

29-77 jNot traceable.

29-00 Not traceable.

29-68 |Not traceable.

29-86 Not traceable.

29-79 Unknown.
29-86 [Towards N.W.

Three of these storms had been traveling towards the north-

est, previous to the dates given in the table, and two of them
mie from the northwest; but in the other cases the baromet-

c depression was too small to allow us to trace their course

revious to the dates here given. For most of the cases in the

, half of the table this is clearly shown by the International

Obs •iv!'..r. the

other cases. As long as these storms eontinued south of hit,

80°. the barometric depression was generally small, but it in-

creased as the storm advaneed northward. In tifteen eases the

barometer fell belou •!',>:> iuehe.. and in four cases it fell below
29-0 inches. The average velocity of progress of these storm

-

centers while advancing northward and eastward was 26'9

miles per hour. From a comparison of these three tables we
perceive that the Ac icb originate between

the equator and lat. 20° N. generally travel towards a point
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between north and west, but occasionally they advance almost
exactly northward.

Course of hurricanes ori<i'nmti',,</ near the Bay of Bengal, China
Sea, etc.

The following table contains various particulars respecting

those hurricanes in Southern Asia and its vicinity, whose paths

have been best determined. It includes all those which were
most carefully investigated by Henry Piddington, together

with those which have been since investigated by Blanford, El-

liott and others. Column 1st gives the number of reference ;

column 2d shows the date of commencement, so far as indicated

by the published observations; column 3d shows the latitude

of the storm's center when it first became violent; column 4th

shows the average course of the storm while advancing west-

ward: column 5th shows the velocity of progress in Knglish

statute miles per hour while moving westward; column rith

shows the latitude at which the course of the storm became
due north; column 7th shows the velocity while moving
north ; column 8th shows the average course of the storm after

turning eastward; column 9th shows the hourly velocity of

progress while moving eastward: column loth shows whether

the rain-fall was violent or not: column 11th indicates the

name of the person by whom the phenomena of the storm were

investigated. (P.) stands for Benry Piddington; (B.) for

Henrv'F. Blanford: {¥,) for .!. Klliott; (H.) for William C.

Redfield; (F.U.r .J. Klovd : (M.)for .Matthew F. Maurv
;
(L.)

for G. von Liebig; (G.) for Colonel J. K. Gastrell and Henry

F. Blanford; and (W.) for W. G. Willson. Column l'ith

shows where the record of the investigation may be found.

J. A. S. stands for Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bmi.ed :

J. S. for the American Journal of Science; S. 1). for Maury's

Sailing Directions: the other references are to special reports

made by the investigators to the Government of Bengal.

It will be seen that 52 per cent of these cases occurred in the

months of September, October and November, and 48 percent

occurred in the months of April, May and dune leaving only

vely confined to the
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'Hurricanes originating near the China Sea, Bay of Bengal,

1 p :;

17-6 10-9 N. 42 E. iVTlH.Min
j

I;

i^XSta1
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example from the log-book of the Winifred, quoted in Pid-

dington's 11th Memoir, pages 30 to 40

:

1843, Nov. 26, lat. 9° 40' N. Dark and threatening—strong, heavy squalls.

Nov. 27, "7 4 N. Sudden and dangerous gusts and violent squalls.

Nov. 28, •' 4 27 N. Heavy rain and most te f
i

ill

Nov. 29, " 1 20 N. Succession of dangerous squalls.

Nov. 30, "1 IS. Dismal weather and violent squalls.

Dec. 1, " 3 15 S. Dark, gloomy weather and violent squalls.

The following is from the log-book of the Fyzul Curreem,

for the same period :

1843, Nov. 27, lat. 5° 11' X. Heavy squalls, N.N.W.
Nov. 28, "2 6 N. Fresh gale, west.

Nov. 29, " 54 S. Gale from west, increasing steadily to midnight.

Nov. 30, " 3 50 S. Steady at west.

Dec. 1, " 5 39 S. Strong sea from W.S.W.
Dec. 2, " 6 41 S. Heavy head sea.

The courses of these storms while moving westward, range

from 13 degrees south of west to 86 degrees north of west. In

two cases the course was reported to be south of west, and in

one case it was exactly west, which result accords very closely

with that before found for West India hurricanes. The ave-

rage velocity of progress of these storms while advancing west-

ward was 8-1 English statute miles per hour, which is less than

half the average velocity of West India hurricanes.

The average latitude of the storm- centers when the course

became due north was 19 '8, and the latitudes range from 14

to 24° -3, which is ten degrees more southerly than the latitude

before found for the West India hurricanes. The average

velocity of progress of these storms when advancing northward

was 9*3 miles per hour.

The average course of these storms after turning eastward,

was 35° east of north, and their velocity of progress was 9'8

miles, which is scarcely half of the velocity found for West

India hurricanes.

Column 10th shows that rain accompanied every one of

these storms, and generally the rain-full was excessively great.

These observations were generally made from vessels on the

ocean, and the amount of the rain-fall could not be measured,

but the rain was generally characterized by the strongest terms

which the English language furnishes, such as: very heavy

rain—constant heavy rain-ceaseless rain—excessively heavy

rain—incessant heavy rain— sheets of rain- deluge of rain-

rain poured down in torrents—dense, thick, impenetrable raiij

— rain with a vengeance— rain and very large hail—rain ami

sleet—hard sleet—torrents of rain and sleet, etc.

When a storm-center passed overland, where a ram-gaug>"

was observed, the measurements showed that the preceding

terms were no exaggeration. The following table shows the

amount of rain-fall in twenty-four hours at certain stations:
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Rain-fall in Tropical Cyclones.

"«• — <~ Lon* jsd —**
1839. June 4 Dacca 23°-7 90-5

Calcutta 22-:, 5-171 7th Memoir, p. 35
June 3 Kl" i 1

_'-\! 23-4 9-00; 7th Memoir, p. 42
19-8 85-9

1S-13. May 23 11-9 93.2

May 23 KM 80-3 1050 10th Memoir,' p'. 20
May 23

1*51. May ;, ZlZ
M

13-1

<;sm 900 10th Memoir, p. 29

10-00 Rep. of Gastrell & Blanfo'rd,' p. 821864. Oct. 6

Oct. 6

Oct. 6

Oct. 6 M.H-'lllj
1874. May 4 Madias Tin Wilson's Report, p. 127

False Point
Oct. 15

Midnapore 22-1 s,-2 10-5? 1 8
Burdvvan

Oct 16 Lalgolla
Oct. 16

Oct 16
Jungipore
Bood Bood Vf

87-8 8-00 p. 8
8-40 p. 8

Oct. 17 Rungpore 259 893 6-97 p. 9
17-7 deport, p. 48

12-60 p. 48
Noakholly 22-S 91-0 5-12 p. 153

22-3 5-85 p. 153
Madras 80-3 13-01 p. 42

Nowada
Aurungabad 8-68 p] 75

May 211 Rajmahal
Raigunge

!P

6-20 p. 75

Barr'h 2 .v.") 85-1 6-43 p.' 77
Chanchal 260 *s-2

Rungpore 2.V.I

Kurigram 25- 89-

Bogdogra 25-

26-fi

Boda 26- 89-

Cooch Behar 2*;-:; S!)-5

May 21 Dhubri 2f,-i, 9O-0 5-60 p.' 77
Mav 21 Jawai 2.V 01" 14-201 p. 77

J"''

1

'
!

'.- an amount of rain such as seldom occurs, even within
;

;' tropics, and we seem authorized to conclude' that excessive
! '" l! " "'ial,l; ;i,roi,i,, :t i ics the most violent hurricanes. This

'•"'ds, vith tl ,! deduced from the investigation of
we \\ esl 1. dii I ,

I next examined all the maps of the International Observa-
tions for additional materials, showing the course of storm, in
southern Asia and the adjacent oceans. The following are the
most important cases which I have found :
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Asiatic storms moriwj W 'tsterJi/.
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Asiatic storms moving Northeasterly.

of these eases the depression of the barometer, so

;ed, was not very great, and the storms do not

re been of remarkable violence, nevertheless the

ound accord reasonably well with those before

M-i-cater than the average ..f those shown in the
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enumerated on page 2, for the stations nearest the center of low
pressure. The numbers without brackets show the velocity of

the wind in miles per hour; the numbers in brackets show the

force of the wind estimated in units of Beaufort's scale (1 to

10). In each line the direction and force for one day are printed

in large type, to indicate the day when the barometer at that

station was lowest.

1876, September.

HU,
|

15th.
|

160, nth. mh. 19th.

Kingston Calm
X.'l'i*

: S.E.(« 1'5)
8

N
H

x'i''")

1878, August.

ioth. u*. m*. 18th.
|

14th. 15th.

San Juan

Ca'l'm"

S.K.i 1)

E.4

E.I2 S.E.4

x.i-:. io x.i 9

v.Xv'a k.'s'f.:',

S.K.8 S.E.O 8.K.2

*.Y:.7o >.K.-1() Calm
S.lvil) S.E.2 S.KI2!

K.X.K.4 E.9 S.K.ir,

1878, September.

Sjuithi-ro ile Cuba X.K.7
N.20 S.22 S.K.20 1

El 4
j

K.15

\.<; S.E.(6)| S.K.4 !
S.K.O Culm

Calm
:

E.« ' Si:: S.K.1S I Calm
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the low area was stronger than the northerly wind which pre-

ceded it. This result, I believe, accords with what has gener-

ally been observed in tropical cyclones, and appears to suggest

the explanation of the origin of the cyclone, and the direction

of its progressive movement. The prevalent direction of the

wind in the neighborhood of the West India Islands, is from

the northeast. Occasionally a strong wind sets in from a south-

erly quarter. The interference of these winds gives rise to a

gyration, and sometimes rain-fall is the result. When rain

commences, the latent heat which is liberated, causes the wind

to flow in from all quarters, by which the rain-fall is increased;

and since the winds are deflected by the rotation of the earth,

an area of low pressure is produced, and the force of the winds

is maintained as long as the rain-fall continues. The effect of

this strong wind from the south is to transport the low center

in a northerly direction; and by the combined action of this

south wind and the normal wind from the northeast, the center

of low pressure is usually carried in a direction between the

north and west.

The following summary presents some of the results derived

from this investigation:

1. The lowest latitude in which a cyclone has been found

near the West India Islands is ten degrees, and the lowest lat-

itude in the neighborhood of Southern Asia is six degrees.

Violent squalls and fresh gales of wind have however been

encountered directly under the equator.

2. The ordinary course of tropical hurricanes is towards the

west-northwest. In a few cases they seem to have advanced

towards a point a little south of west, and in a few cases their

course has been almost exactly towards the north.

3. Tropical hurricanes are invariably accompanied bv a vio-

lent fall of rain. This rain-fall is never less than live inches in

twenty-four hours for a portion of the track, and frequently it

exceeds ten inches in twenty four hours.

-i. Tropical st

wind, and after 1
x

ally veers to the southeast al stations near the center; and the

southerly wind which follows the low center is generally

stronger than the northerly wind which preceded it. This fact

appears to suggest the explanation of the origin of the cyclone

and the direction of its progressive movement.
5. None of the storms which have pursued a southeast course

across the United States and its vicinitv, have been traced

further south than latitude 22| degrees, and only three have

been traced as far south as latitude 25 degrees. These storm?

ally decline in intensity-

it that their course can
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no longer be traced, while others change their course and turn

towards the northeast. In my eleventh paper I have shown
that storms which advance from north to south across the Uni-
ted States, are generally attended by a very slight fall of rain ;

and this seems "to explain the fact that they generally decline

in intensity as they advance southward.

Storms in the Middle latitudes adra,,<'h,</ in << Wisti //// dirt<-t'ion.

The infrequency of the cases in which tropical storms have
advanced towards the southwest, has led me to search for cor-

responding cases in the middle latitudes of America and Eu-
rope. For this purpose I have examined all the cases in which
the charts of the U. S. Signal Service indicate the movement of
a storm center towards any westerly point. I have also exam-
ined Hoffmever's daily charts from Dec, 1873, to Oct., 1876

;

the charts of the Deutsche Seewarte from Jan., 1876, to March,
1879, and from Jan., 1880, to April, 1880 ; also the charts of
the International Observations from Nov., 1877, to Dec, 1879.
Many of the cases of this description which are shown on the
charts of the U. S. Signal Service are cases in which the depres-
sion of the barometer was small, when there was no single well-

defined storm center, but there were two or three centers of
slight depression within a few hundred miles of each other, so
that a slight change in the force of the winds would cause one
of the centers to predominate a little, and thus the center of

greatest depression might be carried in an unusual direction.

The following table shows the most decided cases in which
'

i the United States have advanced id a westerly

lumber of these oases is 1:3: and 4 of these pursued a

about N.N.W.; 2 advanced towards the N.W. ; 1

i the W.S.W. ; 3 towards the S.W.; and 3 towards the
Case No. 1 was particularly noticed in my seventh
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and eleventh papers. It was there shown that this storm

on the cast side were uncommonly strong, and observation

the upper clouds indicated that these winds extended tc

unusual height above the earth's surface. Nos. 5, 6, 8,

and 13 were also accompanied l»v a -Teat fall of rain, e:

cially No. 6, and in all of the cases the winds from the sc

and east were remarkably Btrong. This will appear more
tinctly from the following table, in which column sec

shows the highest wind reported for cases 1, 5, 6, 8, 12

13 at the given dates from any quarter between N. and ^

and column third shows the highest wind from any qua
between S. and E.

Highest winds reported.

uarter is 19 miles per hour, and for th

In the following table, column second

ind reported for cases 2. 3, 4, 7, 9. 10

s! la n!e! -h
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The average of the greatest velocities for the southwest quar-

ter is 23 miles per hour, and for the northeast quarter it is 29
miles per hour. There are several instances in which the mode
of comparison here adopted does not Fairly indicate the relative

force of the winds on the opposite sides of a low center, espe-

cially when the low center happens to be situated near the

margin of the Signal Service map, but the average of the results

when the storms were advancing towards the northwest, and
also when they were advancing towards the southwest, appears
very decided, and seems to indicate distinctly that the centers

of least pressure advanced in that direction towards which the

winds pressed in with the greatest force.

In my first paper I gave the result of two years' observations,

which showed that the average velocity of the wind on the

west side of a low center (within the isobar 29-90) was 101
miles, and on the east side 83 miles; being 22 per.cent greater

on the west side than on the east side. We have now found
that when a low center advances westward, the velocity of the

wind is generally greatest on the east side of the low center.

The progressive movement of storms probably depends upon
meteorological conditions which prevail at a considerable dis-

tance from the low center. Iloff'meyer's charts and the Inter-

form us' what these conditions are.

ows certain conditions which pre-

ontained in the table on page 15, as

low (29 40) near South

with low (29-60) near

iere generally pre-

over the Atlantic

i side a cold wind
SlUg its way south-

crowded westward
i over the United

, Vol. XXI, No. 121.-Ja
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No. 1. Low center (29-70) on the Northwest side which gradually approached

nd coalesced with No. 1.

No. 2. Isobars protruded very much towards S.W.
No. :;. Isobars protruded very much towards S.W.

No.' 7*. Isobars protru led towards S.S.W.

N - i .
• : -.m ,.,, the Northwest side.

Thus we see that while on the East side of these low areas

side, there were dill'eivnt conditions on the Western side which

tended to divert the winds Westward, and this is apparently

the most important reason why, in these cases, the centers of

least pressure advanced Westward.

Storms advancing Westerly over Europe and the Atlantic Ocean.

The following table shows the most decided cases in which

storm centers have advanced in a Westerly direction over

Europe and the Atlantic Ocean.

European storms advancing W*st*-rhj.

... —. Ik-aI $-"&. SSi K surr
11875. Mar. 14-16 50 -46 37W.-4°3fW.
2 Dec. Lt-19 W -64 29W.-43W.

I
'

'
'' June lit ii(t r,7l-r.os _>::.

i

\\
:

.-i 7 w.
Juno -J2-2:: :.7i-59 26W-33£W.

7 Soot.' 21^ :.H-r,«; -ji^WV.-ioV. 1

\-i->

s

Absorbed
Kasterly

N.K.

Disappeared

Stil.divided

N.E.

n-'k!

1
'

1
"''

hisaj poafi i
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erable ; in which the low center was pretty sharply defined
;

and in which no neighboring low center is represented on
Hoffmeyer's maps. Cases 9 to 21 have been derived from the
charts of the Deutsche Seewarte, and all have been earefulh
compared with the International Observations, excepting No.
21, for which the Interuaiion:il Observations have not yet been
received. Of these 21 cases, 14 advanced towards some point
between north and west, 3 advanced towards some; point
between south and west, and 4 advanced almost exactly west.

_
I have endeavored to compare the force of the wind on that

side of each low area towards which the storm was advancing,
with the force on the opposite side according to the observa-
tions delineated on Hoffmeyer's charts. The number of the
observations over the Atlantic Ocean is so small that the re-

sults for that region are not entitled to much weight. The
following shows the comparison of the observations within the
isobar 750 for cases 3 and 6, the force of the winds being rep-
resented by the numbers of Beaufort's scale (0 to 6).

1876. Sept. ]

Tim * of these low areas the average
force of the wind was 38 per cent greater than on the front side.

The following summary shows the state of the barometer on
the east side and also on the west side of storms Nos. 1-8 and
Nos. 15-20.

On the East side of the low area, On the West side of the low area.

29-4 to 29-0 in the United States. Iso-

1 in Greenland.

I Of high I

ral of the

Such a pressure is
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sufficient to produce a wind of considerable force. On the west
side of these storm centers there was generally a second area of

barometric depression, and in several cases the two depressed
areas approached each other until they coalesced, by which
means the eastern low center wa -ported west-

ward. Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 19 were of this description, and proba-

bly also No. 5. In several other eases the two low areas

approached each other until they formed a single low area of

an elongated form, with two low centers which remained for

several days distinct from each other. Such were Nos. 3, 1, 7

and 15. In No. 6 the storm was apparently diverted North-
ward by the low area on the north-northeast. In No. 16 the

pressure was generally below 30 inches throughout north

America, the North Atlantic Ocean, as well as Europe and
Asia. In such a case, slight local causes are sutlicieiit to divert

the winds in a new direction. In No. 17 there was apparently

an area of low pressure on the north beyond the stations of the

International Observations. In No. 18 there was a high area

on the southeast and another on the southwest, and the low

area pushed in between them. In the United States it is fre-

quently observe.] that when two areas of high pressure approach

within a few hundred miles of each other, a low center is devel-

oped between them. A similar case occurred in No. 6 between

Sept. 11th and 12th. In No. 20 the observations do not indi-

cate any decided low center on the north or west, yet the

pressure was every where either below or but little above the

normal over the North Atlantic Ocean and North America.
Thus we see that in Europe and over the Atlantic Ocean as

well as in the United States, the influence of one area of low

pressure upon another is a very common cause of abnormal

In preparing the materials for this article I have been '<

Note.—Since the

jo received the .

(28-40) west o:

snt of No. 21 on



-Albany, N. H., Granite, etc.

In the studies that have been directed to the end of discov-

ering the nature and origin of our great granitic masses, the

contact phenomena have received but little attention. The
application elsewhere of the modern methods of lithological

research to the rocks upon the limits of granitic masses has,

however, been fruitful in developing facts of geological inter-

est. The study which I present indicates that no more striking

phenomena have been observed anywhere than those which
are found upon the boundaries of one of the New Hampshire
granitic masses. These phenomena have additional interest

since they occur in a region of highly crystalline schists, which
usually are not susceptible to influences of this nature. In
the Vosges, for example, the granites, which have produced
the most marked and wide-reaching effects upon clay slates,

have had no influence upon the crystalline schists which they
have intersected.* As the New Hampshire granite here

considered exhibits very striking modifications in character,

dependent upon the neighborhood of the contact, and as a

spot was found where the arrangement of the rocks is favor-

able for a careful consideration of the effects of the contact

both upon the schists and the granite, I have investigated

these rocks with a view of presenting this study as a contribu-

tion to White Mountain Geology.
The line of contact between the Albany granite and an area

of argillitic mica schist crosses Mt. Wil'la'rd in the Crawford
notclu The normal locks with their contact modifications are

familiar to many of our geologists. The beauty of the natural

scenery, combined with the geological interest, has attracted

many to this spot, and these rocks have accordingly had fre-

quent mention. For the opinions in regard to the nature and
origin of the granites at this point, and the interpretation of

the effects that are due to the contact. I refer to the second
volume of the Report on the (leoloirv of New Hampshire, bv
Professor C. II. Hitchcock. As the relation „f these peculiar

he rocks upon Mt. Willard i

ologisdieu Special Karte von Elsas
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Although hut :i small mountain several of

istic New Hampshire granites take part in

its composition. In this paper
't is proposed to confine the

ittciit'h.n to the Albany gran-

)vering many square

1 1. Willanl in the form
c about three hundred

coarse-grained biotite

forms the hanging wall,

Srlii

Whirl, h;

The A

trachvtic

like. Mt.

Willard presents a bold cliff

nearly a thousand feet high

toward the south, and the con-
Scale tact lines of these three rocks

run diagonally across this cliff,

favorably for study and observation.

11 and narrow granitic mass which is

,ss, and this forms in a modified way
ted '' Bodegang," which is a small

ts the Earn berg and Brocken, two
larz, the phenomena connected with

.1 by Los8en4
a \cvy distinctly and definitely char-

tiled by Hitchcock the spotted or

11 its areas it has the same peculiar
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appearance due to the development of Carlsbad twins of ortho-

clase with rounded contours, in a gray fine-granular aggregate
of granitic minerals, which are said to form a mixture resemb-
ling pepper and salt. Whether red or white, it is equally char-

acteristic in appearance, and from its extensive development it

is to be considered as one of the important urauitic masses of

New England.
Nor in its microscopic characters is this granite less charac-

teristic. Its twin crystals of feldspar in polarized light are
seen to have the peculiar structure of perthite, and consist of

interlaminated orthoelase and albite.* Individual grains of a
triclinic feldspar are often seen. The quartz is in formless
grains and possesses the usual fluidal inclusions, and the posi-

tion in angular corners due to the order of crystallization. The
chief accessory is hornblende winch is black in the rock, but
green, yellow, dichroic, in thin sections, and peculiarly impure
from the enclosure of quartz grains. Biotite, magnetite and
apatite are constant, augite and fluor spar are frequent, con-
stituents.

But what gives to this rock a very marked microscopic
individuality is the uniform presence in it of well-crvstalli/ed
square prisms of zircon. Of the many sections that have been
cut, not one has been found free from these pretty crystals.
I- bey are large enough to be examined optically under the
microscope, and are easily recognized by their tetragonal
crystallization, their high index of refraction. Their uniaxial
;i!l 'l positive character can be easily determined in convergent
Kghfc Out of twenty-five grams of the rock from Mt.
Millard, I separated several hundred of these crystals, by
means of hydrofluoric acid. They are white, clear and
glassy, but are sometimes tinged with' yellow. They are often

tV rnm. in diameter and fa mm. long. Their surfaces are
bright, but cavities often penetrate far into their interiors.
They are doubly terminated, and in addition to the planes of
the prism and pyramid of the first order, they frequently have
the planes of a ditetragonal pyramid which is probably the

f?" .

3-8- They contain many inclusions. Some of these are

different terminal face.-,, ;,ml some'are emptv cavities with very
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dent. These differences are of the same character upon both

sides, bat they are very much more marked upon the side of

the schist. At a distance of 100 feet from the contact, the

crystals that form the granite have become smaller with the ex-

ception of the large feldspar crystals, which are in consequence
more conspicuous. At a distance of sixty feet a tendency in

the quartz to assume crystalline forms is noticed, and the rock

begins to appear porphyritic. At fifteen feet from the contact

with the schists, the quartz is found in well-defined dihex-

agonal pyramids, as large as peas, and these with the Carlsbad

twins of orthoclase are imbedded in a ground mass no longer

resolvable by the unaided eye or lens. Upon the contact the

ground mass is nearly black in color, flinty in texture, and

apparently homogeneous. The Albany granite has become a

quartz porphyry.*
The accompanying microscopic changes are as striking.

Approaching the contact there is a continual diminution in

the amount of the hornblende and the size of its crystals.

There is a corresponding increase in the amount of the biotite,

which finally entirely replaces the hornblende. These biotite

crystals are at first quite large, but they diminish rapidly in

size near the contact, and upon the contact are reduced to a

dust. The ground-mass, which -make- its appearance between

the quartz and orthoclase crystals, grows finer, but upon the

line. In this -mill id-m: ll the mill erals of the granite found

in specinlens distjuit fi •Oil) the i ct are recogrnxable, but

near the < , indi vi.1i lal cr
,'-!',•

5 can be determined.
In this i series of chr . all

*the Ininerals have s taken part

with two exceptio The Carl:.had orthoclase tvnn crystals

and the :zircon cr;rstals ha've th< 3 sarine shape and size in all

parts of i Th; j, witl . the j the condi-

tion or e of tl e n linera 1 CO,uponents dej)ends upon

position with refer* tl

These moditieat ions. w hi- •h an '

'''-I
ieated in a le;3S conspicu-
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one and the anhydrous nature of the other being factors modi-
fying the extent of the effect.

Any chemical changes that may be connected with these

modifications are represented in the following table of analyses.

Of the differences here shown some fall within the evident
errors of the analyses ; and so many of the others can be
referred to differences introduced in sampling such coarse-

mpounds, that I do not think that any changes can
be definitely referred to the effect of contact, unless it be the

accession of iron, and the slight hydration. If we assume that
no chemical change has taken place, and that the first analysis

represents the whole, a calculation shows that it may contain

:

The biotite has the composition (K,Na) 2
(Fe,Mg)

4
AlSi

4

0„ (= one molecule K and one M of Tschermak) and the

hornblende will be 11(R Si0
3)+ A1 2 3

. This calculation can
not claim to be accurate since there are no data for dividing
the lime between the anorthite (which is supposed to be com-
bined with some of the albite to make a triciime feldspar) and
the hornblende. It is introduced to show that the results of

the chemical investigation do not at all contradict the micro-
scopic results, since a' rerrvstalli/ation and a rearrangement in

the proportions between the feldspars, furnishes all the material

rtain that they are older than both the Albany and the Conway
anites, both of which niterse* t them. In composition they
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are not at all constant, but the prevailing variety is a dark

compact argillitic mica schist with andalusite crystals scattered

through parts of it. Upon the summit of Mt Willard they

appear to be very uniform over a large area, and for this reason

the specimens for chcmiciil studv were taken from this spot.

The schists at the summit have a strike verv nearly north

and south, and they dip 60° to the west.- The line of con-

tact with the sranite runs in an irreirular northwest direction.

At a distance of 100 feet from this contact, with the exception

of the rather rare andalusite crystals, no minerals are visible

in this schist to the unaided eye, unless the glistening surface

be considered as an indication of mica. Under the microscope

it is seen to consist of quartz, muscovite (probably the variety

containing combined water), and chlorite Titanic iron par-

tially decomposed into leucoxene, some magnetic iron which

can be drawn from the powder with a magnet, and particles

resembling coal or graphite, constitute opaque black ingre-

dients. A little biotite and a very few crystals of tourmaline,

recognized by form and the direction of strong absorption, are

accessory constituents. No marked change is visible in the rock

at a distance of fifty feet from the contact, but nearer than this

point the effect of the contact becomes very soon evident. As
the specimens described and analyzed were all, with the excep-

tion of the normal schist at 100 feet, taken from the same

stratum, I think that all the differences noted may be with

certaintv regarded as due to the effect of contact.

Twenty-five feet from the contact the schists arc much
changed in microscopic structure. They arc more definitely and

coarsely crystalline: biotite becomes a more prominent con-

stituent, ancl tourmaline crystals, blue within and brown with-

out, have become a prominent constituent.

Between this point and the contact the changes apparent to

the eye are marked and rapid. At fifteen feet, the rocks are

still schistose, but thev are hard, much fractured, and full of

shinimj; dot, that indicate n new er\-ta!lization. At this point

its schistose

ock's Geology of
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structure, and is converted into a black hornstone, which
breaks into small angular fragments. The little bright

crystalline grains of quartz increase in quantity, and the tour-

malines become much more numerous. From the schists ten

feet from the contact a qualitative reaction for boric acid can
be obtained. The rock, which thus far has been growing
coarser in texture, from this point grows gradually finer, and
is converted near the contact into flinty, compact hornstone,

thin sections of which are resolved by the microscope into an

aggregate of quartz, biotite, tourmaline, and iron oxide.

But between this horn-

stone and the granite

other well defined zone
is is a dark-

ay mass which is filled

t'h reticulated black
. Scarcely notice-

on the top of the

tain, this zone be-

? wide and promi-

below. The veins

hich fill this mass di-

ide and subdivide, giv-

the whole a fused,

Un-

resolved

tourmaline and
While in the

hornstone zone last described, the tourmalines are in extremely
minute formless grains, here they are in more or less well defined
mstals, and possess a concentrically banded structure. White,
''Inc. light brown and dark brown layers follow one another in

the order named. Fig. 2 (X 100) represents a section possess-
ing these zone.-. These crystals are bounded by the planes

- £ R. - ~. » 2. This mass I characterize as the zone of the

tourmalii from the last, <

altered the character of the <chi<t'~

the following table of analyses :
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~l 100-49 10-0-O5 101-20 10078

Sp. Gr. 21-85 2-84 2-82 2-74 2-73

Quartz 36-81 39-17 4 5-15 50-82 50-03

Muscovite
Biotite

•lti;a:

**.!!
f
43 '89

[
29-67

Chlorite

2-86

45-95

Excess of H 20. •15 •55 •58

Tn^l 10049 10iD-0S ToiTo 100-78

In these anahyses a systematic ai id i)i'o<yressive : series of

changes indicates- tint thei •e has been an addiition to the schists

by reason of con u-ith the granit(?. The
the accession of bori C sin .1 silicic ac ids are pos'ith -e features,

and the additior1 of ill hill i directlv ,

:
of the ' nee that th< i second1, third and fourth

samples were taken f:rom the same s may h>e regarded

us „rtain also. Tl, es of anah "ses gr Professor

• ]>. in his w vk upon the c .ena in the

Yosges* prove, i .1 his nion, that, whatever may have been

;l1 chat ices, noth ing (except in one case a little hone

acid > ha- tot!, nd the analytical results

obtained by othe r> fr< s h,,d t;o the si

The kind of cha Dges indi. •a ted l)\- m v analv ses, if of less de-

gree, are of the sami kin (1 as those' that li; lve beei ,
(.bscrvi'd

in the contact o : era xampU-i"
the Ilarx where the li IM.-St< >nes about th. li.'u nl.cie;*- have then-

CO., replaced by

is found to be ri< tin in li directly i comaeit.

X J. Lemherg, Zeitschr. d. - xxiv
- v- 234.
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The effect of the contact becomes much more striking when
the percentages of the constituent minerals are calculated from
the analyses. This was done in the first two analyses as fol-

lows. The titanium dioxide was first reckoned into titanic

iron, and the iron sesquioxide calculated into magnetite, since

the magnet attracts black
]

u icles from the powder. The
r< in in im_ iron pn>to\id< v\ h the mnmmnce oxide, and the

magnesia were then calculated into a chlorite of the formula of
ripidolitc (M^, Al„Si

3 0, 4
+4H

2 0). Then if the remainder of

the alumina is calculated into muscovite (K,H)„Al
2
Si

2 8 ),

nothing at all is left save the small percentages of" water indi-

cated in the table, which are not much more than what may
be supposed to be hygroscopic, or included. In the third

analysis, the protoxides before calculated as belonging wholly
to chlorite have been divided equally between chlorite and
biotite in accordance with the microscopic indication. The
tourmaline hornstone is a nearly pure mixture of tourmaline
and quartz, as shown by the microscope, hence in the last

analysis, after calculating the i

compos

the remain

of the fo]

ition of th

ing

;,'.';

were calculated as forming a tour-

fie8i08

ft 3Si0 5 . In accordance with this the
K Sio,

ine is as follows:

Si0 2 A

666

FeO
•26

CaO MgO K2 Na 2 H2 E

3-72 1-22 3-83 2-85 6

: 2 3 Fl

= 100

The f . nth analv.(is can now be calculated like thie third, after

deducting the percentage of tourmaline calculated from the
boron trioxide. If biotite is considered as a combination of
the muscovite molecule (K,H)

a
AlSi a O, with the molecule

Mg
4
Si

a O, (according to Tschermak) we have the data only
for obtaining the sum of the muscovite and biotite, but not
the amount of each. If the data of these calculations are not
absolutely correct, the results agree well with the microscopic
observations, and the table I think indicates clearly both the
chemical and mineralogical changes, and make it "plain that

gressive in approaching the granite.
Just between the schist and granite, upon the summit of the

Ill( »iiitain a ven insignili int /one exists which consists of
granite in which' numerous fmtrmeiits of a variety of rocks are
""eluded. This zone, scarcely noticeable upon the summit,
becomes larger and better defined as one descends the cliff,

and I shall show what a wemhtv pa rt this little zone, here but
a foot or two wide, plays elsewhere. This zone I call the
mixed zone. At a short distance below the summit it becomes
a very sharply defined band three feet wide, and consists of
fragments of various kinds of schist, and angular fragments of
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foreign variety of quartz porphyry, and all are cemented

>gether with the granitic material. The feldspar crystals in

and the whole mass

constituent minerals

sily recognized. F _

the contact, as seen upon the clif

about 150 feet below the summi
have described are here all shar
these zones are as follows :

The cliff

*ibh> |>«>i

,'!,:„ I

defined. To recapitulate,

It will thus be seen that the succession of zones is different

from those that have been described about other granitic

masses, but that the effects observed are of the same nature

and referable to the same causes.

f

Following the line of contact down the cliff, the phenomena
of the contact ever become more extensive and remarkable.
At a point just above the spot figured, a long arm of the

rph, tin--

kvt 1
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;..n. This i shown in fig. 4. The impregnation
of the schists with tourmaline

has been much more effectual

below than upon the summit.
Two hundred feet below the

summit the schists distant 100
feet from the contact contain

fifteen feet from the contact

upon the top. The mixed
zone steadily increases in

width as it descends, and at

the base of the huge cliff it

is more than twenty feet

These are the main features of this remarkable contact. I

they show that the Albany granite is an eruptive mass yo
than the Conway granite, and younger than the anda
schists, and that the main portion of its mass had not ei

lized at the time of eruption. The inclusion of such a

products in the mixed zone indicates that it moved
siderable distance through fissures in very
kind of impregnation indicates that it w
vapors and solutions that emanated from tl

the granite
; but the impregnation of schis

of the schL

ion of the same, indicates the
vapors which accom
vapors subs©
The line

i rocks. The
complished by
,sures filled by
nbedded in the

itendant with a

n of very hot

thet the eruption

ted through the cleft*

ming the contact is microscopically
tine. Over this line the minerals of schist or granite do not
pass except in the form of inclusions. There is therefore no
relationship between the schist and the granite.

_
These result- are of importance in White Mountain geology

since the effects are often repeated. All about this area, and
other areas of Albany granite as far as observed, the effects of
the contact are found upon the edges of the granite. At
Bemis Brook the same apparent effects are seen on the side of
tlu ' -' i te, hut the schists, which are hard siliceous mica
schists, have not been affected. The porphyry which at this
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spot adjoins tl

Ascending Mt. Kearsarge by the bridle path from the

Intervale station, the base of the mountain is seen to be

composed of Conway granite,f At a height of 500 feet one
finds the peculiar gray porphyry with Carlsbad twins of

ortboclase and dihexagonal pyramids of quartz, as on Mt.

Willard, and which we recognize as the zone of the quartz

porphyry, which gradually changes and finally becomes typical

Albany granite. Here again we see that the Conway
granite was a cool body influencing the crystallization of

a later eruption. After climbing for a short while over

the Albany granite, the zone of porphyry again appears ; then

follows iii proper sequence the mixed zone, but this zone

which upon Mt. Willard attains to a width of twenty feet, here

forms the whole grand mass of Kearsarge, Bartlett and Moat
Mountains. These mountains from base to summit consist of

angular pieces of schists intermingled with and cemented by
granite porphyry. The schists have been modified by the

contact but to a less degree, since there has been here no

impregnation with tourmaline. The mixed mass adjacent to

the schists consists of a very large amount of broken schist,

cemented by a small amount of the granite, which has been

accordingly much modified by the effect of the schist, and has

a ground mass very fine in texture, and homogeneous and

flinty in appearance. Above, where there is a smaller propor-

tion of schist in the porphyry, this ground-mass becomes more

coarsely crystalline, and approaches granite in texture. The
microscopic peculiarities however remain constant and the

large zircon crystals never fail.

I have endeavored to show that the contact phenomena con-

nected with the Albany granite are very beautifully developed

upon a small scale, affording thus exceptional facilities for

study and observation ; but that on the other hand they reach

an unequalled grandeur of proportion. The evidence previ-

ously offered by others has not been decisive in <h ;

the eruptive or metamorphic origin of this rock, and I point to

the fact that many other important gn
'''

referred to the one or the other of the:

insufficient evidences of structure and internal stratiuVatn

From observations incidental to this work I am, however, quite

certain that the study of the contact phenomena of the other

great granitic masses in New Hampshire would develop as

many interesting lithological facts, and furnish the proper

evidence for a determination of their origin.

* Used in the sense of Rosenbusch. That is, the quartz and feldspar of the

. <:. ,
...: - _.-:• :

f See also Atlas to tl R.nort on X>-\v II - .... logy, Hitchcock.
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Art. Ill—A Theory of the Constitution of the Sun, founded upon
Spectroscopic Observations, original and other; by Charles
S. Hastings.

Fraunhofer discovered the lines in the solar spectrum,
known by his name, in 1814. Many efforts to determine their

origin followed. One of the most ingenious and carefully

considered was that of Professor Forbes in 1S36.* He con-
cluded that, if their origin is in the solar atmosphere, the light

from the limb must exhibit stronger lines than that from the
center. 11 is method was to examine the spectrum before and
(hiring an annular eclipse; as he found no recognizable change,
his deduction was, "thai the sun's atmosphere has nothing to
do with the production of this singular phenomenon."
The point was again touched upon by Sir David Brewster

and Dr. Gladstone in a joint study of the spectral lines, pub-
lished in l«60.f Here "each of the authors came independ-
ently to the conclusion that there is no perceptible difference
in this respect between the light from the edge and that from
the center of the solar disk."

In 1867 Angstrom:}: repeated the experiment with negative
results. Lockvcr's efforts also, in Ltt(Ji), were attended with

ever, that the _..
lead others, possessed of the necessary apparatus, to develop
the results of tins method of investigation. Bat as nothing
llas keen published on this subject since that time, I was glad
r " have an opportunity to continue the investigation in the
rammera of bs7 (

.> and 1880. The results of my labor are era-

The method adopted in the recent observations is exactly
the same as that described in the article cited ; instead, how-
ever, of the equatorial of the Sheffield Scientific School, I
used a Clark equatorial of 94 in. aperture and 120 in. focal

to the Mipp.-c-l OrHn of the Deficient Rays in the Solar Spec-
t,'"

J

" 1
'

I'M- Tr :i .,<„ IT.«;. op. 15.i-t.--H.

tOn the Lines ,,( the s,,br SiK-./trum. Phil. Trans., 18G0, pp. 149-161.
In Mag 1861 p To ' iProc. R. S., vol. xvii, p. 350.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 121.—Jan., 1881.
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length, which was kindly placed at my disposal by the gentle-

men in Hartford, to whom it belongs.* The New Haven
spectroscope too, of 12 effective prisms, was replaced by one of

which the dispersing member was a Rutherfurd grating on

speculum metal, either of 8648 or 17296 lines to the inch at

will. These gratings were of the largest size, having a ruled

surface of about If inches square.

The immediate results I give in order of refrangibility of

the lines observed, as no observed variations in them can be

attributed to anything' other than the temporary modifications

of transparency' in our atmosphere. The numbers are the

places on Angstrom's maps as nearly as could be ascertained

without micrometer.

Line (C) 6561-8 is cleaner and wider at limb, i. e. the haze on

either side of the line as ordinarily seen is much reduced.

The Mg lines 5183-0,

he line b
3
belonging 1

4101-2 is a very hazy line, so represented by Angstrom ;
but at

limb it is practically free from haze -a -tii .' _

4045 is slightly less hazy at 1limb.

Other differences have bee:n recorded, but only these have

been observed more than onci3 each.

Any theory of the sun, w<nthvof attention, must not only

explain the above described i .henomena, but also others better

known, and as vet not accou
vorthv is the 8] .•etroseopie appearance of a spot

and its penumbra. ' As is w
hibits a very strong general absorpli.M.', with a very slightly

modified elective absorption. A few faint lines appear in the

spot spectrum which are noi; otherwise seen ; and a few faint
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lines of the ordinary spectrum are strengthened. A careful

examination has persuaded me that the spectrum of a spot

differs from that of the unbroken photosphere, just as the

spectrum of the limb differs from that of the center of the

disk, save that the variations arc more pronounced. Indeed, I

could have considerably extended the list of lines strengthened
at limb by an examination of the spot spectrum, where the

variations appeal to the eye more clearly.

The accepted theory of the spots attributes the phenomenon
to the absorption of the solar light by cooler, denser gases of
the same nature as those producing the Fraunhofer lines.

Familiar experiments teach, however, that as the density of a
-;i- increases, the change in the character of it.- radiation is

shown in its spectrum by the broadening of its distinctive

a, which at the same time grow more ill defined.

Therefore it follows that, according to the law connecting
radiation and absorption, dark lines produced by such a gas
must also, under similar conditions, show increased breadth
and diminished sharpness. That, no such changes are to be
recognized is a fatal objection to the theory.

Another class of unexplained phenomena is the duplicity of

certain lines of the solar spectrum, lines which are single in

the spectra, of terrestrial sources. Of these Prof. Young has

My own observations can be arranged verv simply in classes,

"ml will then better lend themselves to theoretical discussion.

I. The most important fact of all is that the differences in

the two spectra, of center and limb are extremely minute,
scaping all but the most perfect instruments, and ail methods
which do not place them in close juxtaposition.

II. Certain lines, the thickest and darkest in the spectrum,
notably those of hydrogen, magnesium and sodium, which
appear with haze on eitht r sidi , it, the spectrum of the center
of the solar disk, arc deprived of this accompaniment in that
of the limb.

HI. Certain very fine lines (four observed) are stronger at
limb.

IV. Other very fine lines (two or three observed) are
stronger at center.
The ordinarily accepted theory of the origin of the Kraun-

hofer lines fails to explain the phenomena as observed. That
!S, if we suppose the photosphere, whether solid, liquid, gase-
ous, or clouddike, to yield a continuous spectrum which is

absorption of a surrounding
atmosphere, then' the absorption must be greater at the limb
ti ' : "' at the center of the solar disk: and this must be true
independently of the thickness of that atmosphere as well as of
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the form, rough or otherwise, of the surface of the photosphere.

This evident consequence, pointed out in the first place by
Forbes, nearly half a century ago, cannot be avoided. There
is but one way of maintaining the theory and escaping Forbes's

conclusion already quoted, and that the course pursued by
Kirchhoif in the original statement of his theory of the solar

constitution* namely, by assuming that the depth of the re-

versing atmosphere is not small com oared to the radius of the

sun. But innumerable observations during the score of years

which have lapsed since that time prove that such a reversing

atmosphere must be very thin. The famous observation of

Professor Young during the total eclipse of 1870, when he

saw appreciably all the'Fraunhofer lines reversed, has natu-

rally been received as the strongest confirmation of Kirch-
hoff's views as to the locus of the origin of the dark lines.

But this very observation restricts the effective atmosphere
(save for hydrogen and one or two other substances) to a depth
of not more than 2". Thus, singularly enough, the very

observation, which led to the firmest belief among spectrosco

ists in the correctness of Kirc h hoff's view, es

time its most vulnerable point

Another theory of the sc)lar constitutio n, that of Fay
assigns a different sent to the

fer lines, namely, the photosp here itself. R. warding the pri

cipal radiation of the sun as coming fron
*

solid or liqu

particles floating in a gaseou s medium, the cloud-like stratu

thus formed is necessarily somew hat transp,arent. Accord ii

to his views, these particles a

the selective absorption.* Tl

. which they'll oat is the locus

3 to reconcile tl

general theory of Kirchhoff with the obsenrations and dedu
tions of Forbes, which, as i

stumbling block in the way o f accepting Ki rchhoff 's explan

Lockyer seems to have accepted this thejorv, and to hai

defended it in the earlier po rk> but in 181

after Young's important obse:rvation of 187C

hypothesis'.

-.: i
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There is, however, a fatal objection to the explanation as

given by this theory. If the luminous particles are precipitated

from the vapors of' the photosphere, they cannot bo at a higher

temperature than the circumambient gases; on the contrary,

on account of their greater radiating power they must be
slightly cooler. But the fundamental theory of absorption

demands a lower temperature for the vapor producing dark

lines than that of the principal source of light behind it'; con-

sequently this view of Fayo cannot be accepted without great

Before advancing any theory of my own, it may be well to

emphasize two principles taught by the theory of absorption,

to which all hypotheses must be conformable. That Faye's
fails in this is suilicient cause for its rejection.

1st. To produce dark lines in a spectrum by absorption, the

source of absorbed lmiit ,n>'.<t, be at a higher temperature than

that of the absorbing medium.
2d. There is an inferior limit of brightness below which the

course of absorbed light cannot go without the spectral lines

becoming bright.

Of these, the first is familiar and require* here neither proof

nor comment; the second, though not less evident, is less

familiar because less important. As we shall make use of it,

experience. Were it not true it would be impossible to see

hright lines in the spectrum of any flame to which daylight

had access, for in this case the conditions demanded by the

first principle are- fully met, the sun being the origin of the

daylight. That we do' not see absorption lines is due then
alone to the lack of necessary brilliancy in the daylight.

Thus much premised we can frame a theory which explains
all the observed phenomena exhibited by the spectroscope, and

endered highly probable by the ievelations of the

As is iarell known , the solar surface examined with a

powerful >f large aperture piesent;3 a granulated ap-

ITon'of

06
'
t'he^mn . an angle of

ice is better

t'-Vhemn tromooers by mean,< n\' V rofessor La nglcy's

I reo-ard {^marWngtK \'y,',>
currents d iiv.'ted

•• i.-ralh from the center of the sun. Ah ,„t these c arrents

are necess<ariK curre lircti

a general e disl rilmtion of

Let us co nsider the a,ction of such an asc•end.) lg current. Start-

iug from a low level at a temperature whieh we may reoed as

* This Jour.
,
vol. vii, 1874, and vol. Ls, 1875. . riates.
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above the vaporizing point of all elements contained in it, as it

rises to higher levels, it cools, partly by radiation, more by-

expansion, until finally the temperature" falls to the boiling

point of one or more of the substances present. Here such

substances are precipitated in the form of a cloud of fine

particles which are carried on suspended in the current. The
change of state marked by the precipitation is accompanied by
a sudden increase in radiating power; hence these particles

rapidly lose a portion of their heat and become relatively dark,

to remain so until they are returned to lower levels by the

In this theory it will be observed, there is nothing which
,

does violence to our accepted notions of the solar constitution.

Indeed, it differs chiefly from that of Faye in localizing the

phenomena of precipitation, instead of regarding it as proper

to all portions of the photosphere; and, what is quite as im-

portant, in supposing the precipitation confined to one or two

elements only. I shall attempt to define these elements

farther on.

In our theory, then, the granules are those portions of up-

darker portions, between these bodies, are where the cooler

products of this change with accompanying vapors are sinking

to lower levels.

Having staled the theory we will now apply it to the four

From the nature of the condensation, the granules or cloudy

confined to elements which have very high boding points, and

because such elements can be but a portion, perhaps but a

small portion, of the whole matter contained in the upward

It is not d priori improbable that we receive light from

many hundreds of miles below the general outer surface of the

photosphere. Since these cloud-like sources of intenser radia-

on the whole, the same in both re-ions.

Thus the fundamental and most important class of phenom-

ena above dassilied finds a simple and logical explanation.

With regard to the phenomena of class II. we have but to

define the problem in order to find the solution at hand. All

the lines of class II belong to vapors which lie high in tbe
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solar atmosphere, as is evident from their frequent reversal in

the chromosphere. On the center of the disk these lines are

hazy or " winged,
,: but not so at the limb. To the spectro-

scopist this aspect is characteristic of greater pressure, that is,

of more frequent molecular impact. The observation then

proves that the dark lines of hydrogen, magnesium, sodium,
etc., as seen at the center of the solar disk are produced by the

elements in question. at a higher pressure than the correspond-
ing lines at the limb. Accepting our theory this must be so

;

fbr, supposing the transpaivncv of the photosphere is such that

we can see into it a distance of 2000 miles, than at the center

of the disk, we have light modified by selective absorption all

the way from the extreme outer chromosphere down to 2000
miles below the upper level of the photosphere; while 10"

from the limb the light, though coming from the same depth
of vapor measured along the line of vision has its lowest origin

more then 1700 miles farther from the sun's center than in the

previous case. Of course the numbers here used have no
definite significance, but modify them as we will, within the

bounds of probability, the reasoning remains the same.

Suppose now a certain vapor which is confined to the upper
stratum of the photosphere, or rather, one of which the lower
limit is thus restricted: then according to the reasoning of

Forbes, the force of which has been "shown, its absorption
lines ought to be strongest at the limb. This is the condition

which produces the phenomena of Class III.

Before discussing the final class we must recall a fact famil-

iar to the most casual observer of the sun, namely, that lying
upon the photosphere is a stratum producing a very strong
general absorption, so strong indeed that the disk is probably
less than a fourth as brilliant near the edge as at the center.

This layer is x-pry thin, as proved by the great difference in

between the upper and lower portions of faeulae.

Since the difference of absorption at the two levels is very
great, the conclusion follows because the facula itself is so low
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Then (for the sake of simplicity regarding this layer as

having no selective absorption) suppose all beneath the two

spherical shells in consideration to be removed. In the spec-

troscope, light from such a source as the two layers A and B
would yield a continuous spectrum ; for the inner shell (A),

radiating only white light, would be robbed of nothing not

supplied in equal quantity by radiation from the outer shell

(B), since they are of the same temperature. If such layers

as these really do exist about the sun, we can now readily

state the appearances which would be presented by a sun so

constituted, if the threefold system should be studied spectro-

scopically. In the center of the projected disk, the lines

proper to the exterior shell (B) would be reversed, i. e. dark.

As we approached the edge, however, owing to the opacity of

the inner shell, the conditions would approximate to what they

would be if the layers A and 1> existed alone, the central body

being removed, and the lines would fade: if faint, thev would

vanish. This is our explanation of the phenomena of Class IV.

Every theory involves certain conditions. We finallyjudge

of the soundness or unsoundness of any theorv largelv from

the consideration of these implied conditions and of the extent

to which thev are fulfilled by it, For instance, our explana-

length of
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the lower photosphere. Of .

A naturally suggested and legitimate subject of speculation

is as to the nature of the substance which, by precipitation,

forms the cloud masses of the photosphere. We may predi-

cate three properties with greater or less positiveness, viz:

1st. The substance has a boiling point above that of iron,

for iron vapor at a lower temperature exists in its immediate
neighborhood.

2d. The molecular weight is probably not great, for, though
precipitated below the upper natural limit of its vapor, there

are few elements found in abundance above it, and those in

general of low vapor density.

3d. The element is not a rare one. Of these guides the last

is of the least value.

The substances which apparently meet all these conditions
are carbon and silicon; nor is it easy to name any other which
will. Accepting for a moment as au hypothesis that the light

coming from the sun is radiated by solid or liquid particles of

carbon just at the point of vaporization let us see if the facts

of observation fulfill the implied conditions.
As a first consequence, we see that the temperature and

proportionally small share in producing the total effect, tb

splendor of the electric light might almost tempt us to believ
the guess a valid one. Another consequence implied, hov
ever, namely, that the spectral lines proper to simple carbo
are absent in the solar spectrum, is doubtless better adapted i

a crucial test of the hypothesis than a study of the electri
u * There has been' evidence recently offered that carbc

s present in the solar spectrum.
ceive that the phc
hotter thar
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that the substance in question, so far as we know it. has prop-

erties similar to those of the carbon group.

I have given plausible explanations of all the phenomena in-

cluded specially in my own observations. It remains to dis-

cuss the others,' briefly mentioned above.

The substance precipitated cools very rapidly, as it is an

excellent radiator, separated from space only by extremely dia-

theimous media. It forms then a smoke-like envelop, which

ought to exert just such a general absorption as that observed

at the limb of the sun. It is thin because of the relatively

great density of the substance in the liquid or solid state : thus

the apparent brilliancy of the faculae is readily understood.

If there is any disturbing cause which would tend to direct

currents of gas, over a considerable area of the solar surface,

toward a point, this smoke, instead of quietly settling down to

lower levels between the granules, would concentrate about

this point, there exercising a marked general absorption which

would betray itself as a spot. At this place the suspended par-

ticles would sink to lower levels with constantly increasing

temperature, until finally, heated to intense incandescence, they

would revolatilize. Tims the floor or substratum of every spot

the spectroscopic phenomena of spots, which have proved SO

perplexing, are thus naturally and easily explained.

In the immediate neighborhood of a spot, the centripetal

ing currents, so that Hum are approximately level.' Before, the

latter cooled suddenly by rarefaction in their upward course.

now they cool mainly by the much slower process of radiation;

thus, while before the locus of precipitation was restricted, it

is now greatly extended. This is the cause of the great elon-

gation of the granules in the penumbra, a real elongation, I

imagine, and not merely an apparent one.

Finally, concerning the close duplicity of certain lines, we

may reason thus:-I f we could surround the sun by a stratum

I Lockyer's Hypothesis, Am. Jour. Chem., vol. i, p. 1
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There are, however, certain evident limitations to these con-

ditions ; in other words, we cannot expect to see all the dark
lines doubled by any increase of dispersive power. For in-

stance, a line must have a marked tendency to broaden with
i Ik- roused pressure, otherwise the duplication cannot be pro-

nounced. Again, the layer of rare vapor must be thin, or its

temperature cannot be relatively high throughout, as demanded
by the theory. This evident condition doubtless gives the rea-

son why the hydrogen lines, though the broadest in the solar

spectrum, are not sensibly double.

The theory of the constitution of the sun above proposed,
may be briefly recapitulated thus:

Convection currents, directed generally from the center of

the sun, start from a lower level where the temperature is prob-
ably above the vaporizing temperature of every substance.
As these currents move upward they are cooled, mainly by
expansion, until a certain element (probably of the carbon
group), is precipitated. This precipitation, restricted from the

adia.ing
J

through t

1 1 is tin

r

hen anv disturbance tends to increase a downward eonvec-
current*; there is a rush of vapors at the outer surface of

photosphere toward this point. These horizontal currents,

inds, carry with them the cooled products of precipitation

;h, accumulating above, dissolve slowly below in sinking.
i body of ' smoke' forms the solar spot,

he upward convection currents in the region of the spots
bent horizontally by the centripetal winds. Yielding their
now by the relatively slow process of radiation, the loci

recipitation are much elongated, thus giving the region
ediately surrounding a spot the characteristic radial struc-

melv," the' briVntenin- of

very well-developed spot.-
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This interpretation is perhaps most readily imparted by a

comparison of the hot convection currents in the two cases.

When the convection current is rising vertically, the medium
is cooled by expansion until the precipitation temperature is

reached, when all the condensible material appears suddenly,

save as it is somewhat retarded by the heat liberated in the

act. Immediately afterward the particles become relatively

dark by radiation. In the horizontal current a very different

condition of things obtains. Here the medium does not cool

dynamically by expansion, but only by radiation : hence, since

the radiation of the solid particles is enormously greater than

that of the supporting gas. practiealh In that oi the particles

themselves. Thus after the first particle appears, it must

remain at its brightest incandescence until all the material of

which it is composed is precipitated. From this we see that

such ;t horizontal current must increase gradually in brilliancy

ance with the facts as observed.

Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, September, 1880.

Art. lY.— Rnu;-,rof Profit,- I/"//',- rrrrn/h, published volume

vol. v. ol hi^'iuaiM* M-n.- <m tin l\de, ,„{,,], ,^ of "the State)

;

part ot vol. v, oi tnc raieontoiogv ..!' New York., hv Professor

James Flail. This volume of f'.e> pages and 1L>0 plates, 4to,

-.ot the Devonian formation of this part of North

Before presenting to the readers of the Revue the scientific

• ~

.
,

.;
'

.

, .-
.

',
:, , -
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made known their progress and their discoveries ; and in 1843,
appeared in four quarto volumes the final reports on the Geol-
ogy of the State. These geologists had divided the State into
four districts; and in seven years they had succeeded in mak-
ing a map of a hitherto unknown region as laive as Ireland;
they had besides given to their country a work which has
since become the foundation of stratigraphical Geology in

The part described by Professor Hall was the western por-
tion of the State, that 'is to say, the portion where the non-
iiy-t l.iorphie beds were tilled' with fossils; thus he found

1
'

- ' prepared to undertake tin publii ation of tin Pah on-
tology of the State of New York with which he was ollieiallv

1>43 This work has become the great work to
which Mr. Hall has devoted ail his talents and all his energy.
Under this modest title, it is not only the description of the
fossils found in the formations of the State of Xeu York,
which the author would make known to the learned world

;

. no- almoal Biitirelv»

:
•'-

'

.
- .;

!".'.
:

.

-'.
.

.'

series, has l:;7 j,|„
I

>. -v. .ni-. u h— iN Of

^J 1^.' constitution f.TvoI i-i.Vv^The first parade-
voted to the Devonian Lam- likraueh, will next appear.
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Chemimg «

( Upper Helderberg limestone.

Upper Helderberg Group. reous sandstone).

This group of formations is mostly limestone at the base,

while slates and sandstones prevail in the upper part. To
the Cauda-galli grit and the Catskill group we shall not have

occasion to refer, as these divisions do not contain representa-

tives of the forms treated of in this volume. The Schoharie

species are imperfectly preserved : those of the Upper Helder-

berg lime-ton- and tl e II milton -roup are in u 1 eon- itioii

those of the Portage' and Clr mung are less perfect. We will

examine successively these different groups, and endeavor to

give an idea of the fauna of Gasteropoda, Pteropods and

Cephalopods which have been described in this work.
(tastkhopods.—The Plntvcoras* of the family of the Capu-

anoiher. ;,nd there are species which perhaps should be united.

into the preceding genus. Two species taken from the genus

M II I
«

, I 'l

"Hercynien" limestone of Kavser, but disappear in the Spuafcra

sambtbnc [n the west of France they abound in the ''Her-

cynien" limestones of Krbray and also in the Devonian lime-

synchronous graywaekes of Ardennes and of Bretagne. These
forms are species of calcareous formations rather than charac-

teristic of the Hercynien epoch ; one cannot distinguish the

living Capulus from the Devonian Platyceras, and many
* The Prench of Dr. Barrois is here literally followed in making the name of a
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authors unite these genera. The WnO/m-an i>i/r<t.ini<hthrn, i [Tall)

resembles the P. hercynicus (Kayser), the P. symmeiricus (Hall)

the P. uncinatus (A. Koemer), and the P. carinatum (Hall);the

P. zinkeni (A. Eoemer).
It does not appear that there are identical forms common to

the Devonian strata of America and Europe; but if it be
npossible to assimilate the speeies of the two sides of the

Atlantic, vve Bb, )uld ne,;ert he! ess liav. 3 a false idea of these

faunas l,y negh3cting sill compar is,,,] . The Americati De-
in the same forn

in Kurope; '.^y are anal ogc is. aimljHTl laps geogra-
varieties. This importa nt ][act is <>bs(nwed : that the c lia nge

md f; irailies 1

in the Dev series ol : the two a mtii lents. Thus the Macro-
cheilus (PI .ill.). ited l.v foi in the Dev
of New Yc
the same <

America);

>rk. ai

Ihe V

V D,Vu
:he Lox

lu-

i forms

ma (ni

(nine ^E '!'
Dei:Iix Pleu-

rotomaria
(

'•Mi
the Bellerophon '(t'.vl',,t!.--Co u r spe< ies) ; and the Turbo (one
species>

The Arri«'ri.-ai i Loxon ! Samt a (Ha 11) resembh

•): B,(h ri>l>hon rnrr,

liUm (Ilali, R U„r<:li.-n„ia (d'Orb.): />'. brecilintatxs

R Y,r„,n;i; (,iT>rb. >; B. natator (Hall) & ^//,s^
: Rl,:,!a (Hall) li.,h C//5.SV////.S (Flern.); R Helena (Hall)

/;'»* iMart.); /y. ,v^/*«>« (Ilali) /y. trilohatns (Sow.) ; i*

(Hall) /7. tuhevrnhdn* (d'Orb.) : Porcellia Hertzeri (Hall)

Helderberg, fouri
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Chemung. It is interesting to note the complete absence of

. qus Bucania, which, on the contrary, is so widely

distributed in the Silurian of this region.

There are, however, certain genera of (lasteropoda, which

appear peculiar to the L)e\ouian formation of America. Such

lyrtolites of Conrad (two species), and the Cyclonema

(sis 3pecies)—a new genus of Mr. Hall analogous to Pleuroto-

llial
.

i; , The CalloiM-ma, another new genus (three species) in

which Mr. Hall places certain Isonema, Pleurotomaria, Loxo-

nema had perhaps an analogue in Europe in the Naiwa sub-

piligera (he Hon) of the Devonian of Belgium. The same

mav be said of his new group Palaeotrochus (one species), the

casts of which roemble the Pleurotomaria Gn'ftii.h',\A MacCov.

Pteropods.—Little has hitherto been known of the Paleo-

zoic Pteropods of America; they had however acquired a

clopment in the Devonian era. for Mr. Hall has

described thirty two new forms, distributed in seven different

nical forms, elongated,
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straight, and with thick shell ; they are ornamented with stride

or with oblique rings. This genus is limited to the Devonian
formation.

The Hyoliths are distinguished from all the other genera of

American Pteropods by their geological extent ; they appear
in the Cambrian (Potsdam) and are found above the De-
vonian and in the O
to see this genus diminish in the Middle Silurian and even dis-

appear in the Upper Silurian, which is so rich in fossils and
in other Pteropods, then reappear with six new forms in the
Devonian. On the contrary, it is in the second and third Si-

lurian faunas that this genus attains its full development in

Europe. There are nevertheless resemblances between the
forms of the two continents: the HyoUthes aclis (Hall) of the

Hamilton, resembles fcl tide ; the H.
striatus (Hall) the FL solitarius (Barr.) ; the H. singulis (Hall)
the H. striatulus (Barr.).

There is no room to remark on the new genus Clathroccelia,

established on two imperfectly preserved specimens from the
Hamilton group. On the contrary, the European genus Conu-
laria is represented by ten beautiful new species in the Devo-
nian of America. They differ from those which had been pre-
viously described from the Silurian of the same region, of which
Mr. Hall had already described seventeen specific forms of the
second fauna; they differ also from the seven forms which
have been recognized in the Carboniferous limestone.

Cephalopods.—Mr. Hall admits entirely, for this part of
'us work, the generic divisions which have been established
with so much talent by our illustrious compatriot M. Barrande.
The American Onhoceras compared with those of Europe, and
especially with those of Bohemia, present some interesting
facts. The ornaments of the shell are in Bohemia generally

lamellose striae ; in America they are reticulated.
The curved forms common in Bohemia are rare in America

;

the Brevicorns of M. Barrande are scarcely represented in
America. Among the curved forms there are more relations
between the American and Bohemian forms.
The genus Orthoceras appeared in America in the Cambrian

- sandstone); the sub-genus Endoceras did not
pass beyond the second fauna: the Orthoceras proper are
h>,u 'd as tar as the Permian. There are two principal horizons

"\ Orthoceras in the Devonian formation; the Schoharie grit,

7"; 1
'

i* richest in species and individuals, has only ten meters
oi thickness, and the Hamilton group, 400 meters thick in
*'"•' eastern part of the State of New York, is reduced to
100 meters in the western part. The Schoharie grit passes
insensibly into the Upper Helderberg limestone, and it is

Am. Joua. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 121.—Jan., 1881.
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The numerous and varied forms of the Schoharie grit are

usually imperfect ; they occur in a coarse sediment and are

generally in the condition of casts of the interior. Five of

these forms are found in the Upper Helderberg limestone ;

while other species are proper to this horizon, and two of the

lower rock are continued into the Hamilton group. There are

few Orthoceratites in the Hamilton in the eastern part of

the State, where it is shaly, but they are more numerous
toward the center of the State, where the sediments are charged

with lime. It is interesting to note that the Nautilus have

not had the same recurrence ; and they are found in the more
eastern arenaceous beds of the group. The Portage group has

its own proper fauna of Orthoceras, and has few characters in

common with the neighboring groups. The Orthoceras of the

Chemung group present the singular trait of being intermediate

in general form between those of the Upper Helderberg group

and those of the Hamilton.
The Bactrites have been but sparingly found in the United

States ; only a single species is known in the Marcellus shales.

The Gomphoceras have nearly the same extent as the Ortho-

ceras, but they are most numerous in the limestones of the

Upper Helderberg in the western part of the State. The spe-

cies in the Schoharie grit are generally small, but there are large

ventricose forms in the limestone of the Upper Helderberg;
those from the Hamilton to the Chemung are characterized by

a large proportion of short, ovoid forms, and by some which

are larger and fusiform. The American species, compared
with those of Bohemia, differ from these generally in the form

of the mouth, it having often two openings, united by a canal,

in the Bohemian species, while in the American species the

toLM'ther and become a single one <

elioliarie grit has furnished six sp<bate form. The Schoharie
.

Gomphoceras, the Upper Helderberg six, the Hamilton eleven,

the Portage one, and the Chemung two: still it is impossible

to state exactly the Cephalopod fauna, of this last epoch, for

it has furnished a great number of fragments of species which

cannot be determined. .

The existence of Cyrtoceras in America was first recognized

by Conrad in 1838, but it is difficult to define its limits, and it
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comprises at present, according to Mr. Hall, many species

which should be removed from the genus. The Gyroceras,
which are Cyrtoceras with volutions more enrolled and sepa-
rated, present so many relations, in the position of the siphon
and the ornamentation, with the American Cyrtoceras, that one
cannot really consider them as distinct generic types : but that
they may be" reunited. Thus the series of Cyrtoceras alternatum,
eugenium, citwm, is parallel with the series Gyroceras Nereus,
involve, laciniosum, Matheri, pauciimdum. urxhi.latum ; we fol-

low all the changes in the two series from a like initial form to

a shell several times enrolled. A second group, comprising
more massive forms, shows the same relations between the series

of the Cyrtoceras Jason and the Gyroceras cyclops. The generic
distinction of all these forms, based upon the degree of curva-
ture of the shells, is entirely artificial, and neglects the essen-
tial characters which unite all these shells in the same group.
If it is easy to recognize a Cyrtoceras in the Silurian period, it

becomes more and more difficult to do it with precision in the
Devonian, in proportion as the Gyroceras become developed.
The general law is nevertheless that the Gyroceras succeed the

Cyrtoceras in time. These forms are represented by six species
in the Schoharie grit, twelve in the Upper Helderberg, six in the
Hamilton and one in the Chemung.
The genus Trochoceras, established by MM. Hall and Bar-

rande for the Gyroceras enrolled in helix form, is essentially
Silurian in America as in Europe. It has attained its greatest
development in America at the epoch of the Niagara. M.
Barrande has described forty-five species in the Silurian of
Bohemia In the Devonian of America, this genus is limited
to the Schoharie grit ; it is there represented by nine different
species

; they appear to hold here the place of Nautilus, which
have entirely disappeared, and which on the contrary replace
them in the period of the Hamilton.

In the Devonian, the Nautilus are abundant, in place of the
Orthoceras which we have seen so predominant in the Silu-
"an

; in the Devonian, Gyroceras are developed to the
detriment of the Silurian Cyrtoceras ; but it is only at the
piddle of the Devonian period that the fauna of the Nautilus
] s greatly developed

; there are ten species in the Hamilton
;

all presenting a remarkable unity in the plan of their orna-
mentation. The subgenus Discites of McCoy should include
three Nautilus of America, two of the Upper Helderberg and
one of the Hamilton

; these differ from the Nautilus proper in
the angular form of the shell, the position of the siphon, and
the character of ornamentation.
The Goniatites, with the exception of G. mithrax found

Perhaps in the Upper Helderberg of Ohio, first appeared in
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the beds of the Hamilton. They occur there in abundance;

they present a remarkable variety of form (seven species), and

the type attains its greatest dimensions in the Hamilton.

Their' appearance characterizes an epoch which differs much in

all its fauna from the preceding. They continue quite abund-

ant during the following periods. There are seven species in

the Portage, five in the Chemung.
All the forms which we have passed in review are figured

in a stvle which does great credit to the draughtsmen of

Mr. Hall, Messrs. (.J. B. Simpson and II. M. Martin. The fifth

volume of the Paleontology of New York, of which we have

endeavored to give some idea to the readers of the Revue, is

then essentially a work of paleontological specification. But it

contains besides important geological observations: such are

the examination.-, made by Mr. Hall in the vicinity of Louis-

ville, Kentuckv, to determine the age of some fossils found

near the Falls of the Ohio.

This volume is destined, like the greater part of those preced-

ing it by the same author, to make an epoch in science; for

notwithstanding the labors of Roemer, Sandberger, Kayser and

Gessler, upon the Devonian formation, we have not such com-

plete descriptions of the fauna of this period as have now been

given in America by Professor Hall. Thus the Paleontology

of New York will always occupy an honorable place among
the publications of official geological surveys.

Art. V.—Earthquake at the Philippine Islands, of July, 1880.

(Plate IV.)

The earthquake of July, 1880, at Luzon, the largest of the

Philippine Islands, was one of the most destructive on record.

The shocks continued, with greater or less interruption, from

the 14th to the 2oth of the month, destroying churches and

other buildings, and producing some loss of life Records of

the occurrences at Manila, and the other disturbed regions,

'• and these records have since" been collected

de bsso."* ' From this volume we translate the
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the Preface says—by "los illustrados PP. Jesuitas del Obser-

nicipal, a quienes nunca se agradeceran bastanle los

nos prestados al pais en situacion tan angustiosa." The
nces of Manila, Cavite, Bulacan, La Laguna, Pampai
*ueva Ecija, were the chief victims from the terrible <

vulsions: and, in many pairs, their "solid edifices v

into shapeless heaps of ruins, and the materials of their pros-

perity buried beneath the rubbish."

Silsumnatrir <>/,s, rratinn* naah- at Manila, at the Ohs, rrat,,,-;/ <f
the "Aleneo Mionrij^l^fram the 14th to the 25th ofJuly, 1880.

The figures which accompany this Report (see Plate IV) are
the records of the seismometer during the principal shocks of
the earthquake. They were traced by a pendulum six meters
long, suspended from a point at the termination of four metallic
rods, and placed within a glass case. The pendulum could
oscillate freely in all directions, not only under the impulse of

violent shocks, but also of the slow and gentle undulations
caused by movements in the walls of the building— to which it

was rigidly attached. It oscillated over a
made in . thick pi

The vertical £_
Wing a brass wire in the form of a spiral spring soldered i

|ts Hpprr end. To the last turn of the spiral is attached a cyl-

'odncal piece of lead, placed transversely to the rod, and at
Si|, 'l) a distance from it as would allow of its moving freely

I

111 '

1 "'' any oscillations. Ik-low the piece of lead is a small
index of cork, also transverse to the r,,d. which ,s d ra g-ed on

; oscillated

whose
a

ra«S'ure

th of the rn. The concave

ihtly with lvcopodi urn powder, to re-

by the pendulum in

f the cone;avity theie was a small iZie pendulu first impulse,

_

opposite :to that fr.3m which the first

s is that <sailed the hori

direetion of t.

| (X n ,.|i!he the index of the
vertical seismometer

;
fourthly, to obtain, by the combination of
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these two elements, the magnitude and direction of the oblique

undulations.

From the indications of these two instruments the following

results were obtained, during the successive days of the great

earthquake. We do not attach to them an absolute value,

since the seismometers cannot make perfectly correct observa-

tions, when such movements are of great violence and compli-

cation. Yet we believe that they afford quite a good registra-

tion of the phenomena, and will be useful for comparison with

those of other earthquakes. The facts obtained are as follows.

The vibrations began during the months of April and May,

in the northern provinces of Luzon. The center of oscillation,

as indicated by the directions registered at Manila, appears to

coincide with a volcano, which has been long extinct, situated

between Lepanto and Abra, in the central Cordillera of

Luzon, in latitude 16° 22' N., and longitude 127° E. from the

Spanish Observatory of San Fernando. At first the move-

ments were weak and little frequent
;
yet in the month of June

they became quite intense, and extended from north to south

over a large zone. This direction never changed ; and the few

discordances recorded appear to have been a result of haste or

want of care in the method of taking the observations, exact-

ness being hardly attainable without special instruments for

the purpose.

Early in July some vibrations were felt
;
yet from the 5th

to the 14th none were recorded at Manila for any point on the

island.

On the 14th, at 12h 53' P. M., when a storm from the north-

east of Luzon was threatened, as indicated by an extn

fall of the barometer, the first shock occurred in which it was

observed that there were two centers of oscillation (see figure I)
I

one in the second quadrant from the point where the oscillation

of the pendulum of the horizontal seismometer commenced, and

the other in the third, in which the oscillation of this first move-

ment—mainly horizontal in direction—ended. The total am-

plitude of the oscillation reached 5° 25'. The horizontal pen-

dulum left inscribed a cross whose arms intersected at a right

angle, the first set, from S. 55° E. to N. 55° W., and the other,

from S. 40° W. to N. 40° E.

The first impulse was in the direction from S.E. to N.W.,

and the amplitude of th..- oscillation in this direction covered an

arc of 5° 25', all apparently a result of the first shock ;
then

the pendulum was violently oscillated in a direction perpendic-

ular to this, and with an amplitude a little less than in the

former case. The index of the vertical seismometer was

moved 4mm from its position.
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After this first movement there were two more shocks at the

end of an hour and a half. On the 15th and 16th no percep-
tible shocks occurred ; and on the 17th, only two small shocks.

On the 18th, at 12h 40' p. m., occurred the great shock—one
of oscillation and also of "trepidation," and spoken of com-
monly at the time as one of rotation. Its duration was 70 sec-

onds. The movements of the pendulum were so many and
various that it is not possible to indicate them all, and we
limit our descriptions to the principal directions and the ampli-
tudes of the same. For the rest the reader may refer to fig. 2.

It may however be stuted that, in our opinion, only the great

oscillation from B. to W., which was the most regular and
without violent shocks, corresponds to the actual inclinations of

the disturbed buildings toward the west.

1. Maximum oscillation, from S. 85° E. to K 85° W. {b b\
the direction of most intense oscillation) ; amplitude of the
greatest oscillation in this direction 22°—or 11°, E. and 11°, W.

2. Maximum oscillation, from S. W. to KE. true ; amplitude
19°, but 10° 10' to the S.W., and 8° 50' to the KB.

3. Maximum oscillation, from K 4° W. to S. 4° E. ; ampli-
tude 16°, but 9° K and only 7° S., whence it appears that the
impulse was from the north to the south. The index of the
vertical seismometer was moved 34mm from its position.

From this time there was an uninterrupted series of small
shocks, until the 20th at 3h 40' P. m., and then occurred a

repetition of extraordinary violence, though only movements of

oscillation and trembling ("trepidation)" occurred. Its dura-
t! f > !

i was 45 seconds. The direction of oscillation was from S.
60° E. to N. 60° W. ; the amplitude 12° 30', but with the fol-

lowing peculiarities : there was no one total oscillation, but
three semi-oscillations, indicative of the great violence of the
shocks, (see, in fig. 3, the lines a a', h &', c c') ; the pendulum, at
the first impulse from S.E. to N.W., reached the height indi-

cated by the line a a' ; on returning to its point of departure, it

received a new impulse which not only destroyed the velocity
, ' i:it i{ li;"l acquired in its descent, but forced it to go a second
and third time to the same height that it had reached after the

'J!^
impulse. The vertical pendulum was moved 24ram. The

direction SS (see li-ure) was one of intense oscillation.

.
The pendulum continued oscillating durin- all the evening

ma N.E. and S.W. direction. At 10h 40' i>. M, occurred a
second violent repetition, which lasted 55 seconds; and this

ts peculiarities. \\\ the preceding, the focus of most
intense seismic radiation was in the second quadrant : in this, it

began in the E. true, yet with much less intensity than before

;

andr before observed i

to operate but with greater violence. In figure 4, we observe
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that the oscillation from E. to W., true, had an amplitude of
10°_5° to the E. and 5° to the W., but that in the direction

from N.E. to S.W. the amplitude was 17°, 9° to the S.W. and
8° to the N.E. a a', b b', c c' are directions of the first, second

and third intense oscillations. In the vertical seismomenter the

index moved 28mm.

Vibrations continued
;
yet there was a marked diminution in

frequency and intensity. The pendulum, which had not been
quiet since the 18th until 3 P. M. of the '21st, was motionless

for long intervals in the three following days. On the 25th, at

4h 2' A. M., another shock was felt ; it was of feeble intensity,

yet of interest since the record bears evidence as to the gradual

change in the center of seismic radiation which had been in

progress. The direction of the undulation (fig. 5) was N. 64° E.

to S. 64° W. ; the amplitude of the oscillation was only 8° 54'.

No vertical movement was appreciable, the vertical seismometer

indicating a change of only 0-7mm from the normal position.

After this exposition of the results, we will recapitulate

briefly the points established by the tracings on the lycopo-

5 shown in the figur

from the point at which the movement began, and the second

in the first quadrant where it ended.—(2.) In that of the 18th,

also, we find the same two centers, but, besides these, other new
ones, the pendulum moving in all imaginable directions. (See

fig. 2.)—(3.) In that of 3 p. m. of the 20th (fig. 8), the focus

of the second quadrant worked with wonderful violence, and

the others had disappeared.—(4.) In that of 10h 40' P. M. of

the 20th (see fig. 4), a very great variation in the seismic foci

is shown : the oscillations from E. to W., which correspond to

the foci that before operated with so great violence, were gradual

and of much less intensity, while, on the contrary, those from

N.E. to S.W. indicate powerful undulations between these points.

— (5.) Finally, in that representing the last oscillation on the

morning of the 25th (see fig. 5), there is manifested only the

one seismic focus of the first quadrant, and this of slight in-

tensity, the others having wholly disappeared. In each of the

figures the small circular dot one side of the center shows the

position of the ring given by the first impulse.

We will not now offer any deductions from the facts ob-

served, desiring only to place them before those versed in these

subjects that they may themselves study them without preju-

dice from our opinions.

Note 1.— It should be understood that when we speak of the

t of the pendulum from one side to the other of the
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center of reference, we do not intend to say that the buildings
swayed equally with the pendulum, for, as' is clear, the motion
in one of the semi-undulations is not an effect of the impulse
or inclination of the edifice, but of the velocity acquired in the
first semi-oscillation. The divergences of the pendulum on
each side from the center of reference have been indicated be-
cause this fact bears on the question whether the seismic waves
resemble sound-waves in the air, or whether they are rather
the effect of upward or downward movements in the earth at
points more or less distant from the place of observation.
Note 2.—The figures have many lines that do not combine

regularly with the rest. This has resulted from the shocks
in a vertical direction, causing the pendulum to leap in a vio-
lent way and forcing it sometimes to abandon one curve in

uruer io follow another started by the new impulse.
In conclusion, we assure our readers that the curves as pre-

sented in the figures were transferred from the lycopodium
powder with the greatest possible fidelity.

These figures have been copied for this Journal by photogra-
phy, in order that they might be a correct transfer from the
original plate. Figures 1 and 5 are of the same size as on the
original plates; •_>, a, 4, have been reduced one-half.—Eds.

Art. VI.—Papers on Thermometryfrom the Winchester Observa-

tory of Yale College ; by Leonard Waldo.

I— On the Errors of the Kew Standards, 578, 584 and 585.

In order to avoid, as far as possible, any uncertainty as to
what constitutes the mercurial standard thermometer to which
the instruments sent here are referred, the following definition

"/ this standard has been adopted and is printed upon the cer-

tificates of examination issued with standard thermometers
sent here to be verified.*

? determined from

following numb, • duoed to 32 F.,

29-9218 + 0-0766 cos 20 + 0-00000179 H,
Where

<j> = the latitude and H is the height in feet above the sea lev*
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We have not yet received from the Kew Observatory any

further statement as to what the chemical constitution of the

glass used in "Kew 578" and "Kew 584" is, than that they

are blown from "Powell's best flint glass." This does not

enter into the subject of our present paper and will be discussed

in a subsequent one in connection with the comparison of the

Kew standards with tlu- standard thermometers of the Kaiser-

liche Normal-Eichungs-Komrnission.
The thermometers, Kew 578 and Kew 584, are almost exactly

alike with the exception of their graduations. Kew 585 is so

much longer and of so much larger tubing, that it was not thought

wise to include it in the standard to be established between 0°

and 100° C. The following is the description of these instru-

D,.lB..Uo„. MMM _«r. oSssssa.. Lengt^Dlamete,

Kew 5!8 - 9° to + 105° C.

+ 14° to + 220° F.

:;;::

455 »>«»

;;::

Be.,.„.„o». LeX™"mete, _*.

Eew BT8

Kew 584

Kew 585

23 "

E'|

(initiated at the Kew Observatory,

Jan., 1880. Filled in July, 1874.

Graduated at the Khv nlwcrvatory,

May, 1880. Filled in July, 1874.

May, 1880. Filled in July, 1874!

With similar thermom-
eters the average maximum depression of the freezing point

observed after the boiling point, is found to be 0°\L7 C.

The following pieces of apparatus were used in the investi-

gation, and they will be referred to by the Roman numeral.
I. The Crouch microscope comparator, elsewhere described,*

provided with an eye-piece micrometer by Powell & Leland,
and an objective of 1 inch equivalent focus.

II. A pair of microscopes provided with eye-piece microme-
ters and objectives of 4 inches equivalent foci, by Beck. These
microscopes can be adjusted so that their stages are in the same

* Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., Boat, vol. xiii, 1877-78, p. 352.
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plane, and can be placed at varying distances from each other

in order to bring the two ends of the column of mercury used
in calibration into view at the same time.

III. A small vertical cathetometer by Wm. Grunow, grad-

uated upon its vertical triangular bar to single millimeters and
read by a vernier directly to 0-2mm

;
0'05mm can be readily

estimated. The graduation extends over 220mm . The telescope

is provided with an objective of 4 inches focal length by Beck
and an eye-piece micrometer by Rogers. The smallest division

of the eye-piece micrometer subtends an apparent angle of 89
minutes, and the telescope magnifies 20 diameters at the dis-

tance at which it is commonly used. j The vertical motion of

the telescope is by means of a rack and pinion.

IV. The standard barometer, "Jas. Green, N. Y., 957."

The mercury column in this instrument has a diameter of 0*50

inches nearly, and the glass tube has an exterior diameter of

0-63 inches/ The exterior diameter of the glass cistern at its

base is 1-60 inches. The vernier reads by estimation to O'OOl
inches, and the scale is set about 0'01 inches lower than the meas-
ured height above the ivory point which is adjusted on Fortin's

principal at the base, in order to correct for capillarity of the
tube. The length of the brass tube is expressed in terms of

the standard United States Coast Survey yard, to within any
errors appreciable in its readings. It read within O001 inch
of the standard barometer kept by Mr. Green as representing
the standard of the Kew Observatory, in October of this year.

After comparison it was carefully transferred to New Haven
by hand, and since that date has been hung at the level of the

boiling-point apparatus to be described. The attached ther-

mometer has a correction of -0°'2 at the freezing-point, and
of -0°-7 at 80° F. The barometer from the cistern upward is

wrapped in cotton-wool to keep the temperature as constant as

possible and to insure an accurate determination of it by means
of the attached thermometer.

V. The freezing point apparatus, which consists of a tinned
iron vessel within another, the space between them filled with
cotton wool. The inner vessel holds two liters of melting snow
or ice. There is provision for the escape of the water into a
space at the bottom of the inner vessel, protected from radia-

VI. A boiling-point apparatus constructed of bras- after

Regnault's plan. Tim diameter of the inner steam chamber is

13cm
, and the apparatus is provided with a water manometer to

keep the pressure constant.
.VII. A I • ^ constructed entirely of glass,

with a single steam chamber extending to a height of 71cm

above the surface of the boiling water. A water manometer
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baa its connection at the level of the thermometer bulbs, and a

small thermometer is inserted at the top of the steam chamber
to assure the observer that the temperature at the top is at

100° C. The escape of the steam is through a small vent at

the top of the tube, and the amount of its opening is controlled

by a small brass plate.

The details of the calibration of the Kew thermometers have

been furnished us by the courtesy of Mr. Whipple; it has been

so carefully done that it seemed necessary only to rigorously

examine the thermometer at long intervals, for errors depend-

;,r;thef
ratus II, and special care was taken to guard against any

changes of temperature. The reduced results are as follows,

where each line is the mean of three observations:

—

JS& D,M. ™e re« 'SS
1 ISSl K,mart8 .

Kew 578 Dot. 15 -1 ?
1 +33-6 32-487 AtSrO =r +0-007 The observations were all

+ 63-7 +986

Kew 584 + 32-2 +82-3 79°F. = +0-021

/,;;;;! :|^:
:

, 49-078 166°F*. = -0-016
.; .-ii-rvations, as

+ 162-2+213 2 49060 212F. = +0-001
tube being measured, wa- •

49-813 follows:

+ 49-0 +100-9 49-843 100 ('.' = +0000 Kew 578 = 0°-0 F.

49-807 150°c!= +0-029
L99-2 - 260*8 49747 250-C. = +0-110

The length of the column used for the Kew calibration, and

y which the thermometers were graduated, was 5
o>026 C. for

10° -673 for Kew 585. We
>etween 0° and 100° C. the

Accidental err.

except by the d

accordingly has 1
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1 twice. The resulting means were expressed in

dredths of one division of the eye-piece microm-
e a subdivision of about ^^ -^ and^^ of 1°

nd 585 respectively. There were
3i- readings made, and the result

of the reductions shows that no sensible accidental errors have
hem introduced into the graduations of these standards. The
necessary width of the single graduations, taken in connection
with the comparatively rough construction of a thermometer
tube, prevents any very accurate measures being made ; I had
prepared for publication the measures we made upon these
stain la ids, in order to show what degree of precision we might
fa rlj i spect with etched lines of a coarseness sufficient to be
readily visible to the naked eye. So much space was occupied
by these results however that' it now seems hardly expedient to

publish them in this place.

The following determination of the boiling and freezing
points have been corrected for exposure of stem, and have
been reduced to the level of the sea in the latitude of 45 \

The latitude of the observing station is 41° 18'; the height of
the barometer cistern (and of the boiling point apparatus) is

53 feet above the mean high water of Long Island Sound.
Each determination is the mean of from three to five catheto-
meter readings, and with the exception of the freezing point
determinations succeeding the boiling point determinations in

the same dav, the freezing points were observed after a long
exposure (48 hours or more) to a temperature of freezing.



Art. VII.—James Craig Watson.

James Craig Watson, Professor of Astronomy in the

University of Wisconsin, and Director of the Washburne Ob-

servatory at Madison, Wis., died on the morning of Nov. 23,

1880, after an illness of one week, at the age of forty-two years

and ten months. Professor Watson was one of the most gifted

-uished of modern astronomers, and his life-work is

identified with the name of the University of Michigan.

He was born of American parentage, during a sojourn of

his parents in Middlesex (now Elgin) County, Ontario, January

28, 1838. The mathematical genius revealed by the boy at

the early age of nine, determined the father to secure him a

liberal education ; and the family accordingly removed to Ann
Arbor, in 1850. Here James' displayed equal aptitude for

mathematical and linguistic studies, and being prepared for

college, almost without the evidences of effort, he entered the

University of Michigan in the autumn of 1853. He attained

equal scholarly distinction as a student of ancient and modern

languages, and of mathematics. It is said that before the close

of his Junior year, he had performed the phenomenal feat of

reading from beginning to end the Mecanique Celeste of Laplace.

During his Senior year, he was the solitary pupil of Dr. Briin-

now, and graduated in 1857. His mechanical tact was such

that in the absence of a mathematical bent he would have

become an eminent mechanician and inventor. While in col-

lege, some of his spare hours were spent in grinding lenses and

the construction of a telescope. Other portions of his time he

was compelled to devote to the earning of means to defray

collegiate expenses.

During the two years succeeding his graduation, he was

employed as assistant in the Observatory, and in the prosecu-

tion of studies for his second degree. In this work he displayed

such remarkable aptitude as an observer, and such marvelous

rapidity in his computations that, on the retirement of Dr.

Bninnow, in June, 1859, young Watson succeeded him in the

chair of Astronomy. He was already known as a frequent

contributor to the American Journal of Science, Briinnow's

Astronomical Notices, Gould's Astronomical Journal, and the

Astronornische Nachrichten of Altona. Not less than twelve

communications written before he was twenty-one are recorded

in the Eoyal Society's Catalogue of Scientific Papers, which

also enumerates twenty-one others between 1859 and 1874.

His wonderful keenness as an observer was signalized, while

yet an undergraduate, by the discovery of a comet on the 29th

day of April, 1856, and four months 'after graduation, by the
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r, proved to have been observed by Luther a few days
before, and has been named Aglaia. His observations of
Donati's comet, in 1858, possess a standard value, and his com-
putation of the orbit is recognized as authoritative. The
interest awakened bv this comet prompted to the preparation

of "A Popular Treatise on Comets," published early in I860.

In 1860, Dr. Briinnow resumed the directorship of the obser-

vatory, and young Watson was assigned to the chair of Physics
in the University, which he retained for three years, when, on

,
Watson was made Professor

of Astronomy and Director of the observatory—a position which
he held and honored for sixteen years. Scarcely had he been
clothed with full control of the instruments when he resumed
his remarkable career of discovery. There seemed almost a

magic in his powers. Unrecognized celestial objects seemed
to crowd spontaneously upon his notice. On September 14,

1863, he made his first independent planetary discovery. This
was Eurynome. On January 9, 1864, he discovered the comet
since known as 1863, VI, which Eespighi, as it proved, had
already noted. On the 9th of October, 1865, he discovered a

planet which also proved to have been announced by Peters,

ace been named Io. He discovered Minerva, August
24, and Aurora, September 6, 1867. During 1868, he added
no less than six minor plants to the solar system, furnishing
the only instance in which the list of planetary discoverers pre-

sents the same name four times in immediate succession.

Meantime he was engaged upon a work which might well

have engrossed all his powers, and must have quite exceeded
the abilities of any but a gifted mathematical genius. It was
no less than a complete digest of the results and methods of all

the great writers on theoretical astronomy, and an independent
development of the great principles of the science. " Having
carefully read the works of the great masters," he says in his

preface, "my plan was to prepare a complete work on the
subject, commencing with the fundamental principles of

dynamics, and systematieallv treating, from one point of view,
all the problems presented." This broad plan, conceived
by a young man of twenty-eight, and completed when twenty-
nine, was executed with ability so commanding, that the work,
on its appearance, in 1869, was immediately accepted as an

e exposition of the higher principles and processes
of dynamical astronomy, and was made a text-book at Leipzig,
at Paris and at Greenwich. The same vear he was sent by the
General Government on an expedition to observe the solar
eclipse at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa; and in 1870, to Carlentini,
Sicily, for a similar purpose. In L874 he was appointed to the
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charge of an expedition to Peking, China, to observe the

transit of Venus. His observations were favored by the

weather and conducted with consummate skill. The results,

though reduced and discussed, are not yet published. Even at

the antipodes, fresh discoveries awaited him. He had already

raised his list of planetary discoveries to seventeen, and now
added Jueiua, the eighteenth. In 1876, he was one of the

Judges of Awards at the Centennial Exposition, and wrote the

celebrated " Report on Horological Instruments." In 1878

also appeared his Tables for the Calculation of Simple and

Compound Interest— a work which, in spite of the subject, is

marked by great originality, and demanded a vast amount of

wearisome labor. The same year he was sent by the General

Government in charge of an expedition to Wyoming, to observe

the total solar eclipse. Professor Watson, having long enter-

tained a belief in the existence of an intra-mercurial planet, as

well as of an extra-neptunian one, gave special attention, at this

time, to a search for the former, and was the first astronomer to

note certainly (July 29, 1878) the existence and position of the

planet Vulcan. He also satisfied himself of the existence of a

second intra-mercurial planet. This brought the number of

planetary discoveries to twenty-six (including one

}, 1873, and two anticipate^ He was now ani-

ated by an intense desire to control instruments of suitable

power and adjustment to confirm his last observations, and

enable him to detect the outlying planet beyond Neptune.

Coincidently came the invitation to assume the charge of the

Washburne Observatory at Madison, Wisconsin, which was to

be improved and newly equipped with instruments far more

efficient than those at Ann Arbor. The temptation was great,

but he naturally clung to his Alma Mater, whose authorities

made such efforts as they thought authorized to content their

astronomer. But the requisite means could only be obtained

by a grant from the legislature—a measure defeated by an

ion of the honor shed upon the State by

such a name as Watson's. Reluctant! v, but sustained by a

high and uol.Ie aspiration, he removed, in the summer of 1879,

t«» Madison, and immediately devoted himself with intense

e snitedto the special

researches on which he was hent. A cellar twentv feet deep

accessory work, was actually in progress, when a seve
brought on peritonitis, which over-confidence in his p
powers permitted to reach a fatal stage before medical i

July 5
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summoned. His remains, accompanied by an escort from the

University of Wisconsin, were removed to Ann Arbor, where
they lay in state, in the university, during the 25th of Novem-
ber, and on the following day, with due honors and imposing
ceremonies conducted by his late colleagues, were reverently
laid beneath the shade of Oak wood Cemetery.

Professor Watson possessed extraordinary intellectual endow-
ments. His quickness of perception nothing escaped. His
mathematical intuitions scorned the ordinary processes of cal-

culation, and gave him a masterly command of mathematical
logic and formulas, which made so many portions of his work
on Theoretical Astronomy strictly original, and all parts vir-

tually his own. Yet he never mentions any claim to origin-
ality, but pursues Ins majestic intellectual march with the
dignity almost of an inspiration. His memory served him
equally well. It was both circumstantial and 'philosophical.

Every new observation was immediately illuminated by all

which he had previously observed or known, and he saw
instantly the proper conclusions. His mechanical gifts gave
him perfect command of instruments and their construction,
"'|d the Washbume Observatory would have been equipped
with several of his inventions." His versatility extended to
matters of business. He was for years the Actuary of the
Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Company, and performed
service pronounced invaluable. He managed his private means
with such success that he died possessed of a considerable for-
t11 '"' which his will secures to the National Academy of Science.
Physically, he was vigorous and healthy, and reached in the
^t years of his life, a weight of two hundred and forty pounds,

is nature held fast to the fundamental religious
beliefs. He used to say it is impossible for a mathematician to
be an atheist ; and his works offer frequent recognition of the

mj?
°f the 9uPreme Creator and Governor of the Universe.

The world was not slow to recognize his worth. He was
elected a member of the National Academy of Science, in 1867,
and of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Italy, in 1870. He
K*eived the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the Univer-
sity of Leipzig, in 1870 ; and the French Academy of Sciences

S

'ii him the hahoidc uoid medal for the discovery
u[

.

,

S1X »ew planets in one year. Yale College honored him
with the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, in 1871. In 1875,

m.'ide hi,,, Knight Commander of the Imperial
Order of Medjidieh of Turkey and K-vpt. 1 le was elected
member of the American Philosophical Society in 1877, and
receded, the same year, the degree of Doctor of Laws from
Columbia College. A. winchell.
Am- Joctr. Sci.-Thirt> Series, Vol. XXI, No. 121.—Jan., 1881.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the existence of Ozone in the Atmosphere.—In an el

orate paper upon the reactions hitherto relied on to prove

presence of ozone in the :ii niosphere, Scik'im-: has discussed

value of the chemical evidence, and concludes that we have
present no te-t by which the existence of ozone, in the small (pi

tity likely to be present in the air, can be established. Since

>osed three of

ssimn hydrate

. thallic oxide

;
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be hydrogen peroxide alone, or mixed with ozone, or perhaps
:><> with other constituents liitlierto unknown. The objection to

chonbein's ozonometer (potassium iodide on starch paper) and
) Houzeau's ozonometer (potassium iodide on red litmus paper)

es in the fact that their materials are hygroscopic and their in-

ications vary widely with the moisture of the air. Since dry

ie amount of ozone. Indeed, attention lias heen called to the

lger amount of ozone near salt-works and waterfalls, and the

roneous opinion advanced that ozone is formed when water is

nely divided. And liott^er has stated that ozone is formed

•rved was due to the 11 ..<).. always present in ether. Direct ex-

liments with the Schonhein ozonometer and the psychrometer
ave parallel curves; whence the author regards the former as

uly a crude h verometer. 'These objections do not lie against

le'thallium-paper, the oxidation to brown oxide by either ozone
r hydrogen peroxide, not requiring the presence of moisture, and

»e air. Moreover, when well cared for the papers undergo no

rate, and drying. The solution is prepared by pouring a so-

iin- in <.T'ams ThOll f For use t he st rips are hiinii in the free

coloration is determined



1 that the-e

1 petroleum has almost ceased.

ied by the authors were prepared by careful dis-

le natural oil. After nine fractionings, using

gmators, no fractions were obtained of constant
lthough for the same boiling point, the products
ably higher specific u-ravities than American oils.

the Russian oil had a gravity of 0-717, while

pum gives hexane of gravity 0-669. From 80° to

was 0-733; 85° to 90°, 0741 ;
90° to 95°, 0'745

;

48; 100° to 105°, 0-752. American petroleum
etween 95° and 100°, of gravity 0*699. Thinking
ce might be due to a mixture of the hydrocarbons

th fuming sulphuric acid; but no trace was de-

s gave C 85-23, H 15-11 ; which corresponds more
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Zurich, were used for the preparation of these products. The
needles, in which the peculiar odor seemed to be most abundant,
were stripped from the twigs and distilled with water in a large

copper retort in a current of steam from a boiler. The distillate

was agitated with ether and the ether distilled off. The early

portions of the distillate gave only a solid residue, the next gave
a mixture of solid and liquid, and the last portions only an oil.

The solid substance was with some difficulty obtained crystallized.

It is very soluble in alcohol, ether, benzene and chloroform. In
ligroin (petroleum naphtha) it is less so. In glacial acetic acid, it

is soluble only on heating. I>y covering its solution in this acid

with a layer of water, the gradual solution of the acid caused a

deposition of this body in small crystal plates, fusing at 105°.

They are white, have a bluish fluorescence, and possess the pene-
trating aromatic odor of Sequoia in a high degree. When thus
concent rated, it recalls the odor of peppermint. Its boiling

point was between 290° and 300°, and it gave on analysis C 93*55,

II 6-09, corresponding to the formula C
13
H

10
. Its vapor density

by v. Meyer's method, was 81*7; the above formula requires S3.

This empirical formula is that of tliiorene : but its fusing point

I general properties distinguish it from this body. The authors

'ie name s>:</"<>;< ><< and are engaged in its study. The
dilates gave: (1) a colorless oil boiling at 155°

; (2) a
slightly yellow oil, fusing point l90°-200°; (3) a vellow oil fus-

ing at*24o c
; and (4) a solid body fusing at 290°-30(>° evidently

sequoiene.—Ber. Btrl. Chan. Ges., xiii, 1656, Sept,, 1880.

5. On Bayer's Synth,<w* of Lulhyotln. — Kosknstieiil has

give it

liquid d
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ni. The yield is small, however, owing to the Forma-

tion of secondary products. With orthonitrophenylpropiolic

acid however, the united action of an alkali ami of a deoxidizing

body is required, the reaction proceeding regularly :

C
9
ILN0

4
+H

2
=C

b
H

5
NO+C0

3
+H

2
0.

Bayer recommends the use of a mixture of glucose ami an

alkali carbonate. The transformation takes place at 110° C.

and the indigotin separates in the crystalline form. Hence
Bayer prefers the second process. But it lias a still greater

; . ' -
,

.
.

,-, :
.

.':•..
'

pheuylpropiolie acid, glucose and the alkali carbonate and is then

directly upon the fiber permanently. This '"fact will give the arti-

pos>ibility of pro. hieing other imligotines hy effecting substitu-

tions in the phenyl --roup which it contain-, promises important

6. On Isopro}>>/b /,<-jtcnrhu .—Moki.kv has prepared, in the

lalxiratory of Ad. Wurtz, a neurine containing o\ \ i-. .propyl m
place of the oxethyl in normal neurine. By the action of -20

which turn brown in the air.

—

Ber. Berk tihem. Ges., xiii, 1 *».>.>,

Oct., 1880. G. F. n.

7. Notice of the hnust'njat:,,!,

Rdiit'miiti hitn-ein tlit Muscular Sti

and their Refractive Potoer. (Liebig's Annalen, excix, 130 and

cciii, 1.)—The study of the relations between the physical proper-

ties of chemical compounds and their molecular structure has

opened a new field to the science of chemistry. A remarkable
investigation of Thomsen into some of the thermal relations of

molecular structure, we shall notice in another number of this

Journal. We now call attention to an attempt to study the

1

It' Je.lenot, b\ «'!},
;, bodv the exec

this index over unity or (>-l) represents what has been ealle.

refracting power of abody, and since tlie retracting power men
in general with the density (6) Ave obtain by dividing the refra<

power by the density a quantity (^~7~-
)

which is, essenti

independent of mere change- of physical condition, and depenc
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1

ubstances. This quantity lias been

)\ver, and if we now multiply by ^ ~

; tin.: substanee ' —-) the spe-

citic refracting power of the molecule, or as it has also been called

the refractive equivalent of the substance. In 1864 (Pogg. Ann.,
cxxiii, our,) L;m,lolt showed that a difference of one atom of car-

*m
Methyl alcohol 0H«O
Aldehyde C 2 H,0

Differing in compoaitic

Aldehyde (',H,o



basis for all comparisons of molecular refractive powers, hut the

results are nearly as satisfactory when deduced from the indices

observed with the red light of the hydrogen spectrum. The
values ra were thus obtained.

If now we compare the molecular refractive powers calculated

from the atomic composition (Ra ) with those deduced from direct

observations on the densities and indices of refraction of the com-

pounds—M ( \—we shall find that in the case of a large num-

ber of organic products the generalization of Landolt is very

closely confirmed, thus:

Table III.

M
(

/y°7
1

)
R" Diff-

If then the molecular refractive power is siniph the sum of the

hodie-s and therefore independt nl of their molecular structure, and

so Landolt thought. In 1870, however, it was shown hy Glad-

stone (London (hem. Soc. J. Mir., viii, 147) that there were many
organic compounds, especially those belonging to the aromatic

family, u hose molecular refractive powers differed from the values

calculated by Landolfs formula so widely, that the discrepancies

covdd not possibly be referred to errors of observation. Tlie

residuals thus observed although not satisfactorilv explained by

Gladstone form the starting point in the investigation of Uruhl,

who traces the effect to the mode of linking of the multivalent

atoms in the molecule. He concludes in general that, while the

univalent atoms of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine and iodine, have

an invariable refracting power, the refracting power of multiva-

lent atoms changes when they unite with each other by more

of the carbon atoms were
By comparing the mo

taining doubly or trebl
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method illustrated by table I, Bruhl has determined the effect

of the double and treble links in the case of carbon, and of the

|,o\V(-l

In t.h!

ble links in the case of oxygen, on the atomic refract in

HLi'ly, doubly :

for the following table.

trebly linked with earl) oilier, and <>" an atom of u'xygcn doubly
linked to an atom of carbon, and in order that the values given
may be used in calculating tin- molerular refractive power of
organic compounds it must be further noticed that the value for

O
the group - C — is 5+3-4 = 8-4 and that for the group -r- C= C—



lar structure of benzol, C
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r by the Pennsylvania Salt Co.mnsylvama Salt Co. But he gives lull details

nipulation for the method proposed by 1 largre:

are of sulphate of soda direct from salt l»y 1nufacture of sulphate of i

id,—thus reducing to one the double c

tion of first making sulphuric arid and then decomposing by it

the salt. Although not generally adopted and far from perfected,

it deserves to rank a- the most important recent modification of

the Leblanc process.

The operation may be expressed by the following equation:

S0
2
+0+IU )4 _'Na('l= Na.S()

l

+2HCl. It is effected by draw-

ing, by means of a Hoot exhauster, sulphurous acid gas. with t",

to 8 vols, of sulphurous acid, from ordinary pyrites burners, mixed

with superheated steam through a series

filled with salt. Complete decompositk
than two to three weeks. Hence, owing
heat generated by the

itrary to expeetat

the requisite temperature of 400° to 500°. There-

fore the fuel consumed in heating the cylinders, raising steam and

preparing the salt, almost equals in some works that consumed in

making sulphate in the old way.
In 1 lie appliances fur (.-(.inverting the sulphate into carbonate no

performance of this

!
sulphm-maginally
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dense granular sulphur separates :m<l none passes off as polythi-

III. The CaCl, under the action of CO, restores CaCO—the
reagent tor c.irl.oni/.iim the XaS()

]

of another lot; and the CI
pusses hack to the manganese for use again.

MgO+ ('aCM.,+ C().
J
=M.u('l.

J
+CaCO

:i

.

II. Geology and Natural History.

Notes on alleged changes hi tin n latin el< rations of Land
Sea; by Henry Miivuki..., Assistant. Appendix No. 8 in

Report of the Coast ami (u-.h-tic Survev lor 1877, Carlile P.

. :'7';:\VV-"T-

'

,

,,;'

,

:

:

.

^
II) Tin

w led c,

l>igli-\vate

(2) Tin,
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and Perc6 Rock, measuring two hundred ami seventy-one nauti.

miles passes near tl,e ii,><,ml 1Y> and across the meadows oft

Cumberland liasin. It is to these two salt-marsh districts tl

Mr. Akins refers particularly in his letter already quoted, wb

he speaks of the ancient French and modern English dykes w:

the conclusion that no change of elevation can be alleged.
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already from 150 to 200,) with reference to giving full details and

3. Volcanic En<i>t«»t* <>f M>n, tl ,; Lou, IfinntH.—A letter of No-
vember 0th to 12th, from the Rev. Titus Coan of Ililo, addressed

to Prof. C. S. Lyman of New Haven, states that, on the 6th, vapors
were seen toward the summit of Manna L<»a and evidence of a flow
of lavas in progress toward Manna Kea. On the 7th, according
to the report of a person from Waimea who had ascended for a
view of the regio ie of tlie spurs of Manna Kea, all the elevated

mountains, on the mh, states that the stream was on the north side

the flow of 1855-S <'i, had a iemj•th to the plain of about thirty

Im, and was three-1 mirths le wide at its terminus. Heavy
mcealed the region of fires the

SrtSs^
"'; T ; at Hilo. On the 10th, the

d bv the brilliant li-lit for a

southeaster! v toward East Kau
e 11th the ii res were still active from the
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4. The Genesis of the Ore,s of Iron, by J. S. Newberry.
(Fmm the School nf .Mi„r [i uarterly for Nov, 1*80).—Iron-ore

in. and their formation throuu-litlR-

aid of organic acids is sustains 1. Speaking of the Arcluean iron

ores, he says: "That in some cum- the <»re has been profoundly

modified, both in character an d position, since its deposition, is

undeniable; but to be asked to believe that th:: ore sheets are

intrusive is a greater strain dipon my credulity than it can en-

The magnetite and hematite ores in southern Utah, whirl, Prof.

Newberry was the first to descr

Salt Lake City, in what is reulljthVp.oh.n-ationofthe \Vnhsatch

Mountains. He observes that u,ai Iron Springs, the so-called - Hie;

s of magnetite iron ore, measuring
ng in castellated crags 100 feet or

.lair Mine" is a rau-ed Mack crest

ligh. The ore of the region, which
is halt hematite, is in belts st anding nearlj vertical; it is often

Bis. 27 pp. 4to. (Journal des Savants,

remarkable work his descriptions and the

eh show—especially the latter—that he had

lents, contraction-like, beneath the earth's

its out that Descartes attributed the forma-

> emanations from below.

of a portion of the Southern Interior of
G. M. Dawson. Montreal, July, 1880.—

paper font

Bolton up.
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JectiDg a large number of minerals—upward of 100—to the action
of citric acid, in some cases with the addition of a second reagent,
as sodium nitrate, potassium iodide, etc. It is concluded that
all carbonates and phosphates are decomposed by citric acid,
some sulphides, and all the hydrous silicates with one or two ex-
ceptions. A series of tables are given at the end of the paper
in which some ninety minerals are arranged according to their
behavior with citric acid, with and without the addition of other
reagents. The memoir gives proof of much patient labor, and
t' 1 '- field is one in which little had been done previously.

—

Annals
N. T. Acad. Sci., ii, No. T.

8. Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-
ih-lph'ni.—Vux the convenience of those interested in Mineralogy
and Geology, the papers of the Proceedings of this Academy in

these departments for the years 1877-1879,~have been issued as a
separate pamphlet, and made Number 1 of a proposed series.

9. Ctenophorw ;* by Dr. C. Chun. — This volume forms the
first monograph of the Memoirs to be published under the aus-
pices of the Zoological Station at Naples. As Dr. Dohrn informs

twenty monographs

monographs have
es httle by little to

ological

3ng the

: taunal

Our embryol
ded with disc

the chaos of

myology, in fact the whole biology of the group undeiSr
ood in its broadest

a. flora des Golfes von Neapel. Herausgegeben vc
^eapel. I Monographie, Ctenophorae, von Dr. Carl (
Tafeln u. 22 Holzsclinitten. Leipzig, 1880. (Willi

- Scl-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 121.—Jan., 1
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With the intense competition for priority which rapid publica-

tion has introduced into all biological work, it is most gratifying

to see a student who, instead of rushing into print at the end of

every three months, and intlictinu' on his brother naturalists his

undigested notes of a season's work, sits down for four years of

graph, such as Dr. Chun has just published, upon Cte no phone.

again carefully prepared monograph's, but that we may also find

in them the same modesty and the same good temper which char-

acterizes every page of this magnificent memoir. It is rare to find

so gcnth- a critic and yet one who, combining original investiga-

ture of his subject, is yet able and willing to place himself on the

ground occupied by his predecessors, and jud-in-' them by the

standard of the time at whirl, they u rote—never extolling the

progress of later days, at the expense of the pion

It is not too much to t
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delicacy of texture or grace of mot ion; and even one who has
never seen a living Ctenophore, may study their structure in
these wonderful plates superior as they are to the very best fig-

ures rims far published. Dr. Chun is 'evidently as good an artist

as he is a biologist, and we cannot close without congratulating
him most heartily on the publication of this model monograph.

10. The Spiral Cha
fessur .John Vnrx.;, in

of Natural Histm-v f<>

"
M.'lh:. !

thnhujnu,! H;hli,„,rar l

1 and nian-

, make the

the differences

i
-002 per cent

~. ''• - ' '" bj, '-' 1 '" *b The largest during the six months

(6) The lowest yet found was mi February 26th, 18*79, \
with another apparatus, there was found 20-45 and 20-50.
lowest during the six month, was oil February 14th, wher
sample gave, 20-896 and 20-903 ; another sample gave 20-86^
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2. National Arailcmtj <>f Sciences. — At the session of the

National Academy in New York City, commencing November 17,

the following papers were read:

On the origin of the coral reefs of the Yucatan and Florida Banks ; Alexander

Observations on ice and icebergs in the polar regions ; F. Schwatka.
The duration of the Arctic winter; F. Schwatka.

The relationship of the Carlx.nii i is Kuphol i i t< living mil extin t Myria

pods; Samuel II. Scudder.
On the elliptieity of the earth as deduced from pendulum experiments: 0. 8.

An improvement in the Spnmgd air-pump ; 0. N. ROOD.

Measurement of radiant energy; S. P. Langlet.
Causes which determine the progressive movement of storms ; Elias Loomis.

3. Annual Repnrtnf the C,

War, for the year 1879. In

pages 8vo.—Besides the si,e<

;r,l!'«:

r Dr. C. Smart. I'. S. X,
itutes nearly two-thirds of
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the material in solution (2-263 to 3-042 grains per liter), and the
gases are carbonic acid ami hydrogen -ul|.lii«lc ; and pp. 2371-
2395 a report on the Mammal- and \Y\n\< of the general region of

the Big Horn Kiver and Mountains of Montana Territory, by
C. E. McChesney, Asst. Surgeon, II. S. A.

4. Report on the Meteorology of Tokio, for the year 1879;
by Prof. T. C. Menoenhael.—1 his report forms Parti of vol. iii

ot the Memoirs of the Science Department of the Iniversity of

Tokio. It contains the usual meteorological observations, ami its

notable feature is the free use of graphical representation of most
of the results. Its forty-one pages of letter-press, including tables,

are accompanied b\ /,/v ,,t
:
/-s< r. „ j»-i-« - yl chart- dinwim; curves

It is nublished bv the (niversitv and is handsomely printed at

the I bo ern.nent Printing Office. C. G. R.

5. United St ,//,-, i'nnuuisHinu uf F;,/> o>„! r;,h, ,•;,*, Port VI;
Ibj.»rt nfthr In,,,,,,;**;**,,,:; Di-.'Spenc kk V. Ibv.in), fur the >,eor

marine Isopoda of '.

13 plates; on the

V
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6. Rontgen's Principles of Thermodynamics, with special

,7r //V,7//o„.s' tn hot-air, gas oral steam engines. Translated,

revised and enlarged by A. Jay Di IJois. New Vork, 1880. John
Wiley cV Sons. 8vo, pp. xviii and (.41.—The aim of the author and

of the translator lias been t<» t'tirnisb a work for the engineering

profession and technical schools suited to the needs of beginners

by the mode of treatment, and yet sufficiently wide in its scope

and practical in its applications. besides the extensive additions

made by the translator hinn

1. The American Naturalist. — The American Entomologist,

uralist, and the latter will hen-after have the able assistance of

riefer form, those

Wished at Kansas

• by J.
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An Illustrated Weekly Journal devoted to

MINING, METALLURGY. AND ENGINEERING.
Conducted by RICHARD P. KOTHWELL, Mining Engineer. ROSSTTER W.

RAYMOND, Ph.D., Late U. S. Commissioner of Mines.
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AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCIENCE.

[THIRD SERIES.]

Art. VIII.

—

Notice of Julius Thomsen's Thermochemical Investi-

gationofthe MoleoiJa ;,,•!„,,, Coi>tj>oti,nh;*

by Josiah P. Cooke.

The value called in thermochemistry the heat of for-

mation of a chemical compound is simply the sum of the
calorific effects—both positive and negative—of the several
processes, by which ,the compound may be formed from the
elementary substances of which it consists. According to a
fundamental theorem of thermotics this sum is always the
same, by whatever series of processes the compound may be
obtained, and may be regarded therefore as representing the
amount of heat, which would be evolved by the direct union
of the elementary substances, even when the given compound
cannot be formed in that way. For convenience of calcula-
tion the results are usually stated not for the same weight of
each compound, but for its equivalent or molecular weight.
Thus when the heat of formation of sulphuric acid (H

aS0 4) is

given as 193,000c
it is to be understood that 32 grams of solid

^.iiiiiir, 64 grams of oxygen gas, and 2 grams of hydrogen gas
taken in their ordinary state under the normal con-

ditionsnf temperature and pressure), when united to form 98
grams of sulphuric acid, evolve sufficient heat to raise the tem-
perature of 193,000 grams of water one degree. It must be
noticed that our experiments only prove that in passing from
the elementary substances to the ultimate product through the
intermediate stages, which the production of sulphuric acid

* Berichte der deutsch. chem. Gesellschaft, xiii, 1880, pp. 1321, 1388, 1806.
Am. Jotm. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 122.-Feb., 1881.
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involves, a certain amount of heat is lost on balancing the ac-

count. The further conclusion that the ultimate loss of heat

is precisely the same as it would be if sulphuric acid could be

made by the direct union of its elements, is an inference from

the general theorem to which we have referred, and which may

be stated thus

:

Whemver a sij4ei,\ of bodies undergoes chemical •

changes and passes into another conditio)/, vhiatenr ma;/ have been

the nature or succession of the change l'h» oinndit;/ of heat evolved

or absorbed depends solely on the initial ami limit comiitiovs <>t the

system provided no e/ih-l has L,e,, pro'him I ,,,, th>- hoddes outside.

Hence when the initial and final conditions are the same,

the total thermal effect is the same, however different the pro-

cesses by which the result may be reached. Thes.

are physical as well as chemical. Thus in the production of

acid not only has a solid been rendered fluid but

also two highly elastic gases have been condensed to the

liquid state, changes, which, as is well known, must involve

large calorific effects. Were it possible to eliminate the effects

of such physical changes, we might hope to determine the

amount of heat evolved in the chemical changes alone, ami

this would give us what we have so long sought, a measure of

the forces which determine the union of the elementary atoms.

We might then be able to find the amount of heat which

would be evolved by the union of 32 grams of isolated sul-

phur atoms, 64 grams of isolated oxygen atoms, and 2 grams of

isolated hydrogen atoms, to form 98 grams of isolated m0
^
e '

cules of sulphuric acid. The comparison of such data would

give us what we may appropriately call the thermal

of the isolated atoms in their several relations, and this would

furnish a measure of the various bonds by which the atomj

are held in combination, and afford a new and direct method

of investigating molecular structures. We should thus obtain

a certain criterion for determining the order and the nature of

the bonds by which the atoms are united in any molecule.

In a recent notice (this Journal, vol. xix, 264. April, 1880), we

wrote: "The problem of finding what we have called the

ms is not more remote than many

uccessfully solved in organic syn-

thesis." ami we have thus soon the pleasure of calling attention

to a partial solution of the problem then stated.

As is well known, in the molecules C=C ; HC==CH; H,C~
CH

Q
; II

3
C-CII

a
: 1J

4
C | CFI

4
(the first representing an assumed

molecule of a condition, and the last repre-

vely ; and in the paper we are noticing Thomsen
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seeks to determine the thermal value of these several bonds
which he represents by the symbols vv v„ v^ and vv
As a starting point for the investigation he has redetermined

experimentally the heat of combustion of several of the hydrocar-

bons, namely Methan CH
4 , Ethan C4

H
6 , Propan C

3
H

8 , Propylen

C
3
H„ and the values obtained, together with the correspond-

ing values for Ethylene C
a
H 4

and Acetylene C 5
H

2 ,
previously

determined (Pogg. Ann., v. 143, 390), are united in the column
under I in the following table. Under column II of the same
table we have given the heat of formation of the same hydro-

carbons assumed to be produced from amorphous carbon and
hydrogen gas. As we already know (from the experiments of

Favre and Silbermann and from previous experiments of Thom-
sen), the heat of combustion both of amorphous carbon and of

hydrogen gas, namely,

(C, O
2
)=96,960 c (H„ O)=68,360 c

it is very easy to calculate the values in column II from those

in column I; for by a well-known principle of thermo-chemis-
try the heat of formation of a hydrocarbon is equal to the dif-

ference between the heat of combustion of the compound and
sum of the similar values for the charcoal and hydrogen gas
from which it is assumed to be formed. In the case of CH,,

20,150 C=96,960 C+2X68,360 C -213,.530C
.

We here assume that the hydrocarbon used in our experi-
ments has the volume it naturally would take under the nor-
mal pressure of the air, and hence the values of heat of forma-

sured under constant pres-

jveral hydrocarbons repre-

volume as that of a molecule of

it that the amount
these compounds

v greatly. Thus if we leave out of view the com-
paratively insignificant volume of the solid charcoal, it is evi-
dent that, while in the formation of CH4

two volumes are con-
densed to one, in the formation of C

S
H

8
four volumes are con-

densed to one, and it is evident that if we wish to study the
chemieal action solely we must eliminate the effect of this

mechanical cause of the evolution of heat.

Now it can be calculated from well-known data, that at a
mean temperature of 20° C. 580c are set free for every molecu-
lar volume lost by condensation. In the formation of"CH

t
from

211, one molecular volume is lost, and hence by subtracting
580 c from 20,150c we obtain the amount of heat which would
have been evolved had the product occupied the same volume
as the factors from which it was formed. In like manner the
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other values of column III have been calculated, and \

obtain what may be called the heat of combination unc

It may be noticed incidentally in connection with this table

that the'results confirm the previous conclusion of Favre and

Sil nermann, that the common difference of CH
2
between the

members of a series of homologues corresponds in all cases to

Perences in the calorific power of their molecules.

Thus from the above table we have

and it is evident that the difference in quest

closely 160.000c
.

If, next, we compare the heat of formatio

volume of all the hydrocarbon molecules w

atoms of carbon, we find between these valu<

relationship, and from this the remarkable c

paper we are noticing have been deduced.

Table II.

i 29,250 = Ir

C, + H 6 = + 24,510c

[

2(C +H4) = C 2 + H 8 = + 39,U0« f

14
'
630 ~ r

Now just as 2CH 4
is the limit of this series of molecules at one

end, C, is evidently the limit of the series at the other end, and

the symbol Ca
represents the theoretical molecule of carbon in

the aeriform state occupving the unit of molecular volume,

the two atoms of this molecule united by four bonds. Now
if we represent the heat of formation of this molecule by — a

i

it will be seen that the relationship exhibited by the table

aives us at once the means of calculating its value. But it is

obvious that while the results given in the table are -uhVienh v

accordant to exhibit I

different values for —a by combining different results, and the

only correct method is to bring all the determinations into the
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calculation, combining the several values according to the prin-

ciple of least squares. This Thomsen has done, and deduced
for the most probable values

a=106,630 c
. r=14,573.

With these values it is now easy to calculate the following table

:

Table III.

HsC-CH, - a + 1r - 4,619 c

9r _ mm
HOOTCH; ZltitZ m£m-

10r = 145,730

and by comparing these calculated values with the observed
values of table II it will be seen how closely they satisfy the

observations. In table III the/value —a is'the heat of forma-
tion of the assumed product C=C from amorphous charcoal,

and is the sum of two quantities, first the amount of heat

absorbed in completely disassociating the atoms from the amor-
phous solid coal, and secondly the amount of heat that must
be set free in the union of free carbon atoms in pairs by four
bonds. If now we represent the first value by —2d and the
second as already proposed by v

i
we can evidently make the

equation

-a=-2«?+t>
4
=—106,680°. (1)

If a hydrocarbon is formed from amorphous carbon and hy-
drogen gas, the process must involve in addition to the disas-

sociation of the atoms of the coal a division of the molecules
of hydrogen gas also, and then a union of the hydrogen atoms
to the carbon atoms, and perhaps also a union of the carbon
atoms by the bonds which remain open one, two or three, as
the case may be. Let us represent now by —kh the heat ab-
sorbed in the disassociation of the atoms of hydrogen gas, and
by ch the heat evolved from the union of the carbon and hy-
drogen atoms, and by v

t
v
3
v

1
the thermal effect resulting

from the union of the carbon atoms by three bonds, two bonds,
or a single bond, respectively, and we" can at once deduce the
following equation which shows the elements of which the
heat of formation of acetylene consists :

HC=CH=(C
f,
H,)=—2<*-H%+2cA-AA. (2)

It will be noticed that the symbols in lower case type are used
to represent what we have called the thermal potentials of the

Assuming, as the facts of organic chemistry undoubtedly
justify, that the thermal effect in the union of hydrogen and
carbon atoms is always the same, and putting
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2ch - hh=2q*
for the s

studying the following equations

:

readily deduce for the several hydr<
• e foil •

For C=C - a = - 2d + vt.

HC=CH - a + ir = - 2d + », + 2<

H2C=CH2 - a + 1r = - 2d + vt + 4c

H4C I CH 4
- a + Wr = - 2d + 85

and from the differences between the successive 1

this group we obtain the following simple relatic

the quantities we are investigating :

tu -». = 2q - 4r

It will be seen that we have thus made a very near approach

to the determination of the thermal value of the several bonds

between the carbon atoms, but as in the last group the num-
ber of unknown quantities exceeds by one the number of sep-

arate equations (it must be remembered that r is known), we
must look for some other relation to furnish an additional con-

dition. We can find this, in part at least, in the thermal rela-

tions of the oxides of carbon.

The heat of formation of the oxides of carbon from amor-

phous carbon and oxygen gas, and also the heat of formation

of carbonic dioxide from carbonic oxide and oxygen gas are

given in the following table:

(C, 0) 28,590-= 28,880"

The first of these values is the same as that used above, de-

termined by Favre and Silbermann. The second has recently

been re-determined by Thomsen. The third is not an experi-

mental value, but deduced by simply subtracting the second

from the first. As there is no condensation of gas volume

when oxygen gas passes into carbonic dioxide, tin; heat of for-

mation of carbonic dioxide under constant volume is the same

as that under constant pressure. But when carbonic oxide gas

unites with oxygen gas to form carbonic dioxide there is a

condensation of one half a molecular volume, and hence in tail

case the value under constant volume is less than that under
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constant pressure by half 580 c (page 89). If now we analyze,

after the principles applied to the hydrocarbons, the production
of the oxides of carbon from amorphous carbon and oxygen
gas we can readily deduce the following equations, the mean-
ing of whose terms must be now evident:

2(C, 0)=-2rf- oo+2co (4)

(C, O
a
)=~ d—oo+oco (5)

{C,O
i
)-2(C,O)=d-2co+oco=39,200 c

. (Table V). (6)

Here —oo represents the heat absorbed in dividing the mole-
cules of oxygen gas, co the heat evolved in the union of atoms
of carbon each with one atom of oxygen and oco the heat
evolved in the union of atoms of carbon each with two atoms
of oxygen. Could we assume that in the molecule of carbonic
dioxide p=C= the bonds were all of equal value we should
necessarily have oco=2co, and then from the last equation we
should at once deduce

d = 39,200° (7)

and this being known the values of v
1
v
t
v

3
and v

4
could at

once be definitely calculated from the previous equations.
But although the assumption we have made is highly proba-
ble, it cannot as yet be proved, and it is possible that

2co—oco=zx (some unknown quantity),

and in this case we should have

tf=39,200 c+a«,

: « v;ihu.' which is independent of all hypothesis.
Returning now to the equations of table IV and taking the

numerical values of the left-hand member in each of these
equations from table III, we can at once find by simple sub-
stitution the following values

:

Then by subtracting we find the thermal values
several bonds, which take the following simple forms :

For the first bond + 14.805<= + $x

For the fourth boud — 28,918'' + \x

ion made tibove-

i of CO —is correc
terms containing x disappear from all these values.
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Lgain, a very remarkable relation appears when we compare

sther, as in table VI, the values of r, q, v, and vr

It seems highly probable that the numerical term is the same

in all these values ; and the fact that the same constant fre-

quently appears as a factor in the data of thermo-chemistry

renders this conclusion still more probable. Thus we find

that the heat of formation of HC1, NO and II
2

(in the condi-

tion steam) all as aeriform products under constant pressure is

as follows

:

The constant we have represented by r has evidently then

an important significance, and its most probable value is that

deduced by the method of least squares from all the observa-

tions on the series of hydrocarbons containing two atoms of

carbon, as shown by table III. If we take then r= 14,573 as

the true value and q=r+—, we can easily deduce a second

value of d from the data given in the table on page 92. Since

39,100c=-2oZ+8?, we have by substituting the value of q,

£fc=88,742e+ar. From the oxides of carbon we have c?=39,200
c

+x. The mean of these values, omitting the last two figures as

insignificant, is d=38,900 c +a\
The following are, now, the most probable values of the

chief constants used in this investigation :

Table VII.

With these values we can calculate the heat of formation,

under constant volume, of a hydrocarbon from amorphous
carbon and hydrogen gas, by means of the equation

(CB, H2m) = - nd + 2mq + 2v 0?)

in which the Iv is the sum of the calorific effects resulting

from the union of the carbon atoms with each other. The
results are independent of the unknown quantity x which is

eliminated in reducing the equation. Since, as just stated the,

unknown quantity x is always eliminated on solving the last
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ively the number of single, double and treble carbon bonds
which occur in the molecule of the hydrocarbon in question),

we can write equation (17) in the following more convenient

form:
(Cn, Ham )=-rcX38,900 c+(2m+iC

1
+ag 14,570 c

(18)

This formula may be readily adapted to the various types of

hydrocarbons (the paraffines, the olefines, the acetylenes, benzol,

etc.), and by its aid we can calculate the heat of formation of

ji imers according to their assumed structure, and then
on comparing the calculated values with the direct results of

experiment we may hope to obtain a new test of our theories

of molecular structure.

In the series of paraffines the carbon atoms are all linked by
single bonds, and no isomerism resulting from different rela-

tions of the carbon bonds is possible. Of course isomerism can
result from differences in the grouping of the carbon atoms,

but of this our thermo-chemical theory takes, as yet, no
account. The general formula of a paraffine is C„ HaM+a and
the number of single carbon bonds is n— 1. We have then
2m=2n+2

; x
t
=n— 1 ; x

a
— 0. Making these substitutions in

(18) we have
(C„, HlB+a)=wX4810 c+U570° (19)

and the calculated values of the heat of formation under con-

stant volume for the first three members of the series is as

follows. The observed values in the parallel column shows as

close accordance as could be expected.

Table VIII.

In the olefines, howev
relations of the carbon h
C

3
H

g we may have

c'
i i

v • \ , or =6=0—0—
/
C - <\

The general formula of an olefine being CnH,n, we have in
the first case n single carbon bonds, and in the second case
n—2 single bonds together with one double bond. Making
the obvious substitutions in equation (18), we have for the heat
of formation under constant volume
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For propylene n = 3, and the calculated values are +14,430°
or -150 c

. According to Thomson's experiments the heat of

formation of propylene prepared from isopropyliodide is — 400c

,

which would indicate that the generally received opinion in

regard to the structure of this molecule is correct.

With the acetylenes we may have three distinct types of

structure depending on the distribution of the carbon bonds.
Thus for C

3
H

4
either

y °\ or =C=C=: or _C=C-C—
-c = c- I

The general symbol for an acetylene being C„ H 3;i _„

we have in isomers of the first type n— 1 single with one

double bond ; in isomers of second type /< — •'> -ingle with two

double bonds, and in isomers of the third type n— 2 single

with one treble bond. Making the substitutions as before, we

obtain the following equations :

(3) (C„, H2fl - 2) = n . 4810 c - 58280'

and for allylene the three values are

— 14710° —29283° -43856°

A determination of the heat of combustion of allylene was

made by Berthelot, and since the heat of formation under con-

stant volume deduced from his experiment is —38,320°, it is

probable that the last of the three symbols above represents

the ordinary type of structure and this again is in accordance

with the generally received opinion. The discrepancy between

theory and observation, however, is quite large, and Thornsen

intends to make further experiments on this substance.

One feature of this investigation of Thornsen, which might

be overlooked unless attention was called to it, may be appro-

priately noticed in this connection. Omitting the unknown
quantity x, which indeed is probably zero, we have for the

values of the carbon bonds,

i r=14 570°. Hence it follows that the same energy results

ether two carbon atoms unite by one or by two bonds, and

it when they unite bv three bonds no energy whatever is

free. At first sight this result ^<^n< Strang.".' for we should

rurally expect that the larger the number of bonds of union,

! greater would be the force required to separate these atoms

1 hence the greater the manifestation of energy when these

ins united. On the contrary this investigation shows that

two carbon atoms are united by two bonds it requires no
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energy to break one of the bonds if the other is left unimpaired,
although it requires an energy measured by 14,770 c to break
the last. While if the atoms are united by three bonds there
is as strong a tendency to break away at the first bond as there
is to hold together at the last bond.

Strange, however, as these results may appear, they harmon-
ize with the known chemical relations of the paraffines, olefines
and acetylenes. The stability of a chemical compound is to a
certain extent proportional to the amount of energy set free in
its production

; since in order to decompose it the same amount
of energy must be expended. In the paraffines, where all the
carbon atoms are united by single bonds, and all the other
bonds closed by hydrogen atoms, the molecules can not be
decomposed unless one at least of the bonds is broken, and
each break, whether between cc or he, implies an expenditure of
energy represented by 14,570 c

. Here then is the explanation
of the great stability of this class of hydrocarbons.

_

Passing next to the olefines we find a very different condi-
tion. In every molecule of these bodies two of the carbon atoms
are united by a double bond, and one of the two can be broken

be expenditure of energy, so that atoms of chlorine or
bromine have no work to do in order to unite at these points
except to free themselves from their previous association.
Hence arises the most familiar and characteristic chemical
property of these substances.

Lastly, in the acetylenes the same tendency is still more
strongly marked

; for in the molecules of these bodies two of
the carbon atoms are united by a treble bond, and the parting
of either one or of two of these bonds is attended with a
development of energy which is added to that resulting from
the normal attraction of the carbon atoms for other radicals.
But the molecular structure of none of the more complex

hydrocarbons has been so fully studied as that of benzol (C a
H,),

and we therefore have naturally waited with great interest for

f the new method of investiga-
te compound. In the last number of the Berichte der

deutsch. chem. Gesellschaft (Oct. 25, 1880), the expected results
ied. In the benzol molecule, six only of the twenty-

lour bonds, which belong to six carbon atoms, are closed
gen atoms leaving eighteen bonds to unite with each

other, or nine connecting bonds as they arc usually represented.
J>ow we can conceive of a number of different ways in which
these bonds may be distributed ; but there are only two
schemes which will satisfy the well-known facts in regard to
the three types of isomeric derivatives of benzol. These
schemes are that of KekuY' represented in fig. 1, and that of
Ladenburg in fio- 2
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scheme there are three single and three double

[ scheme nine single bonds. Makii
the obvious su"

aeat of formath)n under constant vol

n (18), i

md for the hea

-60,360 c or -16,650 c
,

t of formation under constant

846,040 c or 802,330 c
.

Finally, Thomsen has re-determined with great care the same

value and finds as the mean of five experiments that the heat

of combustion of the molecular weight of benzol (72 gr.) is

805,800 c
. Hence he concludes :

"The six carbon atoms of benzol are united to each other by

nine single bonds, and the previous assumption of a structure

of benzol with three single and three double bonds is not sup-

ported by experiment."

Thomsen endeavors to prepare the way for the reception

of this conclusion by empha;

'

f/rt-at r' --'.<! ni'j
i
a it rev iif f».ti::i)l milittitcs fifjaiitsf. lh<- p/r^'/tcf' <{t

multiple bcmds. But although it is true that chlorine or bro-

mine act on benzol far more feebly than on ethylene or acety-

lene, nevertheless, under no great stress, benzol does yield addi-

tion products, and there can be no question that the original

scheme of Kekule harmonizes more chemical facts than the

•n of this scheme proposed by Ladenburg. The

new evidence is very important, but until its bearing has been

more fulh investigated it cannot be regarded as conclusive.

Indeed the interest of this investigation depends not so much
on its results as on its method. It is a bold push beyond the

beaten tracks of science, and although the first results of the

venture must be accepted with caution, the skill displayed

ealls torth our admiration and the importance of 'the methods

employed justifies this extended notice.
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the summit of Fujiyama was made during

the first ten days in August of the present year (1880), for the

purpose of making a determination of the force of gravity at

that point In addition to four special students in physics

from the Imperial University, the writer was accompanied by
W. S. Chaplin, Esq., Professor of Civil Engineering, who de-

termined the rate of the chronometer, and rendered much other

valuable assistance. The preliminary experiments at the Uni-
versity in Tokio, as well as those upon the mountain, were
mainly carried out, under the direction of the writer, by Messrs.

Tanakadate and Tanaka, who had already gained much val-

uable experience in the determination of the force of gravity

at Tokio.*
As stated in the previous paper, it was decided to make use

of some form of the so-called " invariable " pendulum, and to

compare a series of vibrations made at Tokio and at the top of

the mountain. Owing to the difficulty of getting anything in

the way of knife-edges made with sufficient accuracy in this

country, nothing better could be done than to make use of a

Kate^s pendulum by Negretti and Zambra, after removing one
of the knife-edges, the " tail-pieces" and all of the unnecessary
parts. In the condition in which it was used, it consisted of a
flat bar of brass 184 cm. long, 38 mm. wide and 4 mm. thick,

with a knife-edge at a distance of about 15 cm. from one ex-

tremity. At nearly the lowest point was fixed the flat cylin-

drical weight, 10 cm. in diameter and 19 mm. thick, whirl, was
also of brass. On the short piece projecting above the knife-

edge was an adjusting slide-piece which, as well as the cylin-

drical weight, was fixed in such a way that accidental move-
ment was rendered impossible. In order to prevent any
possibility of entire loss of results by means of the accidental
injury of this pendulum, while being carried to and from the

mountain, another of nearly the same vibrating period was
prepared, the flat bar in this"case being of well-seasoned wood,
and the cylindrical weight being of somewhat different form.
The knife-edge used was that which had beeo removed from
the Kuter's pendulum. Durintr the month of July, both pen-

dulums were vibrated in the Physical Laboratory of the Univer-
sity at Tokio in the same room and from the same pier re-

ferred to in the previous paper. Besides these two pendulums.
the appliances consisted, in the main, of a Negus break-.-in-uit

chronometer, a chronograph and a portable transit instrument

*This Journal for August, 1880.
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for rating the chronometer. Fortunately, all of the apparatus

reached the top of the mountain in safety. The weather was

exceptionally favorable during our stay, the nights being clear

and the wind much less violent than is usual. The party occu-

pied a small tent upon the summit of the mountain within a few

feet of the edge of the crater, but it was evident that it could

not be made a suitable place for carrying on the experiments.

Fujiyama is a " holy mountain," and' its ascent is accomplished

yearly by thousands of pilgrims from all parts of Japan. This

has resulted in the erection upon the summit of several small

stone huts, which are used as temples. They are built of larg€

and regularly-shaped pieces of lava, piled together so that the

shrines within are perfectly protected from wind and weather.

The priest in charge of one of these kindly permitted us to

take possession of it during the few days of our stay, and it

proved to be well adapted to our needs. In twenty-four hours

after our arrival the pendulums were ready for work, and vibra-

tions were continued during the greater portion of two days.

Both pendulums were swung and the mode of recording the

time was similar to that used in the previous determination at

Tokio. The length of time in each series was, in general,

thirty minutes. Temperature and barometric observations

were made during the time of the experiments. Immediately

after the pendulums were returned to Tokio they were again

vibrated at the University, in order to discover if any change

had taken place during their absence. With the results to be

considered the brass pendulum alone is concerned. The two

pendulums agree well with each other, but it is impossible to

introduce any correction for the influence of moisture uppn the

wooden pendulum. Experiments made with it since the return

from Fujiyama, under different degrees of humidity, show that

such a correction would be necessary, so that it has not been

introduced into the calculations, although it has served a useful

purpose as a check. Manv groups of vibrations were recorded

both upon the mountain"' and at Tokio before and after the

mountain work. Without quoting the individual results, it

will be sufficient to remark that they agree among themselves

slightly better than those given in the previous paper on the

Tokio determination.

The vibrations at Tokio were all made under nearly the same

conditions, and for convenience they were reduced to the com-

mon temperature of 28°'5 and barometer 30 inches. The time

of vibration of the pendulum at Tokio, under these conditions,

the mean of all the results, was:
*,= -999834 seconds.

On the summit of the mountain the barometric pressure was

tolerably constant at 19 "5 inches and the temperature 8
0,
5, and
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to these conditions they were all reduced after being corrected
for arc, chronometer rate, &c. Finally the mean of all is re-

duced to the Tokio conditions as to temperature and pressure.

The coefficient of expansion of the bar has not been deter-

mined, but it has been assumed to be "00000187 for 1° C. This
is a commonly accepted coefficient for brass, and a comparison
of the vibration periods of the pendulum, under different tem-
peratures, indicates that it cannot be far from correct. The
correction for difference of barometric height is the most diffi-

cult to determine. Were it possible to vibrate the pendulum
at the same place under pressures widely differing, it might be
determined experimental 1 v. Lacking this, I was, fortunately,

able to refer to a recent elaborate and exhaustive discussion of

the whole subject, from an experimental as well as from a
theoretical standpoint, by C. S. Peirce, Esq., of the U. S.

Coast Survey.* In this valuable memoir Mr. Peirce gives a

" sentation of the periods of vibration of his pen-
dulum, under various pressures, from 30 inches of mercury
down to what is practically a vacuum. By interpolation the
period for any pressure between these limits can be very closely

I as also the correction in going from one pressure to

another. There are important differences between the pendu-
lum used by Mr. Peirce and that in use here, the principal
one being the difference in shape of the cylindrical weights, and
the fact that in our pendulum only one cylinder was carried

Nevertheless, a fair approximation to the correction may be
taken from his curve showing the results with "heavy end
down," and observing that the differences in the two pendu-
lums are such as to make the correction for our pendulums
considerably less than that of the Coast Survey. In this way,
by considering these differences the correction used in the re-

duction was determined. After it had been established, I was
fortunate in getting possession of the complete memoir of Mr.

t] dished in 1832, in which his elaborate experiments
to determine this correction are given in full. Among the
many pendulums which he used was one "No. 22," which, in

dimensions, resembles ours quite closely, and the re-

sults of his experiments with it confirm the accuracy of the
assumption made. It will be remembered that, as all results
are reduced to the Tokio conditions, the correction is to be
made for only about one-third of an atmosphere, so that, al-

though important, it is less so than if the redaction had been
to a vacuum. It is thought, therefore, that the correction ap-
plied is not far wrong. The corrected time, then, appears to
be as follows:
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Time on Summit—temperature, 8° -5 ; barometer, 19 -5 inches
;

Correction for temperature

to reduce to 23°-5
. . . -000140

Air correction .... -000050

Time reduced to Tokio conditions.

^=1-000336

Assuming the value of the force of gravity at Tokio to be

as previously determined,

it follows that on the summit of Fujiyama,

Mr. Peirce has introduced an important correction to the time

of vibration of a pendulum which depends upon the flexure of

the support. I have carefully examined the support used in

these experiments, attached to the massive stone pier, as de-

scribed in a previous paper, and I can find no perceptible

flexure. No means of making a minute examination were at

hand on the summit of the moi
the mounting there I am co

amount of flexure was possible.

The question at once suggests itself, whether it is possible to

make use of this result in a determination of the density of the

earth. While many of the circumstances are extremely favor-

complete trigonometrical survey of the mountain, in order to ob-

tain the necessary data as accurately as possible. This, however,

we were obliged to defer, but it is hoped that it may be made

at some future time. The following is offered as. perhaps, the

nearest solution of the problem possible under the circum-

Fujiyama is an extinct volcano, whose height is known to be

2'35 miles very closely. It is renowned for its almost perfect sym-

metry of form, and for the fact that it rises solitary and alone

out of a plain of considerable extent. Thus there is not much

to consider except the attraction of the mountain itself. 1°

determine this is, of course, a mutter of considerable dilUculty.

but it is believed that a result not far out of the way is reached

by making the following assumptions. Without, any great error

the mountain may be assumed to be a (tone The summit and 1

'

of this cone has been obtained by making careful measurements

upon a large number of photographs of the mountain, taken

from many different points of view. The mean of many

measurements, which do not differ greatly among themselves.

gives for this angle 138°. Another point of vital importance

is the mean density of the mountain. The rock, as far as can
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be discovered, is quite uniform in its composition throughout.

It is a part of Japanese tradition, for it can hardly be called

history, that the mountain was produced in a single night in

the year B. C. 286. Many geologists are of opinion that it

is mainly the result of a single eruption. A number of speci-

mens from the surface have been examined, and it is found that

when the air is retained in the pores the density is about l
-

75,

but when it is ground to a powder and the air excluded, it is

2-5. These facts were communicated to five geologists, at pres-

ent employed in Japan, most of whom have considerable

knowledge of the mountain from personal examination. They
were requested to give an opinion as to what was the most
probable mean density of the mountain. The mean of these

results was 2*12, which is assumed to be correct in computing
the result, and it also happens to be almost exactly the mean of

the two densities given above. The time of vibration of the

pendulum at the level of the sea at Tokio has been corrected
for the difference of latitude between Tokio and Fujiyama,
which is about 19', by means of the well known formula.
When this is done it becomes

From these times of vibration the part of the attraction on
the summit, which is due to the mountain itself, is easily com-
puted, and then the attraction of the mountain in terms of the
density of the earth. The mountain is assumed to be a cone,
whose semi-vertical angle is 69° and density 212, and its at-

traction on a particle at its vertex is computed. Equating these
results the density of the earth results as follows:

D=577
This result is somewhat greater than the generally accepted

density._but when the uncertainty of some of the data is con-
sidered it must be regarded as remarkably lose.

It is believed that the density of the mountain is the most
uncertain of all the factors, and it will be of interest to reverse
the problem and, assuming the density of the earth to be 5*67,
as determined by Baily, find, by combining this with the pen-
dulum experiments, the density of the mountain. When this
is done the result is :

r/=2-08

It seems to me that these experiments establish, with consid-
erable certainty, the fact that the m
deficient in attraction, which leads t

of some value to geologists who an
of volcanoes.

;o many questions of great

probable structure of the

that these results may be
; interested in the structure

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, \tfo. 122.—Feb., 1881.
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Art. X.—Extract from a Re-port to C. P. Patterson, Sup.

Coast and Geodetic Survey ; by W. H. Dall, Assistant in

charge of schooner "Yukon," employed on the coast of

Alaska.

On the 11th of August, after a stormy and tedious passage,

we arrived at Plover Bay, in Eastern Siberia, near Bering

Strait. The longitude of this place has been independ t]

determined from San Francisco and St. Petersburg, so that it

afforded a convenient place for rating oar chronometers before

beginning work on our coast in the Arctic. We obtained good

observations for time and a full series of magnetics.

The surroundings of the anchorage are barren and dreary,

the rocky hills covered with material comminuted by the frost

and presenting little vegetation, except a luxuriant growth of

lichens. The people here are the Asiatic Eskimo, described by

Nonlenskjol.l, modern emigrants from America, few in number

and deteriorated by use of alcohol obtained from illicit traders.

They gave us no trouble, howeveryand the fine weather made

our stay here quite pleasant. When we arrived, late at night,

two canoes, containing the entire population, came out to meet

us, it being the practice of the traders to give everybody •'

drink on their arrival u to facilitate trade." They asked for

" lum " (rum) and were informed we had none. " Nog< »1 lum

American schooner no got lum ! (with rising indignation), Lie.

Lum got!" was the exclamation of a linguist amoi

However, much to their disgust, they were finally convinced

we were not traders ;md departed, leaving us in peace.

On the 14th of August we sailed from Plover Bav to the

Arctic, having light breezes and fine weather. On the 20th,

we anchored behind Cape Lisburne, on the American shore in

the Arctic, nearly 200 miles north of Bering Strait. The air

was balmy, the sun warm and bright : no snow or ice visible

on land or water, and the banks covered with flowers, among

which daisies, monkshood and forget-me-nots were conspicuous.

The natives were the most curious and annoying beggars we

met during the voyage, and it was necessary to li-

on hand to keep an' eye on the instrument eases, etc., while ob-

servations were goingVm. lest they should be stolen. However,

we lost nothing except our patience now and then, and obtained

good observations tor latitude, time, and a good series of mag-

The land hereabouts is high for the most part, and contain-

beds of good coal, belonging to the true Carboniferous period,

with limes? iv fossil corals and other Pal
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times from these beds, which are near the beach, and reported

the coal of good quality. It will prove of importance if steam
whaleships come into general use in this region.

We sailed for Icy Cape the next day, but the wind being
light, did not reach it until the 2.3th of August. That evening
we proceeded, seeing several whaleships, and the following

afternoon spoke the cutter, who reported ice near at hand, and
that she did not think we could proceed much further with
safety. We soon made the ice, which was about, eleven miles

off shore and nearly parallel with it. consisting of floating

fragments, much soiled with mud and rising seldom more than

ten feet above the water, forming a fringe around of solid fields

of rather rough pack ice, extending beyond the range of vision

from the masthead.
We spoke several of the whalers as we proceeded. All repre-

sented the ice as moving in toward the laud. The night before
it had moved in eighteen miles, there being a strong northerly
wind. After passing Point Belcher and" finding that off the
Sea Horse Islands there was only a ouarter of a mile of open
water, we decided to anchor and await further developments.
The weather was cloudy with heavy wet fog. That night the
ice moved in three miles toward shore; the wind also strength-

en at Cape Pislmrne and with fewer flowers. Large lumpsof
°al lay on the beach, which had been pushed up by the ice

rom the bottom of the sea, but no bed rock could be seen,
nd the soil seemed to be chiefly a sort of red gravel. At
depth of two feet is a stratum of pure ice (not frozen soil)

:| ps. north to Point Barrow and east to Return Keef, where

August 31st, we anchored in Chamisso Harbor. Esuhseholtz
Bay, in which vicinity we remained four days. We were beset
with natives from all quarters, eager to trade and much disap-
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pointed that we had nothing to sell. It was fortunate that no

rumsellers had been in the vicinity, for the number of the na-

tives was so great that they might easily have taken charge if

they had been so disposed.

We obtained a first rate series of observations of all kinds

on Chamisso Island. On the 2d of September, the weather

being unsuitable for observations, I took the large boat and

crew and crossed the bay toward Elephant Point, the site of

the extraordinary ice formation, first observed by Kotzebue

and afterward reported on by Beechey and Seemann.
We landed on a small, low point near some old huts, and

proceeded along the beach about a mile, the banks being chiefly

composed of volcanic breccia or a slaty gneissoid rock. They

rose fifteen to fifty feet in height above the sea, rising inland to

hilly slopes, without peaks and probably not attaining more

than three or four hundred feet anywhere in the vicinity.

As we passed eastward along the beach, a change took place

in the character of the banks. They became lower and the

rise inland was less. From reddish volcanic rock they changed

to a grayish clay, containing much vegetable matter, which, m
some places, was in strata in tin- clay, and in others indiscrimi-

nately mixed with it. Near the beginning of these clay banks,

where they were quite low, not rising over twenty feet above

the shore, we noticed one layer of sphagnum (bog moss) con-

taining marl of fresh water shells, belonging to the genera

Ptsidium, Valvata, etc. This layer was about six inches thick.

The clay was of a very tough consistency, and, though wet,

did not stick to or yield much under the feet. The sea breaks

against the foot of these banks and undermines them, causing

them to fall down, and the rough irregular talus that results is

mingled with turf and bushes from the surface above. A little

farther on a perpendicular surface of ice was noticed in the face

of the bank. It appeared to be solid and free from mixture oi

soil, except on the outside. The banks continued I

slowly but regularly in height as we passed eastward. A little

farther on another" ice-face presented itself on a larger scale.

t, and covered

t be thirty feet in
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On climbing to the brow of this bank, the rise from that brow
proved to be broken, hummocky and full of crevices and holes

;

in fact, a second talus on a larger scale, ascending to the foot of

a second ice-face, above which was a layer of soil one to three

feet thick covered with herbage.

The brow of this second bluff we estimated at eighty feet or

more above the sea. Thence the land rose slowly and gradu-

ally to a rounded ridge, reaching the height of three or four

hundred feet only, at a distance of several miles from the sea,

with its axis in a north-arid-south direction, a low valley west
from it, the shallow bay at Elephant Point east from it, and its

northern end abutting in the cliffs above described on the

southern shore of Eschscholtz Bay. There were no mountains
or other high land about this ridge in any direction, all the sur-

face around was lower than the ridge itself.

About half a mile from the sea, on the highest part of the

ridge perhaps two hundred and fifty feet above high water
mark, at a depth of a foot, we came to a solidly frozen stratum,

consisting chiefly of bog moss and vegetable mould, but con-

taining good-sized lumps of clear ice. There seemed no reason

to doubt that an extension of the digging would have brought
us to solid, clear ice, such as was visible at the face of the

bluff below. That is to say, it appeared that the ridge itself,

two miles wide and two hundred and fifty feet high, waschiefly
composed of solid ice overlaid with clay and vegetable mould.
It was noticeable that there was much less clay over the top of

the upper ice-face than was visible over the lower one, or over
the single face when there was but one and the land and
bluff were low near the beach. There also seemed to be less

vegetable matter. Near the beach six or eight feet of clay
were observed in some places, without counting what might
be considered as talus matter from further up the hillside. In
one place only did we notice a little fine, reddish gravel, and
nowhere in the talus or strata any stones.

The ice-face near the beach was not uniform. In many
places it was covered with clay to the water's edge. In others,

where the bank was loss than' ten feet high, the turf had bent
without breaking after being undermined, and presented a
"lossy and herbaceous front, curving over quite to high
water mark.
The ice in general had a semi -strati lied appearance, as if it

*till retained the horizontal plane in which it originally con-

gealed. The surface was always soiled by dirty water from
the earth above. This dirt was, however, merely superficial.

The outer inch or two of the ice seemed granular, like

compacted hail, and was sometimes whitish. The inside was
solid and transparent, or slightly yellow-tinged, like peat water,
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but never greenish or bluish like glacier ice. But in many
places the ice presented the aspect of immense cakes or frag-

ments, irregularly disposed, over which it appeared as if the

clay, etc., had been deposited. Small pinnacles of ice ran up

into the clay in some places, and, above, holes were seen in the

face of the clay-bank, where it looked as if a detached frag-

ment of ice had been and had been melted out, leaving its

mould in the clay quite perfect.

In other places the ice was penetrated with deep holes, into

which the clay and vegetable matter had been deposited in lay-

ers, and which (the ice melting away from around thuin)

appeared as (day and muck cylinders on the ice-face. Large

rounded holes or excavations of irregular form had evidently

existed on the top of the ice before the clay, etc., had been de-

posited. These were usually Idled with a liner-grained deposit

of clay with less vegetable matter, and the layers were waved,

as if the deposit had been affected by current action while

stable manure come>ined.
C
This odor was n.Dt confin ed to the

was not quite the

but had the sa character wberev
A large part of the c lay had thep
where the odor
tieularly from darkr r. pasty spots in the clay (tl.O.lgl i

pern late-

leadi he supposition tin

remains of the soft nd otl.e rals'.
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one conclusion, that there is here a ridge of solid ice, rising

several hundred feet above the sea, and higher than any of the
land about it, and older than the mammoth and fossil horse :

this ice taking upon itself the functions of a regular strati fie]

rock. The formation, though visited before, has not hitherto
been intelligibly described from a geological standpoint
Though many facts may remain to be investigated, and what-
ever be the conclusions as to its origin and mode of preserva-
tion, it certainly remains one of the most wonderful and
puzzling geological phenomena in existence.
On the 3d of September we sailed from Chamisso Harbor

for Bering Strait, arriving off East Cape of Asia about 6 a. m.
of the 5th. Broken ice intervened between us and the shore,
and the bight southward from the cape was packed full of ice.

We could not approach nearer to the shore than four miles.

The wind was fresh but the opportunity seemed tolerably
favorable, and I concluded to attempt making the hydrother-
mal section across Bering Strait at once, rather than risk the
chance of a more favorable opportunity with its possible long
delays. We therefore proceeded across the strait at its narrow-
est part, taking temperatures at short intervals on the surface
and soundings with serial five-fathom temperatures every four
miles, as nearly as we could determine at the time.
The shallow depth of water facilitated our work very much,

as we were able to bring up several gallons of water in the
bivalve water-buckets, from any depth, in a few seconds and
test it with an unprotected thermometer, giving us much more
accurate results than the Casella thermometers are capable of.

" •' found the wind growing more and more severe, and were
obliged to reef down during the latter part of the day, but
succeeded in getting our last serial sounding, completing the
section at a time when we should at any rate have had to cease
work, so heavy was the sea produced by the wind against the
tide. Finally, we were very glad to run for shelter to Port
Clarence, which we reached 'the following morning quite early.

flic diagrams* appended to this report will show the details
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The uniformity of the temperatures from top to bottom, does

away with the fdea of a sub-surface current from the Arctic

Ocean, carrying cold water southward, a result I had expected,

and confirmatory of my suspicions expressed in the Appendix

to the Coast Pilot of Alaska, and of Onatzevich's observations

on the Kamchatka coast.

Our current observations showed another conclusion to be

probable, though a more thorough investigation will be re-

quired to place it beyond question, namely, that the northerly

current through the strait and along the Arctic Ocean is chiefly

dependent on the tide for its force and direction, and on the

warming of the shallow waters of Norton Sound and the

"Yukon" and vicinity, for its high temperature, which is

greater than any of the Bering Sea water south of St. Law-

rence Island. This would agree with the observations of ex-

plorers along the Siberian coasts and elsewhere, where large

bodies of comparatively warm water, derived from large rivers,

are poured out over shallow areas of a cold sea basin.

The direction of the current in the strait, when we were lying

near the Diomedes, was reversed by the tide, and the vessel

tailed in opposite directions during flood and ebb. The rate

varied with the strength of the tide, and during our stay did

not exceed three knots. The directions agreed with the trend

of the land on either side of Cape Prince of Wales (along

which the tide runs and would naturally gather its greatest

velocity), and as a consequence diagonally across the strait.

Early in the morning of the 10th of September we arrived al

the Diomedes, and were most fortunate, notwithstanding a very

strong breeze was blowing, to be able to make a lee under the

end of the Big Diomede, and a landing on the snow in a small

gully, where observations could be taken. Had the wind varied

half a point from its direction this could not have been done,

and weeks might have passed without an opportunity.

These islands are granite domes, rising abruptly from the

water, and their sides rendered perpendicular bv the action of

the sea. The water is bold to ; there are no beaches. The

weather h;is acted on the surface of the top of the islands so as

to make a sort of broken table-land, the drainage from wnl,,h

has cut a few gullies in the granite bluff's. Bv digging int.'

the rubbish and inas>iii<_r it below, the natives have obtained

spaces sumci elltlv le v.! to hold a few huts.

lages. , lai d. Fiairway Rock, i

habited and almost in accessible. N
one hiit—empty—aiA by cliinbing up the
boriou:sly ex • crumbling grani

able t() go 1Dver the of the island to

other side.
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Millions of birds afford a large item of subsistence, and seal,

and later in the season some walrus, are taken by these natives,

who act as middle-men in trading between Asia and America.
A short but satisfactory set, each, of time, latitude, dip, inten-

sity and azimuth was obtained, with angles determining the

position of the adjacent island and the prominent features of

the mainland on either side.

One of the most important results of the occupation of this

station was the determination of the fact that the boundary
line, as defined by the treaty, does pass between the two islands

without touching either, as was assumed in that document, but
which had been put in doubt by certain erroneous charts of the

I may say that the decreasing easterly variation vrhich we
pointed out in 1873, was extremely marked in the northern
stations occupied, some of the results showing five or six de-

grees less variation than is indicated on the latest charts. A
thorough explication of the results must, of course, await the
final revision of the computations.

It only remains to sum up the results of this reexamination
of the Devonian insects, and especially to discuss their relation

to later or now existing types. This may best be done by a
separate consideration of the following points:

—

1. There is nothing in the structure of these earliest known
insects to interfere with a former conclusionf that the general
f!lf" of /'(,,g strihdurt has remained unaltered from the earliest

t>mes. Three of these six insects (Gerephemera, Homothetus
and Xenoneura) have been shown to possess a very peculiar

neuration, dissimilar from both Carboniferous and modern
types. As will also be shown under the tenth head, the dis-

similarity of structure of all the Devonian insects is much
greater than would be anticipated : yet all the features of neu-

be brought into perfect ha
down by Heer.

apoih, and as far as the record
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3. They were all lower IMerometabola. As wings are the only

parts preserved, we cannot tell from the remains themselves

whether they belong to sucking or to biting insects ; for. as was

shown in the essay already referred to, this point must be

considered undetermined concerning many of the older insects

until more complete remains are discovered.

They are all allied or belong to the Neuroptera, using the

word in its widest sense. At least two of the genera (Plate-

phemera and Grerephemera) must be considered as having a

closer relationship to Pseudoneuroptera than to Neuroptera

proper, and as having indeed no special affinity to the true

Neuroptera other than is found in Paleeodictyoptera. Two
others (Lithentomum and Xenoneura), on the contrary, are

plainly more nearly related to the true Neuroptera than to the

Pseudoneuroptera,' and also show no special affinity to true

Neuroptera other than is found in Palseodictyoptera. A fifth

(Homothetus), which has comparatively little in common with

the Pnheodictvoptera. is perhaps more nearly related to the

true Neuroptera than to the Pseudoneuroptera, although its

pseudoneuroptera us characters are of a striking nature. Of

the sixth (Dvscritus) the remains are far too imperfect to judge

clearly, but the choice lies rather with the Pseudoneuroptera

or with Homothetus. The Devonian insects are then about

equally divided in structural features between Neuroptera

proper and Pseudoneuroptera, and none exhibit any special

orthopterous, hemipterous or coleopterous characteristics.

4. Nearly all are synthetic types of a comparatively iairmi-'

range. This has been stated 'in substance in the preceding

paragraph, but may receive additional il lustration here. Thus

v- <»n what might be called the neuraptero.is si

vergence from the Carboniferous Palaeodictyc

that they can scarcely be placed directly with '
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find a very common type of

neuration of Devonian insects
only partially fits. For:

6. On the other hand, they are often of more and not less com-
plicated structure than most Palceodictyoptem. This is true of
the three genera mentioned above with peculiar neuration, but
not necessarily of the others, and it is especially true when
they are compared with the genus Dictyoneura and its imme-
diate allies. There are other Palaeodictyoptera in the Carbon-
iferous period with more complicated neuration than Dictyo-
neura, but these three Devonian insects apparently surpass
them, as well as very nearly all other Carboniferous insects.

Futhermore

:

7. With the exception of the general statement under the
fifth head, they bear little special relation to Carboniferous forms,
haviwj a distinct fades of their own. This is very striking : it

would certainly not be possible to collect six wings in one
locality in the Carboniferous rocks, which would not prove,
by their affinity with those already known, the Carboniferous
age of the deposit. Yet we find in this Devonian locality not

>f Paheoblattarue or anything resembling them;
;t!i'l more than half the known insects of the Carboniferous
!';'!'i. >,1 belong to that type. The next most prevailing Carbon-

u late. 1 w

tlM-'d.-t!.'

different.

¥:/£
[•ephemera only, of all the Devonian insects,

d close affinity with them ; and even here
wiwj structure, as shown above, are verv

cal half of the wing of Xenoneura (as I have

The onl;

it to be f

Mother' w'i

ormed) also bears a striking resemblance to

ring ; but the base, which is preserved, and
mportant features lie, is totally different.

ng which shows particular resemblance to
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the Termitina, is altogether absent from the Devonian. Half

a dozen wings, therefore, from rocks known to be either De-

vonian or Carboniferous, would probably establish their age.

8. The Devonian insects irrrr ,,f ifrijit si::,, hml membranous
icings, anil nr-re prohahhj agnatic in early life. The last state-

ment is simply inferred from the fact that all the modern types

most nearly allied to them are now aquatic. As to the first,

some statements have a I read v been made: their expanse of

wing probably varied from 40 to 175 mm. and averaged 107

mm. Xenoneura was much smaller than any of the others, its

expanse not exceeding four centimeters, while the probable

expanse of all the rest was generally more than a decimeter,

only Homothetus falling below this figure. Indeed if Xeno-

neura be omitted, the average expanse of wing was 121 mm.,

an expanse which might well be compared to that of the

iEschnidse, the largest, as a group, of living Odonata. There

is no trace of coriaceous structure in any of the wings, nor in

any are there thickened and approximate nervules—one stage

of the approach to a coriaceous texture.

9. Some of the Devonian insects are plainly precursors of

existing forms, while others seem to have left no trace. The best

examples of the former are Platephemera, an aberrant form of

an existing family : and Homothetus, which, while totally dif-

ferent in the combination of its characters from anything

known among living «>r fossil insects, is the only Paleozoic

insect possessing that peculiar arrangement of veins found at

the base of the wings of the Odonata. typified by the areulus,

a structure previously known only as early as the .Jurassic

Examples of the latter are Gerephemera, which has a multi-

plicity of simple parallel veins, next the costal margin of the

wing, such as no other insect, ancient or modern, is known to

possess; and Xenoneura, where the relationship of the inter-

nomedian branches to each other and to the rest of the wing i>

altogether abnormal. If too, the concentric ridges, formerly

interpreted by me as possibly representing a stridulating organ,

should eventually be proved an actual part of the wing, we

should have here a structure which has never since been

10. Tin,, .LtV\'Lrlahh varl'/g ,,f structure, indicating nn

able from their belonging to a single type of forms, as stated

under the seventh head, where we' have seen that their nega-

tion does not accord with the commoner type of wing structure

found in Paleozoic insects.* These six wings exhibit a diver-

sity of neuration « juite as great as is found among the hundred

or more species of the Carboniferous epoch ; in some, such as

*Cf. Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hi?t., iii, 19, note 1.
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Platephemera, the structure is very simple; in others, like
Homothetus and Xenoneura, it is somewhat complicated ; some
of the wings, as Platephemera and Gerephemera, are reticu-

less distinct and direct. No two wings can be referred to the
same family, unless Dys.-ritus belongs with Homothetus—

a

point which cannot be determined from the great in
of the former. This compels us to admit the strong probabil-
ity of an abundant insect fauna at that epoch. Although many
Paleozoic localities can boast a greater diversity of insect
types if we look upon their genera! structure as developed in
after ages, not one in the world has produced wings exhibiting
in themselves a wider diversity of neuration ; for the neuration
of the Paheodietvoptera is not more essentialh distinct from
that of the Pakeoblattariae or of the ancient Term
that of Platephemera or Gerephemera on the one hand is from
that of Homothetus or Xenoneura on the other. TJncon-

perhaps, we allow our knowledge of existing types
and their past history to modify our appreciation of distinc-
tions between ancient forms. For while we can plainly see in
the Palaeoblattarise the progenitors of living insects of one
order, and in other ancient tvpes the ancestors of living repre-
sentatives of another order; were we unfamiliar with the

of these orders in modern times, we should not
think of separating ordinarilv their ancestors of the Carbonif-
erous epoch. It may easily be seen, then, how it is possible
to find in these Devonian insects— all Neuroptera or neuropter-
ous Pakeodictvoptera -a diversitv of wing structure greater

Carboniferous representatives of the mod-
ern Neuroptera, Orthoptera and Hemiptera.

11. The Devonian insects also differ rem,,, •/,-uhh/ than all other
•-. ancient or modern ; and sonn

even more comj,hra b'd than their nearest Ut'iwj allies. With the
exception of Platephemera, not one of them can be referred to

of insects previously known, living or fossil; and

other members of the family in which it ,s piaeed, both in

f.

ener^neura
| i, , „ legree even

than the most aberrant ,v„era of that famdv do from the
normal type. This same evnus ,s abo ,,,.„,.;.,.„

< than it- mode,
, diics th re! iculation of the
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fnil
y

i

reg
?
lar

'

instoa ' 1 of hoin - sim
l
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bmgfree. Xenoneura aU, ;l s compared uuth .Modern Ma-
nna, shows what should perhaps be deemed a higher (or at
least a later) type of structure, in the amalgamation of the ex-
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12. We «/>p>-<n; thm/nn. to be no nearer the begi-nning of thingt

in the DeroiiHta epoch, than, in rtle Carboniferous, so far as either

groat e ed ; and these
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3cts. All such theories have required some
Camp. >dea.or«>ther simple win-less form as the foil ndation point:

lis ancestral form, accoi•ding to H®ckel at

look,. 1 for above the Siluriai i rocks. Yet we Inive'in the De-

i no traces whatever of , the contrary.

as far down as the middle of this period, winery:1 insects with

rather highly differentiated sti

be oo! er than the mass of the Upper Carboniferous

j, only by the absence of the very few Hemiptera and

)tera which the latter can boast. Eemc>ve those few

5 from consideration (or simply leave out of mind their

future development to very distinct types), and the Middle

Devoi nan insects would not's affer in thecompari
of the Upper Carboniferous, (dther in complicatem or in diver-
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very low organization related to the existing r

are well known to be of inferior structure, as

other living insects ; these may-flies are indeed i

degraded of the sub-order to which they beloi

the very lowest sub-orders. Dvscritus too ma
degradation, although its resemblance to Homo
altogether uncertain. But no one of these exh
ority of structure when compared with its near

later Carboniferous rocks, and thev are all hie

which might be named. While of the remai

can be confidently asserted that they are high

than most of the Carboniferous types, and exhi

character differing from theirs. It is quite as

two distinct lines of descent when we study tin

the Carboniferous insects; they have little in
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_ ng f

nld be impossible to say that the Devonian
insects showed either a broader synthesis or a ruder type than
the Carboniferous. This of course may be, and in all proba-
bility is, because our knowledge of Carboniferous insects is. in

comparison, so much more extensive; but, judging simply by
the facts at hand, it appears that the Carboniferous insects
carry us back both to the more simple and to the more gener-
alized forms. We have nothing in the Devonian so simple as
Kuephemerites, nothing so comprehensive as Eugereon, nothing
at once so simple and comprehensive as Dictyoneura. On the
derivative hypothesis, we must presume, from our present
knowledge of Devonian insects, that the Paheodictyoptera of
the Carboniferous are already, in that epoch, an old and per-
sistent embryonic type (as the living Kpheinerida- may be con-
sidered to-day, on a narrower but more lengthened scale) : that
some other insects of Carboniferous times, together with most
of those of the Devonian, descended from a common stock in
the Lower Devonian or Silurian period : and that the union of
these with the PalaBodietyoptera was even further removed
from us in time ;—carrying back the origin of winged insects
to a far remoter antiipiitv than has ever been ascribed to them

;

:i111
' necessitating a faith in the derivative hypothesis, which a

study of the records preserved in the rocks could never alone
afford; for no evidence can be adduced in its favor based only
°n such investigations. The profound voids in our knowledge
of the earliest history of insects, to which allusion was made at
the close of my paper on the Early Types of Insects, are thus
shown to be even greater and more obscure than had been
presumed. But I should hesitate to close this summary with-
out expressing the conviction that some such earlier unknown
comprehensive types as are indicated above did exist and
should be sought.

Art. XII.— On the Meteoric Iron of Lexinyton County, South
Carolina; by Chari.es Cimiam Shkiwkd. Kmeritus Professor
Of Natural History in Amherst College.

T'lK mass here described was sent in Mav last bv the farmer
on whose land it had been found (through the hands of the
Hon. N. A. Meelze) to the State Commissioner oi Agriculture.
Col. A. P. Bu,l,r, for examination, and bv I ho latter it was

'
• Prof- C ('. Shepard. jr.. professor of chemistry in

the Medical College at Charleston. It was immediately re-

ported upon as meteoric iron. The finder had supposed it to
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be a valuable ore, and that it indicated a mine upon his prop-

erty. On learning its true character he relinquished the idea

and was willing to allow Prof. Shepard to become its purchaser.

Its weight as first found was ten and a half pounds, lis

figure was oblong or that of a cylinder with two flattened

edges and somewhat compressed at the ends: on the whole,

approaching most nearly to the shape of a very transverse

fresh-water bivalve. Unlike many of the iron masses found

in the soil, the surface of the present iron is nearly free from

yellow hydrated peroxide of iron, being mostly enveloped with

a black and brittle coating, which, though containing some

turgite, is yet mostly formed of magnetite. The general sur-

face is smooth, though presenting a few broad hut shallow

depressions. A series of amygdaloidal masses of troilite, the

largest having the size of filberts, traverses the body near the

end which has been sliced, and where they were so abundant

as to constitute for a considerable space nearly one-third of the

aggregate, while elsewhere they scarcely come into view, ex-

cept in remote isolated amygdules. Where the scaly coating

of magnetite is thin or wholly wanting a coarse crystalline

structure appears, but without any very continuous lamination.

The slicing is not difficult unless the saw encounters troilite

or magnetite, the latter of which, associated with traces of

graphitoid, envelopes the former and also exists elsewhere in

the immediate vicinity of the amygdules. in a coarse net-work

of veins. The existence of these seams occasionally aids in

the separation of small fragments of the iron, between whose

layers it seems to have insinuated itself and acted as a ruptur-

ing force. This circumstance seems worthy of notice here, as

one of the causes of the disintegration "and detonation of

The most interesting feature by far. of the Lexington iron,

is that of its remarkable analogy 'in structure and composition

with the Bohumilitz iron, found in 1829, and now preserved in

National Museum of Prague, of which a descrip-

tion is given by Dr. Otto Buchner in his catalogue of i

collections, page 158,* and still further in the memoir ^
meteorites, of Prof. Gustave Rose, in the transactions of the

Royal Academy of Berlin, 1863.f
The resemblance of the etched surfaces of these irons is so

strong that they might very easily he confounded together.

They are the only two irons which stiikingly give the moirr
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metallique luster. The chief difference between the two con-

sists in the thickness of the crystalline bars, which in the

Lexington iron is nearly double that in. the Bohumilitz. In

both, their walls, or bounding sides, are alike broadly undula-

tory or wavy; and the included spaces are filled with closely

crowded points of rhabdite (Rose) and extremely minute lines

of taenite (Reichenbach). crossing each other :it all angles from
90 to 150°, for the distinct observation of which, however, a

lens is requisite. Instead of the usually bright edges of the

taenite layers, as they occur within the bars, one sees only
bright furrows or channels,—the rhabdite constituting the ele-

vated portions of the surface, evincing its greater passivity

under the action of the acid in the process of etching. Indeed,

the taenite laminae, including the bars, have, from the same
cause, been similarly depressed below the general surface,

though not to such a degree as to conceal their glittering

edges. Whether the degree of corrosion in these different

constituents of the iron is referable to a difference in their

chemical composition, or is simply dependent upon a diversity

of crystalline structure, it is impossible to decide. It should
here be added that in passivity it far surpasses any iron hith-

erto discovered. Schreibersite occurs in small quantity along
with the graphitoid and magnetite that form enveloping
wrappers around the amygdules of troilite ; also in short veins
and gashes that may be detected here and there on broad pol-

ished surfaces of the iron.

The Lexington iron shows no signs of chemical alteration by
exposure to the air, in which respect, also, it agrees with that
from Bohumilitz.
The specific gravity of the entire mass was 7, that of

homogeneous fragments, 7'405. Specific gravity of troilite,

4-77.

The analysis was made by Prof. C. U. Shepard Jr., from
cuttings ol;; m of the iron in such a way as
not to include portions of the pyritic nodules. The following
result was found

:

Iron (with traces of manganese) 92-416

Nickel 6-077

Cobalt 0-927

Insoluble matters 0'264

With traces of tin and phospho:

New Haven, Nov. 17, 1880.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 122.—

I
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Art. XIIL-
the Glacial era in Eastern North America, from the depth of

sediment in one of the howl-shaped depressions abound*

Moraines and Karnes of New England; by G. Frederick

[Read at the meeting of the American Association i

Science, in Boston, Aug., 1880.]

Following the suggestions of Mr. Clarence King, made to

the writer four years since,* Mr. Warren TJpham traced a

terminal moraine of the Continental ice sheet, through Cape

Cod from east to west, connecting by the Elizabeth Islands

with the back bone of Long Island at Montauk Point, and

continuing to Brooklyn, N. Y. From this point across Staten

Island and through New Jersey to Belvidere, Professors Cook

and Smock have explored it.f

Professor Geo. H. Stone, Mr. TJpham and myself have ex-

plored and extensively mapped the " Kames" or "Eskers" of

New England, which prove to be accumulations of gravel

marking the course of the streams which, toward the close of

Glacial period, poured southward toward the sea, inde-

in large degree of the present water-courses.:}:pendent in large degree of the presen

striking feature of both the terminal moraine and the kames

is the numerous bo, >ns occurring in them,

which Dr. Edward Hitchcock § described as " mere holes, not

unfrequently occupied by water," but which could not have

been formed by running water. In Wisconsin these are called

kettle holes, from their resemblance to a potash kettle, and were

first described and correctly explained by Col. Charles

sey of Cleveland, 0.|| Professors N. H. Winchell and Chamberlin

have since been industriously marking their extent as they occur

in the so-called Kettle Range in Wisconsin. The most satis-

factory explanation of these "holes," in my view, is

mark places where masses of ice were buried in the debris of

sand and gravel brought down by the streams of the decaying

glacier, and where, upon the melting of the buried ice, a cone-

shaped depression would appear with sides as steeply inclined

as the nature of the soil would permit. At anv rate there can
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be no question that they were formed about the close of the

Glacial period.

It occurred to the writer, some years ago, that these holes

might be made to do service in estimating the date of the

GHacial era. The results are not so definite as could be wished
and from the nature of the case perhaps investigations in this

line can never be wholly satisfactory. Still, where every at-

tempt at chronological accuracy has been unsatisfactory, this

no mean dimensions. It is evident that they cannot always
exist, for they are wearing down at the top and filling up at

the bottom. For the same reason we know they cannot always
have been in existence. As typical of numberless others

which appear in the kames I present facts concerning one near
Pomp's Pond in Andover, Mass.
Pomp's Pond is one of the moraine basins to which we have

referred, and is about a quarter of a mile in diameter and but
slightly above the level of the Shawshin River into which it

empties. Upon its north side is an accumulation of gravel
and sand with pebbles intermingled, in which there are several
"f the smaller characteristic bowl-shaped depressions of which
we have spoken. Their appearance is much like that of vol-

canic craters. You ascend a sharp declivity from every side

of gravel and then descend as rapidly into the bowl-

From the level of the pond, and two or three rods from the
edge, you begin to ascend at an average rate of about one foot
in three till the south side of the rim is reached at a height of

5
2A feet above the pond: (This rim is not, however, of a uni-

form height. On the east side it rises into a pyramid 77T
7
¥ feet

high). Then descending 50^ feet vertically' you are carried
138 feet horizontally, reaching al that point the edge of a cir-
,

'

lll: "' mass of prat which is 96 feet in diameter. From the
opposite side, the ascent of the northern rim begins and you
descend from its top to the valley, repeating aimost exactly
the first ascent and descent from the pond. The distance from
nm to rim, or the diameter, is 380 feet.
Thus it is ev

crater-like depres
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except from three sources : 1st, the wash from the sides ; 2d,

the decay of vegetation which grew within the circumference

of the rim ; 3d, the dust brought by the winds. It is equally

evident that what is once in cannot get out.

Now, from the angle of the declivity the original depth of

the depression can be approximately estimated. If the angle

be still the same as at first, the first' three terms of the propor-

tion would be 138 : 50*5 : : 48 : 17*5, making the original depth

below the present surface of the peat a trifle over 17 5 feet.

If, however, we suppose the original slant to have been steeper

and the rim higher we can still see that there must have been

a limit to the depth. Suppose the rim to have been one-third

higher and the slant one-third steeper we then would have in

round numbers the proportion 138 : 68 : : 48 : 23ff, making the

original depth of the depression nearly 24 feet below the pres-

ent surface of the peat. From the nature of the material it is

impossible that the depression should originally have much

exceeded that amount.
Accepting this conclusion, the problem is to determine the

time it "would require the agencies mentioned above to fill the

bottom of this bowl to a depth of twenty four feet—a cone

ninety-six feet in diameter at the base and twenty-four feet to

the apex—which would be equal to a depth of only eight feet

over the present surface.

Let us apply some of the estimates of the date of this period.

Mr. J. Geikie, following the lead of Mr. Croll and others who

look to astronomical data alone, supposes that the so-called

Glacial period, whose marks we now study in these low latitudes,

synchronized with the last period of high eccentricity of the

earth's orbit, which closed about 80,000 years ago and whose

maximum influence must have been exerted about 200,000

or 210,000 years since. But, once in 21,000 years, the astro-

nomical conditions dependent upon the precession of the equi-

noxes favorable for a glaciation of the northern latitudes, occur,

though owing to the present low eccentricity of the earths

orbit this influence is now at its minimum.
The question arising in connection with the era?.

pressions I have described is : Could this have stood with so

little change for 80,000 years ? or even for 40,000 years, as C.

H. Hitchcock supposes.* Is not the supposition of 10,000

sufficiently extravagant? If the close of the great glacial

period be so far back as Mr. Croll and Mr. Geikie estimate, we

must believe that detritus would accumulate, in the situation

above described, over a surface of the area of the present peat

bog only at the rate of one inch in 1,000 years. While, if we

put the close of this period back 10,000, the rate of accumula-

* See Geology of New Hampshire, vol. iii, p. 327.
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tion would seem to be as slow as our imagination can well

comprehend, viz: one inch in 100 years. "The slowest rate

which Boucher de Perthes calculated for the accumulation of
peat over Roman pottery in the valley of the Somme was three
centimeters, or a little over an inch, in a century.
These considerations have led me to look with increasing

distrust_ upon the astronomical calculations which are made
concerning the Glacial period, unless we may suppose that
the moraines of which we have spoken mark the limit reached
at the last semi-revolution of the earth's equinoxes about
10,000 years ago. If we are to look for marks of glaciation in

the earlier and more extreme period of the eccentricity of the

bit we should go farther south. The glacial 'detritus

in California, where Prof. Whitney has found human remains,
may belong to that earlier period. But it is evident that the

nomena of New England are comparatively recent in

their origin.

Art. XIV.—A Remarkable Nugget of Platinum; by Peter
Collier, of Washington, D. C.

Several years ago I came into possession of a nugget of
platinum, said to have been found upon land adjacent to the
village of Plattsburgh, New York. Upon examination, the
nugget was found to be composed entirely of native platin

and chromite diss<

black and of a som
the nugget were : length 4 cm., width 3 cm., thickness 2£ cm.
Its weight was 1044 grams. The specific gravity of the
entire nugget was 10446, and an average of three determina-
tions with a pyenometer of small fragments of the native pla-

tinum gave 17-35 as their specific gravity.
This indicates the composition of the nugget by weight to

he about as follows : chromite 54 per cent, native platinum
46 per cent. The nugget was found to be slightly attracted by
the magnet, a fragment weighing -09 gram being raised by the
magnet. The metallic portion, separated as completely as pos-
sible from adhering chromite, was dissolved in aqua regia,

-h_ht residue, which was mainly chromite and sand,
of only -74 per cent. The chromite was decomposed by
fusion with bisulphate of potassium. Its composition is given
as follows :
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There appeared in the interstices of the mass a little earth

vhich probably accounts for the above results of analysis. By

ieducting these impurities the above analysis would be:

ilysis of the platin

Owing to the small quantity of the mineral taken for analy-

sis, 1-45 grams, and the difficulty in separation, the above anal-

ysis is perhaps not rigidly exact, and in fact the presence ot

osmium was unmistakable, although its amount was uuuVtyr-

mined. The above analysis, however, shows conclusively that

the specimen is a genuine nugget of native platinum: ami

upon an investigation of the person who found the same, it

seems established beyond question that his statement is correct,

since the mode of its occurrence and the locality is such as to

render the statement quite credible.

Several other specimens were said to have been found at the

time when this was discovered, but owing to. their real value

being unknown they were mislaid or lost. A person

ination of the locality shows it to be in a drift deposit which is

of considerable extent. Adjacent rocks exposed upon the

surface show well-defined glacial scratches, and the bowlders

const it utile:' this deposit arc rnainlv from rock not present in

place in that immediate locality. The occurrence of the plati-

num metals in the St. Lawrence valley lias long Ween known.

and the presence of extensive deposits of diromite and its uin>-

.. ?.•, serpentine, in tin- same general locality is well

established, but so far as I can learn this nugget appears to be

: its size, but also as

abable presence of this i
uii-us-
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Art. XV.—Notice of a new Genus and Species of Air-breath-

ing Mollmk from the Coal-measures of Ohio, and Observations

on Dawsonella ; by R. P. Whitfield.

In the excellent and interesting article entitled "Revision
of the Land Snails of the Paleozoic era, with descriptions of

new species," by J. W. Dawson, in the November number of

this Journal, the author gives a summary of the knowledge
possessed up to that time of the shells of this group of mollusks

occurring in these formations. The recognition and descrip-

tion of what is supposed to be a similar form from the

Devonian formations of New Brunswick adds a feature of great

interest to the knowledge already possessed.

At the time the above mentioned article appeared, I was at

work on a new form, the representative of a new genus of the

Pupidse, from the Coal-measures of Ohio, in connection with the

preparation of material for the next volume of the Paleontol-

ogy of that State, and had commenced an examination of the

other species, for which purpose I wrote to Professor Dawson
to obtain specimens of P. vetusta ; when he called my atten-

tion to the article above mentioned, where I found the work
already so admirably done for me.
The form from Ohio is so entirely distinct from any and all

of those previously described, although, like them, of mil
'. have concluded to call immediate s

The general form of the shell is similar to that of the group
of the Pupidse usually referred to the genus Vertigo; minute
shells with a nearly vertical aperture, armed with several pro-

jecting tooth ,.-
;

ii ts m ,: lin its ea\ ty. The shell in ques-

tion presents these same features
'

s character

of a small, nearly circular notch in the peristome, near the

upper end of the outer lip, very closely resembling the minute
pore-like notch occurring near the upper angle of the aperture

in the genus Pupina Vignard ; or that seen in Anaulus
Pfeiffer. This latter feature is not present, so far as I am
aware, in any genus of inoperculated pulmoniferous shells; at

least not in the same degree nor with the same apparent pur-

pose that it occurs in the operculated genera above mentioned.

Moreover the last whorl is contracted or flattened on the back
i" a very similar manner to that of Pupina. It would there-

fore almost seem that in this little shell of this early age is

foreshadowed features of both of these great groups of a later

time. The projecting teeth within the aperture as hereafter

described would preclude the possibility of an operculum.
Taking into consideration these anomalous features I have
considered it entitled to rank as the type of a distinct genus,
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the name Anihracopiipa, with the following char-

Shell

,

new genus,

e, pupaform, with few volutions, the last one

unsymmetrical ; axis imperforate ; aperture large, nearly verti-

cal
;
peristome thickened, united above by a thin callus on

which may occur one or more palatal teeth ; other tooth-like

projections occur on the inner margin of the lip, and a small,

nearly circular notch, resembling that in Pupina, deeply

indents the inner edge of the outer limb near its junction with

the body whorl. Surface of the shell marked by
vertical lines. Type A. Ohioensis.

i

Shell small and robust, having a length of about three and

ne-third mm. with a transverse diameter of about two mm.
nd consisting of about four volutions, the last one extremely

thickened, rounded within and forming a flattened, thickened
rim on the outside, particularly on the lower part. Labial

notch situated very near the upper extremity of the lip, regu-

lar in shape, and forming nearly two-thirds of a circle. A
single tooth-like ridge of moderate size extends inward from
the lip at about the middle of the columellar side, and another
of greater size projects nearly vertically from the middle of the

callus which coats the body of the volution within the aperture.

Umbilical chink small. Surface of the shell marked by fine,

nearly vertical, even striae or lines. Apex apparently mam'il-
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3 of the afore-mentioned shell, [ obtained

I.,
State Geologist of Indiana, sp<

of Pupa Vermilionensis and Bawsonella Meeki Bradley,
that the latter shell has the aperture much contracted by the
thickening of the lip on the inside, and against the body volu-
tion by a thickened callus coating the volution and almost
concealing the umbilicus, while it straightens that margin of
the aperture. These features contract the aperture to a very
small part of what it must have been before the callosity was
formed, while the surface of the callus is slightly concave from
side to side, over the distance between the umbilicus and the
margin of the aperture. The form of this callus, especially when
taken in connection with the thickening of the inside of the
lip, has so much resemblance to the corresponding parts of

Helicina, that I cannot but come to the conclusion that Daw-
sonella was an operculated shell, although in the rock in which
they are found I have sought in vain for anything resembling
an operculum. In the article quoted above, the author shows
the extent of this callus in his figure 13 on page 412, and it is

well shown in the accompanying outlines.

Pupa vetusta and Pupa Vermilionensis are both accompanied
in the material in which they are found, by small helicoid
shells, which have been described under the generic name
Bawsonella. The present species is not known to have any
such associate; but on the other hand, like the first specimen
of P. vetusta found, is accompanied in one of the layers in

which it occurs, bv immense numbers of what appears "to be a
species of Spimrbis. which is so abundant that a small hand
specimen from which two of the .1 „thr,io,,»n»is were taken,
seems to be nearly half composed of it. The form of these
Annelid shells is that common in most species of the genus.
They have a diameter of nearly one line, and although now
packed together in the shale promiscuously, one surface is

generally more or less flattened as if through attachment to
some foreign body

; and they have, I presume, been attached
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to marine plants from which they have fallen, as they were
decomposed, and have thus been amassed on the muddy
bottom. This species I propose to designate by the following
name

;
and illustrations of it will be given in the Paleontology

of Ohio, vol. iii.

^

Spibobbis aktheacosia, n. sp.

Shell minute, planorbiform, composed of from one to two
and a half volutions, tube slender, and very gradually increas-

ing in diameter, marked by very fine, irregular, encircling

striae, which are often gathered into little knots or points near

the border of the open umbilicus. Lower side of the shell more
or less flattened as if for attachment to some foreign substance.

Diameter seldom exceeding one line, generally less.

Formation and locality.—In the higher strata of the Coal-

measures, near Marietta, Ohio ; associated with Anthracopupa

The new variety of spodumene described in this paper

was discovered about five years since on the farm of Mr.

Warren, in Alexander County, North Carolina, one of tbe

western counties of the State, which counties have furnished

within a few years so many interesting minerals, including the

samarskite. Shortly after its discovery some crystals came
into the hands of Mr. Stephenson of Statesville, the best of

which he sent to Mr. N. Spang of Pittsburgh. Subsequently
he showed others of them to Mr. W. E. Hidden, a very enter-

prising collector of the minerals of this region, and from him I

obtained all the specimens examined, as well as my informa-

tion in regard to their mode of occurrence. The crystals

were first found very sparingly, and loose in the soil, but Mr.

Hidden, having leased the locality and carried on a systematic

exploration, has discovered the mineral in situ, and obtained

many fine crystals.
' Up to the time when my attention was called to the mineral

it was considered diopside, a reasonable conclusion coi

the imperfect character of the crystals that had been found.

A blowpipe test, and a determination of its specific gnivitv

showed me that it was not diopside, but an unusual variety of

Mode of occurrence.—In the absence of any drift formation

in this region it is evident that all tbe minerals found here

detached and loose in the soil—as most of them are—were
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furnished by the rocks beneath. The soil has been formed by
the decomposition of these rocks, and surface washings have
caused only small displacement of the mineral from its original

locality. The rocks are metamorphic and are mostly gneiss
and mica schist.

The vein bearing the spodumene crystals runs almost due
east-and-west across the bedding, and dips at an angle of 70°.

It is only a few inches wide and two feet in lateral exten-
sion, being in fact a kind of chimney. There are other
similar veins in the vicinity, but it is only in this one that the
crystals have yet been found. The walls of this contracted
vein contain crystals of quartz, mica, rutile, beryl and ortho-

clase. The beryls are very fine, and may yet be found suffi-

ciently colored to be valuable as gems. The vein does not
come to the surface but commences about eight feet below it,

as a narrow seam of hard kaolin, and in this kaolin lies the

spodumene ; the vein so far as yet explored having undergone
alteration. One end of the crystals is almost invariably
broken ; but they are sometimes imbedded in quartz crystals
and are perfect in form ; others occur attached to the sides of
the quartz. The vein has been worked to a depth of twenty-
three feet, without any material change in its character.

Color.—The mineral, which is always transparent, ranges in

color from colorless (very rare) to a deep emerald green ; some-
times the entire fragment has a uniform green color, but gen-

Crystallization. — The crystals are very frequently twins,

rarely fourlings. They are often terminated at one extremity,
but the planes are dull and curved, so that good meas-
urements cannot be made. Sometimes single crystals are
terminated by the planes 24 only, but the planes 2, 24 and

are common. The prisms i-i, I and i-2 are common and
deeply striated. The crystal which is supposed to be a four-
ling has two sharp projecting edges in the termination, crossing
each other. The largest crystal yet found is 2\ inches in

length but very thin ; the average size is about half an inch
long by three-sixteenths thick.

Professor E. S. Dana has kindly furnished me with additional
observations, made on some imperfect crystals, which I add
here. "The crystals occur in slender prismatic forms, showing
'»

i

,'
1 "' prismatic zone the two pinacoid planes, also i"-£, /, i-2\

*-3
;

in this zone the crystals arc decplv striated, and are
flattened in the direction of the inclined lateral axis. The
terminal planes are uniformly rough and uneven, so much so
that no satisfactory determination of their symbols can be

y often form an edge, as the continuation of the front

prismatic edge and this is rounded over the whole top of the
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crystal. Some of the crystals are twins with the orthopinacoid

as the composition -face. An interesting feature of the crystals

is the occurrence of depressions in the prismatic planes 7, both

the natural planes and those due to cleavage. These figures

are shaped something like a sharp wedge; they are inclined at

a small angle to the front prismatic edge and in an inverted

position to that behind. In the twin crystals, however, they

point upward both in the front and behind, in consequence of

the inverted position of the other half of the crystal. Great

numbers of these figures are sometimes seen, occasionally very

minute and much crowded together. The prismatic cleavage

is remarkably perfect, yielding surfaces of the highest luster."

The hardness across the crystal is equal to that of the

emerald and on the prismatic faces from 6 "5 to 7. The spe-

cific gravity, as taken from various good specimens, varies from

3152 to 3189.
Its behavior before the blowpipe is the same as that of other

forms of spodumene. When heated to redness in the flame

but not fused, it loses its color, but on cooling regains it—

a

reaction analogous to that afforded by the emerald. I have

as yet in vain sought for the cause of the color. I have em-

ployed all the necessary care in examining for chromium, but

have found no indication of its presence. In an examination

made for vanadium, the result of an experiment with two grams

of green material was lost. This behavior in the flame

—

losing its color, and recovering it again on cooling—belongs as

well to chromium as to vanadium.
Composition.—A careful analysis yielded me the following

The specimen analyzed was of the paler variety. There is a

trace of potash in the soda.

The crystals when cut and polished resemble the emerald in

luster, though the color is not so intense as in the finest variety

of the latter gem. There is reason to hope that further explora-

tions may bring to light crystals of a size and beauty that will

make them valuable as "ems, and for this reason T have

thought it proper to give this variety of spodumene a distinct

name. I therefore propose the name of Hiddenite, after the

indefatigable mineral explorer who has directed our attention
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Art. XYll.—Bemarks on the Genus Obolella ; by S. W. Ford.

The genus Obolella was founded by Mr. Billings, in 1861,

upon three small Linguloid species, namely 0. chromatica from
the north shore of the Straits of Belle Isle, 0. crassa from Troy,
N. Y., and 0. pohta from the Potsdam sandstone of Wisconsin,
— O.chromatica being selected as the type. Although at that

time the structure of these shells was very imperfectly known,
enough had yet been seen, as Mr. Billings informs us, to con-

vince him that the genus was a new one; but it was not until

ten years afterward (Canadian Naturalist. December, 1871),
that the number of muscular impressions characterizing it was
correctly given. In a subsequent paper,* Mr. Billings contrib-

uted still further to our knowledge of the genus by his account
of the structure of 0. chromatica, and I hope, in the present
article, to offer some additional facts bearing in the same direc-

tion, derived mainly from the study of another species, the 0.

crassa. The principal facts with regard to the structure of this

species may be stated as follows:

(

The shell of Obolella crassa is suborbicular, with the beak of

either valve extending slightly beyond the peripheral contour.

Obolella crassa Hall, sp.

-Diagram of the interior ,.i' the <1<ts;.1 \ niw. ehhn-ed U> the

> from the original locality of the species, Troy,

As a rule, the beak of the dorsal valve is curved downward so
as to almost touch the short, indistinct hinge-line, while that of
the ventral valve is less depressed and slightly more projecting;
and these are the only features by which the two valves may
be externally distinguished. The majority of the specimens
of the ventral valve have an extremely shallow depression run-
ning from the beak to the anterior margin along the median
line

; but I have found that even this is not distinctive, inas-

much as some of the dorsal valves exhibit it. The specimens

* This Journal for March, 1876.
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in my possession vary in length and breadth from one and one-

half to six lines, the two diameters being generally nearly

equal. The surface of both valves, when perfect, is both radi-

ately and concentrically striated. The shell is thick and solid,

showing no tendency to break up into successive laminae on

weathering. I have had portions of it ground and polished for

"nation, but am unable to make out any defi-

In the interior of the ventral valve, there are two small,

ovate muscular scars, situated close to the beak, one on either

side of the pedicle groove g ; and immediately in advance of

these a pair of large, elongate, curved scars, which sometimes

extend forward into the anterior fourth of shell. Between

these latter, and somewhat above the mid-length of the valve,

there are two small subcircular impressions. All of these

well preserved specimens, deeply impressed, and,

dinal ridge,

the middle,
i

taken together, constitute a conspicuous and beautiful

There is usually a distinct ridge running along the miaaie u*

the large lateral impressions, dividing them at bottom into two

portions ; and in some cases its wider, upper portion, is mi-

nutely pustulose. The rostral portion of the valve is often

much thickened, the several scars bounding the elevation.

The interior surface of the forward portion of the valve is

marked by fine radiating striae.

The dorsal valve possesses a small though distinct area,

which is divided into two equal portions by a feeble longitu-

i. The slender cardinal line is delicately notched in

, and has immediately in advance of it a deep trans-

s groove (fig. 2, h). On either side of the longitudinal ridge

referred to, there is a small, ovate, cardinal muscular scar. These

scars have their apices directed downward and outward, their

upper portions cutting across the extremities of and limiting the

cardinal line. Directly in front of the cardinals there are two

larger impressions of similar shape and direction, the laterals,

which extend forward to the mid-length of the shell. These

two pairs of impressions are frequently connected with each

other, by the cardinals passing down into the laterals; but, as

will be seen, they are not so connected in the specimen figured,

which has been selected in order to illustrate more clearl v their

essential independence. In the central portion of the valve

there is a pair of still larger impressions (c c), having their up-

per portions parallel, and their lower, falcate parts, widely

diverging. Between their parallel portions there is a low

mesial ridge, which dies out before reaching the hinge-line.

The falciform portions of these scars are, in general, very

faintly impressed; and might readily escape observation. The

interior surface is usually smooth.
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If we compare the interior of 0. crassa with that of 0. chro-

matica, illustrations of which are herewith introduced (figs. 3

and 4), we shall find that, while there are some notable differ-

ences, the plan in each is the same. The principal differences

are (1) that the cardinals of the ventral valve of 0. crassa have
their apices directed inward instead of outward as in 0. chro-

matica : (2) that the central scars are not here connected with
the laterals ; and (3) that the central impressions of the dorsal
valve of this species have, as compared with the corresponding
impressions of the dorsal valve of 0. chromatica, an extraordi-
nary development. The upper portions of these scars are, in

general, all that can be readily discerned ; and, were it not for

the fact that the central pair in (ig. 4 are situated so far forward,
I should be disposed to consider them but parts of larger im-
pressions. But notwithstanding this objection, it is possible
that better preserved specimens will show them to have pos-
sessed divaricating forward extensions. In fig. 5, we have a
form departing still more widely from the type, but the plan
of structure, as shown by Mr. Billings, is fundamentally the

0. crassa, 0. polita, 0. gemma and 0. nana; at the same time
remarking that, although a number of other species have been
referred to it, they are all more or less doubtful. The struct-

la of 0. polita and 0. nana have not yet been worked
out as completely as could be desired, but it is evident that
we have here a natural group, and one remarkable for its

clearness of definition. It is, further, tolerably evident that
such forms as 0. desiderata Billings, from the Quebec group
of Canada, and 0. sagittalis Salter, from the Menevian group
of Wales do not belong to it; neither of them possessing, so
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far as known, the characteristic muscular markings of Obolella,

and 0. sagittalis lacking, in addition (as shown bj the figures of

both Mr. Davidson* and G. Linnarssonf), not only an area but

a pedicle groove. These differences, to my mind, render it

highly probable that 0. sagittalis will yet be found to constitute

a new genus ; and if the ventral valve should ultimately prove

to possess an area, then the small Brachiopod described by

Barrande and Verneuil from the Spanish Primordial^ may
possibly represent it. Unlike Obolella, the apex of the ventral

valve in both of these species, is occasionally minutely per-

forated. The interior of the Spanish species is unknown, but

its external aspect, apart from the perforation mentioned, is

closely like that of an Obolella.

At present the genus Obolella appears to be restricted to the

American Primordial, and to that portion of it which is re-

garded as higher in position than the Paradoxides beds. This

horizon presents, under its life aspects, a number of Pffl

unusual interest, some of which I purpose, hereafter, to make
the subject of critical review.

I have presented the foregoing observations at this time,

partly for the purpose of directing the attention of paleontolo-

gical workers still more strongly to the interesting genus

under notice ; and partly in the hope that they may possibly

contribute something looking toward a better understanding

of the foreign species spoken of, both of which occur low down
in the Primordial Zone.

A lately published report c

shire Coalfield," by Professor A. H. Green and his associates,

contains a description of the Millstone Grit which is of more

than passing interest to those familiar with this formation m
Pennsylvania and Ohio.

A survey of the Conglomerate, No. XII (Millstone grit),

made in 1875 along the Beaver ami Shenango valleys, led me

to conclude that that rock in Western Pennsj Ivania is a com-

posite series of sandstones and conglomerates separated by

shales and slates with interbedded coals, limestones, iron ores

and fire clays, with a total thickness of 250-325 feet (Report V,

* Monograph of British Silurian Brachiopoda, p. 339, pi. 50, figs i

f On the Brachiopoda of ti

41, (1876) Ifcen med Conocoryphe Exsulans," p. 27, pi-
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Geol. Survey of Pa„ 1879). The same conclusion was simul-
taneously reached by Mr. Carll in the oil regions (Eeports I
and ill) and afterwards by Professor White in his reports on
the Ohio line counties (Q, QQ, QQQ); and it now appears that
Professor Green and his colleagues were at the same time
working out a strikingly similar structure in this rock in the
Yorkshire district. The nomenclature first adopted by these
geologists is compared in the following table with that adopted
by Professor White and myself :

" Rough Rock." Homewood Sandstone.
Shales (sporadic coals). Mercer coal group.

" Second Grit." Connoquenessing Uppi

Oyer large areas this nomenclature is easily and naturally
applicable to all vertical sections in both Yorkshire and West-
ern Pennsylvania, but at some localities the English "Second"
and "Third" grits and the Connoquenessing sandstones are
represented by one or by several (four or five) rocks, and it

was therefore found necessary to generalize the Yorkshire
scheme by including these in one subdivision under the name
"Middle Grits," thus: (Geol. of Yorkshire, p. 32).

•c f " Rough Rock ok Topmost Grit.

S Kinder Scout or Lowest Grits."

In Western Pennsylvania a precisely similar generalization
has been resorted to (Eeport V, pp. 188 and 223), thus

:

£
!=J

f Homewood Sandstone.

I
H

J

Mercer 1 1 roup.—coals, etc.

%£ { Cos - -idstones.

|J j Sharon Group.

The Homewood Sandstone is a hard, massive conglomeritic
rock; the Rough Rock is also of this tvpe and is "used as a
key-rock just as the former has been used in Pennsylvania.

ler Scout Grit is hard, massive, coarse and often con-
and is also need asa key-rock; while in Pennsyl-

I uglomerate (or Olean, Garland or Mead-
ville rock) has likewise been a most valuable guide. It is

d and massive and often a true conglomerate.
v\ hen capping the hilltops it forms prominent "rock cities."
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 122.-Feb., 1881.
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1. On an Improved Process for prepar in <j Pofas.tinm Iodide

from Seaweed.—Allary and Pellieux have devised an im-

proved process for extracting potassium iodide from the ashes of

seaweed. The mother liquors, obtained in the preparation <>1

potassium chloride and sulphate from these ashes, are evaporated

to dryness in a special air furnace and then carefully roasted in a

current of air, to complete desulphurization. The residue is ex-

tracted with cold water and the solution is again evaporated to

dryness. A white saline residue is obtained containing 50 per

cent of iodides. This is pulverized, introduced into a digestor

and treated with hot alcohol whereby the iodides are extracted

and accumulate in the aqueous lower layers. The alcohol is then

distilled off and the solution obtained contains a mixture of two-

thirds sodium and one-third potassium iodide. To this is added

the necessary quantity of potassium carbonate, in saturated solu-

tion, and a "current of carbon dioxide gas is passed through_tlk'

whole. Hydro-sodium carbonate crystallizes out and potassium

iodide remains in solution. After exact neutralization of the

small remaining quantity of the carbonate by hydrochloric acid,

the potassium iodide is crystallized out, For special purposes, it

is extracted by alcohol and recrystallized—Bull Soc. Ch., II,

xxxiv, 627, Dec, 1880. G. F. B.

2. On the Volumes of certain Elements at their Boilhnj Points.

—Ramsay has determined the volumes of sodium and bromine

at the boiling point, and in connection with Massox, of phos-

phorus also. The method used for bromine and phosphorus was

that previously (

capacity was fill

sel in which mo.
of the bulb ami vapor to become uni-

wn and allowed to cool. The weight
fillcontained was evidently that requ

iling point; i.e. to occupy a known volume

m-volume could be easily calculated, tour

e in this manner gave for the specific weight

bromine 2-9503, 2-0474, 2-9483 and 2-9471; for its specific vol-

te 0-3390, 0-3393, 0-3392 and 0-3393
; and for its atomic volume

12, 27-14, 27-13 and 27'15. Or as a mean, sp. wt. 2'9483, sp.

I. 0-3392, and at. vol. 27-135. The phosphorus was fused in a

rle tube in a current of CO., and the bulb filled by suction,

e phosphorus was boiled on a sand bath, the bulb remaining m
• vapor until liquid phosphorus ceased to issue from it. U-

s then withdrawn and weighed. The mean results were :
sp.

. 1-4850; sp.vol. 0-6734; and atomic volume 20-91 with a proba-

* J. Chem. Soc, xxxv, 463, July, 1819.



ble error of ±0-3987. Foi
iron, though essentially si

filled with liquid sodium it was hung in an iron pot containing
20 grams of this metal, a tight cover having a small opening was
fastened on and the whole was heated on a charcoal fire. After
boiling for ten minutes, the cover was removed and the bulb
plunged into paraffin oil. After cooling it was cleaned and
weighed. The sp. wt. thus obtained was 0*7414

; sp. vol. 1-3490
;

at. v..l. 31 •(). Kamsay calls attention to the fact that bromine
and all the halogens probably have but one atomic volume,
either when free or in combination. (For free bromine this is

27-135 and for combined bromine 'J

8

-

1
.
) Sulphur, like oxygen,

has two atomic volumes in combination, 22*0 and 28*6, its atomic
volume when free being 21-6. As to phosphorus, since nitrogen
has three atomic volumes, one in amines, one in cyanides and ni-

t riles and one in the nitryl group, il is probable that this element
has more than one when in combination. Hitherto its atomic vol-

ume in combination has been given as 25 3; free as above given
it is 20-9. If the oxy- or sulpho-chloride be written with quin-
quivalent phosphorus PX€1

3
or X=PC1

S
in which X represents a

sulphur or an oxygen atom, these atoms are saturating and the
:itoinio volume of the phosphorus in these compounds calculated
on this supposition is 20-7. This value agrees with that of free

phosphorus. Hence in combination phosphorus lias an at. vol. of
2(i-l when a pentad and of 25*3 when a triad.— I'»r. Berl. Vhem.
#«., xiii, 2145, 2146, 2147, Dec. 1880. G. F. b.

3. On Vmiadium Sulphides.—Kay, under Roscoe's direction,

particularly those
He finds that thr.

impounds formed bv vanadium and sulphur,

hich were described by Berzelius in 1831.

sulphides exist, basing the formulas respec-

lphide is formed
by passing perteetlv pure and drv hydrogen over the trisulphide
heated to intense "redness. Vanadium trisulphide is formed (1)

*J pfMing 11> over the trioxide at a red heat
; (2) by the action

.diurn heated to
_,
chloride

temperature's; the latter beiin

the pentoxide by CS
3
vapor at high

•isulphide to about 400°

ulphur in a long narrow tube. The

* This Journal, lit, xxi, I
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I
95°-100°

5-4
; C

7
H

]6
requiring C 84, H 16 per cent.

One part of this heptane was heated with four parts of nitric

acid (sp. gr. 1*38) so long as red fumes were evolved. From the

oily layer above the acid, unattacked heptane was isolated, boil-

in- .ti '<is'5
;

-9!V5°, of sp. gr. (W>967 at 19°, and yielding on analy-

sis C 84-2, H 15-9. Further action of the nitric acid upon this

body was scarcely detectable. These results showed that beside

the series C„H2B+J American ligroin contained hydrocarbons

poorer in hydrogen, which the nitric acid removed leaving the

heptane pure. The suggestion that these hydrocarbons were the

addition-products of the benzene series, as in the Caucasian petro-

leum, led to an examination; and from some ligroin of boiling

point 115°-120° a small quantity of trinitroisoxylene was ob-

tained by the action of nitrosulphuric acid; thus proving the

presence of these bodies. In purifying a considerable quantity of

crude American heptane by the nitric acid method, there was ob-

tained on subsequent fraetioning a product of much higher Loll-

ing point which proved to contain nitrogen. It boiled at 195°-

ehloride 193°-197°) and had

a gravity of 0-9369 at 19°. On analysis it gave the formula

<JI,XO,,. Hence the nitro-product of the American petroleum

belongs to the marsh gas series, while that of Caucasian is de-

rived from the ethylene series ('H u\()„.—B>rr. Burl Vhe.m. Ges.,

xiii, 2028, Nov. 1880. g. f. b.

as an inaugural dissertation at .Munich. The following are the

chemical relation to levulose. It appears to be the anhydride of

this body ;Uh | parses into it with such facility, that in all reac-

tions which require a long warming with water or need the pres-

ence of dilute acids, the inulin is replaced by levulose. By
nearly all reactions therefore these bodies yield the same products.

Inulin is distinguished sharply from levulose, in consequence of a

property possessed by the latter in common with the simple

sugars, of reducing the copper test and of fermenting under the

action of yeast. Inulin neither reduces Folding's test nor under-

goes fermentation. Moreover it does not form hydrogen addition

products. fts hvdrate, levulose, differs from dext rose in its oxi-

dation-products ; the latter affording when oxidi/ed with nitric

acid or bromine and water, compounds which contain six carbon-

atoms, saccharic (perhaps gluconic) acid; while levulose similan)

treated affords bodies with a less content of carbon; glvcolic and

oxalic acids. This the author explains by supposing dextrose to

be the aldehyde of raannite and levulose its ketone. Oxidation

of both dextrose and levulose with silver oxide gives glycohc

acid; but gluconic acid is probably first formed and then oxi-

dized to glycolic and carbonic acids.

—

Liebig's Ann., ccv, 145,
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6. On Saccharin and Saccharinic Acid.—Scheibler has ex-

imined carefully the new glucose derivative discovered by
Peligot and called saccharin, to which he assigned the formula
C H

ii
Ou. For its preparation dextrose or levulose or a mixture

of both may be used. The best material is the solid starch-
sugar of commerce. A kilogram was dissolved in 7 or 8 liters of
water, the solution heated to boiling and freshly prepared and
still warm slacked lime added in large excess. The boiling
is continued so long as lime salts separate. It is then cooled,
the liquid drawn off with a siphon, freed from excess of lime by
carbon dioxide gas, and from combined lime by addition of
an equivalent quantity of oxalic acid. The filtrate from this is

evaporated to a thick syrup and allowed to crystallize. This may
take days, and is hastened by adding a crystal from a previous
operation. It is freed from the adhering mother liquor and re-

crystallized. Its properties confirmed those given by Peligot;
but its analysis gave numbers leading to the formula C

g
H

]0
O

5 ;

carbon 44-26, II 6'32. The author shows that when saccharin is

boiled with freshly precipitated calcium carbonate the latter is

dissolved with evolution of C0
2 ,

and calcium saccharinate is

formed. If, however, the calcium be separated by oxalic acid,

saccharinic acid itself is not obtained but splits at once into
saccharin and water. To this body saccharin, therefore, Scheibler
assigns the structural formula

CH
a
(OH)_CH(OH)-CH(OH)-CH-CH

3
-CO

The saccharinates are remarkably soluble in water and are uncrys-
tallizable, except tho-eof potassium and ammonium. Optically,
saccharin is dextrorotatory, [o-]D=+93-8. But the saccharinates
are laevorotatory, the calcium salt giving [a]D=-5-7 and the
sodium salt [nr]D=--17-2. Further researches are in progress.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xiii, 2212, Dec. 1880. g. f. b.

7. On the Synthesis of Tropic Acid.—Ladenburg ami Rug-
hkimi.i: have succeeded in effecting the synthesis of tropic acid.
By the action of phosphoric chloride upon acetophenone, dichlor-
ethylbenzene was prepared by the reaction

:

C^COCH^PCl.zrCJ^CCl^+POCl,.
20 grams of this was put into a solution of 16 grams KCy in

acid.—^r. Berl. Chen,. i,Y.s-., xiii, 2o41, Nov. 1880. <;. f. b.

8. Experimental HeseurrfwK >/[», n tin tmiymt'n' r<>t<iti<ry I '<>!<> r-

'"t'nn ,,/ (i t,KdH.—y\. Hkniii B k« ( »r kk el carct'ull v desc ri hes his

and the means taken to eliminate all causes of error in
"is difficult determinations. A copper tube 0'122m in diameter
and 3-27m in length enclosed the gases and this was made the
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core of an electro-magnet. By means of mirrors at each end of

the tube a ray from a lime light was made to traverse many times

by successive reflections the column of air or gas. The principal

causes of error arising from the heating of the gas by the strong

current traversing the electro-magnet and from the polarization

of the glass plates at the ends of the tube were carefully eliminated.

The author concludes that the magnetic rotatory powers of bodies

are intimately connected with their indices of refraction n, and

the variations of the function rc
3
(rc

3—1) are of the same order of

magnitude as those of the magnetic rotations of the same bodiei

in the solid, liquid or gaseous states. The following conclusions

are drawn from the investigation.

(1) Bodies in the gaseous state, as well as solid substances and

liquids, have the property of deviating the plane of polarization

when submitted to magnetic influence.

(2) The magnetic rotations of the plane of polarization of rays

of different wave lengths traversing the same gas (oxygen ex-

cepted) are generally inversely as the squares of the length of

wave of the luminous rays which are considered.

(3) The magnetic rotatory power of gases can be compared to

that of liquid sulphide of carbon, and consequently to those of

other solid and liquid bodies. A remarkable relation appears to

exist between the magnetic rotatory power of gases and their

indices of refraction.

(4) Oxygen presents an anomaly which is apparently connected

with the exceptional magnetic properties of this gas.

—

Annales

de Chimie et de Physique, Nov., 1880, p. 289. J- T-

9. The influenre <>/ Gasrs and Sttmm upon tht Optical proper-

ties of reflecting surfaces—-It is well known that gases and steam

can alter the physical condition of the surfaces of solid bodiefl

even if they do not act chemically upon these surfaces. Herr

Glan after careful experiments decides that if the gases do not

act chemically upon the substances of the reflecting surfaces and

are not condensed in a quantity apparent to the eye, no change

of phase takes place in reflection.

—

Ann. der Physik und Chemie,

Nov. 11, 1880. J. t.

10. A Physical Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism; by J.

E. H. Gordon, B.A., Cambridge. 8vo. (D. Appleton & Co., N. V\
—The treatise of Mr. Gordon is b< with cuts of

Sir William Thomson's Electrometers which the studenl will *"<

find elsewhere. There are also many engravings of other electri-

cal apparatus which one is tempted to criticize as too elaborate;

a diagram would have answered in many cases better than the

finely HnMie.l perspective views, and there would have been more

room for solid information. A full pa<_'e. tin- instance, is e;iv<-n '"

• an illustration of Mr. Spottiswode's gigantic induction coil, winch

cut it seems to us is oh a the assistant in tM
act of discharging the coil. This method of illusi rating treat ises

on science is too much in the manner of the instrument makers

catalogues.
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The chapter on inductive capacity is very ample and the student

lid -by its perusal. The treatise also contains a full

the late experiments of de la Rue, and of Crookes <of tt

electrical discharges in rarefied gases, also of the experiments of

Dr. Kerr and others on the magnetic polarization of light. The
author evidently desired to do for the physical side of "electricity

and magnetism what Maxwell has done for the mathematical
side of the science. The careful reader of Maxwell's treatise,

even if he is not a mathematician, will gain a very good knowl-

edge of the physical side of the subject. Still there are those

who are deterred from reading Maxwell on account of the formid-

able array of mathematical formulas, and to such readers the

treatise of Mr. Gordon cannot fail to be very acceptable. J. t.

11. On the Space protected by a Lightning- Con dtictor ; by
William Henry Preece.*—Any portion of non-conducting space

disturbed liy electricity is railed 'an electric Held. At every point

of this field, if a small electrified body were placed there, there

would be a certain resultant force experienced by it dependent
upon the distribution of electricity producing the field. When
we know the strength and direction of this resultant force, we
know all the properties of the field, and we can express them
numerically or delineate them graphically. Faraday (Exp. lies.,

§3122 el seq.) showed how the distribution of the forces in any
fleet ric Held can be graphically depicted by drawing lines (which
he called lines of /<„<<) whose direct ion at .-very point coincides

with the direction'of the resultant force at that point; and Clerk-

Maxwell (Camb. Phil. Trans., 1857) showed how the magnitude
of the forces can be indicated by the way in which the lines of

force are drawn. The magnitude of the resultant force at any
point of the field is a function of the potential at that point ; and
this potential is measured by the work done in producing the

field. The potential at any point is, in fact, measured by the

work done in moving a unit of electricity from the point to an
infinite distance. Indeed the resultant force at any point is

directly proportional to the rate of fall of potential per unit length
: (l"ti- the line of force passing through that point. If there be no
fall of potential there can he no resultant force ; hence if we take
any surface in the field such that the potential is the same at.

every point of the surface, we have what is called an ,-unip<>tt:ntiid

*»>/,„.?. The difference of potential Let ween any two points is

called an electromotive force. The lines of force are necessarily

perpendicular to the surface. When tin- lines of force and the

;-
, P'ip"tential surfaces are straight, parallel, and e^ui-distant .

we

potential by the number of equij

ngth of each line of force. IIenc(

"potential surfaces are a measure

* From the Philosophical Magazine f
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present. Thus an electric field can be mapped or plotted out so

that its properties can be indicated graphically.

The air in an electric field is in a state of tension or strain; and

this -train increases along the lines of force with the electromo-

tive force producing it until a limit is reached, when a rent or

split occurs in the air along the line of least resistance—which is

disruptive discharge, or lightning.

Since the resistance which the air or any other dielectric op-

poses to this breaking strain is thus limited, there must be a cer-

tential surfaces per unit length can represent this limit, or rather

the stress which leads to disruptive discharge. Hence we can

represent this limit by a length. We can produce disruptive dis-

charge either by approaching the electrified surfaces producm;.'

the electric field near to each other, or by increasing I

of electricity present upon them ; for in each
increase the electromotive force and close up,

equipotential surfaces beyond the limit of resists

this limit of resistance varies with every dielectric ; but we are

now dealing only with air at ordinary pressures. It appears from

the experiments of Drs. Warren De La Rue and Hugo Muller

that the electromotive force determining disruptive discharge m
air is about 40,000 volts per centimeter, except for very thin

layers of air.

sideration a flat portion of the earth's sur-

face, A B (fig. 1), and assume a highly charged thunder-cloud,

C D, floating at some finite distance above it, they would,
A ~ "+

with the air, form an electrified system. There would be an elec-

tric field ; and if we take a small portion of this system, it would

be uniform. The lines a b, a' V . . . would be lines of force ;
and

cd, c' d\ c" d" . . . would be equipotential planes.

If the cloud gradually approached the earth's surface (fig- 2 )>

the field would become more intense, the equipotential surfaces

would gradually close up, the tension of the air would increase

until at la-t the limit of resistance of the air ef would be reached

;

disruptive discharge would take place, with its attendant thunder
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:ui<l lightning. We ran let tin

resistance of the air if the field

tlm- trace the conditions that dete

If' the earth-surface be not flat but have a hill or a building, as
I or L, upon it, then the lines of force and the equipotential
lanes will he distorted, as shown in li^'. :^. If the hill or building
e so high as to make tin- distance [[ /, or I. / equal to ef (fig. 2),
len we shall again have disruptive discharge.

If instead of a hill or building we erect a solid rod of metal, G H,
Now '

•

and earth, or whatever be the motion of the cloud, there must be
a^ space a g' along which the lines of force must be longer than
a' a or H H' ; and hence there must be a circle described around
G as a center which i< less subject to disruptive discharge than
the space outside the circle ; and hence this area may be said to
be protected by the rod G H. The same reasoning applies to
each equipotential plane; and as each circle diminishes in radius
as we ascend, it follows that the rod virtually protects a cone of
space whose height is the rod, and whose' base is the circle
described by the radius G «. It is important to find out what
this radius is.

Let us assume that a thunder-cloud is approaching the rod A B
(fig. 5) from above, and that it has reached a point 1

>' where the
distance D' B is equal to the perpendicular height !)'(". It is

evident that, if the potential at I) be increased until the striking-

distance be attained, the line of discharge will be along D' C or
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D' B, and that the length A C is under protect

nearer the point D' is to D the shorter will be the lei

the perpen-

dicular distance D C.

Supposing, 1

that the cloud had ac-

tually descended to D
when the discharge

took place. Then the

latter would strike to

the nearest point ; and

any point within the

circumference of the

portion of the circle

B C (whose radius is

u ' D B) would be at a

less distance from D than either the point B or the point 0.

Hence a lightning-rod protects a conic s]>a<->- u-hosi heigh* >*

e length of the rod, whose base is a circle having its radius vq>ml

id whose side is the quadrant of a circle

n/fh <-/•' tin j

l,.ight»n,
<..,„„! t ight ,fh

that

•oh have been struck where one has had a rod attached to it;

it is clear that the other pinnacles were outside the cone; and

efore, for protection, each pinnacle should have had its own

that everv prominent point of a building

that the higher the rod the greater is the

A theoretical and practical Treatise on the Manufacture of

Sulphuric Arid and .1 //,„//, ,,-ith the collateral branches; by

(ii:oR (t K Lin,,k, l'h.D., F.C.S. Vol. III. 1-2-2 pp. svo. London,

lsMii (.1. Van Voorst).— r

n.e preceding- volumes of this very valu-

" ' Th.'.Vr.inme "'loses with one

he co<t of erecting an alkali-

valuable matter supplement-
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II. Geology and Natural History.

1. The Lava-Jields of Northicestern Europe; by Akchi
tEIkie, Director of the Geological Survey of Scotland. (Na

-
l

1880).—In this paper the purpose of the author is

take.

3 examples
to a large extent of such non-volcanic ejections.

Professor Geikie first observes that the volcanoes of the Medi-
terranean basin have given to science, as well as the popular mind
the prevalent idea as to the features of igneous action—so that
" even among those who have specially devoted themselves to the
study of volcanoes there has been a tacit assumption * * * that
where volcanic outbreaks have occurred it has been from local

vents, like those of Etna, the ^Eolian Islands, the Phlegrsean fields,

or the Greek Archipelago;" and now, the statement that "the
type of volcanic cones and craters has not been, in every geologi-
cal age, and all over the earth's surface, the prevalent one, that on
the contrary * * * it belongs perhaps to a feebler or waning
degree of volcanic excitement,** " would he received by most
European geologists with incredulity if not with some more
pronounced form of dissent," When iJi.-hthuf.-n published, some
twelve years since, about vast areas of lava on the Pacific slope
of North America made without the aid of cones and craters.
Scrope, in his » Considerations on Volcanoes,'* -ridiculed what he

abroad.' 1

Profesa I ceptance at first of
hi* teacher's views; hut of his finding, afterward, as he studied
the facts connected with the erupted masses of Great Britain,
that in truth little light was thrown upon the subject by the
modern volcano. There were multitudes of dikes of basalt over
a region of 100,000 square miles, from Yorkshire to Orkney and
from Donegal to the mouth of the Tay, spreading into basaltic
plateaux to the westward in Antrim. Skve, northeastern Ireland
and elsewhere, having in some places a thickness of :{00n feet, the
origin of whose horizontal or neariv horizontal he. Is without
mterstratified tufas he says he attempted again and again to

°j \Cones an(* craters' lies upon one's mind does the question

day of a journey of several hundred miles throng
region of the Yellowstone and Madison. We had"
two days over fields of basalt, level as lake bottoi
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valleys, and on the morning of the last day, after an interview

with an armed party of [iidiane fit was only a few days before

the disastrous expedition <!' Maj..r Thornburgh, and the surround-

ing tribes were -aid to be already in a ferment), we emerged from

the mountain- upon the great sea of black lava which seem- to

stretch illimitahly westward. With minds keenly excited by the

incidents of the journey, we rode for hours by the side of that

apparently boundless plain. Mere and there a trachytic spur

projected' from the hills, succeeded now and then by a valley up

which the black Hood of lava would stretch awav into the high

grounds. It was as if the threat plain had been tilled with molten

lock whi.h had kept its level and wound in and out along the

bays and promontories of the mountain-slopes as a sheet of water

" Hiding hour after hour among these arid wastes, I became

convinced that all volcanic phenomena are not to be explained by

the ordinary conception of volcanoes, but that there is another

and grander type of volcanic action, where, instead of issuing

from separate vents ami piling up cone, of lava and ashes around

them, the molten rock ha- ri-en in fissure-, -onietimes accompanied
by the discharge of little or no fragmentary material, and has

welled forth so as to flood the lower ground 'with successive hori-

zontal sheets of basalt. Recenl renewed examination of the

basalt-plateaux and associated dykes in the west of Scotland has

assured me that I his view of thl-ir origin and connection, wbfo*
first suggested itself to my mind on' the lava-plains of Idaho,

" No more stupendous series of volcanic phenomena has yet

been discovered in anv part of the globe than those of north-

western Europe. We are first presented with the fact that the

crust of the earth over an area which in the lb-it ish Islands alone

amounted to probably not less than 100,000 square miles, but

which was only part of the far more extensive region that included

the Faroe Islands and Iceland, was rent by innumerable figures
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2. Fohtmei of solid, and liquid Cast Iron, with reference to

tfit tin <>rn:s <f i'oh;,,,;,- (irtlnn.—Under the above title Mr. J. B.
II \ way presents, in the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society

of Glasgow for January, 1880, the results of experiments on cast

iron. He first refers to the view of Messrs. Nasmyth and Car-
penter, in their work on the Moon, that fusible substances, with
few exceptions, are speeificalK heavier in their molten state than
in the solid, and that, consequently, they expand on becoming
solid, which view they sustain by referring to a fact recogni:

molten iron of the same precise kind will float on it ; and whei

i founders, that a mass of solid cast :

they draw the conclusions thai solidification beneath the
crust is a cause of Assuring of the crust, and thus of opening vol-

canoes ; and that the cooling of the same after solidification pro-

duces shrinkage, and consequently a w rinkling, or alternate ridges
and depressions, over the surface. Mr. Hannay states that in his

experiments, spheres of iron three to six inches in diameter were
dropped into a bath of the same metal four feet wide and two
feet deep. In one of them the sphere sank at first to the bottom,
where it could be found by raking the pot; in fifty seconds it

came to the surface, having a dull-red temperature ; as the tem-
perature increased it floated higher and higher, until it began to
melt, when it remained constant but diminished in height, of
course, as the sphere melted away. Another trial gave the same
results, and the value was found to be constant. In other experi-
ments the balls were fished out when at their maximum tempera-
ture; and they showed, by the "tide-mark" left, the exact depth of

.'and also the relation between the volumes or densi-
ties of liquid and solid metal. The result reached is, that, on an
average, cast iron expands 5-62 per cent of its volume on solidifi-

cation. The various experiments proved that the iron just floats
when at a red heat, which is estimated at 750° to 800°. The
linear expansion of a bar of iron up to that temperature was
ascertained to be, from four experiments, -000055, -000070, -000050
and -000065, giving a mean of -000060 per degree Centigrade.
The density of the iron used was 7*214, which decreased to 6"883
at about 800°, and this was the density of the liquid ; but as the
sphere floated with 5*62 per cent of its volume above the liquid,
the density of t lie solid at it* lining point must have been reduced

its freezing while these were in progress, whence the result is

Mr. Joseph

Peport for
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Iron and Steel Institute," No. 11, for 1879. Mr. Wrighteon con-

cludes that, in passing from tin- solid to the liquid state, the

density of the iron is greatest when cold, least when in the plastic

state, and that wliei/liquid it is between the two extremes hut

much nearer the solid than the plastic density. Dr. Mmrhca.l

concludes that the results are not favorable to Sir Wm. Thomson's

(<.r Hopkins's) hvpot hesis, that while the earth was passing from

, cooled fragments of the earth's crustli.| i!d

mid h:

irregular interior framework to support 1

last successfully forming crust.*

Mr. Hannay observes that slags and even molten granite show

the same phenomenon—the solid floating on the liquid; that from

experiments he has made at blast furnaces on the Clyde, he has

invariably found this to be the result, though he has not yet had

Vn,7„,/,// i„ /-.,., t . Mammoth.—An excellent

" logic * "
cliii

nd Rhinoceros' had in Siberia. In earlier papers the

author had presented the facts as to the distribution of these ani-

mals in that region; that the bones are few in Central Siberia,

but increase in numbers toward and along the Arctic shores, the

quantity bring stated to be so great in the Hear Island- and the

islands ofNew Siberia that "the ground is largely composed of the

bones of Mammoths and the associated animals/' In I he last paper

the author speaks of the unfitness of Northern Siberia for such

life, the barren, fro/en ground, even the most favored spots grow-

ing stunted willow bushes a- almost the only vegetation,

for not over two months in the year; and the vicinity of the Arc-

tic coast where Mammoth bones abound, as a bare wast-

trees ( >r shrubs of any kind. He next shows, from the remains el

plants associated with the bones in the beds containi -

reported by investigators, that the flora of this same Northern

Siberia, in the Mammoth era contained species of /'-'•
. '

Larix among Conifers, species of IhtuJu (birch). ><//

an .i/^/*ovand Ephedra—plants now thrivino- in Southern Siberia:

and the waters ,„ land, as the fresh-water clays have in some

places shown species „f/A//>. Phinorbh, V<t!r«t<,\ Lh,n,.< a.
/>//.-.

Anoilontn, Further, the deposits of trunks and branch
trees (little altered) are very extensive, especially in the northern

re-ions where the bones ,,,'ost abound", far beyond the reach of

livim, trees ( ,f a. iv size [„ view of the fact's wind, are <jiven

with much interest,,,- detail, the author concludes that the N<»rt»'

>s of the Mammotl

1876, Part II, p. 8.
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i to us a not unfaithful picture of what Northern Siberia must
been like from the Urals to Beh ring's Straits."

The Climatic Ch<i,,</<x of later Geological times: a dis-

on based on observations made in the Cordilleras of North
by J. D. Win inky. Memoirs of the Museum of Com-

120 pp. 4

chapter on the glacial and surface geology of the Pacific coast.

It discusses the action of glaciers, argues that they cannot make
lake basins, except through the inclosures its moraines may have
formed, and attributes the erosion of glacier valleys chiefly to the
running water. The glacial phenomena of the Sierra Nevada are

described, and from these pages we cite a few of the facts. They
are confined mostly to a belt three to four degrees wide, north of
latitude :it>°

; but owing to declining height northward, they are
less extensive north of the Tuolumne (:S7 :*<)') than to the south.

Along three rivers, the King's, the San Joaquin and the Tuo-
lumne, the glacial masses were of great extent. That of the first

Had a length of tiftv mile-, and an area of 300 square miles. The
glacial scratches are all over the region down to an altitude (as

observed by Professor Brewer) of 4,000 feet, and nowhere below
this. On the Joaquin, the glacier on the South Fork had a length
of fifty miles, a depth, in some parts, of 1,500 feet, and a width in

places of eight to nine miles. In the Tuolumne glacier region,
the ice of the plateau region, 9,000 feet in elevation between the
summit peaks. (Cathedral Teak. Mount Coiiness. Mount Dana and
MoiUlt I. yell), was over I,Ol)f. feet thick. I'.elow Soda Spring* is

the Canon of the Tuolumne, having precipitous walls of rock 1,000
to 1,.ion feet high, scored well b\ the glacier; hut, as Professor
V\ hitney holds, this gorge could not have been glacier made. The
ice-marks reach down to about :*,0o<) feet above the sea-level.
Hie glacier of the Merced is next described, and strong arguments
;1|V urg.d against the view that the Yosemite was made by glacier
erosion. It is stated that the glacier of the Merced could not
have extended as far as the Yosemite, and, consequently, the ice

never entered that valley. Its walls bear no glacier-made mark-
ings. The glacial appearances of localities farther north are also
treated of with many interesting details. In no part of the Sierra

-Nevada are they met with below a level of 2,000 feet above the

adds that Mr. Dall has reported the same to be true.
"The desiccation of later geological times" is the s

(•losing chapter of the work. The facts are mentioned
to the former wide limits of existing lakes bet wee
Nevada and the Front Range of the Rocky Monn
many others now dried up, and others from other re
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western part of the continent ; and the conclusion is reached that

tlif cause of the great desiccation was climatological, and not a

consequence of change of level.

5. SSix Lectures on Physical Geography; by the Rev. Samuel
H,u-.uiton, F.B.S., M.D. Dubl. and D.C.L. Oxon. ; Fellow of

Trinity College, and Professor of Geology in the University of

Dublin. 386 pp. 8vo. Dublin, 1880. (Longmans, Green & Co.,

London.)

—

Professor Haughtou's mathematical studies connected

with certain points in physical geography have been of much

service to geology. The lectures here published with their ap-

pended notes bring out some of these points, as well as many

generally accepted views, and discuss a few others of like geologi-

cal interest. Even if the results are in some cases unsatisfying,

owing to the use of insufficient data, the work is an important

contribution to the science of terrestrial physics.

The first lecture presents some recent views as to " the past

history and future prospects of t he earth," involved in theassumed

truth of the nebular hypothesis, and the i

tronomers that the earth's day is slowly she

The second treats of "continents and oceans, volcanoes and

mountains." The heights of continents and depths of oceans are

briefly reviewed, and a few general deductions brought out as to

axes (following the meridians) of >'<< nation, corresponding one to

each continent, and of <hj,r<$xion, one to each ocean, which axes

are n-arded as indicating the courses of the original wrinkles in

the contracting globe. No note is taken, however, of the structure,

age, true directions, or other details with respect to actual moun-

tain ranges, or of the general courses of the earth's structure-

The great east-and-west range of high land of Europasia, from

the Pyrenees to the Himalayas, is spoken of as the most modern

of mountain chains. But the Pocky Mountains also were raised

8,000 to 12,000 feet during the progress of the Tertiary (especially

the Miocene and Pliocene), and the Andes in part to a greater

height, The vast extent of these movements over the earth's con-

tinental surfaces during the Tertiary, when other large regions

experienced little or no change of level is not considered. It is a

good subject for contemplation and study by all physicists inter-

ested in terrestrial dynamics and the condition of the earths

Lecture III consider " the laws of climate and at mosphcric and

oceanic circulation." Heat from the earth's interior' .'..id that

from a cooling sun are here made the prominent sources of the

earth's early climates. Put the author returns to the subject in

a note to (he sixth lecture, many pa^es in !,,.-« h, in which he

applies to the case of the earth's surface Bossetti's law of cooling.

Professor I lau-hton, by t his method, calculates the rate of cooling

on the supposition that the source of heat is, first, sun-heat alone;

second, earth-heat alone; and, third, variations in the therncil

condition* oi the earth'i atmosphere; the other conditions in each



bein^
: reached are : that " the chief factor

in changes of geological climate appears to have been the slow
secular cooling of the sun ;" thai since life began on the globe,
the earth's interior heat can not he regarded as " the sole and
immediate cause of change of climate ;" thai the carbonic acid
and moisture of the atmosphere have added to the warmth of past

climate-, the former chirtly during Paleozoic and earlier times.

He adds that the cold and precipitation of the Glacial era "was
I>rohah|y due to atmospheric changes caused by a temporarily
diminished rate of heat-radiation from the sun."

part of the third lecture, its main sources being made as usually

underwood, the sun's heat and aerial and oceanic circulation. In
a note he introduces his calculations with regard to the total

annual heat received at each point of the earth's surface, and on
the amount of the loss of that heat caused bv radiation into space:
in which he finds tha

'

is equivalent to that required to melt a layer of ice 01

globe 80-5 feet thick, and that the part lost by radia
alent to 28-5 feet of ice in thickness, leaving 51-5

than 5-8ths of the whole, to be accounted for not a

sic united (p. 93); or (as slated on p.

H*7 per cent of the whole time of the

the globe at lat. 80° N. ; a result



It is probable, from recent di>coveries, that the Arctic flora,

referred to the Miocene by I leer, was actually Eocene: and it' so.

Professor II:iu udit.Vs conclusion as to the length of after time

would he more reasonable. Bui so many doubt s
_

invest the sub-

'"ti!!'ivh.. € Lpied b\ Lectures IV and V,

on the rivers and lakes of Europasia. Allien and America. m

which the amount of water-discharge and detritus-t ransj.ortatioii

AV.imalVj/mM'hnVsl'wldcl.'Tre'alv abo T.'f The n-h.t ions ot specie

to climates with reference to -eolo^ieal uiiesthms, and asMinu-

the existence of a once lar-e and nourishing Antarctic Cout.neiit

to help in exnlainine- the ori-iu of the resemblances which exi>t

between the faunas of South America. Africa and Australia.

Manv other topics, besides these here mentioned come under

consideration in Professor flau-htonV volume, making it a work



Old l!ed Sandstone of Cockburnspath as affording example-, and

on the dependence of amount of wear on weight, .Mr. Sorby
observes that a grain one-tenth of an iiieli in diameter would
probably be worn as much in drifting a mile as one one-thousandth
of an inch in drifting 100 miles.
The lamination or fissile structure of shale, parallel with the

bedding, he observes may hi' a result of mere pressure, the water

greatly reduced. In the'ease of slates from' North Wales ami
other localities, he has found, by slicing ami optical investigation,
that they consist chiefly of microscopic scales which so closely re-

semhlc mica optically and in other wavs, that they may be pro-
nounce,! with good reason as of this species; and, since the scales

lie mostly in the plane of bedding, a well cleaved slate of this type
depolarizes like a uniaxial crystal having the principal axis per-

pendicular to the cleavage. When the mica scale- conform tliu-

that they are probably of fragmental origin : since he has found
"i other slates in which the mica was "formed in sitv, that the

•rystals of mica are not stratified but lie at all possible azimuth-,
and moreover are collected about special centers."
As an inference from the study of slates and other rocks, he

' wrapped around them, ami <

e proof that "the schists of
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Pennsylvania, under its able director, Professor J. Peter Lesley.

As recently announced by the Commissioner, forty-two eouutie- <>\

the State have been surveyed in full, eighteen surveyed in part,

and only six remain untouched. The unrini-died portion includes

the eastern counties and some of the central. The publication ol

the results has gone forward as the work has advanced, and al-

ready eighteen reports on the geology of the several counties have

been issued, besides sixteen special reports, and hall' a- many mere

are in course of preparation. The Held, and eminently that of

And the surveys have had especial reference to all those points in

the geological structure of the regions which should give more

cermintv 'to exploration and its results. Tlmv have been thor-

ough geological! v; and this means that tliev ha\e gone to the

bottom, so far as possible, both as regards scientific and econom-

ical questions, thoroughness comprising both classes of results.

The yield of the three products just mentioned is so large, that

1 .;. - I .,.! M i ,
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ami will l)i' worth to the State and its

comparatively trifling cost.

Tim report' of Mr. Ashburner on McKean County, including the
Bradford oil-region, has been recently issued, and will be noticed
in another number of this Journal.

8. The Quaternary after the Era of tin carv-aniuntl* in Kar»p-\—M. Tardy, in a paper in the Bulletin of the Geological Society
..fl'liimv fo,

;,y!/,
7, ls7<» st a tes tli:it a bed of o-ravel sands and

elay>t, called Uarhnn C . liln\ ii iras rouges"), occurs over a

J part of Frar mljoi mng coum
and otb the Cave-animals,

Man r relics. It occurs

south. M . Hebert describes

IVadostat es that it overlies

i .iii.p 1 of the Elephas
lied pe l.l.h- Madrid.

.'

.tending over the

n elevation of 660"Mad,:-id it has a

u- Turin. <

y and Men-

£:'"'r!;::;;SS£ I'he fragin

"fi™!:ib"T"n?y

%:!•!, p, T n

iS-SiS;;:l; ™;'!";«'*rt« :

'Vw>//> e& filled w ith ba aft,r<rar<l rut Ollt

,),„/,/, y,, ,„=,/.—Professor JOHM .!. Stkvi-
(Proc. Ati Phil. •50C, Aug., L&80) •e-eroded channel-

an and .M-ma Riv. rV nVa'r I-art Union, in New
tfei re cuts a thousand

the mouth of the
Mori

romh* ;Jim;
theVamn lian), the depth of
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ainl, then, nearly three miles <tr \ he Canadian

nt of the erosion over the plains which pre-

eruption <>f i his basalt, the author attributes

r/H-e of Froetus longicaudus flail ; by II. >
mieated. —The only specimen of this Trilo-

thir.las large, folded up, and the pygidium pr< >t Hiding beyond^ tlic

anterior ma roil i of the glabella, asiu the original specimen. They

agree well with Hall's descrip..

segments, the " twenty annulal
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Sahara (south of

eah, 350 miles) in

He describes the
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lin Soc, May, 1879), that in the oven of a Bessemer converter

which was lined with ordinarv siliceous tire-brick-, !>asie brick-

were piled on the floor in contact with this lining ; and that,

after reaching an intense white heat, the pile or stack of basic

brick subsided and (as was afterward discovered) its lower layers

actually passed through the flooring having sharply cut outlines

of their angles iu the siliceous bricks. The refractory basic brick

were made from an aluminous magnesian limestone. The result-

ing fused mass was partly in semi-transparent crystals of long

prismatic form, either colorless or greenish, with sp. gr. = 2-.i:U;

and they afforded on analysis the formula of a lime-and-magnesia

pyroxene—the results obtained bring Silica :».V :<.",, lime 2:V24,

magnesia 16-20, alumina and iron-sesquioxide 4-Jo, water, less,

etc. 1-01 = 100, corresponding, if the alumina and iron are set

aside us impuritv, to (-JMg-r4Ca)SiO
s
.

16. Fossil Stt n lllft -sf,ir„l s ?r»u> « rbr;/ /„</ in l/n Cn-hnnif'-rnu*

strata near S/!t/o, Smthiml ; bv Professor II. J. Caktei: (Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist., V, xxxiii, 209).—Of the spicules here described,

the most common is a sexradiate stellate kind, with 6 to 24 rays,

according to the subdivisions of the arms, and having each ray

spiriionn—named bv Carter IlulasUrdhi Wri.jhtii ; the other

kinds are the hexactinellid, lithistid, and a sausage-shaped kind,

like that of some of the Renierm of the present day. JI»I- >•"•
'

''

ronftrtu has been found in a similar clay near (dasgow. Mr. i ar-

dal excavations, but the ' chert"
1

to which Mr. Wright has -a 11 in lot

appears to be a solid pseudoinorph of the limestone; for its puni-

ice-like worm-eaten character occurring here and there, from par-

tial absorption or decomposition of the material, presents a skele-

tal rhomboidal structure; while the same kind of rhomboidal ex-

cavations characterize the surface of the weather-worn oil,;, ,-><>».<

fossils in the pure Devonian limestone of this neighborhood :
>}

which I am led to infer that, in the first place, the sponge-spicules

become partially or whollv calcified anion-' <;il<-ur><>ns material.

else why should they now present rhomboidal excavations on

their surface V that subsequently the siliceous element, being UD"

' last volume oft
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striated surfaces and other evidence, that the region of the Shet-

land Isles had been glaciated by Scandinavian ice; and in the
latter also the agency of the Scandinavian ice-movement is recog-
nized; and the course of movement in both regions was most'lv

between W.N. W. nndX.X.W. Bui while the Scandinavian uhni.f

the case of the Orkneys, which are near Northern Scotland, the
ice glaciating them came mainly, if not wholly, from Northeastern
Scotland. This is apparent from the fragments of Scottish rocks,

some of them fossiliferous, in the Orkney drift. The glacier of
Northern Scotland descended northeastward over the west part
of the North Sea, and there joined the great Scandinavian mass
moving northwestward, in the direction of least resistance. The
authors state that there is no evidence of marine drift deposits on
the islands; and the absence of marine shells from the bowlder-
clay is thought to " probably indicate that a portion of the present
sea-floor round Shetland formed dry land during the climax of

glacial cold." The facts are stated to confirm the views advo-
cated by Dr. Croll more than ten years since. Two maps illus-

trate the recent article, one showing the striatums of the Orkneys,
and the other, the "probable path of the ice,"" from Scandinavia
and Scotland over the islands named, and beyond to the margin of

n„ihteenshou/ (,>,,!<„,,/. Report on the Oeo]oo\
Resources of the district 'between Charters Towers <

the Coast; by R. L Jack, F.O.S., Geological Surve
Queensland. * Brisbane, 1 H7».

—Mr. \V. E. I1ii>oi:\. who has been engaged for so
in active mineral exploration in Western North C
the following notes in regard to minerals found
County.

—

Beryl occurs in green, yellow, bluish ai
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e, tourmaline, spodumene, and siderite. Other crystals

H uid cavities. Ortikk lasi: occurs in laru'e well-t'oi

tals (one wcio-he.l 40 lbs.) on the Trice and Kecver lau

ica.TotTBMAI.IN] '

n's. In addition to th' h.k'.I. -ru.



the northern slope o]

of Capt. J. C. Mills.
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he surrounding country. Its best locality

of the Pilot Mountain, especially at the :

crystals are commonly tabular in form, consisting of the

1 and 0, though crystals have also been observed of the

>n octahedral habit. Some few were highly modified. The

id striated parallel to 1 and 1-/. The prismatic (1) cleav-

n often be seen. The crystals are well preserved and unu-

large, some measuring one-third of an inch across; they

dark rcd-

llow-brown

..thorite.—Professor

It is infusible before the blowpipe.

> Berzelius.

—

Journal Ai>nr. Chew. $oc, vol. ii.

2t. M'nnmlnjnf por I<;\a< io Do.mkvko, Profesor de Quimica i

ineralojia en la Univeisidad de Santiago <le Chile. Third edi-

"ii CJdl'ofVhc' a'
;,-,!.'• Mm ill'l'r ,

1','
t D illuioMu 1



Argentine I I«-j niblic I'nder each name is given a description o

the species, and a fall list of localities with the associated mine

rals at each. The fact that much of tin- matter has either no

been published before, or, if at all, in periodicals not generally

accessible, make- the book a valuable one to all interested in mill

'

Vr!rz»»/»M,fi ' fkffes; "by A. S. Packard
Jr. Second edition, revised. New York: Henry Holt & Co

duced, and some errors' contained in the first edition have beei

corrected. The objectionable figures of the brains of fishei

and of the anatomy of the cat have been replaced by new am
better figures, drawn bv Dr. C. S. Minot. The total number o

cuts is 475, most of which fairly represent the objects for whicl

they were intended, but there are -till remaining some that wen

and which might well have shared the fate of those that hav<

1. On the Fnjur> >,f the Phnuf Mars and it

the Utli,<,th,*U nf tin fnrunr fhiiditi/ of the phi
IIknxkssv, <"('. h'en.h, June'. 1880).—Professo

Professor Ilennessy also ealc



IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

kean temperatures in the Arctic— Observations taken on the
(hiliKirt'-, hij (). T. Shkkmav—The following observations

A Miller-Casselhi thennomel er u;i> employed; its scale

, r.irct'iilly obtained, have in earh rase been applied. The
it, at the time of making the observations, lay becalmed.
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le Progress de la Geometric en Frnnre. Besides these, however,

there are between two and three hundred of his memoirs in the

Academic publications and scientific journals.

His demonstrations were remarkable for their neatness and per-

fection of form. In geometry this quality is all important.

Shortly after his appointment as Professor of Higher < ieometry in

the Faculty of Sciences at Paris, he published his Tmiti <h

(ieonotri, Snprrirnre. This was some years later followed by his

Ti-'iUi ,hs S, tn>, ts * 'onion, s. In these volumes, as well as in hi-

memoirs, M. (/basics uses in his demonstrations, three conceptions

in addition to those of Euclid, the anharmonic function <f four

points, tomographic divisions, and involution of sis points. By

5 conceptions he introduces many of the advantages <

'" probably still be regarded as

,-hat is the real addition thus r

geometry into what will probably still be i

night answer: 1st, the concept ion of pin- and niinu-

segments of lines, and, 2d, the use implicitly of the relations oMhe
roots and coefficients of the equation of the second degree. That

is, he added to synthetic geometry the resources of the algebra

of simple and quadratic equations." With the skill of a master he

wrought into formal and logical connection the theorems that

have enriched geometry in these later years, adding everywhere

new propositions and new chapters of his own to the science.

Rarely has there lived a man more steadfast in his devotion to

one object through life, more simple in character and aims, more

Charming in social intercourse, more honored and beloved by all

who had the good fortune to know him. H. a. n.

s Department of Statistics and (Jeology '•' lho >,a '

dianapolis, 1879. Devoted to State statistics. Agr

rator of the Museum o! Comparative Zoology

i and his Bequest, by 1
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important facts then known in regard to the S(t'j»saiiria, one of

the most singular groups of extinct reptiles hitherto discovered.
In the present communication some additional characters of

these animals are recorded, even more remarkable than those
previously brought to light.

The Brain and Spinal Cobd.

In the article cited above the brain-east of Xt'-t/ommnis umjn-
I'll'tx was described and figured, and it was shown that this

;'Vl'
t!l '- mid the smallest brain of anv known land vertebrate.

The general form and comparative size of the brain in this

reptile is represented in Plate VI, figures 1 and 2.

During a subsequent investigation of another individual of
the same genus, the writer found a very large chamber in the
sacrum, formed by an enlargement of the spinal canal. This
chamber was ovate in form, and strongly resembled the brain
case in the skull, although very much larger, being at least ten
times the size of the cav it v which contained the brain. This
remarkable feature led to 'the examination of the sacra of sev-
eral other individuals of .S'/r^.w,, ,-„,.. and it was found that all

had a similar large chamber in the same position. The form
;,l " ! proportions of this cavitv are indicated in Plate VI, fig-
Ulvs ;; mid 1. which represent a cast of the entire neural canal
enclosed in the sacrum. The larue vaulted chamber, it will
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The remarkable feature about this posterior brain-case, if so

it may be called, is its size, in comparison with that of the true

brain of the animal, and in this respect it is entirely without a

parallel. A perceptible swelling in the spinal cord of various

recent animals has indeed been observed in the pectoral and

pelvic regions, where the nerves are given off for the anterior

and posterior limbs; and in extinct forms some very notice-

able cases are recorded, especially in Dinosaurs, but nothing

that approaches the sacral enlargement in Stegosaurus has

hitherto been known. The explanation may doubtless in part

be found in the great development of the posterior limbs in

this genus; but in some allied forms, ("umptonoius for example,

where the disproportion between the fore and hind limbs is

nearly as marked, the sacral enlargement of the spinal cord is

not one-fourth as great as in Stegosaurus.

It is an interesting fact then in young individuals of Stego-

saurus the sacral cavity is proportionately larger than in adults,

which corresponds to a well known law of brain growth.
The physiological effects of a posterior nervous center, so

many times larger than the brain itself is a suggestive subject,

which need not here be discussed. It is evident, however, that

in an animal so endowed, the posterior part was dominant*

The Pelvic Arch.

The true sacrum of Stegosaurus is composed of four well

coossified vertebra). In fully adult animals the pelvic arch

may be strengthened by the addition of one or more lumbar

vertebras, as in the specimen figured in Plate VII, where two

are tinnlv consolidated with the sacrum. The centra of the

sacral vertebra) are solid, like the others in the column. Their

neural arches are especially massive, and the spines have high

and expanded summits. The transverse processes of the sacral

vertebras are stout vertical plates, which curve downwaro
below, and unite to meet the ilia. Each vertebra supports its

own process, although there is a tendency to overlap in front.

There is a gradual increase in size from the first to the last

sacral vertebra, and the first caudal is larger than the last

The ilium in Stegosaurus is a very peculiar bone, unlike any

hitherto known in the Reptiles. Its most prominent feature

is its great anterior extension in front of the acetabulum.

Another striking character is seen in its superior crest, which

curves inward, and tinnlv unites with the neural arches of the

processes. The acetabular portion of the ilium is large and
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shallow (Plate VII, figure 1, ac.) The face for union with the

ischium is large and rugose, but that for the pubis is much less

distinct. The post-acetabular part of the ilium is very short,

scarcely one-third as long as the anterior projection.

The ischium of Slegosaurus ungulatus was figured and de-

scribed in the communication already cited. It is short and
robust, and has a prominent elevation on the upper margin of

the shaft (Plate VIII, figure 2). Its larger articular face meets
a post-acetabular process of the ilium, and a smaller articula-

tion joins the pubis. The shaft of the ischium is twisted so

that it resembles somewhat the corresponding bone of Moro-

The pubic element of the pelvis of Stegosaurus ungulatus is

in general form somewhat like that of Camptonotus. The true

pubis consists of a strong spatulate process, projecting forward
nearly horizontally. (Plate VIII, figure 2, p.) Its proximal end
articulates with the pre-acetabular process of the ilium. The
post-pubic branch extends backward and downward, nearly to

the end of the ischium. The two bones fit closely together
in this region. The usual pubic foramen is in this species

replaced by a notch, opening into the acetabular cavity. In a
smaller undescribed species, which may be called Stegosaurus

ctffinis, the post-pubic bone is slender and more rod-like, not
flattened, as in the specimen here figured.

The Hind Limb.

The large bones of the leg of Stegosaurus ungulatus have
already been figured, and their main characters described. The
femur is remarkably Ion- and without a third trochanter. The
tibia, on the other hand, is very short. When the animal stood
at rest, these two bones of the leg were nearly in the same line,

as shown in Plate VIII, figure 2. The fibula is slender, and
has its larger end below.
The astragalus is firmly coossified with the tibia, and the

calcaneum is also united, but less securely. There are three
bones in the distal row of tarsals. (Plate VIII, figure 2.) The
one on the inner side is massive, and semi-circular in transverse
outline. The median tarsal is still larger, while the outer one
ls qnite small. There are rive well 'developed metatarsals,
y-'i'-h are of moderate length, ami robust proportions. The
l,rst '1'git is terminated b'v a strong, broad, ungual phalanx,
the largest of the series, the second, third and fourth digits
also have similar phalanges of smaller size. The outer digit
has only a tubercle at its extremitv. The number of phalanges

If
the

,

fourth arid fifth digits has not been exactly determined,
out they were less than the usual number.
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The Fore Limb.

The principal bones in the scapular arch and fore leg of

Stegosaurus were described and figured in the article already

cited. In Plate VIII, figure 1, these are brought together, and

the fore foot added in its natural position. The humerus and

bones of the fore arm show clearly that this limb, although

very small in proportion to the hind leg, was very powerful,

and as it admitted of considerable rotation, it was doubtless

used mainly for other purposes than locomotion. The foot

here represented was found by the writer, with the bones

nearly in the position indicated. There are only three carpal

bones' in the proximal series, and in this foot the distal segment

of the carpus remained unossified. There arc live digits, the

fifth being the smallest.

The great disproportion in size between the fore and hind

limbs, as well as the structure of the principal joints in each,

show plainly that Stegosaurus walked mainly as a biped. The

massive posterior limbs, and the huge tail doubtless formed a

tripod on which the animal rested at times, while the fore

limbs were used for prehension, or defense. The heavy der-

mal plates and powerful spines probably rendered the latter

an easy task.

Yale College, New Haven, Jan. 24th, 1881.
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Art. XX.—On the Phosphorograph of a Solar Spectrum, and
on the Lines of its Infra-red Region;* by John William
Draper, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of
New York.

I propose in thi» communication to consider : 1. The pecu-
liarities of a phosphorograph of the solar spectrum as compared
with a photograph of the same object; 2. The antagonixation
of effect of rays of higher by those of lower refrangibility.

There is a striking resemblance; between a photograph of
that spectrum taken on iodide of silver and a phosphorograph
taken on luminous paint, and other phosphorescent prepara-
tions. There are also differences.

I. Description of the Photographic Spectrum.

In 18-12, I obtained some very fine impressions of the first

kind (on iodide of silver), and described them in the " Philo-
*>plii<-al Magazine" (November, 1*42), and again in February,
1847. One of these was made the subject of an elaborate
examination bv Sir J. Herschel. His description and explana-
tory views of it may be found in that. .Journal, February, 1843.

enceof a weal,- r.rlrancons light, mav be considered as presenting-
three regions. 1. A middle one extending from the boundary
of the blue and green to a little bevond the violet; in this
region the argentic iodide is blackened. 2. Below this, and

*From the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arte and Sciences.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Seribs, Vol. XXI, No. 12:3.—March, 1881.
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extending from the boundary of the blue and green to the

inferior theoretical limit of the prismatic spectrum, is a region

strongly marked in which the action of the daylight has been

arrested or removed, the daylight and the sunlight

having apparently counterbalanced and checked each other.

3. A similar protected region occurs beyond the violet. This,

however, is very much shorter than the preceding. The sketch

annexed to Herschel's paper represents these facts as well as

they can be represented by an uncolored drawing.

II. Description of the Phosphorographic Spectrum.

In a phosphorograph on luminous paint the same general

effects appear. If the impression of the spectrum be taken in

the absence of extraneous light, there is a shining region corre-

sponding to the blackened region of the photograph. But if,

previously or simultaneously, extraneous light be permitted to

be present, new effects appear. The shining region of the

phosphorograph has annexed to it, in the direction of the less

refrangible spaces and extending toward the theoretical limit

of the spectrum, a region of blackness in striking contrast to

the surrounding luminous surface. The blackness is, however

broken at a distance below the red by a luminous re

considerable width. This occupies the space, and indeed arises

from the coalescence of the bands, a, /?, y, discovered by me in

1842. It may be separated into its constituent hands. wlm-h

are verv discernible when registered on gelatine as present I \

described. And since this is not so easily done with the upper

lines of the spectrum, we inav infer that these arc very nuu'li

broader than the Fraunhofer lines, a result strengthened by the

fact that these dark intervals can be more easily recognized by

the thermopile than those lines. The blackness is then re-

"t extends to a, short distance, and there the phospho-

piVSS!

ctangle has long been known to students of

phosphorescence, but its interest n • origin has not until now

been explained.

But more, just beyond the region of the violet, the same

n.ephot.o-rnph and the pho^h, „, ,oTaph thus present main

nts of similarity. But though there are these striking points

esemblance, there are also striking differences,

n a spectrum four or five centimeters long, though the pho-

raph may be crossed by hundreds of Fraunhofer lines, not

s is seen in the phosphorograph, except those just referred

The spectrum must be dispersed much more before they

. be discerned.
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Particle.

The explanation of this disappearance of the Fraunhofer lines

is obvious. A phosphorescing particle may emit light enough
to cause others in its neighborhood to shine, and each of these

in its turn may excite "others, and so the luminosity may
spread. In a former memoir I examined this in the case of

chlorophane, and concluded that in that substance such a com-

munication does not take place. But now, using more sensitive

preparations, as follows, I have established in a satisfactory

manner that it does.

The test plate referred to in the next paragraph was thus

made. A piece of glass was smoked on one side in a flame,

until it became quite opaque. When cool a_ few letters or

words were written on it. Some photographic varnish was

poured on it and drained. This, drying quickly, gave a black

surface which could be handled without injury.

A phosphorographic tablet was
to the sky. It was then carried in

plate laid upon it. On the test pla

phorographic tablet was laid, and kept in that position a few

minutes; then, on lifting this from the test plate, the letters

if it were laid on a piece of hot

metal. So the light radiating from the first tablet through the

letters of the test could produce phosphorescence in the second

tablet, through glass more than a millimeter thick.

This lateral illumination is therefore sufficient to destroy the

>n that is left by the fixed lines, unless indeed their

breadth be sufficiently exaggerated, and as short an interval as

possible permitted between the moment of insolation and that

of observation.

It has been remarked that a pliot- graph taken from a phos-

dark i

phorograph is never sharp. It looks 8

I this even though it may be a copy by contact. The
light has Bp to particle. CJnder such circum-

arpness is impossible, because the phosphorograph

itself is not sharp.
For this reason, also, the bright rectangle in a

;

-ri'aph of the solar spivtrum. arising from the coalescence of the

mfra red j m es «, ,?, r, is never sharp on its edges. It seems as

if it were fading away on either side. It is also broader than

would correspond to" the actual position and width of those

lines, and, particularly, it is somewhat rounded at its corners.

If we could obtain" a thermograph of the solar spectrum, it

would correspond very closely to the phosphorograph. The
particles heated would radiate their heat to adjacent ones.
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Nothing like sharpness of definition could be obtained except

in very brief exposures before the effect had had time to

IV. Examination of Phosphorescent Tablets by Gelatine

Photography.

The examination of a phosphorescent surface can be made
' now in a much more satisfactory manner than formerly. The

light we have to deal with, being variable, declines from the

moment of excitation to the moment of observation. And,

though the phosphori now prepared are much more
and persistent than those fonuerlv made, they must still be

looked upon as ephemeral. To examine them properly, the

eve must have been a long time in darkness to acquire full

it was recommended bv Dufav to place a bandage over one

eye that its sensitiveness might not be disturbed, whilst the

other being left naked could be used in making the necessary

preparations. But this on trial will be found, though occasion-

ally useful, on the whole an uncomfortable and unsatisfactory

method.
The exceedinglv sensitive gelatine plates now obtainable

remove these difficulties. The light emitted by blue phosphori,

such as luminous paint, consists largely of rays between H and

G, and these are rays which act at a niaxii m
preparation. So if a gelatine plate bo laid on a shining hhm

phosphorus it is powerfully affected, and any mark or image

that may have been impressed on the phosphorus will on devel-

opment' in any of the usual ways be found on the gelatine.

The gelatine has no need to wait after the manner of the eye.

It sees the phosphorus instantly. It is impressed from the very

first moment, and while the eye is accommodating itself and so

losing the best of the effect, the gelatine is gathering every ray

and losing nothing. Moreover, the ellect upon it is -

iust be trusted to. But the gelatine seizes it at any pred

.ined instant and keeps it forever. These permanent repr<

tions can at any future time be deliberately compared

le another.
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To these still another advantage may be added. Very fre-

quently an impression is much more perceptible on a gelatine
copy than it is on the phosphorus from which that copy was
taken. This arises from the fact that the eye is made less

sensitive by the light emitted from surrounding phosphorescent
parts, and cannot perceive a sombre point or line among them.
That is a physiological effect. But a gelatine copy in no
respect dazzles or enfeebles the eye. For this reason, for
instance, we may not be able in a. phosphorograph to resolve
visually the infra-red bright rectangle into its constituent lines,

but we recognize them instantly in the gelatine.

I have made use of sensitive gelatine plates ever since their

I >eing affected by phosphorescent light was announced
by Messrs. Warneeke and' Darwin. The more sensitive of these
plates receives a full effect by an exposure of less than one

But all kinds of phosphori will not thus affect a photographic
tablet: there must be a sympathy between the phosphorescent

tographic surfaces. Thus a phosphorus emitting a
yellow light will not affect a photographic preparation which
requires blue or indigo rays. This principle I detected many
years ago. In my memoir on phosphorescence (Phil. Mau\,
'•"bruary, 1851), it will be seen that the green light emitted by

no could not change the most sensitive photogjnphie
preparation at that time known —the daguerreotype plate

—

and
hence I was oblige.!, in measuring the lighi it emits, to resort to
Bouguer's optical method. The' 'result would have turned out
'/ilhM-entlv had the liidit to be measured been more refrangible,
blue or indigo or violet.

A photographic surface agrees with the retina in this, that it

has limits of sensitiveness. The eve is insensible to rays of
much lower refrangibilitv than A, and much higher than H.
Gelatine cannot perceive ravs lower than F, but'"it is attected
by others far higher than H. There is therefore a range for
'

:,, ''>. having \t< limits and also its place or point of maximum
^'"sit.iycness But some substances, such as the iodide and

: h' of silver, under special methods of
affected either positively or negatively throughc
range of the spectrum.

1" experiments for obtaining <piantitati ve results, it should be
,,ol'"« '" mind that there is generally a loss of effect. Between
the moment of insolation and that of perception, either by the

maximum emission is the moment of completed insolation, and
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V. Or the Extinction of Phosphorescence by Red Light.

I turn now to an examination of those parts of the phospho-

rographic spectrum from which the light has been removed.

They are from the line F to the end of the infra-red space,

and again for a short dis'unce above the violet. The effect

resembles the protecting action in the same region of a photo-

graph.

Now, if similar effects are to be attributed to similar causes,

we should expect to find in the photograph and phosphoro-

graph the manifestation of a common action.

Several different explanations of the facts have been offered.

Herschel suggested that the photograph might be i

on the optical principle of the colors of thin films. Very re-

cently Captain Abney has attributed the appearance of the

lower space to oxidation. But this can scarcely be the case in

all instances. Mr. Clandet showed, in a very interesting paper

on the action of red light, that a daguerreotype plate can be

used again and again by the aid of a red glass, and that the

sensitive film undergoes no chemical change. (Phil. Mag.,

February, 1848.)

It was known to the earliest experimenters on th<

that if the temperature of a phosphorescent surface be raised,

the liberation of its light is hastened, and it mor
relapses into the dark condition. In the memoir to which 1

have previously referred (Phil. Mag., February, 1851), I exam-

ined minutely into this effect of heat, and determined the condi-

tions which regulate it. And since, on the old view of the

constitution of the solar spectrum, the heat was supposed to

increase toward the red ray, and when flint-glass or rock-salt

prisms are employed to give its maximum far beyond that r&J,

it was supposed that this heat expelled the light, and conse-

quently in all those parts of the phosphorus on v. i.

the surface became dark through the expulsion or exhaustion

of the light.

I speak of this as "the old view," because, as I have else-

where shown, the curves supposed to repre

actinism so called, have in reality nothing to do wi:

principles. They are merely dispersion curves having relation

to the optical action of the prism and to the character of the

surface on which the ray falls. (Phil. Mag., August, 1874

December, 1872.)

But this heat explanation of the phosphorescent facts can-

not be applied to the photographic. Nothing in the way ')

hastened or secondary radiation seems to take place in tna

the facts observed in the production o

e. If a shining phosphorescent surface
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be caused suddenly to receive a solar spectrum, it will instantly

become brighter in the region of the less refrangible rays, as

will plainly appear on the spectrum being for a moment extin-

guished by shutting off the light that comes into the dark
room to form it, If the light be re-admitted again and again,

the like increase of brilliancy may again and again be observed,
but in a declining way. Presently, however, the region that

has thus emitted its light begins to turn darker than the sur-

rounding luminous parts. If now we no longer admit/any
spectrum light, but watch the phosphorescent surface as its

luminosity slowly declines, the region that has thus shot forth

its radiation becomes darker and darker, and at a certain time
quite black. The surrounding parts in the course of some
hours slowly overtake it, emitting the same quantity of light

that had previously been expelled from it, and eventually all

becomes dark.

Now, apparently, all this is in accordance with the hypothesis
of the expulsion of the litrht by heat. There are, however, cer-

tain other facts which throw doubt on the correctness of that

On that hypothesis, the darkening ought to begin at the place
of maximum heat, that is. when Hint glass apparatus is used,

below the red ray, and from this it should become less and less

intense in the more refrangible direction. But, in many experi-
ments carefully made, I have found that the maximum of black-
ness has its place of origin above the line D, and indeed where
the orange and green rays touch each other. Not infrequently,
'" certain experiments the exact conditions of which I do not
know and cannot always reproduce, the darkening begins at the
upper confines of the green, and slowly passes down to beyond
the red extremity; that is to s;iy, its propagation is in the oppo-
site direction to that which it ou-ht" to show on the heat
hypothesis.

Still more, as has been stated, there is a dark space above the
violet. Now it is commonly held that in this region there is

little or no heat. If so, what is it that has expelled or destroyed

3 referred to I made with, the recently

it. It presented the facts under their

we also tried many other samples, for

the courtesy of Professor Barker of

hem I may mention as being very well

r »"-' the ditl'-ivnt colored phosphorescent lights emitted. They
are to be found in most physical cabinets. These, however,
do not show the facts in so clear a manner. On receiving the
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impress of a solar spectrum they present patches of light and

shade irregularly distributed. Though in a general way they

confirm the statements made above, they do not do it sharply

or satisfactorily.

Dubosc's specimens to which I have had access are enumer-

ated as follows : 1. Calcium violet; 2. Calcium blue; 3. Cal-

cium green ; 4. Strontium green ; 5. Strontium yellow; 6. Cal-

cium orange. Restricting my observation to the space beyond

the red,—which, as has been said, presents a bright rectangle

in the darkness, about as far below the red as the red is below

the yellow,— I found that this rectangle is not given by 1

and 2. In 3 it is doubtful. In 4 it is quite visible, and in 5

and 6 strikingly so.

Is the blackening then due to heat ? That it occurs beyond

the violet, that is, beyond the lines H, seems to render such an

opinion doubtful, for it is commonly thought that the effect of

heat is not recognizable there. And in the phosphorograpbic

spectroscope I have used, the optical train, prism, lenses, etc., is

of glass, which must of course exercise a special selective heat-

absorption ; but the traces of this in the phosphorograph I could

never detect.

In the diffraction spectrum, I had attempted nearly forty

years ago to ascertain the distribution of heat (Phil. M^-
March, 1857), but could not succeed with the experiment in a

completely satisfactory manner, so small is the effect 1

exposed a tablet of luminous paint to such a diffraction spec-

trum formed by a reflecting grating having 17,296 lines to the

inch, and was not a little surprised to see that from the blue to

the red end of the spectrum there is an energetic extinction of

the light, and darkness is produced. I repeated this with other

gratings, and under varied circumstances, and always found

the same effect.

Now, considering the exceedingly small amount of heat

available in this case, and considering the intensity of the effect,

is there not herein an indication that we must attribute this

result to some other than a calorific cause ?

I endeavored to obtain better information on this point by

using the rays of the moon, which, as is well known, arc ven

deficient in heating power. Manv vears ago T bad obtained

some phosphon .graplis.it' that object.' With the moi

preparations now accessible, and with a telescope 11 inches m

euri\

t

.rsperii, 1 e!L

,

!!l,o,rt l'd"XlX 'in XXXXX 'These repre-

sented the lunar surface saUsfa.tonl v. At half-moon at. expos-

ure of three or four seconds was > .iUVient to <rive a fair pr<><;t-

i pass through the'red glass which I
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commonly use as an extinguisher, no effect was produced by
_: surface.

I repeated this experiment using a lens 5 inches in diameter
and 7 inches foe is so arrangi d that the moon's image could be
kept stationary on the phosphorescent tablet. That image was
about | inch' in diameter. Then, insolating the tablet, the

3, after passing through a red glass, were caused to

fall upon it. The exposure continued ten minutes, but no effect

was produced on the shining surface. The lunar image was so

'. when the red glass was removed, and a non-shin-

ing phosphorescent surface was exposed to it, a bright image
could be produced in a single second.

But in order to remove the effect of the more refrangible

rays by the less, the latter must not only have the proper wave
length but also the proper amplitude of vibration. This prin-

ciple applies both to photographic and phosphorographic experi-

ments. In my memoir on the negative or protecting rays of
the sun (Phil. Mag., February, 1847) it is said, " Before a per-

fect neutralization of action between two rays ensues, those
rays must he adjusted in intensity to each other." It requires
a powerful yellow ray to antagonize a feeble daylight.

It is owing to the difference in amplitude of vibration that

the heat of radiation seems so much more effective than the
heat of conduction. A temperature answering to that of the
huilm-- point of mercury must be applied to ;i phosphorescent
tablet for quite a considerable titn,e before all the light is extin-

guished. But the red end of the spectrum and that even of

>n MKvtriuii, iii win.-!, the heat can with difficulty

be detected by the moa

At a distance about as far below the red as the red is below
the yellow in the solar spectrum, I found in 1842, in photo-
graphs taken on iodide of -diver (1 >ae'uerre's preparation), three
great lines or bands, with doubtful indications of a fourth still

further off. I designated them as a,
t
l y. and published an

.1 then, m the I Mil!..-.,. , -d \I.i_a me for May,
1843.

b '

In 1846, MM. IWanlt and Fizeau having repeated the
experiment, thus originally made by me, presented a communi-

Kreneh Academy of Sciences. They had observed
the antagonizing action above referred to. and had seen the

iral lines a, j9, y. They had taken the precaution to

deposit with the Academy a sealed envelope, containing an
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account of their discovery, not knowing that it had been made

and published long previously in America.

Sir J. Herschel had made some investigations on the distri-

bution of heat in the spectrum, using paper blackened on one

Bide and moistened with alcohol on the other. He obtained a

series of spots or patches, commencing above the yellow and

extending beyond the red. Some writers on this subject have

considered that these observations imply a discovery of the

lines a, /9, j. They forget, however, that Herschel did not use

a slit, but the image of the Sun,—an image which was more

than a quarter of an inch in diameter. Under such circum-

stance-, it was impossible that these or any other of the fixed

lines could be seen.

I have many times repeated this experiment, but could not

obtain the same result, and therefore attributed my want of

success to unskillfulness. More recently Lord Rayleigh (Phil-

Mag., November, 1877), having experimented in the same

direction, seems to be disposed to attribute these images t

leading action of the prism employed. TTT

may be, it is clear that they have nothii _
lines a, /3, y, now under consideration.

In these experiments, and also in others made about the same

time on the distribution of heat in the spectrum, I attempted to

form a diffraction spectrum without the use of any dioptre

media, endeavoring to get rid of all the disturbance- winch

arise through theabsorptive action of glass by using as the -rat-

ing a polished surface of steel on which lines had been ruled

with a diamond, and employing a concave mirror instead ot an

achromatic lens : and. though mv results were imperfect and

incomplete, I saw enough to convince me that it is absolutely

necessary to employ a spectrum that has been formed by reflec-

tion alone. (Phil. Mag., March, 1857, p. 155.)
In 1871. M. Lamanski succeeded in detecting these lines

or bands by the aid of a thermomultiplier. He was not ade-

quately informed on what had already been done in the mat-

ter in America, for he says that " with the exception of Fou-

cault and Fizeau, in their well-known experiments on

ference of heat, no one as yet has made reference to these

lines." Nearly thirty years before the date of his memoir I had

published an engraving of them. (Phil. Mag., May, 1843.)

After I had discovered these three lines, 1 intended to use the

grating for the exploration of that region, since it extends it.

far more than the prism can do ; but,\>n making the at tempt,

was discouraged by the difficulty of getting rid of the more

refrangible lines belonging to the second spectrum. I nad

hoped to eliminate these by passing the ray on its a]

the slit through a solution of the bichromate of potash. 1>U
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the bichromate in long exposures permits a sufficiency of the
more refrangible rays to pass, to produce a marked photo-
graphic effect ; and hence I feared that any experiments sup-
posed to prove the existence of lines in the infra-red would be
open to the criticism that they, in reality, belonged to the more
refrangible regions of the spectrum of the second order, and
that a satisfactory examination of the case would exclude the
use of the grating and compel that of the prism. With the
prism I could not obtain clear evidence of the existence of more
than three hues, or perhaps groups, and doubtful indications
of a fourth. If in these examinations we go as far as wave
length 10,750, the limit of Captain Abney's map, we nearly
reach the line H 2

of the third spectrum. This would include
all the innumerable lines of spectrum 2, and even many of those
of spectrum 3. In such a vast multitude of lines, how would
it be possible to identify those that properly belonged to the
first, and exclude those of the second and third spectra?
Besides, do we not encounter the objection that this is alto-

gether beyond the theoretical limit of the prismatic spectrum ?

This brings us to Captain Abney's recent researches, which,
by the aid of the grating, carry the investigation referred to the
prismatic spectrum as far below the red as the red is below the
yellow. They are not to be regarded as an extension of
UNploration in the infra-red region.— for they really do not
carry us beyond my own observations in 1842,—but as securing
the resolution of these lines or bands into their constituent ele-

ments. I had never regarded them as really single lines. The
breadth or massiveness of their photographs, too, plainly sug-
gests that they are composed of many associated ones. The
principle of decreasing refrangibility with increasing wave
length incapacitates the prism from separating them, but the
grating which spreads them out according to their wave length
reveals at once their composite character.

In Captain Abney's map, after leaving the red line A, we
find three groups : (1) ranging from about 8150 to 8350

; (2)
from 8930 to 9300

; (3) from 9350 to 9800. These, admitting
that the lines of the subsequent grating spectra have been
excluded, are then the resolution of a, ft y.

appose that care has been taken to make sure of that,

by a subsidiary prism. If the

Jen ruled in such a manner as to extinguish the

acteristics thereby impressed on the first.

In the phosphoro-Tnphic spectrum on luminous paint, this

vast multitude of lines is blended into a mass which probably
can never be completely resolved into its elements, on account
of the propagation of phosphorescence from particle to particle.
I have resolved it into two or three constituent groups, and fre-
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quently have seen indications of its capability of resolution

into lines, in the serrated aspect of its lateral edges.

I believe that luminous paint enables us to approach very

nearly, if not completely, to the theoretical limit of the pris-

! history of these interesting infra-red lines is briefly t

overed by me in 1842, and an engraving i"i:
description of them given in the " Philosophical Magaxine.''

They were next seen by Foucault and Fizeau in 184*3, and a

description of them presented to the French Academy of

Sciences. They were again detected by Lamanski with the

thermopile in 1871. Their resolution into a great number of

finer lines was accomplished by Abney, who gave a Bakerian

lecture describing them before the Eoyal Society in 1830.

Finally, they have been re-detected by me in the shining rect-

angle, just above the theoretical limit of the prismatic spec-

trum, given by many phosphorescent substances.

University of New York, Dec. 1, 1880.

Art. XXI.—The structure and affinities of Euphoberia Meek

and Worthen, a genus of Carboniferous Myriapoda ; by

Samuel H. Scudder.

The genus Euphoberia was established in 1868, for some

remarkable spine Mvriapoda found in the ironstone nodules of

Mazon Creek in' Illinois, and which wore first fully described

and final red in the third volume of the Geological Beport of the

Illinois Survey. The only characteristics then noted, in which

' they differ from modern types, were the tapering form of the

body, and the presence of branching spines on all the segments

in longitudinal rows. An opportunitv of examining a series

of these animals from the same locality, due to the kindness of

Messrs. Carr and Worthen, and especially of studying a fine

fragment of Euphoberia major M. & W., giving an ndmnai ^

view of the ventral plates, proves that the differences between

thr>e aliment tvoes and modern tonus are so numerous and

(or Chilognatha » and Chilopoda, into which existing .Myri-

apoda are generally divided, consists in the relation of the

ventral to the dorsal plates of the various segments of which

the body is composed. In the Chilopoda their is a single ven-

tral plate, bearing one pair of legs, for every dorsal plate: m

the Diplopoda on the contrary, there are 'two sue

plates, each bearing a pair of legs, for every dorsal plate (^
lt

|

1

the exception of a few segments at the extremities of the body)-
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The Diplopoda are universally considered the lower of the two
in their organization, and it is therefore not surprising to find

that no Chilopoda have been found in rocks older than the

Tertiary series;* while Myriapods with two pair of legs corres-

ponding to each dorsal plate may be found as far back as the

Coal-measures. In such comparisons as are here instituted,

the Chilopoda may therefore be left out of account.
In modern Diplopoda, each segment of the body is almost

entirely composed of the dorsal plate, forming a nearly com-
plete ring, for it encircles, as a general rule, nine-tenths of the

body, leaving small room for the pair of ventral plates. On
the side of the body it is perforated by a minute foramen, the

opening of an odoriferous gland. Usually the ring is nearly
circular, luit occasionally the body is considerably flattened,

and the sides are sometimes expanded into flattened laminae
with a smooth or serrate margin ; a few species are provided
with minute hairs, sometimes perched on little papilla-: and
the surface of the body, ordinarily smooth or at best wrinkled,
is occasionally beset with roughened tubercles, which may even
form jagged projections. So far as I am aware, no nearer ap-

proach to spines occurs on this dorsal plate than the serrate

edges of the lateral laminae, the roughened tubercles or the

papilla-mounted hairs.

In the Euphoberite from the Coal-measures a very different

condition of things obtains. The segments of the body may
be circular, or laterally compressed, or as in many modern
types, depressed ; but in all, the dorsal plate occupies scarcely

more that) two-thirds of the circuit of the body, or even less,

being opposed by broad ventral plates. This dorsal plate is

not perforated for foramina repugnatoria,f but, as means of

defence, it is armed with two or three huge spines upon either

side; one row (for they occur on all the segments alike) lies

above, near the middle line of the body ; anpther is placed
low down upon the sides, near the lower margin of the dorsal
phtte

: and a third row is sometimes found between them.
These spines are sometimes forked at the tip, and they are
•probably

| always provided to a greater or less extent with
spinulcs. springi'mr from the base or the stem ; sometimes these
are so numerous as to form a whorl of little spines around the

by Hagen.
up>0"""' l "'rm

"
r""' l "

t This is what would be expected from the preser

"t he looked for in the sam
are prosent only in slow-moving or otherwise
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bristling all over with a coarse tangle of thorny spines, and

the smooth galley-worm of the present day.
If we pass to "the ventral plates we shall find differences of

even greater significance. In modern Diplopoda these plates

are minute; the anterior forms the anterior edge of the seg-

ment, continuous with that of the dorsal plate ;
together, how-

ever, they are not so Ion-- as the dorsal plate at their side, and

the latter appears partly to encircle the posterior of the ventral

plates by extending inward toward the coxal cavities. The
legs are attached to the posterior edge of each ventral plate.

and those of opposite sides are so closely crowded together that

they absolutely touch. The stigmata, of which there is a pair

to each ventral plate, are placed at the outer edge, rather

toward the front margin, and their openings are longitudinal.

i. e., they lie athwart the segment ; the coxae of the legs of the

anterior "pkte are therefore opposite the stigmata of the poste-

rior plate. No other organs are found upon the ventral plates;

one might indeed say there was not room for them. The legs

themselves are composed of six simple, cylindrical joints, sub-

equal in length, the apical armed with a'single terminal daw:
the whole leg is short, generally not more than half as long as

the diameter of the body.
In the ancient Euphoberiae, all is very different. The ventral

plates occupy the entire ventral surface, perhaps may be said

to extend partly up the sides of the rounded body, and no part

of the dorsal plate passes behind the posterior ventral plate;

they are together equal in length to any part of the dorsal

plate, the segments of the body being equal in length through'

out
: while in modern Diplopoda the upper portion of the dor-

sal plate is always considerably longer than the ventral por-

tion, allowing the creature to coil ventrally without exposing

any intersegmental portion of the back devoid of hard arma-

ture
; while in these ancient forms, the animal appears to coil

dorsally as readily as ventrallv : at least, when not extended

straight upon the stones in which they are preserved, they are

as frequently found bent upward as downward; and there is

certainly nothing in their structure to prevent such mobility.

Then the legs, instead of being inserted at the extreme pos-

terior edge of the plate, are planted almost in its very center,

and are indeed s<» large that they occupy nearly its v\ '

neither are those of opposite sides inserted close together, but

are removed from one another by a space equal to their o\yn

width, giving them ample play. The legs themselves differ

from those of modern types in having the second joint as long

as the others combined,' and the whole leg at least as long as

the diameter of the body, and sometimes nearly twice as lonfl :

moreover they are not cylindrical but compressed an
expanded, strengthened also on the flattened surface by longi-
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! forms are known among recent myriapods.
The stigmata, instead of having the position they hold in

modern Diplopoda, where they are necessarily minute, are very
large, situated in the middle of each ventral plate, each spiracle

opposite to and indeed touching the outside of the coxal cavity
of the plate to which it belongs, and running therefore with
and not athwart the plate, i. e., across the body. But in addi-
tion to these structures, which make up the sum of the furni-

ture of the ventral plate in modern Diplopoda, we find in these
ancient myriapods some further interesting organs, which are
so perfectly preserved that no doubt can be entertained con-
cerning their presence and their adherence to the ventral plate.

The coxal cavities are not circular but oval and are situated
with the major axis in an oblique line, running from near the
middle line of the body forward and outward; this and the
slight posterior insertion of the legs leave even a wider space
between them at the anterior border of the plate than poste-

riorly, and this place is occupied by a pair of peculiar organs,
situated one on either side of the median line at the very front
edge of every ventral plate. These 1 think may be supports
for branchiae; they consist of little triangular cups or craters,

projecting outward from the under surface, through which the
branchial appendages protruded. Until recently no other
organs than branchi;c have been found in any arthropod,
ted within the Ics. and reoeated on segment, after sc'
The<

thin the legs, and repeated
dy exceptions known are Perioatus, a strange creature,

duly to the myriapods, but of lower organization, in

which Balfour has found segmental organs (heretofore known
'"il.v in worms) having their external openings somewhat simi-

ted ; and Scolopendrella, a minute chilopodous mvria-
pod, in which Ryder has just described organs which he calls
t'^chea'. opening external] v between the legs. But as branchiae
also occur toyr-tlicr >rilh spiracle? in some low organized insects,
and then in essentially similar relative positions to that in which
they are here found { and as the possession of legs adapted to

""phihious life: it would seem as if we might fairly conceive
these crateriform appendages to be branchial supports,* and
conclude that we are dealing with a type of mvriapods very
different from any existing forms —suited to an amphibious
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and flora was that of a region abounding in low and boggy

land and pools ; and the presence of marsh-frequenting flying

insects does not contradict such a belief.

These, however, are not the only points in which the ancient

forms differed from the recent. We have so far examined only

a typical segment ; let us now look at the body as a whole and

at special segments. The modern Diplopoda are of uniform

size throughout, tapering only at the extreme tips; while

these ancient forms, at least when seen from above, diminish

noticeably in size toward either end, and especially toward the

tail, giving the body a fusiform appearance, its largest part

being in the neighborhood of the seventh to the tenth body seg-

ments, which were often two, or even three, times broader than

the hinder extremity, and considerably broader than the head or

the first segment behind it. A single segment seem

carried all the appendages related to the mouth parts, while in

modern Diplopoda two segments are required for this

this peculiaritv of the fossil is inferred solely but sufficiently

from the fact, perhaps even more remarkable, that every seg-

ment of the body (as represented by the dorsal plates), even

those immediately following the single head-segment, is fur-

nished with two ventral plates and bears two pair of legs
;

as

is well known, each of the segments immediately following the

head-segments in existing Diplopoda bears only one ventral

plate, and only a single pair of legs,—a fact correlated with

the embryonic growth of these creatures, since these legs and

these only are first developed in the young diplopod. I

J
mature forms of recent Diplopoda. therefore, resemble their

own young more than do these Carboniferous myriapods, a

fact which is certainly at variance with the general accord be-

tween ancient types and the embryonic condition of their

modern representatives, and one for which we offer no explan-

atory suggestion worth consideration. ,

Unfortunately the preservation of the appendages of the

head in these Carboniferous forms is not sufficiently good in

any that have yet been found to allow any comparison wit i

modern types. This is the more to be regretted a

parts are those on which we depend largely for our judgrnen

of the relationship of the Myriapoda to other In»
Crustacea. If they were present and sufficiently w.

we may well suppose that they would afford some clue to the

genetic connection of these -rent « roups.

The structure of the ( :,rl ,1'e,,,,, Kuphoberhe have thus

been shown to differ so much from that of modern Diplopoda

that, as stated at the outset, we seem warranted

them in a group apart from either of the sub-orders of moder

Myriapoda and of an equivalen
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Art. XXII.—The Actinic Balance; by S. P. Langley.

The writer has been, during some time, making experi-

ments on the device and construction of an instrument more
delicate and more prompt than the thermopile; an advance
which his recent researches into the distribution of radiant
energy in the spectrum have proved to be indispensable.
These researches have involved expenses for special apparatus
which have been in part met by a grant from the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences as trustees of Count Rumford,
and the writer has with gratitude to acknowledge his past in-

debtedness to this aid. A communication of some of the
principal results obtained was made to that society in the early
part of December, and will appear with illustrations of the
apparatus in a forthcoming volume of their Proceedings, to

which the reader who desires fuller details is referred.

The following independent description of the newly devised
apparatus is rendered necessary here, as an introduction to a
future account of researches in the true distribution of radiant

ergy in the solar spectri

We see within the pas
>n to this subject and an attempt by many" skilled observers

if hi 11 the past few years a greatly increased i

the distribution of heat for each individual ray
wun tne minimum of error which the vicious method of the
prism admits. Even the use of the prism, however, demands
most delicate means of measurement. Tyndall, employing
every instrumental aid science commanded in his experiments
on the electric light, was obliged to operate on a spectrum only
an inch and a half in length, and it is from this that the well-

known heat curves of our text-books are derived. When we
form a much longer spectrum, we must either make the face
of our thermopile larger, or expect to find the radiation so
weakened that we cannot measure it.

Now the use of the prismatic spectrum involves two promi-
nent causes of error. One of these (well-known and partly

guarded against) concerns the selective absorption of the mate-
rial employed, the other, far more important and pernicious in

'j
s '• -a!u. has been almost completely neglected. It concerns

the fact that the prism acts a part analogous to that of a cylin-
drical lens, concentrating the rays in the lower part of the
spectrum as compared with the upper and entirely falsifying
m its specious results the true distribution of the heat.
Even if there were no theoretical difficulty the measure of the
refracted heat as distributed by the prism is far from easy on
account of its feebleness, but there has seemed to be no choice,
am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 123.—March, 1881.

13
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for if the measurement of sensibly homogeneous rays of heat

in the prismatic spectrum is difficult, the corresponding meas-

urement in the diffraction spectrum is i in possible, or has, at

any rate until lately, been considered so. Under the most

favorable circumstances, the total heat in the brightest spec-

trum formed by a diffraction grating is but about one-tenth of

that in a prismatic spectrum of equal length, and this latter is

itself, as we have just seen an all but vanishing quantity.

Mtiller and others have attempted its evaluation without ob-

taining the least measurable effect, even from the aggregate

heat of the entire spectrum. The elder Draper, baffled by the

same difficulty, succeeded nevertheless in dividing the heat of

the spectrum formed by a diffraction grating into two parts,

which led him to announce, that the position of the maximum
of heat did not differ greatly from that of light, a conclusion

which has not apparently met the general attention it deserves

from physicists thus far, at least in Europe.
In these most delicate measurements, the experimenter's

great difficulty is to avoid the disturbing influence of extrane-

ous sources of heat, which (since radiations of this latter class

are almost wholly invisible), is extremely difficult, for we see

nothing of the hundreds of insidious actions which are inces-

santly affecting our thermopile from sources that have nothing

to do with the result we seek. There is probably no instru-

ment in the whole range of scientific apparatus which demands

a longer experience for its successful use than the thermopile)

where we are employing it hot for the purpose of a lecture

experiment, but for the determination of some one almost in-

finitesimal radiation in the midst of numberless others which

our only concern with, is to avoid. In fact the successful use

of the thermopile, as employed by Melloni and by Tyndall

may almost be assimilated to a kind of handicraft, requiring

long familiarity and the almost instinctive and u
adoption at every moment of precautions which would cer-

tainly never suggest themselves to the untried observer. The

writer, having served a long apprenticeship in previous years to

this craft, hud flattered himself that he might turn his famil-

iarity with the thermopile to some useful account here, and

might perhaps succeed from this cause, where others had

failed. lie was obliged, however, to admit to hima
success was so partial as to be very like failure. He succeeded

with the thermopile in obtaining feeble indications of heat on

comparatively homogeneous rays in the diffraction reflection

spectrum but these indications were all too feeble, and ob-

tained at too great a cost of time and labor to make
to carry on our knowledge of the distribution of be

spectrum by means of the thermopile to any great extent be-

yond the point where others had left it.
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These first experiments were made by letting the sun-light,

which had passed through a distant slit, fall (without the inter-

vention of a collimating lens), upon a grating, whence the dif-

fracted rays fell upon a metallic mirror which concentrated
them into a spectrum, pure enough to give even with a widely
open slit all the leading Fraunhofer lines, but in this case, as
has been said, the most delicate thermopiles procurable and
the best galvanometer, then in the writer's possession, gave no
results which could be relied on to anything like the desired
degree of accuracy, and although something was gained it was
too small an advance upon what had been done already, to
seem worthy of publication. Satisfied that nothing more could
be done here with the apparatus employed, and that the whole
march of progress in this direction was arrested for want of
a better instrument than science possessed, the writer attempted
to find one. He commenced his investigations in November,
1879, and continued them almost without intermission until
the autumn of 1880, when he found himself in possession of
an instrument, not only greatly more sensitive than any ther-
mopile, but also far more prompt, and as he believes more
accurate.

The thermopile, it will be remembered, employs as the source
of the force which swings the needle of the galvanometer, the
feeble ray which falls upon the pile's face. There is no other
force to move the needle than the excessively feeble energy
locked up in the ray itself. It occurred to the writer (as it

had occurred to others before him, doubtless), that he might
use a feeble energy, not directly, but as the modulator of some
greater force. The whole energv in one of the rays we are
dealing with, for instance, will not give one-millionth part of

ilse upon a magnetic needle, which could be derived
from a single Daniell's cell. But with the cell whose potential
energy bears somewhat the same relation to that of the ray,
that the strength of a steam-engine does to the strength of the
human finger, we might make the feeble power of this ray play
the same part that the finger would when laid on th<

throttle-valve.

When (to use a common illustration), the finger is applied
to the trigger of a gun, the little force liberates an indefinitely

which has no certain relation to the energy of the
original impulse. But what we here need is a rigorous propor-

'ween the feeble but momentarily varying energy
ot the original ray, and the amount of power it releases from a

i >ther source of energy. It is only on these condi-
tions that the indications of our instrument will be accordanl
and that i

extreme sensitiveness, and

will be truly i
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moscope rather than an accurate thermometer, I believe that

by employing some of the metalloids such as sulphur, selenium,

un it is possible to make an instrument far more sen-

sitive than that about to be described, but I repeat this sensi-

tiveness is not all. What the working physicist wants is not

as result, bearing no definable relation to the orig-

, but one which is strictly proportional to it. The

the same results under repeated trials, or which shall in more

technical language have a small probable error. I com-

menced, guided by these considerations, and with the aid of

Mr. F. W. Very, in December, 1879, to experiment in the

following direction. The principle has been employed by

Jamin, by Siemens and by others, before. The following appli-

cation is, I believe, new. Let us suppose that from a battery

two wires of equal length and equal section pass to a differen-

tial galvanometer so that one current tends to move the needle

to the right, the other and equal current, tends to move it to

the left, and the needle solicited in opposite ways by equal

forces, remains motionless at zero. Suppose now a ray from

the sun, from a vessel of hot water, from a candle, or from any

source, of radiant energy of higher temperature than the wires

themselves, to fall on one of them ; this wire becomes heated

and therefore a worse conductor than before, and as its resist-

ance increases in nearly the ratio of its increased temperature,

there is less current through the heated wire, and the needle is

deflected by a force which is strictly proportional in theory to

the energy in the original ray, to the energy of the battery, and

to certain constants of the galvanometer and the rest of the cir-

cuit. In what has just been said, it is temporarily assumed

that all the energy of the original ray is represented by beat in

the wire, and that none of it has been lost by conduction, convec-

tion, or by re-radiation. It is also supposed that no large

change of temperature has taken place in the wire, but that

the heating energy of the original ray is small. The last con-

dition is only too easily met in practice. The consideration

of the first will be resumed in another place.

We have just indicated merely the fundamental conception

which is to guide our search for an actual instrument. l>e "

tween this conception and the partial realization a great many

months of assiduous and often disheartening labor have been

expended, and complete success is far from having been reached

even now, but as I believe it certain that the instrument in its

actual stage of progress has been already successful in (

|

0l
I
1^

important work quite out of the thermopile's reach, I shall de-

scribe briefly the considerations which have led to its eX
^f"

tion in its present form. Some of these are obvious. ±
ne
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motion of the galvanometer needle will be proportional, other

things being equal, to the change of resistance, and this change
of resistance will be proportional to the actual resistance of the

wire, as well as to the cross section of the ray falling upon it.

If for instance we employ a naked copper wire one hundred
meters in length, whose resistance is one ohm, the resistance of

any given centimeter of its length will not exceed one ten-

thousandth of an ohm, and accordingly, if from any source of

radiant heat we let fall on the wire a ray which we will sup-
pose to be one square centimeter in section, if it altered the
resistance of the wire by so much as one one-hundredth part

where it fell, we should have but one one-millionth of an ohm
to produce the requisite change in the recording instrument.
Evidently we must form the particular minute portion of the
circuit on which the ray is to fall of some conductor which has
a very high resistance indeed, as compared with the average
resistance of the wires. If for instance we introduce a bit of

gold-foil having a resistance of one ohm to the single centi-

meter so that it shall form a virtual portion of one of the
wires, and if we let the ray fall on this, we now produce a
change equal to the one one-hundredth part of one ohm, which
is ten thousand times the effect produced before by the same
cause. Similar considerations show us that the cylindrical
form of the wire is a bad one, and that the metal used for the
part exposed to radiant heat should be laminated, when it may
be made to present a much greater surface to the source of radi-

ant heat, with precisely the same conductibility. It is clear
then that the following'conditions should unite; great electric

resistance
; considerable change in resistance for a given change

m heat, and a form which enables it to take up and part with
heat very rapidly.
To this we may add among the minor conditions that it is

desirable that the exposed portion should be of a metal readily
reduced to thin laminae, that it should be non-oxidizable, since
it is to be in an excessively thin strip, and that it should also
have sufficient rigidity to preserve its form. The whole of

litiona can rarely or never be found in the same sub-
Btance. We must select our metal with a view to those con-
ditions which are of most importance. Experiments were
made in December, 1879, and in Janunry and February, 1880,
on a great variety of metals. They finally conducted me to the
use of iron (or steel), platinum and' palladium as the most avail-
able ones. Gold in the form of foil is unsuitable on account of
minute rents made by the blows of the hammer. Metals on
glass do not work as well on account of the heat taken up by
the glass

; but to attempt to narrate all the trials made would be
useless. To comprehend the apparatus used, not in its ordi-
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nary form, but in its most elementary type, let us suppose that

we "have succeeded in rolling -' ess is -^ to

^mm
. In this state 8,000 to 12,000 sheets laid one on the

other will make but about one English inch. It may be easily

supposed that it is no light task to procure such a sheet of steel

in the first instance. This, however, has been done success-

fully.

In order to fix our ideas let us now suppose two such pieces

of steel, each rather less than | inch long and -£$ inch wide, to

be stretched side by side and almost in juxtaposition, within a

small cylinder open at one end, which can be directed to the

source of radiant heat, while the two strips are made to form

each a portion of a circuit leading from the battery to the differ-

ential galvanometer. Since the change of resistance in iron is

about -£$ of one per cent for each degree Centigrade, as minute

a change of temperature as is represented by a single degree

will cause a difference of resistance in the strips of^ Thus

supposing the resistance of the exposed part to be \ that of the

whole circuit, there will be a differential effect upon the galvan-

ometer equal to nearly -^ of the entire power of the battery,

an enormous amount of force as compared with that represented

by the heat required in warming such a minute mass as the

strip by 1° C. Further, since the strip is so thin it will take op

and part with the heat almost instantly. Where the thermopile

often requires an exposure of live, ten or fifteen minutes, the

strip will take up sensibly all of the heat it is capable of hold-

ing within a single second. There is here then a great gam in

sensitiveness over the pile and also a great gain in rapidity.

In the case of the pile, if we have a beam of heat of \ the cross-

section, we employ to utilize it a pile of \ the size and get

(roughly speaking) but \ the effect. With the strips we have

the paradoxical result (in appearance at least) that \ the heat

may produce the same effect as the whole. To see this more

clearly, let us suppose another strip to be but \ as long and i

as wide as the first. This exposes but \ the are

resistance is obviously the same as before and any given

percentage of that resistance will produce the same effect as

bcfoic Prom any thing which has been said, it might seem

to follow then, that with a strip of the size of 1 square mm. we

shall get the same effect as with one a meter square, or, in the

last result that an infinitesimal source of heat will through tins

means produce the same effect as an inlin tel\ irreat one under

similar circumstances. This of course indieat. s n I

seat is found in our assumption that no change takes place in

the temperature of the strip except from radiant heat ln

reality it is not so. The current received from the batter

v

itself of course produces heat in all parts of the circuit, ana
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this is particularly noticeable in the strips which offer large
resistance in small compass. There is then a practical limit

beyond which we cannot go without the battery heating of the
strips becoming prejudicial, but the paradox we have alluded
to is so near to fact, that it is found to be the case in actual
practice that within certain limits the action of the strip is

nearly independent of its size. Accordingly if we take ten
contiguous parallel strips each one mm. wide and one cm.
long and joining their alternate ends place them side by side
(but not in contact) so as to present a total area of one cm.
square, the effect on the galvanometer will be, i. e. approxi-
mately, ten times that of a single strip one cm. square carrying
the same current, if that current be small. Of course, the
single wide strip can carry a much greater current while being
heated to no greater temperature than one of the narrow ones,
and we thus see that we may choose between a feeble current,

carried through numerous narrow strips with high local resist-

ance, and a relatively strong current. The latter construction

•r. but particular considerations have determined the

actual trial of the former plan (of higher resistance and feeble

currents) in the instruments employed.
In the latter case the current is led through all these strips in

succession, and each of the two strips we have spoken of as

existing in the simplest type of the instrument may then be
very advantageously replaced in practice by a complete system
of such strips. If 'the two systems are placed side by side,

enclosed within non-conducting walls, they are evidently ex-

far as possible, alike, to all changes of temperature

u their immediate environment. When the contain-

ler is warmed or cooled, each system is warmed or

u equal degree, and the galvanometer needle remains
unmoved.

It is found in practice often more convenient not to use the
differential galvanometer, but to make each system one of the
arms of a Wheatstone's bridge. The little cylinder containing
the strips is connected by insulated wires with a quite distant

galvanometer, an 1 this e'vlinder, eontaining the effective part of

tus, can be carried then by hand from one room to

[mother, and s<> lone' as no radiant heat from a source directly
111 the prolongation of its axis enters it, the galvanometer
needle remains unmoved : but if such a beam of radiant heat
be allowed to enter and fall on one of the strips only, the in-

strument will instantly respond, while it remains unmoved b v
all accidental surrounding radiations. A still further im-

provement in the disposition of the strips is made by leading
one of them in the center of the cylinder and by dividing the
other into two equal parts, which are left one either side of the
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central one, so as to be in identical circumstances of environ-

ment. The instrument therefore acts by any change in the

equality of these two arms of the bridge in a manner quite

analogous to the action of a chemist's balance, but with an

extent of range which it is not probable that any chemist's

balance can approach.

Under any circumstances, in view of the measurements we
expect to make, a very delicate galvanometer of moderate
(though not the lowest) resistance, will be a suitable instrument.

The one used is of the most recent form of the Thomson gal-

vanometer pattern. This instrument, just made by Elliott

Bros., is more sensitive than any the writer has before used,

and to its excellence he is no doubt in part indebted for the

results attained.

It is perhaps well to introduce here the remark that nothing

the battery power beyond ordinary limits;

both wires heat equally, as Ear i a
-

lis battery current is con-

cerned, but the air within the cylinder is no longer still, but

fluctuates irregularly even when no radiant heat disturbs the

"Actinic Balance," as the instrument just described will be

ially called. As it is difficult t'.i make: an absolutely

perfect balance within the strips themselves, a resistance box is

commonly introduced in the circuit. The same battery power
is used whether the resistance in the strip portion of the circuit

be greater or less, but changes in the condition of the battery

are kept from affecting the result by introducing an easily

varied battery-shunt. The current employed is usually not

enough to warm the strips, at the most, as much as 5° C. above
the temperature of the environment, a condition best obtained
with the strips actually used by an absolute current of less than

fV Webers. Even with^ Wei I er force at

fttion here dealt with could ever

develop in a thermopile.
It will be understood that experiments are still in progress

with this instrument, but as it is doubtful when they will be

ai d asit is certain il 3ome things
:- :i

3 present state, which innot, it seems

give the preceding description, without w;

nprovement. It may be observed that the three

metals which hayc hir,h< rt.o b. . 'i found 1>< -I are steel, pi itinuni

iLii.l
i

all idium Steel fulfills ev< i\ condition <
1 ieh may be de-

sired save one. It is, unfortunately, oxidi^ble and is there-

fore difficult of preservation. Platinum may perhaps be

found, upon the whole, more adi
'

this is not

yet certain. Palladium has hardly been experimented upon
sufficiently to pronounce on with confidence, though it seems
to promise well.

\:x
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The instrument in its present condition has been used with-

out any lamp-black upon the steel strips, for fear that its well-

known hyoromririr (purities might injure them by causing
rust, but this objection will not apply to the platinum. The
writer, however, has grave doubts about the advisability of

treating the lamp-black as absorbing all heat-rays indifferently,

although such a statement of its capacity is given by Melloni,

ami is very widely adopted on his eminent authority. A spe-

itigation into the absorptive power of lamp-black will

probably form a part of the present series of researches under-
taken here. In its unblackened condition the instrument ap-

pears to be, roughly speaking, from 5 to 100 times as sensi-

tive as the most sensitive thermopile the observer possesses,

area for area. With the lowest degrees of sensitiveness its

probable error is very small. The higher degrees, however,
involve the pushing of the battery power to such an extent
as to cause sensible heating of the wires and the consequent
fluctuations on the galvanometer already alluded to, and in-

crease of all accidental irregularities. The probable error will

of course depend also on the condition of the galvanometer.
If the source of heat is feeble, and the galvanometer adjusted
to the condition of nearly complete astaticism (in other words
of nearly complete instability), the probable error cannot fail

to be considerable. If the source of heat is considerable and
the needle's period of vibration brief, the probable error is of

course less. These are general considerations, which affect

alike the thermopile and actinic balance, but the latter instru-
' nig a greater amount of power at our disposal, ena-

bles us to use the galvanometer needle in a much more stable

condition, and for this and other causes enables readings to be

vhich are not only certainly far more rapid than the

thermopile's, but apparently more exact Under favorable cir-

cumstances, in repeating some of Melloni's experiments on radi-

al water and alum solutions with the un-
blackened steel balance, we have found the probable error of

-ivation very much within one per cent. On the
other hand, when working with an extremely faint source of
neat, such for instance as the lunar rays give in a refracting

telescope, the probable error of a single observation may be
much larger.

A few observations are given here just as they are found in
the note books, and which probably represent fairly the ave-
rage accuracy of the instrument in its present condition, except
that the source of heat being the sun, whose radiation varies
from moment to mom • causes, the probable
1 ';' ! ia larger than it would have been with a constant source
of heat. The galvanometer used in the repetition of Melloni's
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measures was an old and comparatively rough one, adjusted

as nearly to insensitiveness as posrib] by its directing magnet,

so that the image should not be thrown off the scale. The

actual readings are given of a series of seven measurements on

the transmissibility of solar rays by water and by a solution of

common alum containing ten per cent by weight, as taken by

Mr. F. W. Very, on Sept. 22d, 1880, 11* A. M. to 1 p. M.

The liquids being enclosed in glass cells (sides 2'5mm thick,

distance between sides =19-0mm ) were interposed or

by sliding the stand, on which the cells were held perpendicular

to a sunbeam, so that the center of the circular cell should fall

inic balance case, which was

Each reading on the sun is

the mean of two taken directly before and after the interposi-

tion of the liquid.

opposite the aperture <

rKSu TS' Aft. ^6 VtuU a AA
205

210 123 58-6
58 i

282 152 53-9

219
217 127 58-5 s 287 153 53-3

no
233 132 56-7

275
| 253 130 51-4

253 149 58'9 283 150 53-0

225

174 604
283

{

279 Its 53-1

299
I 292

284 ]
292 178 61-0 259

53-3

nples of the average

is not demanded,

te class of measure-

owing preliminary observations upon

en with another and more sensitive

These readings ai

(not of the best) i

As an instance of a by far
ments, we%ill use the followin
the heat of the moon, taken
galvanometer, on the night of November 12th, 1880,
equatorial of the observatory ; employing \t< 18-iuc'h

lens and a smaller condensimj 1,-ns" m-ar the io.-us. A great

variety of precautions were used which are not here
and the measurements were varied by taking them under as

diverse conditions and in as many different ways -

Eighteen measures were taken in about an hour and a halt.
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vbich involved i

moving the telescope

Mean deflection = 41-6 ± 2-4. (Prob. error of a single observation — 9-9).

The preceding measures on lunar heat will doubtless be im-
proved on. They are the fust taken and are given here not for
any intrinsic value of their own, but as aids in judging the
capacity of the balance, to not merely indicate, but measure
forms of radiant energy hitherto supposed beyond reach ; for I
am not aware of any previous authentic measures of the lunar
rays which have passed through the glass lenses of a refracting
telescope.

It may be mentioned that with this very feeble radiation the
strips occupied no sensible time in heating, the galvanometer
indications being smaller but as prompt and decisive as though
the observations were on the sun.
A far more important practical result has been the measure-

ment of nearly homogeneous rays of heat in the diffraction

spectrum, which is now going on and of which an account will

shortly be published. It may be stated briefly that with a dif-

fraction spectrum so pure as to show all the principal lines on
the screen, but in which the most delicate thermopile gives no
satisfactory indications of heat, the actinic balance is found to

determine the energy not only in the ultra red but in the ultra
violet. The results promise to be of theoretical and practical

interest It may be said generally that they rxperiins.iituU)/

prove the absence of any maxima in the spectrum, such as are
shown in the curves of "actinism," " light" and "heat," given
in the text-books, and that they show that the actual solar
energy (as it reaches us through our atmosphere), is nearly at
its minimum precisely where the so-called "actinic" curve is
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shown at its maximum. The special sensitiveness of certain

salts of silver, then, to wave-lengths of from 0-0003ram to OOOiM*111

and not any special solar energy or special modification of it,

is the cause of the once-supposed peculiar " actinic power" of

this part of the spectrum. The maximum of " heaf is found

to be not in the ultra red hut in the orange, and the curve of "heal"

is found to at least approximately agree with that of
il

light, l»y

direct experiment, and other results of equal theoretical inter-

est, and still more practical importance begin to appear.

The need to precede their statement in an early publication

by some account of the means by which they were derived has

been the occasion of this article.

, Dec. 23, 1880.

Art. XXIII.—Notices of Recent American Earthquakes. No. 10
j

by Professor C. G. Rockwood, Jr., Ph.D., Princeton, N. J.

The present article embodies such information as has been

obtained in regard to earthquakes occurring upon the Ameri-

can continent and adjacent islands since March 1, 1880 ;
with

notice of some earlier shocks not previously reported in this

Journal. Items which depend upon single sources of informa-

tion have their source indicated, and if regarded as at all

doubtful are printed in smaller type.
In addition to the persons mentioned in the notices, the

author would express his indebtedness to J. M. Bal
Esq., of Boston

; Prof. F. E. Nipher, of the Missouri Weather
Service; J. H. VanDoren, Esq., of Morristown, N. J.; to the

Superintendent of the Meteorological Service at Toronto, and

to Pres. J. W. Dawson, of Montreal, for assistance in collect-

ing information.

1878, Jan. 1. An earthquake in Peru at 1.05 a. m., Lima time.

1879, April (dav not stated). Earthquakes at Chilpaneigo, on

the west coast of Mexico, about 75 miles inland from Acapulco.

—From Ann. Report of Dr. Fuchs in Miner, u. Petrog. Mittheil-

ungen, Vienna.

June 8. A shock at 6 a. m. at Cerro de Pasco, Peru.

Aug. 15. A shock at 6.10 a. m. at Cerro de Pasco, Peru.
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Dec. 21. The period of disturbance which began on this date
in San Salvador, C. A. (xix, pp. 299, 415) continued for several
weeks, and during the last ten days of 1879 it was estimated that
over six hundred shocks occurred, of which, however, only two
were destructive, viz: those at 12.38 p. m., Dec. 27th, and 7.34
p. m., Dec. 31. The center of disturbance was Lake Ilopango
and the damage was confined to its immediate vicinity. On Jan.
- 0( ii •'! new vnlemiie enne appeared in the lake, a description of
which, with illustra

'

(June 10, 1880). ]__
eful observations of the phenomena, and his

tion that his results

further details are omil

1880, Jan. 4. In connection with the eruption of volcanic dust
in Dominica, W. I. (xix, p. 426); a letter from Mr. L.Bert
(Comptes Rendus, Mar. 15, 1880) reports an earthquake shock at
11 a. m. at .M;iri<o>t. a small village on the flank of the mountain
chain in which the crater is situated.

Jan. 28, 29 and Feb. 10. Shocks and rumbling reported from Bald Mountain,
V. Q.—J. M. B.

Advices of this date report recent earthquakes in

. irts of Mexico, parties

'

Orizaba, Tehuacan and Vera Cru

Feb. 8. The shock at Ottawa previously reported in small type
(xix, p. 299) is confirmed by letter.

March 21. At 6.25 a. m. a heavy shock at Los Angeles, Cal.,

nit five seconds, vibration N.E. to S.W.—U. S. Weather

March 25. At 2.30 a. m. a moderate shock at San Gorgonia,
Cal., duration about three seconds, direction S.E. to N.W.—U.S.
Weather Review.

April 3. At 10 p. m. a slight shock at Quebec and Ottawa.—J.

San Francisco, from south

se at 11.35 p.m. A heavy
was felt at Tlactula, State of

day, hour not stated; direction

r. an earthquake was felt in northeastern

the seaboard towns from Amesbury and

,
and inland to

"
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most places a rumbling sound was heard. The shock continued

about five seconds.

Jane 24. At 12.47 a. m. a shock at San Francisco.—U. S.

Weather Review.

June 29. The eruption of the volcano Fuego, in Gautemala,

which began at 3 a. m. on this date, was preceded by violent

earthquakes, whose effect, however, was confined to the sur-

rounding country within a radius of twenty or thirty miles.

July 12. About 11 ]-. m. a slight shock at Concord, N. H.

July 13. About 8.1 i>. m. a shock occurred at Memphis, Tenn.

and at Gayoso, Mo. Mr. II. Dow reports the time at Memphis

as 8h 24 ni 52% and Mr. II. Tresenriter .-it Gayoso at 8b 40m,
both

local time. It was from N.W. to S.K. and lasted several second*

The IT. S. Weather Review notes two shocks at Memphis with an

interval of fifty seconds.

July 16. At 10.25 p. m. (Washington mean time) a sli-

at Kingston, Jamaica, oscillation from north to south, lasting

about three seconds.—U. S. Weather Review.

July 20. About 7 p. m. an earthquake occurred at Manchester,

Milford, Contoocook and Antrim, N. II. ; at the latter place two

July 22. At 2 a. m. a shock at Ottawa, Ont., from west to east

with rumbling noise.

Aug. 1. At 1 p. m. a heavy shock at Caracas, Venezuela.—Nature.

Aug. 10. About 12.15 p. m. a slight shock at Morristown, Do-

ver, Mendhum and vieinilv in Northern New Jersey, accompa-

nied by a noise as of a ' ; distant explosion."

Aug. 14. A violent earthquake occurred in Chili from Valj.a-

to Coquimbo and inland.
ids. Noseconds. No serious damage was done at Valparaiso,

churches and buildings were overthrown in Quillota and o1

towns near; and the town of Illapel suffered very severely.

er« renorted from St. Dorothy

Aug. 20. A

o-ciilation las

Y. Tribune.
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Aug. 22. At 1.23 p. m. an earthquake was felt at Victoria,
(liritish Columbia) and many other places in the southern part of

Vancouver Island, and also at Port Townsend, Seattle and other
points in tin- northwest of Washington Territory. At Victoria,

two lighter ones were felt at 2.10 and 2.19 P. M.

Aug. 29. At 1.10 p. m. a slight shock at San Diego, Cal.—IT. S.

Weather Review.

Aug. 30. Several earthquake shocks about 2 or 3 a. m. were
reported from Nonsuch Island and St. David's Island, in the
liermudas, during the severe cyclone which passed over the
Islands on that day.—IT. S. Weather Review.

Sept. 1. About ten or fifteen minutes before 5 a. m. a very
slight shock was felt in Morristown and Dover, N. J., and vicin-
ity. It lasted about ten seconds with a distant rumbling sound.

Sept. 6. A slight shock a little after midnight at Montreal,
Huntington and Cornwall, on the St. Lawrence. The time given

Jt Huntingdon is 0.30 a. m. ; at Cornwall, 2 a. m. ; and at the
former a " rushing noise loud enough to awake every one " is

mentioned.

Sept. 16. At 10.27 p. M
felt in Utah, at various p
The movement was from S
rambling noise preceded it. At Provo a second shock was felt

Sept 23. About 6 p. m. a shock at Charlotte, Vt.— U. S. Weather Review.

Sept. l'O. At 5.40 v. m. a shock at hits Angeles, Cal., from west
to east, lasting three seconds.—U. S. Weather Review.

Oct. — Middle of the month, ti < SI i[.
'

l\ .

' experienced an earthquake shock
when off the coast of I Shffi.- San Francisco Bulletin.

Oct. 26. At 1.30 p. m. a severe shock was felt at Sitka, Alaska,
followed half an hour later by a second shock, and by seven or

the succeeding forty-eight

nued twenty or thirty s<

r three seconds. This earthquake ap-

k continued twenty or thirty seconds,

pears to have been felt along the coast of British
ll; i\e Imcii accompanied hva tidal wave, of wh
details hav

Nov.

panied by a tidal

received.

At 7.37 i\ M. a sharp shock at San Francisco and

lightly at San Jose.

ration three seconds.

, Los Angeles, Cal., a slight shock, du-
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Nov. 21. At Los Angeles, Cal., and places south and east,

three shocks were felt in the evening. The times are differently

reported as 8.10 and 11 p. m. and 2.30 a. m., and from other

sources as 7.45, 9.45 and 1 1 p. m. The first shock was the longest

and most severe.

Nov. 24. At 11.45 p. m. a shock at Quebec—J. W. D.

Nov. 28. At 8.30 a. m. a shock at St. Paul's Bay on the St.

Dec. 10. A shock at 5 a. m. at Bainbridge Island, W. T.,

motion perpendicular.—U. S. Weather Review.

Dec. 12. About 8.40 p. m. a severe shock occurred in the

i felt from Victoria on the

ith. At (

reported, lasting ten or fifteen

was S.E. to N.W. ; at Bainbridge Island it was N. to S.

Dec. 14, 20. Slight shocks were felt at Bainbridge Island,

W. T., at 7 p. M. of the 14th, and 11.16 p. m. of the 20th.—U. S.

Weather Review.

Dec. 19. Between 2 and 3 a. m. a shock occurred at Los Angeles,
Cal. At 3.40 p. m. another felt from Los Angeles to San Diego
and vicinity, oscillations S.E. to N.W.

Dec. 21. At 11 p. m. a sharp sh
Cal, from S.E. to N.W. At the
shock, accompanied by a rumbling noise, occurred at 3.22 a. m.

the next morning.

Dec. 26, 28. At Tecaluma, San Diego Co., Cal., a slight shock
•!. on the 26th and a severe one at 11 p. m. on the 28th.

—U. S. Weather Review.

Dec. 29. At 11.25 p. m. a slight shock at Bainbridge Island,

W. T.-U. S. Weather Review.

1881, Jan. 20. At 9.40 p. m. a decided earthquake, lasting

about ten seconds, shook I lie vicinity of Bath, Me. It was felt at

Brunswick, Iiowdoinliam and other places as far -is Portland and

Lewiston.
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The presence of two immiscible fluids in the cavities of

linerals has been so long known, and the number of

irrences has been so multiplied bv microscopic study
of the rocks, that no especial interest is attached to new dis-
coveries of this nature, save as they have a geological signifi-
cance, or are associated with mineral peculiarities! I wish to

ieh inclusions are common in smoky quartz, and to

fcion to some occurrences which are very remarkable
for the number and size of these inclusions. As my supply
of excellent specimens is nearly limitless, a knowledge of these

- will be welcome, since most of the specimens of
i that have been described contain only cavities that

are minutely microscopic.
On examining the specimens of quartz in the cabinet of

ll'"l , '-«», I>,ms l, ., n.imb-r of crystals were found to contain
: which were included two fluids, one of which had

'

- <>f .-arbiM. dioxide. All of these ervstals had a
• and this 1 consider a circumstance of interest, as

pith tin' observation of Forster * that such crystals
'

,nt

;

[1 " organic compounds. Forster found that iron/ dark
M ""-\V 'piart/ he could distil a brown fluid which had an

" ! 'i" odor, and which gave reactions for ammonia
/.

l ''anionic acid ; that a sooty deposit formed on the neck of

4

!s rt' to ' and ti ;it the quartz was decolorized by this distilla-
tIon

- He therefore concluded that the coloring matter was a

us hydrocarbon decomposable by heat.
J have not considered it necessary to make any extended

series of observations, since the few specimens examined
lnc|icate sufficiently that such inclusions are not rare in

wTh
qUai'tZ

* T
'

he following Realities furnish specimens

[ties i mm. in diameter and smaller.

p°u
nte Sella

- Same as in tbe smoky 9 uartz of Pike
'

s Peak -

^toa, St Gothard. Cavities 2 mm. in longest diameter,
lrge enough to be studied with a simple pocket lens.
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The smoky quartz from Branchville, Conn.,* is, however, the

most wonderful in the number, size and diversity of the in-

cluded cavities, and as I think that no specimens of this nature

that are so rei i in rkable have before been found, these deserve

a description. In the great pegmatite vein from which Pro-

fessors Brush and Dana have taken so many new minerals,

smoky quartz occurs in considerable quantity, which is so full

of cavities containing condensed l>;is, that a report like the

explosion of a percussion cap takes place when a fragment a

knocked off with a small hammer. When heated it decrepi-

tates with such violence that bits fly whistling through the

air to a distance of twenty feet. Any little chip broken oft

with a hammer will present under the microscope the appear-

ance represented in fig. 13. Besides these cavities tl

shows but few inclusions. These are in part pyrites, and in

part iron oxide, and some appear to be black coaly

Some of the specimens are entirely free from all i

save the fluids in cavities. The quartz has a sp. gr. of 2-620,

which is lower than that of pure quartz,f II has a ve
J7

well marked rhombohedral cleavage, all three planes of the

primary rhombohedron being frequently finely developed on

pieces broken off at random.

the middle 1 V vA ,

'„ ',
I, iV

"

: , „1 tin innei uaseous ear

cavitv is gently warmed, tne

expands causing the inner zone

expand sufficiently to occupy

bon dioxide. When
carbon clioxide in liqu

let, and the li

the whole space, causii

perature lower than 31

Fig. 2

ie is relativeh
or the i;quid CO, is ,

the zone of the vapoi
till the critical point

; the walls betwe
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water. It therefore gathers into a globule, and the liquid now
takes its place as the inner zone. In such cavities again the
inner zone grows smaller and disappears at a temperature below
the critical point of the carbon dioxide, and the smaller the
inner globule is, the quicker it will evaporate into the zone of
vapor. In such cavities the line which divides the water from
the middle zone is much blacker, and more deeply shaded,
because the difference in the indices of refraction of water and
vapor of carbon dioxide is much greater than between water
and liquid carbon dioxide.

h § fp &
Branchville quartz

d'oxide in variable proportions,

Figs. 7 and 8 represent cavities in which if carbon dioxide
exists, it is not in sufficient amount to be condensed to liquid
j°rm, and in which the volume of water is relatively much
larger. These cavities, therefore, possess but two zones, the
outer of water, the inner of vapor. The temperature at which
such bubbles disappear is very much higher and dependent
»Pon their size.

*

No relationship between the position of the cavities and the

ize or method of arrangement of the three zones

Elected. The cavities ti-nred form an interesting
ser 'es, dependent upon the relative volumes of the two fluids,

;

,n,i ;i ".v "i- all the members of the series are liable to be simul-

! -resent in the field of the microscope. The tempe-

liicli the inner bubbles disappeared and reappeared
ln cavities simultaneously visible were noted as follows:
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the bubbles disappeared and reappeared as described ; but the

cavities numbered 7 and 8 were like figure 8 and possessed but

two zones. The bubble whirl, disappeared at 110° returned

suddenly as a cloud of minute bubbles like the bursting of a

sky rocket when the specimen had cooled to 25°. The bubble

which disappeared at 114° could not be induced to return by

long immersion in a freezing mixture. At the end of two

weeks it had not returned, and it was only by chance that

after this article was complete, and I had written that it had

finally disappeared, that I discovered that it had returned in

full size. I have thought these phenomena might be explained

as follows: The inner bubble is not, as in the other cases, a

space filled with the vapor of an expansible liquid with whicti

it is in contact, but it is a space filled with the vapor of carbon

dioxide in contact with water. When heated the water can

expand and (ill the space. but it must act not merely by virtue

of its expansibility to do this; it must also condense or dis-

solve this gas, and under the irenerated pressure it could dis-

solve it. The conditions for the reappearance of the bubble

on cooling would be different fiom those which exist when a

f!
lil(, <' b formed by the contraction of a homogeneous li<pu< .

The dissolved gas might separate Iron, the contracting lupu'l-

ro,,t to the wal'ls of the eavitv.

and too minute to he detected h v the microscope. The bubble
which dwppuued at 111) ,md i< tuimd at 2o came ha* k a-

a

large number of small bubbles which oulv reunited to one

after being jostled about for an hour or more, and the bubbles

may have returned in the other eavitv in still 'greater number,
inning an undetected film upon some portions of the walls.

Figures 9 and 10 represent some of the straimelv deformed
«-fiv i ties, wind, ex, st in limitl-ss divcrsitv in this stone. In b' e

! "-vn in figure II then- are two connected chambers,
each of which contains the three zones But owing to the dif-

ference in relative volume of liquid and gaseous carbon diox-

ide, on warming, the bubble '

;
itracted and

\

]u
\
°

1

"«' i!! tlio right expanded at the same time. After both

peared, on cooling both reappeared, but their relative

volumes had changed, the bubble to the left becoming twice as
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rmerly, and the one to the right becoming correspond-
ill. A part of the water had been transferred therefore

to the right hand chamber
Many cavities, especially those in well-developed crystals, are

bounded by planes parallel to the outer planes of the crystal.

Such are represented in figs. 11 and 12. These usually appear
dark in color, by transmitted light, because so much light is

reflected away by the crystal line planes. Their inclusions are
frequently better seen bv reflected light. These cavities attain

rrr,,.n,m gnified twenty-five

Kg. 13 represents the general appearance of the rock, as
seen with a low magnifying power, a cavity lmm in diameter
being in the field. Such a bubble as this cavity contains will

i heat is applied, but before it disappears the crit-

ical temperature will be reached when the bubble will expand
and occupy all the space of the two inner zones. The most vio-

lent ebullition will occur when the section cools to the critical

-mall globules will appear, and
will finally unite, and the reverse processes of contraction and
expansion will follow.

Hie character of the included gas has been determined by
Professor Wright, who gives the results of his investigation in

another article.

.
Having observed bubbles both in liquid carbonic acid and

!n water that were in rapid erratic motion, the old question of
th e cause of these motions was suggested. The lack of a con-

clusive explanation of these movements has never been felt
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since the phenomenon is physical, and has no special bearing

upon geological science, further than that the motion furnishes

a ready means for the demonstration of the presence of a mobile

fluid, 'in distinction from glass. A sufficient number of explan-

ations have been offered, jet so late a book as the M
>bique* of Fouque & Levy, gives a choice of explana-

tions, and an admission of doubt.

The following experiments I think may form the basis for

an opinion. If a cavity containing a bubble of vapor floating

in a fluid is warmed upon one side, the bubble will move

toward the source of heat. If the enclosing fluid be carbon

dioxide, this movement is produced by a verv slight change in

temperature. With a globule of hot glass on the end of a rod

such a bubble can be brought into a slow vibration, by mov-

ing the source of heat from side to side. The motion will not

alter in direction when the bubble has become very small, by

the expansion of the containing fluid, but the velocity of the

motion is much increased. If the containing liquid be water,

bubbles of large size will not be affected so quickly, but when

the bubbles have become small, they move with great rapidity.

In water cavities, the bubbles of which have been absorbed

by the expanding liquid, the bubbles appear upon the colder

side, and shoot rapidly toward the warmer side of the cavity.

Currents of heat can then produce very rapid motion in bub-

bles of small size, and these motions are definite in direction,

when the direction of the current is definite. They can all he

explained as being caused by the evaporation of the liquid into

the space, the evaporation taking place upon the wanner side,

and condensation upon the colder side. When one thinks ot

the exquisite balance which exists between the temperature

and the number of molecules which exist in a closed space

within a fluid acted upon simply by the pressure of its own

vapor, one can imagine the difficulty of restraining action, for

physicists know what great precaution is necessary to obtain

anything like a uniform temperature ; a condition alrn9
st

impossible to secure on the stage of the microscope. The

following experiments were tried with the object of observ-

ing the effect of an approximately equalized temperature.

A section of gold quartz, containing most active bubbles

included in liquid carboo dioxide, was placed in a tank ot

water upon the stage of the microscope. The instrument was

placed in the middle of the room and the window was opened

to equalize the temperature within and without. Four cavi-

ties were especially noticed in the field of view. The bubbles

all possessed different rapidity of motion. After standing over

* Mineralogie Micrographique Roches Eruptives Francaises, Paris. 1879-
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night the vibration of the two bubbles having the slower rates
of motion had ceased.

A specimen of granite containing very movable bubbles,
included in water cavities, was likewise treated. In the morn-
ing the motion had ceased in the cavity especially noticed, but
it began again after I had stood by the microscope a moment.

I think that these experiments are sufficient to show that
currents of heat, by producing alternations of evaporation and
condensation, can cause motions like those seen in the bubbles
floating in these fluids, and that the changes of temperature suf-
ficient to move these bubbles are very small in amount, and
vm- -litncult to avoid. This explanation is not new, and
would, I think, suggest itself to most physicists, but it has not
been shown to be sufficiently probable to receive acceptation.
A result of my examination of the cavities in quartz from

has been most plainly to identifv these cavities as
being of the same nature as those that have" been studied by
^'veral eminent mieroscopists in topaz and other crystals, and
m granites, gneisses, basalts and other rocks. Quantities of

$as sufficient for exhaustive analysis have not how-
ever been heretofore found, and therefore the associated com-

oi Professor Wright will have a general interest to
geologists, since it bears upon a class of long studied phe-

Art. XXV.— On the Gaseous Substances contained in the Smoky
Quartz ofBranchvilk, Conn,; by Arthur W. Wright, Vale
College.

Thk in quartz of ;

stance is i

interest has attached „ .

these inclusions. Although the presence of carbon dioxide
and water had been well established, the difficulty of separating
lh e contents of the cavities in sufficient quantity has hitherto
Prevented a direct examination of them. The quartz from

is remarkable for the -rent size and number of
{he cavities, the peculiar characteristics of which are described
Dv Mr. Hawes in the preceding article. The fortunate circum-
stance, noticed l»v him, that when exposed to a moderateh high

it .!••( repitates and is speedily resolved into small
figments, made it possible to obtain with great ease and con-
venience enough of the enclosed substances for an extended
examination. The material employed was derived from the
col ection of minerals from Branchville, of Professors Brash
and Dana.
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The temperature required for the disintegration of the

quartz is much below that of red-heat, and the bursting of the

solid material is evidently due to the increased tension of tha

gas. as it does not occur in those fragments which contain no

cavities. The first trials were made with glass vessels, but

the sharp fragments of the mineral were shot off with such

violence as to destroy them immediately. Recourse was there-

fore had to a porcelain tube about one centimeter in

glazed inside. This was carefully cleaned with pure distilled

water, one end stopped with a plug cemented in, and the other

provided with a perforated brass cap, into which could be

screwed a piece through which passed a slender glass tuV.

the joint being rendered tight by a thin washer of india-rubber

or paper. The closed end' of the tube was tilled for some 12

centimeters with pieces of clean glass rod, and upon these

rested a loose plug of calcined asbestus. The quartz, b

e as to permit their entrance, was drop-fragments of

ped into thethe tube, filling it to within 10 o

tne moutn. When heated in a Bunsen flame, the whole of the

material could be brought to the requisite heat wit!

ing any perceptible elevation of the temperature of the ce-

ment joints. This receptacle, when charged, was connected hv

means of the glass tube with a Sprengel pump, all

the glass tube being made by fusing, and the whole was easily

rendered absolutely free from leakage. .

The pump having been kept in action until no gas appeared

to pass down, heat was cautiously applied to the tube, and

gradually increased until a. little gas was liberated from the

quartz. When this had been thoroughly pumped oul

ing thus the last portion of air, the heat \\ a- . j mi, .« |
' '

|

n ' 1

continued until the cessation of the decrepitation showed that

no more gas could be obtained. The mercury was then set

in the pump carrying the gas into the measu
used for the analysis. A preliminary examination showed the

greater portion of the gas to be carbon dioxide, the i

• consisting chiefly or wholly of nitrogen. A consid-

erable amount of water was also found to be present. In the

succeeding operations this was collected for examination by

causing the gas as it issued to pass through a U-tube of small

'i'-h was phieed in a freezing mixture. As the tem-

perature of the refrigerating mass was such as to reduce the

tension of the vapor to less than one millimeter nearly the

whole of the water was thus retained.
For the more careful analyses two portion- of the rock were

selected representing the greatest difference^ in the mamr ;;•

The first, No. 1, was of a light grav color, somewhat
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the aid of a lens. The weight of the material employed was
21*70 grams, which, divided by the specific gravity 2*63, gives
for the volume 8*25 cubic centimeters. The second portion
was of the darker variety, having a smoky brown color, appear-
ing nearly black- in large masses. The gas cavities in this were
not so conspicuous, and apparently were less numerous. The
amount of the material placed in the tube for examination was
10*49 grams, and the volume 7*41 cubic centimeters. This
portion is designated as No. 2 in the following paragraphs.
The total quantity of gas collected from No. 1 was 13*61 cubic
centimeters, or 1"65 times the volume of the quartz. From
No. 2, 7-20 cubic centimeters of gas were obtained, or 0'97
times the volume of the material employed. From the first

portion examined in the preliminary work 1*33 volumes were
obtained.

The eudiometer having been transferred to the mercury cis-

tern, an absorption pellet moistened with solution of potassic
hydrate was introduced into it, causing a rapid diminution of
the volume of the gas. When this operation was complete
the residual gas had been reduced to a small bubble in the
top of the tube, which could not be measured directly with
sufficient accuracy. To find its volume a little of the 'potash
solution or of distilled water was admitted giving a meniscus
concave toward the top of the tube. The position of this was
carefully noted, and the tube emptied. Mercury was now in-

troduced until the surface of the meniscus occupied exactly
the former position of the surface of the water, and the metal
was then weighed. The mean of five separate measurements

en the volume of the gas was thus readily calculated.
The results of the determinations with the two different por-
tions of the material gave

.
Cuprous chloride produced no perceptible absorption, show-

ing the absence of carbonic oxide. Potassium pyrogallate
"toodaced into the tube with caustic potash solution produced
a slight discoloration of the latter, but no change in the vol-
ume of the gas was visible, indicating that oxygen if present
was not in recognizable quantity.
To ascertain the presence of hydrogen or other combustible

gases a number of tests were made. A spark passed through
">e gas directly produced no effect, nor upon the addition of

'£!-' -'" or air alone could any combustion be produced.
^ hen the proper quantity of pure electrolytic gas was added
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the explosion produced no apparent change in the volume.

This, if, from the small amount of gaseous substances operated

with, it might not safely be concluded that hydrogen or hydro-

carbons were entirely absent, shows that the quantity was

exceedingly small. The residual substance then was nitrogen.

In these operations, as already mentioned, the gas had passed

through a tube placed in a freezing mixture. A later experi-

ment, to be described in a succeeding paragraph, gave a some-

what different result.

The rock when broken or crushed with a hammer exhales a

fugitive but unmistakable odor of hydrogen sulphide, but the

proportion of the gas was too small to' be directly detected

with the ordinary lead-paper even when <lircct.lv applied as a

cover to a diamond mortar in which a considerable quantity of

the material had been powdered. But when a slip of the

paper was introduced into a tube filled with the extracted

gases, a slight but distinct coloration was produced. The

same was true in a somewhat more marked degree with a paper

moistened with mercurous nitrate, indicating sulphurous oxide.

To test this more fully separate slips of filtering paper were

wet with pi im Ditro-prusside, and mercur-

ous nitrate. When dry they were introduced into a small

tube throng jhly liberated was made to pass.

Snow applied for a few moments to the tube ensured the pres-

ence of sufficient water to moisten the paper slightly. I he

first underwent a slight discoloration, which afn r '' tnncMi^

appeared, the second assumed a pinkish tint, while the third

was distinctly blackened, thus proving the presence of a trace

of both the gases in question, a conclusion moreover which

was verified by other and mdrpeiaU-nt trials.

As both hydrogen sulphide and sulphurous oxid

sorbed by potassic hydrate it was important i

whether these gases were in sufficient quantity to

conclusion given above as to the amount of carbon

A portion of the gas collected in a clean tube was
submitted to a special examination. A pellet of IV

formed upon the end of a platinum wire produced no effect at

all, though kept in the gas for several hours. A similar pellet

lese dioxide moistened with syrupy phosphoric acid

aused no perceptible effect, thus proving that these

gases were not present in any measurable quantity.

An approximate estimation of the amount of water was made

as follows : The U-tubes in which the water had been con-

densed were sealed after the gas had been thoroughly pumped

out. The temperature of the freezing mixture was from -1»

to -20° C, so that the tension of the residual vapor was less

than one millimeter, which was confirmed by the reading oi
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the guage of the pump at the end of the operation. The con-
necting tubes were fused off and the portion containing the
water withdrawn. The amount of liquid thus obtained was
considerable. The tubes were carefully weighed, then opened,
and after an examination of the liquid, thoroughly dried, and
weighed again. The weight of the water in No. 1 was thus
found to be 134 milligrams, in No. 2, 12 milligrams, corre-
sponding respectively to 134 and 12 cubic millimeters at 4°.

The volume of the quartz in the first instance being 8-25, and
in the second, 741 cubic centimeters, we have for the amounts
contained in one cubic centimeter of the mineral, 163 and
1'62 cubic millimeters respectively, no correction being made
for temperature, as the results are only approximate. This
would indicate a comparative uniformity in the distribution of
the water, while the amount of the gas varies. But such a
conclusion is at best doubtful, inasmuch as the darker quartz
is not as thoroughly broken up by the heat as the^lighter vari-
ety, and the refrigeration of the tube No. 1 was not made
complete at first, so that some water doubtless escaped with
the gas uncondensed.
A small portion of the water removed with a minute pipette

ped upon red litmus paper, where it produced a strong
but fugitive alkaline reaction, implying the presence of free

This was confirmed by Elding Xcssler's test sol u-

remainder of the liquid in the end of the tube, in
which it caused the characteristic yellow coloration, and, in

• a Blight precipitate Before the tubes wereopened
it had been noticed that the water, though to all appearance
perfectly transparent and colorless, left a white deposit upon
the glass where a drop of it had evaporated. When this was
heated by the application of a small -as Hume, it did not fuse,
oat appeared to shrink or to diminish in amount very slightly,
while the glass around it and over it lost its transparency as

"corroded. A similar but very slight action upon the glass
where the moist gas had come in contact with it had previously
been observed. This suggested the presence of fluorine. The
glass of the tube in which the effect was most marked contained
some lead, but the other showed it also to some extent A
special experiment with a tube free from lead, which had been
oiost carefully cleaned, gave the same result, though in a some-
wnat less marked degree. Its appearance would be accounted
tor by the supposition that the water of the cavities contained
some hydro-flu, ,-silinc acid in - "» the de-
composition of silicon fluoride, or, as ammonia was also present,
om an ammonium compound of the acid,

of tvf
WaS mentloned in a preceding paragraph, no evidence

tne presence of a hydro-carbon compound was discovered in
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the examination of the gas which had passed slowly through

the cooled tubes. The tubes themselves, however, contained

what appeared like minute drops of some oily substance, so

small as to be scarcely visible without a lens, and quite insuffi-

cient for examination. In order to investigate this point more

satisfactorily, as also to obtain a greater quantity of the

residual gas left by absorption of the carbon dioxide, an

experiment was made as follows: A bolt-head o\

glazed interiorlv, and having a capacity of about :!<>») cubic

centimeters, was employed for the reception of the quarto.

of which 196 grams, making 754 cubic centimeters, were used.

It was arranged that after the air had been pumped out, the

gas from the quartz should pass through a strong solution

of potassic hydrate contained in a large U-tube, all connections

being made 'with fused glass joints as before. The greater

portion of the carbon dioxide was thus absorbed. Unfortu-

nately just at the close of the operation a slight era*

porcelain vessel admitted some air, but the tube leadii

pump was sealed immediately, so that the amount
the gas was not too great to permit a quantitatiye examina-

tion of the gas to be made. A portion of the latter being

transferred to the eudiometer, and just sufficient electrolytic

gas being admitted to ensure combustion, the volume of the

gas after explosion was found to be considerably increased,

with the production of carbon dioxide. Repeated tests gave

uniformly the same result, but the expansion was greater at

first than after the gas had been kept for two days in the

pump. This must be regarded as evidence of the presence

of the vapor of some condensable hydrocarbon having a large

number of carbon atoms in the molecule.
The quartz on heating entirely loses its color, the coarse

powder which is left being almost snow-white. Now, in the

experiment just described, a dark brownish deposit was 'orine

in the tube leading from the bolt-head, and the potash solution

after the passage of the gas had become brown, the color being

almost exactly the same as that of the quartz before

ing. After standing a day or two a small amount
brown, nearly black, substance separated out as a [i

and the liquid lost its color. The potash solution was a-''A

decanted and the dark deposil examined. Treated
hoi it dissolved but :,ting its color to the

alcohol, the substance was' volatilized "by more in:

with a strong bituminous odor, very much like t!

off by cannel coal when burning. The brown deposi

tube also gave off the same odor when strongly heated. These

results imply that the smoky color of the quartz is due to the
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presence of a hydrocarbon of the nature of bitumen, which is

driven off by heat, and the partial decomposition of which, at
the high temperature reached, accounts for the heavy hydro-
carbon found in the residual gas, or condensed upon the walls
of the cooled tubes. These facts, moreover, are entirely in
harmony with and confirm the conclusion of Forster* from
an examination of the remarkable smoky quartz from the
canton of Uri, that the color of the latter is due to the presence
of some volatizable hydrocarbon, though they do not directly
connect the ammonia with the latter, as his observations ap-
pear to do.

After the operation just described had been concluded, some
Ued water was introduced into the bolt-head, and

after standing for some time was then withdrawn. Tested with
argentic nitrate it gave a considerable precipitate of argentic
chloride, while when examined spectroscopically it afforded

evidence of the presence of sodium, but of no
other metal. The water previously examined was found to be
free from both chlorine and sodium. The bolt-head had been

dr.insrd before iw, and great care was taken in

all the experiments, to prevent contact of the quartz

bt communicate to it any impurity. This
result would indicate that the cubical crystals observed by
-M". Hawes in some of the cavities were chloride of sodium,

fen was also made for chlorine or chlorine compounds in

ty of this fresh Iv liberated was passed through

"his, on the addition of arirentic nitrate, was
•'loud, d. making the exigence of a trace of some

chlorine compound probable. Not unlikely a minute propor-
tion of ammonium chloride is among the contents of the cavi-

Jegas. Ac

' quantitative relation of the water to the gases obtained
from the quartz may be ma calculated for i

re of 1006
C. at which the former would be entirely

ito vapor. Taking the amount of water per cubic

etersas found above, this mul-
L694-3 gives 274 cubic centimeters for the volume

'"f vapor at 100°. If we take the easeous volume
or one cubic centimeter of the quartz at <V!>7 cubic centimeter,

derived from No. 2 above, where the water determi-
nation was most satisfactory, the temperature of the room at
™e tune of measurement being about 20° C, we have for the
volume at 100°, neglecting the correction for the barometric

• from 760 mm., 1-23
«?oie centimeters. Reduced to parts in 100 these volumes
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or the reasons mentioned above this must be regarded, so

ir as the water is concerned, as merely an approximate result.

For the gases alone, leaving out of view the bituminous

tatter, which is not known to be specially connected with the

ivities in the material, and probably is not, we nave the fol-

ring summary

:

I'D,

derived from the gas caviti

combination with the carbon

te. From the considerations i

^^ostances present. The results ot the investigai.

the contents of the cavities are chiefly water and carbon

dioxide, with a small portion of nitrogen, thus essentially

nfirming the conclusions derived from microscopical exam-

Art. XXVI.—Origin of some new points in the To%

North Carolina; 'by W. C. Kerr, State-geologist of JNortti

Carolina.

Although all the ordinary indications of glaciation are

wanting in North Carolina, even in the higher plateaus of tne

more than ten years a-.." vet". singularly enough, long jilte"

J-

had ceased to look for evidences of glacial action, 1
lliU

arrived, by two entirely independent lines of investigation, ^
the conclusion, unexpected and unsought, that gla<

occurred here on a large scale, and at two differeul

Moreover, the evidences of the existence and action of glaci&

r

is totally different from the commonly recognized marks an

results of glacial action.
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I have elsewhere described briefly one of these classes of

phenomena, and shall discuss them more at length very soon

;

of the other I give here some outlines, sufficient to indicate the

character of the evidence and to direct the attention of observ-
ers to similar phenomena elsewhere.
The accompanying diagram represents the facts better than

any description can do. It is an ideal cross section of the

hydrographic basin of the Catawba River, which takes its rise in

numerous tributaries along the flanks of the Blue Ridge, and
after gathering np a multitude of these, traverses the Piedmont,
or cismontane plateau (of an elevation of 1,000 to 1,500 feet),

„'•"";

"i a wide basin or Trough, flanked by two ranges of mountains.
which rise on either hand to an additional elevation of a thou-
sand feet and upward. The direction of the axis of this

trough :lll ,i nf ,| 1(
.

i Mll ,| t

.mi ,, nilll ,cs ] s r,0° to 70° east of north,

which is about coincident with the strike of the rocks.

These rocks are Archaean — bornblcndic and feldspathic

'i»K hardness and dura'bilitv! The river and its several
ill,ll|, 'iii> have dim their channels along the softer and more
yielding strata, and have left the tougher and more resisting

'"asses in ridges and low spurs, knobs and domes, which rise

above the beds of the intervening;- streams, from a hundred to

three, four and five hundred feet. 'But the singular and signifi-

C
'

:U1
< fact, as indicated in the diagram, is, that to one standing

at a, for example, a bench on the flanks of the mountains to

:u
." 1 looking across, all the intervening ridges, knobs and hills

r '* '" '?» w,m- I, ,-rl ,,,,, .//>, which mightbe represented by a
u'atcrdine. so level does it seem from side to side: and one

l
,r; 'iric. It is only at'this particular elevation, about 1,400 feet

»i the meridian of Morganton,—less as you go east, more as

i the Blue Ridge, with a very gradual ascent,—

nation is practicable. A few feet lower you see

nothing but the next ridges and hills on either hand: a little

higher on the flanks of the mountains, above the line a b, noth-
lng strikes the eve but a chopping sea of low mountain spurs
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and knobs and hills and peaks, stretching away in confused and

disorderly succession into the foot hills of the opposite bound-

ing range. I had crossed this valley many times and in many

directions, and ascended these mountain cl

most of their summits, m pping out in detail t

topography for half a dozen years, before this remarkable fact

caught my eye. And it was not until the observation had

been repeated from different points in the Catawba basin, and

the same phenomenon had been observed on a grander scale id

the great transmontane valley, the hydrograph'ic basin of the

French Broad,—a plateau of nearly a.'thousand feet greater ele-

vation and of correspondingly greater breadth,—that the full

significance of it began to appear.

In the summer of 1877, I stood on one of the foot-hills of

the Black Mountains, near the head waters of Ivy River

within the horizon which cuts the level tops of the ridges and

knobs and mountain spurs of this rugged and canon-gashed

valley-plateau. During the same summer, ascending the slope

of the South Mountains, from a jutting spur, I happened to

catch the summit level of the Catawba plateau, at a point

which gave the whole sweep of it in length as well ;

it stretching westward thirty miles, to the foot of the Blue

the last ridges

came merged into the western margin of the

Midland plateau.
^
One readily imagii

of the Piedmont becan

been a-n arm of the sea during some aneienl period of sub-

sidence, and these numerous hill-tops rising as islands to the

surface, like the thousands of atolls in the Pacific; and the

grand generalization of Darwin came into mind. But no

or action of water seemed adequate to meet the con-

ditions of this problem ; nothing, it appeared to me, could

explain it except the presence of a great glacier, which i'
1-

some ancient time had moved down the valley and left the

surface nearly level, and then, the subsequent action < )[

met* oik .iL'rtii n- throned) Ion j ages < h mm ling out of the

opinion seems to be gaining among geologi-N that there have

been several, perhaps many, glacial periods, whether Croll s

theory be accepted or not. 'And there i< -one- -round for the

view which introduces the Triassic period with an epoch of

extensive glaciation, and the phenomena in question may 1"-'
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connected with the rapid accumulation of the basal deposits
of that formation. Or it may hereafter be ascertained, by a

more minute study of the Appalachian regions of the middle
latitudes, that glaciers established themselves at the higher
levels in the earlier times of the Glacial period, but did not recur
during the second accession of cold, while the more extensive
and long-continued Diluvial denudations and erosions may
have sufficed to remove the debris, striae and other indications
of earlier glacial action.

Raleigh, N. C, Dec. 24, 1880.

Akt. XXVII.— Occurrence of Realgar and Orpiment in Utah

Territory; by WlLLIAM P. BLAKE.

The minerals realgar and orpiment occur together in a thin
bed or layer in the hori «.ntal -dint- .tary formations under-
lying the lava of Coyote Minium District, iron County, Utah.

' on. with its lava rap', forms the divide between the

irs of the Sevier river and the Colorado drainage, and
^ '•' >o\ n as the "Rim of the Basin." The horizontal beds of

stibmte, recently described by Professor J. S. Newberry, occur
m the same formation, but chiefly in a sandstone of a different
horizon.

,

The arsenical sulphides are found in a compact, sandy clay,

"ntal seam or layer about two inches thick, not dis-

|

i rated from the clay, but lying in its midst, in

and nodular masses. The bulk of the layer consists
of realgar in divergent, bladrd crystals, closelv and confusedly
aggregated, sometimes forming groups of brilliant crystalline
facets in small cavities towards the center of the mass.

.
-
1 he orpiment, which is closely associated with the realgar, is

m small and delicately fibrous"crystalline rosettes, and small

is, made up of fine radial crystals, and also,
] n bright yellow amorphous crusts in and around the mass of
the realgar.

Above and below the layer, and in close contiguity, there

rallel seams of fibrous gypsum. The strata above,

:vt or more, are arenaceous oh,vs charged with solu-

" *'1N vl,i,l, rxu.l, and ellloresce upon tin surfac. of the

!' .rm hard crusts. The whole appearance and the

,;,- ii dicate thai those sul-

phides have been formed by aqueous infiltration since the
deposition of the beds. This, I have no doubt, is the fact

;

and
'
also

, that the antimony sulphide had a similar origin.

."'" It0 K -Vl --v Haven, Jan. 15, 1881.
M

- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 133.-Marc!H, 1881.
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Art. XXVIIL— On th in Water;

by Josiah P. Cooke. (Contributions from the Chemical

Laboratory of Harvard College.)

This subject has already been studied by Stas, whose obser-

vations are summed up by Dr. John Percy* in his recent vol-

ume on the Metallurgy of" Silver in the following words:

"The solubility of the chloride is greatest when in the flaky

state, as precipitated in the cold from a sufficiently dil

tion of silver; the solubility diminishes as the flakes shrink

when left to themselves, or as they are rendered pulverulent by

long agitation with water. Flaky or pulverulent chloride of

silver, dissolved in water pure or acidified by nit

t

precipitated by the addition of a salt of silver or of hydrochloric

acid or of an alkaline chloride." ..." The solution of the

chloride is wholly effected by pure or acidified water, a

may be, and is not caused 'by the soluble salt former 1

neously with the chloride of silver. The presence of o

in the water does not affect the solubility of flakv ch

silver; but it increases the solubility of the pulverulent chlo-

ride in proportion to the quantity of acid present. 'I'

tation of the dissolved chloride is the exclusive result of its

•

. in the solution formed by adding an excess either

of the silver salt or oi le."

So also in Liebig and Kopp, Jahresbericht, L8J

"According to Stas, the granular scaly and crystalline chlo-

ride is wholly insoluble in cold water : in boiling water the solu-

bility is comparatively great, but decreases rapidly with the

temperature."

In our investigation on the atomic weight of antimony we

have had occasion to confirm and extend these obsen
Stas, and our results may be of interest as showing t

familiar method of determining chlorine by pre*

"lver, which is generally supposed to be

extremely accurate, a sensible error may arise from the solu-

.1 silver in the hot 'distilled water used in

washing the precipitate. It would be well for every

make the -following very striking experiment, which will ena-

ble him to appreciate the extent of the action in question-

Take from five to ten cubic centimeters of pure hyd

of silver, avoiding a large excess. After pouring off

natant liquid and washing the precipitate once or T

cold distilled water, pour upon the white flaky chloride of sil-

ver a comparatively large volume of boiling water. As soon

* Metallurgy of Silver and iioid. ['art T, page 60.
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as the precipitate settles, pour off the clear hot water, dividing
the solution between two precipitating jars. To one of these
add a few drops of a solution of nitrate of silver, and to the
other a few drops of hydrochloric acid. In both cases a pre-

eipitate of chloride of silver will fall, and most chemists, cer-

tainly, will be surprised at the effect; for it is not a mere turbid-
ness that results, but a well-defined precipitate, whose amount
is easily estimated. Successive portions of boiling water poured
upon the precipitate give the same reaction. In one experiment
the reaction was still perceptible in the fourteenth wash-water.
But under the action of the boiling water, the precipitate
becomes crystalline or granular and the action lessens, until at

last the water does not dissolve sufficient chloride of silver to

cause even a cloudiness on the addition of nitrate of silver, as
just described. Mr. G. M. Hyams, a student in this labora-
tory, washed two different portions of chloride of silver with
boiling water until the action ceased, and then weighed and
examined the residue. In the first experiment, 14561 grams

le of silver were washed with 66 liters of water. The
chloride of silver was then collected and found to weigh 1-2320
grams. Hence, 0-2241 grams, corresponding to 15-39 per
'''n' bad passed into solution. In the second experiment, 60
liters of water were used, and 16-03 percent of the chloride of
silver originally precipitated were dissolved. These numbers,
however, are only approximately accurate, for as the precipitate

becomes granular, it settles with less readiness, and there was
"eeessiM-ily some loss in filtering off so large a volume of liquid.

,
In the experiments above described the boiling water pro-

duced only a very slight decomposition of the chloride of sil-

ver. The precipitate, granulated by the washing, readily dis-

s f'lv'-*d in aqua ammonia, leaving less than a milligram of a
black powder, which was proved to be metallic silver.

The solvent power of water on freshly precipitated chloride
of silver did not appear to be influenced by the presence of
free nitric acid even in large quantities. We tried the effect

both of dropping the nitric acid on the precipitate before pour-
ing on hot water, and also of previously adding nitric acid to

g wash-water. We used amounts of nitric acid
i.fl-

1 •:;:,;">) varying from five to two hundred cubic centime-
ters to the liter of water, but without tindiim anv marked de-
ference in the result.
The presence of a small an*

jater entirely prevented its sol
discover. In order to determine the limit of the action, we
added different quantities of nitrate of silver to the boiling
water before pouring it on to the precipitated chloride of ail-

v<* With one centigram of nitrate of silver to the liter of
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water, there was a marked turbidness on subsequently adding

an excess of the same reagent to the nitrate. With two, three,

or even four centigrams to the liter, an opalescence could

still be distinguished, although constantly diminishing with

the increasing amount of the salt. With five centigrams,

there was no" opalescence, and we concluded that one deci-

gram of nitrate of silver to the liter of boiling wash-water

would certainly prevent all action.

A few drops of hydrochloric acid added to the was

greatly diminishes its solvent action on flaky chloride of silver,

but does not wholly prevent it, as is evident from the fact shown

in the table below, that hydrochloric acid does not precipitate

chloride of silver from its solution in water nearly as i

as nitrate of silver: and, as is well known, hydrochloric acid

if in any considerable excess exerts a strong solvent action on

the precipitated chloride.

As shown by Stas, the precipitation of chloride of silver

from its solution in hot water by the reagents we have named,

depends solely on the change which the reagents produce m
the solvent. That the action is an example of simple solution

is shown by the fact that a considerable portion of the chloride

of silver dissolved in boiling water is deposited when the sol-

vent cools. This phenomenon is a striking one and can easily

be observed by pouring into a glass crystallizing pan some

of the clear solution obtained in the experimenl
above. As the water cools it becomes cloudv and deposits a

granular powder which adheres to the bottom of the glass.

The grains are usually very small, but if the solution cools

slowly the crystalline form can readily be distinguished under

the high powers of a good microscope, and the litl

present all the characteristic of the native crystals of chloride

of silver. It is evident, therefore, that the granular condition

of chloride of silver is a crystalline condition, and this experi-

ment may elucidate the manner in which the native crysta-s

are produced.

We have thus far only spoken of the solubility of

of silver in boiling water. As is evident from the crystallisa-

tion just described, the solubility rapidly diminishes as the

temperature foils; but even at the ordinary temperature the

solubility is distinctly marked. Luke-warm water poured »n

and otr. freshh precipitated chloride silver becomes decided

h

opalescent on 'the addition of nitrate of silver, and even if cold

water is used the opalescence is perceptible.

hi order to obtain an approximate measure of the effects we

have described. Mr. Jlvams precipitated about fifteen grainy

of chloride of silver, and. after thoroughly washing it, hoileu

the precipitate with a large volume of water in a glass Mask.
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At the end of an hour he decanted through a filter about one
liter of the boiling water, and, having divided the filtrate into
two portions, he added to one portion nitrate of silver, and to
the other, hydrochloric acid. The precipitated chloride of

Bflver was in each case collected and weighed. At the end
of two hours' boiling, two other portions were filtered off and
treated in a similar way. These determinations were then
repeated with a fresh quantity of chloride of silver, and after-

wards hiking with n third quantity of chloride of silver, the
boiling water was simply poured on twice in succession and the
.similar portions thus obtained treated as before. The results
in every ease were nearly the same as shown in the following
table. In this table

1 and 3 are results after one hour's boiling of 1st quantity.

5 and 6 " " " one hour's " " 2d quantity, etc.

7 and 8 " " " two hours' " " " " "

9 and 10 after simply pouring on boiling water.

No. Wght. of Water. Wghfc of AgCl. Wght. of AgCl P p t

per liter.

2 469-5 0-0004 0-0009 Hydrochloric add.

U 287-5 0-0003 0-0010 Hydrochloric acid.

If we assume that the amount of chloride of silver precipitated
l,v "Urate of silver under the conditions described above is a
correct measure of the solubility of the chloride, it appears
from the above determinations that about two milligrams «>f

chloride of silver are dissolved by each liter of boiling water,
and further that only about one half of the amount thus dis-
solved is precipitated by hydrochloric acid.

'".making chlorine determinations it is a very common
i"' ;i(

'

fl, '<' to wash with very hot water in order to secure the

ttling of the chloride of silver or to wash away any
occluded material,' and it was the chief object of this investi-

gation to determine the extent to which the solubility of the
chloride in distilled water might effect the result. For this

Purpose we may make two series of determinations of the
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chlorine in chloride of antimony ; in both cases pr<

with nitrate of silver the chlorine from a solution of the chlo-

ride of antimony in tartaric acid and water with the usual

precautions. But, while in the first series the precipitated

chloride of silver was washed with boiling hot distilled water

to about the ioo*,ooo according to Bunsen's scheme ;
in the

second series although hot water was also used in washing, one

decigram of nitrate of silver per liter was added to each suc-

cessive portion of the wash-water poured upon the pi

until the last two portions, which were poured on cold. By

this simple device the advantages of washing with hot water

may be secured while its solvent action is prevented. The

results are given in the following table.

First Series.

No. Weight of Sba, Weight of AgCl Per cent of CI

taken. obtained. calculated.

1 23856 gram. 4-4784 gram. 46441

Difference between means of two series, 0-212

It is evident from these results that when great accuracy is

required the solubility of chloride of silver may become a

very serious source of 'error in determinations of chlorine, and

in our investigation * of the atomic weight of antimony this

was the chief cause of the discrepancy between the analyses

of chloride of antimony on the one 'hand and the bromide,

iodide and sulphide of antimony—Analyses of which closely

agreed among themselves—on the other hand. It was shown in

the paper just referred to that, although the greatest care was

taken in purifying the material, the chloride of antimony used

actuallv left behind on evaporation a sufficient amount of oxi-

chloride to reduce the per cent of chlorine 0416. f The mean

* This Journal, IJJ, xv, 41. f This Journal, III, xv, 1 18.
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results which we actually obtained from seventeen analyses of
chloride of antimony was 46-620, and when to this we add
0-212 and 0116 the sum is 46-948, which differs from 47*020—
the theoretical value when Sb =120, and CI =355—by only
0"072. In this estimate we leave out of the account the known
solvent action on chloride of silver of the tartaric acid used

' to keep the antimony in solution. This must equally affect

both of the series of determinations given above and fully

accounts for the small difference that remains to be explained.
This whole discussion, however, only serves to confirm the

conclusion previously expressed, that chloride of antimony is a
most unsuitable material for the basis of an atomic weight
determination, and having explained the anomaly to which we
gave prominence in a previous paper we shall here take leave
of the subject. We have also studied the solubility of bro-

mide of silver in water, but this is so small that we found it

difficult to measure the amount. In water at the ordinary
temperature, or even in tepid water, bromide of silver is prac-

tically insoluble. In boiling water it is perceptibly soluble
but not more so than is chloride of silver in water at the ordi-

nary temperature. Hence the determination of bromine does
not require the same precautions and is susceptible of greater

•inn that of chlorine ; and on this account, as well as

for other reasons which we have
atomic weight of antin
of the bromide of antimony with as great accuracy as can at

present be reached in such determinations. In the seven deter-

minations of the per cent of bromine in bromide of antimony
which we have published,* the maximum difference from the

mean value 66-6651 was only 0-0045, and Professor Mallet
'

his analyses of bromide of alum'
same method a similar degree of i

In conclusion we would again express our oongations k
Mr. G. M. Hyams, who has assisted us in the work of this

investigation.
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L<\mti:

n of the freezing point of "Kew 585" for

ntitled to the weight of the ones made Dec-
The obsen

Nov. 2d, is n

1st because it was made by the eye alone, while the readings

for Dec. 1st depend on the cathetometer.

We may assume therefore that the constants of these 6

dards for the present are as follows :

,,»,, ^k™»_

Correction at the permanent freezing C,0 + 0°-10F. o-oo

+ 0°-03C. *»' +0„C.

Depression of the freezing point after an
exposure to the boiling point

0-l8 0. 0--25F. 0°-22C

These are the constants which have been inserted in the

formula; for computing the corrections to the Kew thermometer

'nvestigate the constants of the ther-
1 sha

i the standards of the "Kaiserliche Normal-

Eichungs-Kommission" and which have been carefi

pared with these standards through the kindness of Dr. Fcerster

These thermometers were made by R. Fu
•ibe them than by gb

'

bcttfM"

the toll
•• Bericl

u mensions m
ig table and then adding a free°translation from the

:ht iiber die wissenschaftlichen Instrumente aaf der

Gewerbeausstellung im Jahre, 1879," pages 213 and 214.

Fuess has succeeded in devising a construction for the

hich is free from all those imperfections, and coi



of the scale and all slipping or bendii _
is prevented, and it is possible for the

outside tube, the capillary tube and the

wale, each to expand independently of

either of the others. The normal ther-

mometers made by Fuess which Professor
Wild of St. Petersburg describes* ' as the
best' which he has ' up to this time become

I with.' were made according to

this construction, which is protected by
patent (D. R.—P. No. 389)."
The figure shows a thermometer of this

kind. A hollow glass cup b„ open at the
top, is hermetically sealed to the so-called
neck of the surrounding tube. The upper
edge of the cup is deeply indented in two
diametrically opposite places, so that the

_

two indentations offer a sure bed for the
scale plate s. To the glass top of the the:

mometer there is a similar fixed cup I

hermetically sealed, the indentations (

which, diametrically opposite to each other,
1

J

receive the upper end of the scale,
hold the scale in its place there is a spring I

placed between it and the cup b
1}
which B

resses the scale against its lower
bed, without hindering its expansion. The

ibe r passes freely through the
hollow cup but is guided by loops p of

wire as fine as hairs, which are
drawn through minute holes in the scale

:

so that v

•;

I
dthout hindrance from the loops p

!t can freely expand but cannot bend."
-Both of these standards are exquisite

specimens of the glass-blower's skill, and
reflect credit upon the artist who made them. They possess
trje great conveniences of this form of mounting, in being

I , , ,,, ,,, -!,!„, ufitt'ii inti tio .i M< i on i
.

mungs-Koramission am
ng a sure fastening f<

scially in connection \
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easily read and in the certainty with which the eye maybe
so placed that the readings have no sensible parallax. They

seem to leave little to be desired unless it be calibrating

chambers at the upper ends, in order that the observer may

easily separate just, tlw length of the mercury column he may

wish" for calibration. Still it is generally possible to separate a

column of about the length desired, with a little patience.

The following is a resume of the results obtained by Dr.

Fcerster at Berlin in the determinations of the constants ot

these standards. These results are reduced to latitude 45°, a

barometric pressure of 760mm. and to the level of the sea.

„.,.. —

•

Bfp:
c™M

^exposure to

1880. June 4

8

Fuess 50 -0°163

- 0-012
+ 0-135

And Dr. Fcerster further finds that the depi

ing point after an exposure to the boiling pc

Dr. Fcerster made a careful determination of the corrections

to be applied to the Fuess thermometers owing to the errors ot

calibration for each consecutive degree. These tabular correc-

tions are computed for a freezing point of +0°'37 in the case ot

Fuess 89 and of +0°-18 in the case of Fuess 50.
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Date. h-« MA
1880. Sept. 21

Oct. 16

Nov. 25

- 0°-20

-0-20

-040
-045

'rom which it will be seen that the thermometers are slowly
ncreasing their freezing point readings with time. We may
assume the following as the corrections at the dates given.

Date. Fnefi850. Wmmm. Kew 578.

Nov.' zS -0-37
o-oo

The thermometer Fuess 50 had a part of its upper scale

^!>i»>i't (the front lip of m in the figure) broken in coming
from Germany. This does not affect the accuracy of its read-
ings, I think, but in order to obtain a comparison up to 40° C.

between a Kew and a Fuess standard I have chosen the ther-

mometer Fuess 89, which reads to 0°\L and is in excellent con-
dition, and the Kew standard 578, of which the errors are
extremely small.

In the following comparison the readings have been freed
from the zero and 100° point errors, as well as those arising

D.„. r.—«.«

!880. Sept. 28 10°-67 C 10 .62 0. + 0°-05 C.

21

Sept. 21

28

28

Nov. 26

26
Sept. 28

————^L_ 42-40 42-25 + 15
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from imperfect calibration. Both standards had been kept for

three months previously hanging in a room whose temperature
never exceeded 30° 0." The comparison therefore represents

the comparison of a stem graduated Kew standard with a

•scale-graduated normal of the German form, up to

40° C. It is, however, only preparatory to a more rigorous

comparison of the scales of 'two Kew and two Fuess standard*

between 0° and 100° C.

It did not occur to me until after these thermometers had

been heated that the discrepancy could be so great as it is

between these standards, and therefore there are no compari-

sons between 0° and 10° recorded in our note books u

the thermometers had been exposed to 1' 0° C. I shall recur

to this point in the continuation of the paper.

[To be continued.]

Art. XXX.— On the Determination of the Coefficient of Ex-

funsion of a Diffraction grating by means of the Spectrum;

by T. C. Mendenhall, of Tokio, Japan.

In all precise measurements of wave-lengths, a correction

ons in the temperature of the grating is very essen-

tial. If the ruling be upon glass the coefficient of expansion

resulting from any of the many well known determinations
may be accepted as sufficiently accurate, because it is not

large and because the results do not differ much among them-

selves. Neither of these statements can be made, however,

concerning a ruling upon metal. Many of the beautiful grat-

ings produced within a few years upon Mr. L. M. Rul
engine, are upon an alloy of tin and copper. As far as I have

been able to learn, the coefficient of expansion of this alloy

has not previously been determined, and, not being able to

make use of any other method, a series of experiments was

made for the purpose of obtaining the desired result fmU \
the

spectrum itself.

From the well-known equation

adjacent lines i

, we easily obtaii

appears that, in order to determine the
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efficient of expansion, it is not necessary to know either the
wave-length of the line upon which the measurements are

made or the value of the grating space. '

Unfortunately there are considerable difficulties in the way
of the direct application of this formula. It is not easy to

contrive any plan by means of which the temperature of the
grating can be varied by any considerable and known amount,
and, at the same time, to insure that these changes in tempera-
ture shall not be accompanied by even a slight shifting of the
position of its plane in relation to the collimating telescope.
To accomplish the first of these results, a box, measuring
about 8 cm. long, 5 cm. wide, and 8 cm. deep, was cut out of
a solid block of wood, and of this box the grating was made
to serve as one of the longer sides. The box was made water-
proof, and a thin layer of paint along the edges to which the
grating was applied was sufficient to prevent leakage at that
point. The grating was bound to the wooden box by two
wires, running one about the upper and the other about the
lower portion. This box was placed upon a thin slab of wood,
of somewhat larger size, through which passed three levelling
screws, and the whole was then placed upon the table of the

spectrometer and properly adjusted. A similar box, made of

i the grating sealed in as one side, was first used,
but it was promptly rejected on account of a tendency to shift

n slightly at each change of temperature. It is

believed that the use of wood obviated this difficulty to a
great extent. When adjusted so that its plane was over the
center of motion, normal to the collimator, etc., the box was
filled with water, in which was held a thermometer g
t0 '1° C, and capable of being read with considerable certainty
to hundredths. The grating used was ruled with 8648 lines to

the inch. The line set upon was one due to iron, wave-length
about 5918. .it tated aboi I

11' or 15' away from D, the spec-

- of the fourth order. The micrometers upon the

reading microscopes were divided to single seconds, and the

tenths were easily estimated. The set upon the line was
made when the thermometer indicated something like a con-

rature, and then a portion of the water was re-

'••'placed by other at a higher or lower temperature

-ired. It was found desirable to confine the tempe-
" ,;

;| "' ''"Inn a moderate range. By working a few degrees
above and below the temperature of 'the room, it was easier to

secure constancv for a brief period at both points, and the

thermometer would b,- much more likelv to represent the real

ire of the grating. In addition to this, considerable

tare were much more likely to be accom-

te of the grating.
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Twenty measurements, in all, were made, the range of tem-

perature varying from 5° C. to 16° C. From these the follow-

ing result was obtained

:

<U = 5"-66±0"-13.

The probable error is larger than would be desirable, and a

good deal of irregularity in the results is to be attributed to the

fact that we cannot be quite sure that the thermometer gave

temperature of the grating, ami also to slight shiftings
~* the g

—'--

accurate value by makii _
position of the line in the winter, and then again in the summer
when the difference in temperature may amount to as much as

15° C, and in this we shall be almost entirely free from both of

the principal sources of error.

From the above value the coefficient of expansion is—

e = -0000202,

with a probable error of a little more than two per cent of the

whole. As spectrum observations are generally made within a

small range of temperature, this value is, perhaps, sufficiently

accurate for their correction. I am unable to refer at present

to any determinations of the coefficient of expansion of alloys

similar to this which contains eight parts of tin to seventeen

parts of copper. Most authorities agree fairly as to the co-

efficient for copper, but as to tin there is a considerable range

—

from -0000217 to 0000248. It is difficult, therefore, to deter-

mine what the coefficient for this alloy ought to be, but I ven-

ture the opinion that the above result is more likely to be

too high than too low.

fTIFIC INTELLIGENCE
[. Chemistry and Physics.

"cii point -M.vcr ImuimI .vs:; ;n „l

Bcently Troost obtained 5 7 at 12;
ided that Dumas' method should
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suit as his own. But the influence of tension upon
is so considerable, that Crafts ami Meier undertook an investiga-

tion of the variation of the density of iodine vapor with the ten-

sion as well as the temperature. They have now given the results,

some of them graphically in the form of curves, in which the
urd'mates represent densities, the abscissas temperatures. The
densities are in all cases referred to air at the same temperature
and pressure as unity. These plottings show (1) that up to 355°

all the curves are conl ained in a single line parallel to the axis

of abscissas, and the density is normal ; (_') that with rising

' diminishes and becomes zero at the highest tempe-
rature, so that under low tensions the density becomes constant
again at 1400° to l.vjn , being then equal to one-half the normal
value; and (3) that the curves which depart first from the

straight line and which first unite again to form the high tempera-
ture line are those which represent the lowest tensions. These
results explain the dNcnpaneies he lore observed, and appear to

confirm the hypothesis already advanced by tbe authors, that at

low temperatures iodine exists molecularly as I
2
and at high tem-

peratures atomically as I; and that the variations of density
with temperature and pressure correspond to a progressive dis-

sociation.— C. X., xcii, 39, Jan., 1881. g. f. b.

2. Research's >,,„>„ Ozone- IIaitkfkiiixk and Chappuis
have presented to the Chemical Society of Paris a valuable me-
moir upon ozone. They first studied the effect of temperature
and presMin the transformation of oxvgeii into o/oiie, using

the silent discharge !'"i- \\\\< purpose, in the apparatus of Berthe-
lot. At TtJO nun. pre— ure o-foti ,.f ozone by weight was formed
at 20°, 0-149 at (I" and 0-214 at -23°. Under 180 mm. pressure,

*e quantity was 0-089 at 20°, 0-137 at 0° and 0-181 at —23°.

Next the effect «,f mixture with other gases was investigated,

and it was found that while at 0° no effect was observed, at —23°
the amount of ozone was increased to 0-216 when the oxygen
was mixed with four times its volume of nitrogen, and to 0-240

when twice as much nitrogen was present. Hydrogen and sili-

con tetrafluoride increase still more the quantity of ozone. The
authors then examine. 1 the physical properties of ozone, the

density as determined by Soret, and the heat of formation by

i'--ing the only data heretofore known. The prodm-

i< permanent at —23 —enabled the authors to obtain interesting

results on com pressin git. Theoxvgen < led h\ methyl chloride,

«as o Z( ,ni Zed and plaeed in t he compression I ube of aCailletet

apparatus, eare bei, lir taken to keep the temperature at -23 .
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Opon BUing a tube a meter long with the ozonized oxygen at the

ordinary pressure, and looking through it at a white surface, the

gas was seen to have a sky-blue color, darker as the amount of

ozone was greater; thus proving ozone to be a colored gas. The
question next arose, is liquid ozone colored ? By a sudden ex-

pansion from a pressure of 75 atmospheres at -23°, a thick mist

was momentarily produced (this result not taking place with oxy-

gen below 300 atmospheres). Compression to 200 atmosphere- at

a temperature of —88° did not give on expansion :niy visible liquid.

By adding, however, carbon dioxide <ras whose "point of li<i" e
-

faction is not far from that of ozone, a liquid layer was obtained.

blue in color and not differing in shade from' the gas above it.

When slightly expanded and then immediately compressed, an

azure blue liquid is obtained much deeper in color than the gas,

the cooling produced by the expansion reducing the temperature

of the ozone below its critical point. Hence a mixture of oxy-eu

and ozone containing above 50 per cent of the latter gas com-

preyed below -88° would give drops of a dark 1

with detonation.
since Berthelot has snown mat 24 grams <>l ov
calories in conversion into ozone. Finally, the'
of this blue color of ozone to ascertain whether the product- ot

of carbon dioxide by th
tamed this gas. Upon compressing the products of the action ot

the eh-etric diseharge upon carbon dioxide in a Cailletet appa-

ratus, not only was a colored uas obtained, but the umlcronq«'>o(l

CO.. liquefied and became blue.— Hull. S,,r. Cl,.. II, x\\v.-\ -Ian.,

1881. G. F. B.

3. On the < '/i!,>r-/,)/j><>i,;tri<- th-UI <>f <;,,,/ /,//.,•*//<• —Oou»<'">1II,T

has submitted to examination the 'product obtained bv Oay Lus-

sac by distilling aqua in-ia, and called bv him l"aci h

romtnque." Three parts of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. I
'

I t;
.

u;i
:

mixed with om-
J

art of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 "36 ami -

to di-tillation on the water bath. The^evolved vapors wciv

passed first through an empty flask, then through a
'alcmrn tub,, and tiuallv eondmised in small fia'sks. placed m a



'

i of NOC1 and NOCl
2
. If a mixture of N0C1

2

1, then from the above data there would be 3 molecules free

4 molecules NOCl
2
which would give a vapor density of

very near that actually I

&naty of 2-315, which taken in connection with its content of
•liloriiu', wi per cent, shows it to be a mixture of NOC1 and
'

}
Hence (la\ I.ussac's chh>r-h vponit ric acid is a mixture of

nitrosvl clilorj,!,. with a varvinn' | *ri >| h otioii of absorbed chlorine
iras.-Z,,y„y.v .j„ y ,., rrv , :!7̂ x ov, 1880. g. f. b.

4. Oh Merrarh- Fnlr„hmt* and /'fs Dtu-ompoaition.—Bkrthe-
lot and Vieillk have studied the properties and conditions of
decomposition of mercuric fulminate. Their material was that
'^'•'l in the service and it gave on analysis numbers airreehm'
with the formula CX.HoO ..." Its decomposition products were

i by exploding about three grams of it electrically in a
steel eprouvette, previously filled with pure dry nitrogen under
known pressure and temperature. As a mean of five experiments,— ive 234-2 c. c

"

amines tins gas contain
(Ratio 2-04 : 1) and II 1-87. Hence the reaction is: C

2
N

2
Hg0

3—(CO)
2
-j-N

2
-j-Hg. It appears, therefore, that no compound

capable of dissociation is formed, and that consequently no grad-
ual reunion takes place capable of moderating the ' expansion
of the gas and of diminishing the violence of the initial shock.

Il " ,

'

i
' ,l "' energy of the explosion. The heat produced was

measured by placing the eprouvette in the above experiments in
l,l( ' water of a calorimeter. As a mean of the live experiments.
'""'grain gave to.:-.-> u ram-<leurees ; a quantity of heat which
:i l'!»lii'd to the product ot the detonation would heat them to
!
"

"

,ri >' I'-""
. Froni the-.- data the heat of formation may be

wculated
: C, (diamond) +N

2ff-0 2
+Hg (liquid) =C

a
N

9
HgO

s
ab-

l"

r,,v "' i'tj—
I ] t-5— —()-j-«). which is negative as would be expected.

' .'"''' * ! "' heat resulting from its explosion has two sources:
u ' vb the -eparation of it- elements : and second, the union of the

ims, 2697 kilos. And with 9-72 gram
-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 133.-March, I!
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grams. Hence, though sudden, the pressure produced by the

explosion is iK.it very -rent : that produced liv una cotton being

nearly twice as great, and that produced by dynamite, containing

75 percent of nitroglycerin, being about t lie same. The effective-

ness of the t'ulminate'arises from" ( 1 ) the instantaneousness of its

decomposition, (2)the absence of dissociation products, and (:<) its

great density, 4-42. It develops at the point of contact an enor-

mous instantaneous pressure which has no relation to the mean
pressure in the vessel. This pressure P>ert helot estimates at

48,000 atmospheres, while gun cotton develops on contact only

24,000 atmospheres.—An n. Chi,,,. /%.«., V, xxi, 564, Dec. 1880.

5. On the Direct product ion of Chloroform and Iiroutoform —
Damoiseau has studied the action of porous bodies in causing the

reaction of chlorine noon methyl chloride. A regular current

ably with methyl chloride is passed

ig tube failed with animal charcoal
By washing v

densed product corresponds
the hydrochl

employed. Chloroform
-mity in this way. Bromine acts simi
;r, Clljb-, Clilb and< Br

4
. Acetic a

ins of bromine in this way.'oivos earb<
derivatives of formene.' fhlorine a,

3form in considerable quantity.— C. /,

ol a two per cent solution of sulphuric acid in an open dish

evaporated water being replace!. The acid was then remove
barium hydrate, the filtrate evaporated to a syrup, agitated
alcohol, decanted, the alcohol distilled oft', and' the syrup all<

to crystallize over sulphuric acid. On analysis, it gave
formula C

8
H

ls
O„; it rotates the polari/.ed ray [>]D

=79°, red

behlings solution, ferments with yeast, yields mucic acid v

oxidi/ed with nitric arid, and dulcite when reduced with sod
I''"' these reasons, the author thinks the arabinose of Scheibl

er to avoid all |
;
i,]
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tin- author placet] a thermopile as well as the radiating surface
inside the experimental space. The experimental vessel consisted
of an inverted glass bell jar with the open end placed upward.
The thermopile with one face placed upward and toward the
source of radiation and the other carefully protected by a pack-
ing of cotton-wool, was supported at the bottom of this jar. The
entire jar and the cover was surrounded by water which was
kept running from a tap. The radiating surface at the mouth of
the hell jar was heated by a jet of steam, and the details of the
experiment were so arranged that equal quantities of heat were
communicated to the plate in equal times. The copper wire of
the galvanometer was wound with white silk in order to avoid
any trace of iron, and it was protected from sudden changes of
temperature. No binding screws were employed. The wires

m the galvanometer were carefully wound with those
"t the external circuit, and the junctions having been varnished

< currents. One of the two conducting wires was
completely insulated, for the authors confirmed the earlier result
of Lamont, that perfectly dry wood is not an insulator for feeble
currents. The experiment- with pure dry :ur made it apparent
that the absorption of heat rays from a source of heat at 100° C.
m passing through a layer of air thirty-one centimeters in thick-
ness is so small that it cannot be measured. From experiment it

*a> found that out of Win incident ravs i»0-7« pass through.
Wuli moist air no absorption was found. This result was sur-
I'l-i-mg. -mce the well-known absorption of heat rays of the sun
,jy the atmosphere has generally been attributed to auiieous va-
por. Afterage„e,-

; i| 1 |ise,-i„n 1 ,fthe m ,.te.,r..l.,gie„lb, :,riugof

ft Du*, Fogs, ,

"Wtftothe ttoy
that dust is essent

s [>hiced beneath a ivei\ er and the temperature of the enclosed
lowered by reducing its tension. With untiltered air the
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receiver was immediately filled with a dense vapor, with filt<

air, however, no cloudiness was perceived. It was concluded f

these experiments: (1) Whenever water vapor condenses in

atmosphere it always does so on some solid nucleus
; (2) that <

particles in the air form the nuclei on which the vapor conden

(3) that if there was no dust there would he no fogs, no clo

would convert every object on the surface of the earth into a

denser on which it would deposit
; (4) our breath when it

an intense fog, and burned sulphur gave a fog so intense that i

was impossible to see through a thickness of 5 cm. of it. 1'
!
~

calculated that more than 200 tons of sulphur are bun

coal every winter's day in London, and this quantity

in the writer's opinion, to account for London togs. .\atKi><

Dec. 30, 1880. •'• *
9. On the relation between the Diurnal liana* <>/ ''" -""'j'

netic Beelinath,,, and Horizontal force, as observedfrom l^ 1 ".

1877 at tin lhnial <)!,.« rrat,,ra.' <i r>< n irirh and the j»rm<< "J
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range of the declination and horizontal force.

a the curves D D, II II in the figure are plotted

led to one-thir

lor the curves of declination
(I> D) and horizontal force
(HII) are so arranged that
each minute of arc of declina-
tion is represented by '0003
1,1 horizontal force, and so

The third
curve (S£),ths

•oust meted by

nomena.
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creased, and dii

not entirely decisive; the other conclusions are regarded as sutli-

10.' U. S. Const «nJ (ieothtlr S,ir)}<>)/, Cakui.k 1'. I'attkksox,

Superintendent in charge. Metltml* <i„,l llesnlt*: .I/'/'/'''''""

St„, ,<l„r<h <,/ I.,,njtl, (Appendix, Xo. 12— Ueport for l>77).

:if. pp. tto. Washington, 1880.—This memoir contains the report

by Professor .1. K. llilgard on the details of observations made to

establish the relation between the American and British stand-

ards of length. The general results reached (published in Appen-

dix _'_'. Report for 1876), show— (l) That there is no difference

between the standards ,,f weight of Great Britain and those <>t

the United States; (-J) This is also true of the standards oi

length : (:{) The standards of volume in the United State- are the

same as those lawful in Great Britain prior to ls-Jt'.. Also. (4)

the relation of American and British standards to the I- reach

metric standard is not determined with extreme pre.

the legal enactments will suffice for all purposes except those ot

great scientific accuracy.
The standards of length described in the report are the TroiuJe

ton Mi-inch scale and the British standards, the bronze yard. >"•

as the standard

partment, in 183$

the British Go 1

*
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Low Moot iron, on the other hand, which has been subjected to
the same vicissitudes as the bronze bar before mentioned, has
maintained its relative length to the Imperial standard. As bear-
ni.tr upon tin- persist enee of material reduced to the plastic condi-
tion, the fact is mentioned thai in 1867 one of the original meters,
!"ni: in the possession of the I'. S. Coast Survey, was compared
with the platinum meter of the Conservatoire des Arts et .Metiers,
!n;cleahout 1800, and no difference of so much as a thousandth
part of a millimeter after so many years was detected, although
if had been twice transported across the ocean and had experi-
« necl extreme vicissitudes of temperature.

II. Ma<i,,i'tk- Ihrlrndtinn in Missouri.—A chart has been
'ssiie.l l,y I'roiVss.ir Fnmr i s k. Nipher, of St. Louis, giving the
declination of the magnetic needle in Missouri for 1879, and with
the lines of equal declination deduced from the obs<

* published for use of surveyors, but it is interesting as
showing the remarkable irregularity in these isogonic lines. For

immediately west of St. Louis the lines have a sharp
'" ''"i to the westward, while on the same parallel toward the cen-
tt'r of the Mate there is ;t correspondingly sharp bend to the east-
ward. ((See this Journal, xix, 234, 1880).

II. GeolocxY and Mineralogy.

I. Pnmsytnnu,, tindoijiml Surrey / The Geoloyy of JA K> <n,
<>»i/ t fy, and its ruitini'tion irith that <>/ ' Ult/tr.noi, Elk and
.,'"';' hy Ciiaui.ks A. Amihiunki:. Report of Progress, No.
b- : >TJ pp. svo. With n.'i plates and _' maps. Ilarrisburg:

first of the topographical features ;

of the general geological struct

u

products" of the
geology >M the co .
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pies," the latter only occasionally taking the form of a trough.

Tin- strata are a continuation of those of the Appalachian region

to the southeast, but all the formations aiv greatly rcJu.-t-.l in

thickness. They belong to the following groups, commencim:

A. Devonian.— (1) The Chemung sandstones and >hal«-

(VIII) which include the productive "oil-sands" of the P>r:ul-

lor.l district ;

;;'
(•_>) the Cotskili sandstone (IX), _>.-> fed thick at

Unidford (while •_'.-><;() feet in lilair Count y, just southeast ot the

center of Pennsylvania, and 5000 to 6000 feet at the extreme

eastern outcrops on the Lehigh and Susquehanna Rivers).

B. SuBCAKBoMFEnors.— (:i) The Porono s<t>i<lstwn (X), -•'"

feet in average thickness (while 2 IM feet in IJvoad Top Moun-

tain, in Huntingdon County, east of lilair County) having, ;U

middle, the Sub-Oleaii conglomerate, to feet thick : a

by (4) the Mauch Chunk Red shale (XI), only lo feet thick

(while 3000 feet at Mauch Chunk in Carbon County) ;
the two

together correspond to the Sid carboniferous.

(5) The PottHvilh ron.itnm'nit,,

(XII , ico feet thick (while 1000so-called Millstone Crit

Pottsville, in Schuylkill County), which consists, at bottom, oi

the Olean conglomerate (the rock which, on ace unit ot its touet-

like and other bold features, suggested the name of Itock City i"

a place in Cattaraugus County. X. V.. and which is the same a>

the Sharon conolomerate of Western 1 Vnnsvl vania and the con-

glomerate of the Ohio ee(do-4 ists), and. above this, of two sand-

stone strata with the Mtn„ <',„,/-/„</ between. X'M I'd
""'

Ln.nr I'ra.l.irtlr, Coal-nx-tsH,;* (XIII) 140 feet thick, wlucl)

contain the J),/,/,,* C„nl-I,,<l and the (l,rn,nni r..,il-h. <L mid /»'•'

the most northern outliers of the Appalachian coal formation.

The Clermont coal bed (:Ueet thick) is the same as the (
h'rmi.

coal-bed of Western Pennsylvania, and the Dagl !

some bcd> of sui.Mo,,,. and shale. i> the Lower Kittaning.f



\~>w t;,-t h.'L.w the top of the Chemung. To tin- south tlic depth is

1700 to 2000 feet; this is owing partly to a thickening southward
"t tin- overlying strata. I>ut, about Smcthport, to the oil-hearing

Band-bed being at a lower level in the Chemung by nearly 300

but was 58,000 a day in the year ending June, 1880. Of
wells sunk in 1879, only 3 p ! dry holes or un-
c

;
and of the 6249 betweei

1880 only 3-77 per cent.

)ecial peculiarities of the <

i the begin.ling of 1875 and

)il-bearing Isand-rock of the

in this Journal,

, 1880) from a paper by Mr.
>f the remarkable Kane Ge yser well (x viii, 394) on the

borders of the county, an< I the Wilcox Spouting well

, 1878) about three miles to
>ort of Progress of the Ge<
-79. Alfred II.C.Ski.wyn ,

Director. 8vo. Montreal,
>a\v-on Brothers).—This vo ns the following

Introduction, by Mr, Ski/w ^ (.; |.p.i

• Islands, bv Mr. G. M. Daw plorations of the

The map (for which
'akes the southern hal



Fasciitis HI.—This concluding part of vol. i contains pp. -J37 to

334 (8vo), of the text and plates xvi to xxiv, and treats of t lie

Annelids and Echinoderms, with supplements on the Protozoans,

Coelenterates, and Crustaceans. The first three of the excellent

plates are devoted to fossil corals of the genera ILeliolites, Plas-

mopora. Piopora. Pinacopora and Halysites.

4. Revue de G'eologie pour les Aniiees, 1877 et 187S, par M.

Dki.kssk et M. de Lapparent, tome xvi, 268 pp. 8vo. 1880.

(Librarie F. Savy).—This volume of Delesse's Geological Annual,

like its predecessors, gives a valuable resume of geological papers,

especially those rolaling to Lithologieal, Dvnamical.
"

;

Stratigraphical, ( ^..graphical arid Agrinomic Geology. The

abstracts are well prepared and in <reneral
<

j nit ^ full.

,5. Annelid Jaws from the Wenlock and Ludlow form"t>»»*

of the west of England.—Several species of these annelid jaws

arc described and' figured bv Mr. G. .1. IIini.k. in the Quarterly

Journal of the Geological Society for Ausrust. 18*0 (p. 368).

^6. Xenothne, front Burke Count;/, X. <'.; by W. E. Hiddex.

nunicated.)—Svmnietricallv compounded crystals of xeno-

* like those first notice. 1 by E. Zs.-hau (tins

Journal, II, xx, 273) have been lately

discovered by the writer in the auriferous

'indletown, Burke
The accompanying figure shows

the form to be somewhat different Imni

those of Zschau, from I Interne, Norway.

but the occurring planes are the same.

The Burke county crystals are compounds
of a i;</ht-hr<ni-n zircon, with a yeUowisA-gray senotime.

J

•)*'

crystals arc sometimes \ inch in diameter, thi>ii<rli rarely; tlu-y

are oftener T\ inch through. About one in fifty of the xenotimes

from this locality are thus compounded.
,

7. Geological Charts of the Yellowstone /'ark, and ot tin

region adjoining on tin- 'south in tin f, rritorir.< <f Wyoming,
Idaho and Ctah.—Three large and beautifully colored geological

charts have recently been issued as part of the results o! tlie

Geological and ( .eo'}ra|>hical Survey of the Territories under Dr.

V. V. Ilayden for the years 1877 and 1878. The topo-raj-hy '~

';.:'
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III. Botany and Zoology.

1. The Power of Movement in Plants ; by Charles Darwin,
LL.D., F.K.S., assisted by Francis Darwin. With ill -

(L^lon
: John Murray. *

1**0. Appleton & Co., X. V.) ,,,.,.

.V..-J. lHni,,.— First let u> cm-mlulate tin- scicnlific c ....... unii \ ,

-'- : .......;..:
. ;._. .

'.
. ; ;

ly published approve his worthiness fur that r.

'"'-carehe- a,,,! ,,f t l H . infcivnccs which they directly warrant.
will n.it fascinate the nvneral reader after the n.an-

t n.< <>,._ ,, f S,H,-ie- mils, ,1, „1 th< xolumcs ul , i

in- Plants," and' of " Insectivoro.^ Plai'U" of u'l ich 'it is'The

plants take certain dete

ige, most—but not quite all of them—evidently advanta-
is to the plant or essential to its well-bein.o-. R„„ t s point

ith°

Wment °f ^ie stems an<1 tendrils of c
1(

'|' a more developed manifestation of :i g

^
a

.

me is to be said of the movements of
toeir appendages, whether automatic or in
station or stimulus. All this is what t

detailed in this volume undertake t

ily made out.



/"ml sludyV.'" liul' the' J/^t readily \o

: running through the iterated details or sea

Thee:,

manifestation of an automatic movement which is shared 1

the succeeding portions of stem developed from it, in the

especially in twining plants, we see this .general family :it

maximum and in beneficial exercise. More remarkable and in

it is to learn that the initial root, growing from the lower en<

the caulicle (not inaptlv called l» v Darwin the hypocotyl) :

shares in this faculty of circumnutation. As it penetrates
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duced by the clianging turgescence of the cells on different sides
«>! a stem or footstalk, which may or may not be fixed l»v eonse-
'l»»-"t growth or solidification. This M'r. Darwin, we presume

ln-liojM-.pism, geotropism and the 'like (not tospwik «.f at
>},dio-

tro/.ts,,,, '//»»/,„/,' [ y,;.< H/ , /Hiru/nljotro/'isin, <i;<th<-!iotro}>h),i, Iri/jiO-

""<';/. iiytnfro/,;*,,). a,id other terms whirl, the incautious student
"wy take to he powers instead of abbreviated expressions)—in
" f '"'i' words, upon which the solar rays and some occult influence

"} the earth—act, modifying, the sweeps or converting them into
'"'•th and hack or other special movements. Among these, that

:
been termed the sleep of leaves, better and briefly

designated by the word nvctotropism, is thoroughly investigated
in this volume, is shown" to be far more general "than has been

°t Hie loaf, one would have thought that the under surface had

Not only are all these movements incipient in the seedling, but
;ome of them are manifested more rapidly and extensively than'—

• mature plants. This should needs be, since, as Mr.
' ,,r

;

vl
.

li ^ates it, '-Seedlings are subjected to a severe struggle
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sitive tip in its down ward growth strikes obliquely upon

obstacle, lli.

,nsmitted, bends and carries the poi

from the obstacle. Vet later, whenever a new portio

impinges
toward 1nXaVofa*

one or other body, it will bend

ray from it, and so follow alon

at t

It is the tip, likewise, which can discern that the air

than on th,

tltience t o the uppei adjoining ]»art, which bends to\\

It is the tip only which is

I:!

.>n. Well may Mi-. Darwin affirm that ther

•nderful, as far as its functions a

idicle. Also, that, "it is imp<

lemblance between the foregoin

Mr. Darwin, lik
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Why, we would ask, need the word gravity or gravitation be
this connection ?

The introduction to this volume contains a short article upon
the terminology which is adopted in it, chietiy ;is regards mi.1i

words as er ;„axf,/ and // 7/ ,o,,,/.-./y, geotropism and related terms,
which it is mosl convenient to employ, and also the names of the

tyledotioiis embryo below (1,. cot \ led.. us (the ,,/,//./<? of the syste-
matic l.otanists even of the present day) is distinctly recognized
as hypocotyledonous or initial stem, although on the continent
and in America this has long been taught and accepted. None
the less so although the term radick has been retained for it

th by the present writer, at least), in order not to

i the terminology of systematic works. .Mr. Darwin,
in tlii- volume, shortens the expression of "hypocotyledonous
stem" into the term hypocotyl,—a fairly good English term, cer-
tainly better than the' French tlylh: "The objection to both is

d> will not take a substantive Latin form, as al! such
terms should. Wherefore the better name -tin old one which we
have reverted to in the last edition of the Botanical Text -book
(Structural Botany)—is r,,„r,.-h- or ran/;,-,,/,,*. The initial root,

• ir..iii the lower end of the cauliclc (or " hypocotyl")
Mr. Darwin calls tlie radi.de, following in this the ordinary Fng-
hsh usage, except in very definitely dist inouishing it from the

above it. Being simply root, we have preferred uni-
formly to call it so, thus avoiding a word which the systematise

i"iig applied to the cauliclc. Although initial -tern and
""tial rout are most clearly discriminated in the present volume,

:rs to be implied or state.!, either that it is trie i

l
,a,, t which first project from tin* seed-coats and that the s-

embryo conspicuous preexistincj in the seed is root and
*teni. We take it to be quite otherwise, namely, that this a

me growth in lengtl
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(1.) Degree of resistance to frost. This depends on the age of

the plant (older trees standing best), on the amount of moisture

in its surroundings (dry places most favorable), and on the degree

of shelter from the wind. Grown-up trees did not suffer at all

during the cold winter of 1879-80 at Antibes, although the tem-

perature fell as low as 15° F., and the monks of Tre Fontane,

temperature of 17 F.. and this appears to be in accord with expe-

rience in parts of Australia. In the cool, elevated but sheltered

region, surrounding the alpine height of Mt. Buller, Baron von

Mtiller observed snow lodging in large masses, and for pro-

tracted periods, on the branches of the tree, eventually injuring

even strong limbs, bat the stem and main branches remained

unhurt, pushing forth new shoots and foliage in the spring. 1 l0 "

fessor Goppert, Dr. Kaveret-Wattel and others "observed that

E. globulus will bear a severe degree of cold transiently (about

20° F.), if it lasted not sufficiently long to congeal the sap to any

great extent and provided also," that the new wood was well

matured and the spot of growth a dry one."

(2.) The drainage of swamps by
" ugh th<

• of this ....
'"' follow-

,m Mill

Mii Her. it ua- ThmiHi the Archbishop of Mell

blished for dimii

aI1 i,,urra!

that portion of the

But at Gaeta, trees were planted by Royal order in 1854, ana

in 1878 one of them measured eleven feet in girth, and
feet high. It may be remembered that another 8]

genus, K firm/gtKtlh,,/, surpasses this one both in rapidity oi

ie experiments with wood of the same d
Mind that when the weight was suspen
nds free, the average was 712 lbs., bei
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' Mr. Mitchell. Exp(

Dickinson noticed a tree of E. globulus, w
local shipwright, would fully suffice to bi

ii( r. In addition to the figures of the specie

c details, the present decade contains a wed
ing the histology of the hark of Blue-Gun
phy of the same species. The latter well

County adds g retu-

KENO W ATSON. rn i-

ids volm

zE.£

"•« LMa„r.. lU i,I. w ,. r,louml floating at
tfanks, and mostly entirely dead, and r

our. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 133.—
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, the first volume not yet having appeare
c oaoes are devoted to lists of the Academi

r the leading bibliographic detail

several series, ine rest of this number contains two 5

History <nol Stmly ,f Astro,tonn/ and BioarajJiies of.
mers, also the first part of Sectioned, Spherical Astron'om
second section, eontaiiiing references to the biographica
tore for apparently about 2,500 men more or less connect
the progress of astronomy, is of peculiar value and appea
very complete. The work, as a whole, will be one of the

4. Washburn Observatory, Unimrsitn of Wisconsi,
fessor Henry S. Holden, of the Naval Observatory, Wasl
has received the appointment of Director of the W

5. A T,.rtIiZk of Al no !,,
']'

M, 'ViThl 'for^/i' as,

(eyes a,,,! Schools; by Ki>\v.w:i>' S. Dana. 291 pp. 12n

' '''• ! - '

;

principles and ton m a. rdanee with the principles .

large number of examples are given at the close of e

and a supplementary list of examples involving the 1

is added at the end of the volume.
0. Massarhusetts Institute of Technology—Absti
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Art. yLXXL—Mn,,,,,,;;,};/, l„, Pr<./h*nr Marsh „n the 0<hmt-
ornithes, or' Toothed Birds of North America*

i

It is a source of great satisfaction to the friends of science
- uverj which called out at first some incredulity
3t, as Professor Marsh's work shows, on the most

complete range of evidence and perfection of material ever
at the disposal of the author of a monograph in paleon-
tology. The illustrations on the many beautiful plates of this
monograph, instead of being figures of uncharacteristic and
*-"uvd\ rec.M-i.izul.h fragments, lis in many memoirs on fossil
vertebrates, might be. for the most part, so far as completeness
is concerned, representations of recent bones, and, we might
almost sav, of recent skeletons. In fact, in the case of one

e type of the genus Hesperorms, not more than half
a dozen of the small bones are missing; and in Ichtln/nrni*

- re remarkablj perfect, con-
sidering the fragile character of bird>' bones. The success of
the author in getting together all this so nearly complete

when wo consider the rare

Ms, and tha
characteristic,

mw the satisfa
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)f having published all the original matl

Peabody Museum of Yale College. It contains, in its Pre

an outline of the plan of the series to be issued, of which

interest to paleontological science, we cite the following
{

gniplis.

designed
!

!" -nee thrExtfncrVertefc
Life of North Amenca. In the investigation of this sub

c.n.M-timr, with no lit! . . the materia

study, and the rest in working out the characters and affin

of the ancient forms of life thus discovered.

"During this decade, the tield work, extending from

Missouri Piver to the Pacitic Coast, has so predominate,

the subject unfolded, that a plan of gradual publication

came a necessity. The more important discoveries were br

announced soon after they were made, but only where

ritb the On | ; n the present volu
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These were of enormous size, sonic having a spread of wings of

nearly twenty-five feet; but they were especially remarkable
for the absence of teeth, and hence resembling recent birds.

Tlirv form a new order, called Pteranodontia, from the tvpe
genus I'hrunn.Inn. Of this group, remains "of more than 'six

hundred individuals are now in the Yale College Museum;
ample material to illustrate every important point in their

'• With these fossils, wore found also great numbers of Mosa-

attained an enormous development in this country, both as to

numbers and variety of tonus. Remains of more than fourteen
hundred individuals, belonging to this order, were secured
during the explorations of the last ten years, and are now in
the Muse, im of. Vale College.

niation were the gigantic reptiles belonging to the sub-order
•yi'irnpo,/,,, including by far the largest land animals yet

Another remarkable group of large reptiles
h'und in the same formation were the Stri/asam-ia. Other
luiiMsaurs from the same horizon, the " Atlantosaurus beds,"
daiw that this was the dominant form of vertebrate life in that
; ''-''- and many hundred specimens of these reptiles are now in
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The Cretaceous deposits of Kansas, which have afforded all

the remains of Odontornithes, thus far found in America, consist

of beds of a fine yellow chalk and a calcareous shale, which

have been little disturbed, and to this fact, the wonderful

preservation of the fragile bones here described is due. The

strata containing them correspond to what has been called

by Marsh the " Pteranodon beds," a part of Meek and llay-

den's Cretaceous Number 3. This horizon is extremely rich in

vertebrate fossils, and contains many fishes, Mosasauroid rep-

tiles, Plesiosaurs and Pterodactyles.

The first specimen of Odontornithes found was the distal end

of a tibia collected by Professor Marsh in 1870. Other por-

tions of the skeleton were soon afterward brought to light, and

the importance of the group being early recognized, an unre-

mitting search for these fossils was kept up for ten years. As
the result of this field work, there are now in the Yale

Museum more than one hundred individuals of this group*

among which are several almost complete skeletons of ifesper-

ornii and rich material of Lhlhi/omis.
" A study of this extensive series of Bird remains brings to

light the existence of two widely separated types in this class,

which livei Cretaceous period, in the same

region, and yet differed more from each other than do any two

recent birds. Both of these types possessed teeth, a character

hitherto unknown in the class of Birds, and hence they have

been placed by the writer in a separate sub-class, the Odontor-

mthts. One of these groups includes very large swimming
birds, without wings, and with the teeth in grooves (Od'.>i>t'> ,r \' ).

represented by the genus Hesperornis. The other contains

smii . birds, . ti lowed with irreat powers of flight, and having

teeth in sockets {Odoni ive\ ertebne ;
a type

best illustrated by the genus Ichthyornis. Other character?,

scarcely less important, appear in each group, and we have

thus a vivid picture of two primitive forms of bird structure,

as unexpected as they are suggestive. A comparison of these

two forms with each other, and with some recent birds, prom-

away many difficulties in the genealogy of this

class, now a closed tvpe; and hence thev are well worthy ° r

the detailed description and full illustration here devoted to

ll<sr,rorms }
the type of the order Odoniolor, was an agnatic

bird ofereal si . meas ig . Imost six feet from the tip of the

bill to the end of the toes. Owing to the completer
remains, its affinities and probable habits have been very fully

and clearly made out. .

The teeth had conical pointed crowns covered with smooth

enamel and somewhat directed backward, and their fangs were
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t. In form they closely resemble the teeth of some
oid reptiles.

urteen functional teeth in the maxillary bone

near the anterior extremity along the entire upper
the dentary bone. These "teeth were implanted in a

oootinuous groove, and were no doubt held in place during life
' .' ;-artilage. and thus probably had a slight fore and aft

"notion. The method of replacement of the teeth was similar

ich obtains in some reptiles. The young tooth was
formed on the inner side of the fang of the one which it was to
replace, and a pit was there excavated for it by absorption.
As it increased in size, the fang of the old tooth became more
and more eaten away, and it was finally expelled by the new
one, which occupied the same position. Thus the number of
teeth always remained the same.
The results of Professor Marsh's investigations of the law of

i growth in Tertiary Mammals are supplement*

iy of the brains of tstudy of the brains of these Creta-
ceous birds, and he concludes that the same principles hold
good for them as for the former class.

Ihe brain of lI>:.<j,>;ro-nii-< (figure 1) was very small and

]*.
as far more reptilian in type than that of any other known

1)1 rd. The olfactory lobes were large and their nerves passed
out of the cranium through separate foramina, one on each side
of the interorbital septum. The cerebral hemispheres were
small, narrow and elongated, and were separated by a median
ridge of bone denendino- from flip voof of the skull. The cere-bone depending from the roof of the skull. Th

1

very lar

present

relatively very large. The optic looes were i»rge
" t and present resemblances in size and position

ptiles.

Y»npared with the brain of Colymbu

«»u promi
to those of reptiles.

Corr

tiEeiperornis presents some interesting (
than one-third the size of that of the Lc
mark-able difference is in the cerebral

but the most re-

and
e

constTtute by

ular surface
i
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ut was wholly without a keel. The pelvis was greatly
:ed and somewhat resembles that of the Grebes. The
iluni, instead of being a mere ring of bone, as in most
s wholly (dosed internallv. with the exception of a fora-

Ti'orating the inner wall.' The posterior extremities of
in. ischium and pubis are free, as in some Ratita and in

ts. The tail is long, being eom posed of twelve verte-
irreater number than is Found in anv recent bird, except
v the great Auk (A/a, nnpent,/*). 'The middle and dis-
lals have extremely long and widely expanded trans-

irocesses, and by 'these lateral movement was much
sd, so that the principal motion of the tail must have
ertical, and it was no doubt a powerful aid in diving.
called plowshare bone of modern birds is represented
^ossification of the last three or four vertebras, which,
i'- form a flat depressed bone not at all resembling its

gue in the bird of to-day.
egs of ficsprromis resemble those of Podiceps, and are

•ge. As they constituted the sole means of locomotion,

solely for progression through the water. " Provision

• iiii- [trc 'i'v .'..r ,-uj.i.i
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flexure, and the long slender jaws armed with sharp recu

teeth formed together a perfect instrument for the capture

retention of the most agile fish. As the lower jaws
united in front only l>y cartilage, as in Serpents, and ha

each side a joint which admitted of some motion, the pow
swallowing was doubtless equal to any emergency.
"Having thus shown what the skeleton of ffesperorn

themore important question of 1

general and specialized characters manifested

originated. The two most striking features of /

! the teeth, and the limbs, and an inquiry in r<

rst suggests itself.

" I he teeth of Hesperorms may be reg;
icrited from a reptilian ancestry. Thei
the teeth of i*««u ;« f —__„»..

idence of thevidence of this, and their method of implantation in a com-

mon alveolar groove (Holcodont). conforms strict!

have in ore; well knenm L'roup of reptiles r.\n:

Thi, meth.-dot - t
'

t
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naturally expect as an accompaniment of the modern style of
vertebra, and is a much lower grade than the implantation of
th.' teeth in distinct sockets (Thecodont), a feature characteris-
tic, as we shall see, of another group of Odontornithes, of
'.viiicii Irhthiftymi-i is the type. These teeth indicate unmistak-
ably that /'/i'.y,<-fonn's was carnivorous in habit, and doubtless
was descended from a long line of rapacious ancestors."
"In considering the limbs of Ih-.tperonu's, two explanations

of their peculiar modifications naturally suggest themselves.
l'l'«- rudimentary wings, viewed in the light of modern science,
<'b'arlv indicate that ll> sp, mmis was in this respect a degraded
type. The Struthious characters which we have noticed in

jarious parts of the skeleton might be regarded, not as evi-
dence of close relationship, but rather as general reptilian

characters, common to the two groups through inheritance
from a remote reptilian ancestry. According to this view, the
ui".^ may have been gradually lost by disuse, after the aquatic

mined. In proportion as the wings diminished, the
l('^ and feet increased in size, for their work increased. This
change would be strictly in accordance with the law of com-
pensation, and the well known economy of nature. We might
oppose, moreover, the ancestors of Hesperornis to have been
at one time on an equality with the Loon, and later with the
1 V'^'ti'i, in respect to means of llitrht and swimming. As the
M
;':^ ^h'wly diminished in si/e, first came the loss of flight,

u '

hlil ' the wings retained, doubtless for a longtime, their power
°* Propulsion through the water. As this too became grad-

ated, the legs and feet gained proportionally. The
l'"uvr derived from them, aided indirectly by the tail, in time
So predominated, that, the wings became entirely aborted, a
remnant of the humerus alone remaining. During the life-

,1,story as thus indicated, Hesperornis would exemplify in the

the Cretaceous period the evolution that has recently

» in ocean navigation, in the gradual change of the
^de-wheel steamer into th? modern propeller.

Another explanation seems on the whole more reasonable.
and more in accordance with the known facts. The Struthious

••>n in l{,sn< romis, should probably be regarded as

ns that

f
'ven similar characters to the fialitce, and subsequently have

oeen adapted to an aquatic life. Against this view, the ear-
n 'vorous character of He.yxrorni
^elong neck and peculiar jav,

uld be no valid obje
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i cotemporaries would doubtless have been easy victim

is would he precisely analogous to what we have among tl:

responding groups in the Dinosaurs.
: There is to-day no evidence that any of the Struthioi

els, or their ancestors, ever possessed the power of fligh

MXtgb this is generally assumed. The case is even strong!

h aesperornis, as this genus stands much nearer the ance

I type, both in structure and in time. The absence froi

sternum of any trace of a keel is alone strong proof again

ht: the peculiar Dinosauroid union of the scapula and cur.

.1, unlike that of any volant bird or reptile, confirms thif

1 other testimony bearing in the same direction is n<

ntin& . ,. i

'All Carinate birds, moreover, so far as known, indicate 1

ir embryology that they have passed through the Strutluou

lower stage; 'and some of them, Tinamus, for instance, sti

ain one or more of its general characters. There are, I

id, various flightless birds, recently extinct, which do n

on" to the Ostrich -roup, but are trulv (.'urinate in all the

ential features. The Dodo iDhl»s\ 'Solitaire (Pezophap

>-n, nn-ni, and Xotnrm* are well known examples: hut the

show in their should. -r-Lriidle nun :-• !.
•' ;

:
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aquatic birds, recent or fossil. Those who have observed i

Penguin or a Loon swimming beneath the water know what ;

vigorous use such birds then make of their wings, howeve:
useless these members may appear to be on land. Not onh
do the wings, in such a ease, assist in the forward niovemeii

ceeds nearly all known birds, and it is unique ir

expanded transverse processes, and in its depressed,

Plough-share bone. This broad horizontal tail rem
that of the beaver, and was undoubtedly of great t

steering and in divine. Whether it was, like the b
destitute of feathers, or, like the tail of Plotus, was

m
ere arrived at by HaagbtO
sof Struthiousbirda The I

>gv of the wings of the h
»uld never have
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lting from disuse, the extreme

g birds in Aplenjx, had proceeded

better provided with fore

mbs than are the Cetaceans with hind limbs.

The enormous development of the legs and feet, supposed

to point to an affinity with the Pygopodes,

I rophy of the

of which is seen among iivinj

so far in Hesperornis that it

does

6*~

t really suggest ai

'"'
'

tJuZX
M
Tha the

legs (IV much alike in both „,,< is true; bu bo sa I
1"";

that 11, t grebe with

structural c

teeth,

take a •ery superficial view of the
laractenstics
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of this type. The feet and legs are purely adaptive, and
have simply been developed into most perfect instruments for
progression through the water. That these members in an-
other and widely different group of birds should have pro-
ceeded along the same path of development is nothing surpris-
ing and is paralleled in several other groups of vertebrates.
The order Odontotormce, described in Part II of Professor

Marsh's work, is represented by two genera, lcltth>/ornis and
Apatomis. These birds were small and wholly unlike Besper-
omis in structure, being, perhaps, as different from that type
as from that of any modern birds. They were about the size
of a pigeon and were provided with very large strong wings,
but had small legs and feet. The sternum is strongly keeled,
and the bones are extensively pneumatic. They present some
resemblances in structure to the existing Terns, and are thought
to have somewhat resembled those birds in their mode of life.

The teeth of khtlnjomis and Apatomis were implanted in

distinct sockets, instead of in a groove, as in Hesperornis.
They are somewhat compressed and strongly recurved, and

- edges in front and behind are sharp and smooth,
without serrations. The teeth in the maxillary seem to have
been larger than those opposed to them. In Tchthyornis dispar,
the type of the order, there were twenty-one teeth in the lower
jaw. The anterior one is very near the extremity of the jaw
and from this point they extend back to the posterior extrem-
ity of the dentary. The method of replacement of the teeth
was not lateral, as in tkspcrornis and the Mosasaurs, but ver-

J

,0i 'h as in the Crocodiles and Dinosaurs—an important and
highly interesting fact.

An examination of the brain cavity of khthijonii* presents re-

ii' to those arrived at from the comparison of the

I/rspn-omis. If we compare the skull of Ichthyor-

a—the two being reduced to the same ab-
solute size—we find the brain of the former to have been less

than one-third the size ,,f the latter. The differences between
these tsvo smaller birds are the same in kind as those between

ires 1 and 2), but the cerebral
llP 'ni.-pheivs in khihynrHisxYw relatively less elongated than in

The similaritv in the results of these comparisons is espe-

^ing. since in no other cases have the brain cavi-
ties

i
of Mesozoic birds been studied.

.
A feature of this group, not less interesting than the posses-

b, is then- biconcave vertebra). The presence of

v in vertebrates so hi-blv organized as
O'rds, was whollv unexpected, and is only another i lustration
ot the fact, so constantly obtruded upon the attention of the
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anatomist. th;i.t some low character may persist while speciali/.a-

tion in certain directions is reaching a high degree of perfection.

If we leave out of account the skull and presacral vertebra' of

this group, its structure is essentially that of a modern bird, hut

tiie combination of such specialized ami primitive characters

renders it not less remarkable than its larger toothed ally.

^P
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I be required to convince him that they were parts of one

from all known birds, recent and

ings. the mosii characteristic modern feature is the coos
>n of the met;icarpal bones, a character universal amo
ng birds. In reptiles, however, and in the only knov

imoiMthyor.ui,-is verv similar to that of modern carina
In the feet . of Ichthyosis, also, the compound tars

eml.ird
aUOth er modern feature, especially characterisl

, now, we co nsider the skull of Ichtht/ornis, we find t

are rvidentlv a strong reptilian feature, and, before t

'tTV Of /rh/ht/t

;:

:

;;

! •^a
;-

iSS'S-^SSh



}f<h>Jt'.< Mnuni/rajJi on tin: (Jilonlormth.es

Both of these birds were

already described, and the conditions under which their r

were deposited. In many respects. /r/d/n/onv's probably
bled the modern Terns 'in its mode of life. The pc

wings and small feet suggest similar habits in flight, ar

That Iriiihi/i

the'susrs»i ;

:;;

:

; i;'t-u-hn ZuXX'JS

"Besides
of the air a

Mlhyornh and
esent known

its

££
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then
™2abited
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region were the toothless Pterodactyles. Ichthyornis doubtless
competed with these huge dragons for the fishes in the tropical
ocean about which they lived."
The discovery of these two ancient types of birds, so widely

different from each other and from all known members of the
class, .fives us, as might be expected, many hints as to the gen-
J't'«- <>ngin of birds, and proves especially interesting as confirm-
ing the generally accepted view of the close relationship be-
tween birds and reptiles. These two types with Arrhn-opU-r;/x
ami Cnm/isoy-nailm* lead us directly back from the birds of to-
day to the reptiles of Mesozoic, if not of still earlier, time.
While other Cretaceous birds have been described both from
thia country and from Europe, only the Odontornithes are rep-
resented by remains sufficiently perfect to warrant us in draw-
nig any sati.-tactory conclusions in regard to their relationship
with other members of the class. And only through the dis-
covery of their remains in such a wonderful state of preserva-
tion, could we have learned how extremely unsafe it is to gen-
eralize from single bones or portions of a skeleton, no matter
'"'•'•" characteristic they may appear to be. The discoverer
w ''<> should tind (11 ,l v the legs and vertebra* of Hesperornis
w, "il'l be justiiied in assigning to them a place very near the
existing ftxlicipidae, and the conclusion would be sustained by

•nt of everv anatomist. Or, if the skeleton of Ick-

U,e »- respect, ve "orders, the Q,huh,In* and tjrbn.l,

c°ntrast in their principal characters is as striking a:

pected. Hesperon,;, had teeth implanted in a

S
t

roove, a low, generalized character; with, ho
strongly differentiated .addle-shaped vertebra. Ich
xtle other hand, had the primitive biconcave verteb
A«- Jour. Sol—Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 124.—April, 1881
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the highly specialized feature of teeth in distinct sockets.

Bettei < \ impb - th. n these < ould hardh be found to illustrate

one fact brought out l>v modern science, that an animal may
attain great development in one set of characters, and at the

same time retain other low features of the ancestral type. This

is a fundamental principle of evolution.

"The more superficial characters of the absence of wings

and tl>r>iron.j s-.vinn ,in- le-s and feet of llesperorm's are in

striking contract. al>o, with tin pm< e, ful v in- and dii mm w

.. two 'birds J> widely that a

more detail, d company, Mvm. here mmm^n.

Jrfit/, t/ n lllt s and I/>y»,oi>u> with Ai>l«t»]it< 1 1< . the still older

Mesozoic bird. This unfortunately cannot be done at present,

been fully described, nor even prepared for examination b\

removal of the matrix. That ArclMopleryx belongs to the

O'lnntonnthes, the writer fully satisfied himself by a personal

examination of the well known specimen in the British Mu-

seum. This examination was made in 1878, several years after

the writer had become familiar with the American forms of

toothed birds. The teeth seen on the same slab with this spe-

possessed teeth, although only two bf small size were detected.

The separate metacarpal bones, and especi

kmiwu-x' '!,''"r. "it v.'i'l probably be

found, however, that Ar<h<>opleryx possessed biconcave verte-

brae, something like Those of Irhdojoruis.
. ,

-The other Mesozoi. birds nov known from tl

The birds found in more recent formations all belong app*

tly to modern types, and hence present few points forpro

ble comparison with the Odonhyrnilhes. The existing bird

h reptilian characters are nearly all confined to the Ham
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'In the generalized form to which we mu
s ancestral type of the class of birds, we i

pect to Grid the following characters:
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earlier form, and this fact gives us a hint as to what the more
primitive forms must have been, and suggest the more promi-
nent features of the ancestral type.

\ look back for

should therefore

cpect to find the following c

(1.) Teeth, in gi

(2.) Vertebrae b

(3.) Metacarpal and carpal bones free.

(4.) Sternum without a keel.

(5.) Sacrum composed of two vertebrae.

(6.) Bones of the pelvis separate.

(7.) Tail longer than the body.
(8.) Metatarsal and tarsal bones free.

(9.) Four or more toes, directed forward.

(10.) Feathers rudimentary or imperfect.

"These various characters may indeed have been combined
in an animal that was more reptile than bird ; but such a form
would be on the road toward the Birds, rather than on the

ancestral line of either Dinosaurs or Pterodactyles, as feathers

were not a character of these groups. With this exception, all

of the characters named belong to the generalized Sauropsid,

from which both birds and the known Dinosaurs may well

have descended. An essential character in this ancestral type

would be a free .|iuidrati bun, huc, rlii* is ;i uni\ ersal feature in

birds, and only partially retained in the Dinosaurs now known.
" The Birds would appear to have branched off by a single

stem, which gradually lost its reptilian characters as it assumed
the ornithic type, and in the existing Ratitaa we have the

survivors of 'this direct line. The" lineal descendants of

early attained feathers and warm

wnr, never acquired the power of

light. The volant birds doubtless separated early from the

main avian stem, probably in the Triassie. since, in the formation

i have Archa-oph-rt/.r, with imperfect powers of flight

' ' -obably •

birds.

menced, we have an indication in the flight of Qaleopithecv*,

the flying squirrels (P^mm;/*), tin- Hying lizard {DrunA and in

the il\ ing tret -frog ( IHni,;,},!,,,,-)'*). 'in the early arboreal birds,

which jumped from branch to branch, even rudimentary

feathers on the fore limbs would be an advantage, as they

would tend to lengthen a downward leap, or break the force of

a fall. As the feather incrca^d. the body would become

warmer, and the blood more active. With still more feathers,

would come increased power of flight, as we see in young

birds of to-day. A greater activity would result in a more
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the birds now living.

"The short wings and clumsy tail of Archoeopteryx were
quite sufficient for short flights from tree to tree, and if the
body were essentially naked, as now supposed, we have in this

form an interesting stage in the development of birds
before full plumage was attained. Whether Archoeopteryx was
on the true Carinate line cannot at present be determined, and
this is also true of Ichthyornis ; but the biconcave vertebrae of
the latter evidently suggest, that this form was an early off-
•;|ioot. It is probable that Besperornis came off from the main
Struthious stem, and has left no descendants.

''These three ancient birds, so widely different from each
other, and from all modern birds, prove beyond question the

liversity of the avian type in Mesozoic time; and
also give promise of a rich reward to the explorer who success-
fully works out the life-history of allied forms, recorded in
ages more remote."

_

The discovery of birds so highly specialized in certain direc-
tions as are the Odontornithes, certainly points to a much earlier
on -"i than has hitherto been acknowledged for this class, and
*• are not surprised that Professor Marsh suggests that the
"•''filial bird stem branched off from the reptiles during I'ah'o-
*"•<•• time. In view of the results of the past ten years' inves-
^.-'I'loiis upon this and kindred points, we mav fairly hope
Ui;

,

lt t'lture discoveries will add much to our knowledge of this

•11 ;is to our comprehension of the relations exist-

m the three ancient types of birds, Efaperornit, />/,-

tnyornia, and Archoeopteryx, and the two existing ones, Cari-
'"' /

"
:"id Rvtitce.

Paleontologists will look forward with much interest to a

''""hm.son of Arrlnmpttry.r with the Odontomith'ts. This will

descriptions and figures of
' 'vcently discovered specimens of the former shall ha'

«'.S loiearn what orhrr primiMve
,'" "'omnion with this group.
L oo much cannot be said in prais.
1 of the present volume. The p

inir. and present to the eye
of the bones toured.
essor Geikie's remark in regard to ttiei

cv are strict! v and rigidly scientific di;
every bone and part of a bone 'is made
wat it would not be difficult mold a good model of the ske
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eton from the plates alone. And yet with this faithfulness to

the chief aim of the illustrations there is combined an artistic

Knish which has made each plate a kind of finished picture."

Professor Marsh's volume on the <)<l.ont<>nu'ili<;* stands almost

if not quite alone among- work- on fossils, as regards the com-

pleteness of the material described and figured, the paleonto-

logical interest attaching to this material, and the importance

of the biological conclusion.- drawn from it. As the first

volume of the Memoirs of the Yale Museum, it gives a rich

SlTctions at^New Hax^nVa
9^

In his masterly treatise on the "Systematic Geology of the

Fortieth Parallel,'' Clarence King has succinctly outlined many
of the fundamental elements in orographic disturbance; but a

series ,,f factors doubtless predominant in some cases seems to

have been overlooked. It is shown (pp. 728, 746, and else-

where), in the case of the Wahsatch region, (//) that the grad-

ual submergence of an area of deposition was followed by

paroxysmal upheaval, (//) that in the contiguous area of degra-

dation gradual elevation was succeeded by paroxysmal submer-

larmony with established physical princip

implicity and uniformity of action throug!
iccord most fully with the regularity and gen
he succession of events everywhere attested 1

:ness (which may be designated a

irving as 2-7, M. and ±d respectiv

stratum.* Tangential strain du

King might be equivalent to such a m
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fault, which, as

Isoby the

testimony of existing faults, would form an angle with the

vertical.
" At the same time the region (A) on the side of the

fault forming an a. -me an-le with the surface would be up-

heaved, and the region (B) on the opposite side depressed.

Sudi a displacement might altogether relieve the m
strain. The elevation and depletion on opposite sides of the

fault may each he assumed to equal n. Suppose now the

upheaved portion of region A to be removed by dei

and deposited within the depressed region B. The thickness

of the crust at A and B will then be o+p and u + n+o+p
respectively. The ellects of radial and tangential strain may
now each be considered separately.

Over region A the weight of the solid crust would be but

3'/-r4'/, while over B it' would be 2d.+ 2d+ Hd+±fl. In the

effort of the continuous and slightlv flexible crust to assume

Btatical eqi] heavier region would under-

go a further depression, while the lighter area would be corre-

T""'dimdv elevated, as long since shown by Babbage. Iler-

>'"1H Hall and others. This movement would he counteracted

:i 'id retarded bv the rigidity of the crust, and would tend to

produce rupture in the vicinity of the original fault. If now
fiipture supervene, the two regions will become comparativelv

restmg upon the mobile substratum :

each will assume the position due to its density relativ

of the substratum. But since the density of region a is

Zd+4d 2d+2d+3d+4d
2—' wlllle that of region B is only

g »
]t 1B

obvious that the former region will be depressed and the latter

el »-vated: and the relative elevation of the two regions will

accordingly be reversed, and in a parox\ smal manner. It sub-

vinents are now considered it will be -

strain is taken into account, the I

, .
,-.:. e and unequal, but eonstantly

nations anddepres-
Sions on each side of tlm original h>fus of displaecinent. each

in its nature and 'occurring at the close of a period

"''
''uinnarativ >-,.o , • -oil „uiet sedimentation.

b. would eventually

- its eflfect upon the crust, at the

&e , ed to be imminent id the last

,ns lered. Manifestly, when tic pressun h. urn

'<> produce fracture, the crust would give way at i

the precise plane of dislocation

i „ ,'
i , .vat mea-ui b\ t .e incipient ten-

dency to bend upward or downward. Now since the previous
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dislocation had perhaps equally shortened the chord of region

B and lengthened that of A, there might be an equal tendency
upward in B and downward in A

; but the crust being weakest-

in A, and near to the original locus of displacement (where ero-

sion would naturally be greatest), here the rupture would be
likely to occur; and on account of the downward tendency of A

T

this region would be depressed. In this case, as in the last, there-

fore, the relative elevation of the two regions would be reversed.

The tendency toward a succession of similar displacements is

the same also as in the last case, provided secular refrigeration

The coordination of the two forms of pressure would tend to

prolong the series of disturbances, and, if the relation between
the rates of degradation and secular cooling remained constant.

to perpetuate them.

Though the rise of the iso-geothermal planes below region B
and their depression under A brought about by the deposition

and erosion in these regions respectively (which movement was
long ago pointed o it b\ Babbage and Herschel, and has been

considered by Hall. Hunt, Dana and LeConte to explain the

formation of mountain flexures in areas of antecedent deposi-

tion) has been disregarded in the above analysis, the results of

such movements are important. Obviously," if the shifting of

the iso-geotherms kept pace with the degradation of A and the

sedimentation in 15. the portion of the rigid crust forced below
the normal position of p would be rendered mobile, while that

part of the mobile substratum forced above the same plane

would be made rigid (the mobility being assumed to vary with

the temperature). In such a case none of the results above

indicated would follow. But since the rapid conduction of heat

from ocean bottoms (which has recently been considered by
Milne* and others) tends to prevent the rise of the iso-geotherms

beneath regions of deposition, and since, further, the thermal

effect ofanv surface revolution can onlv becouveved fur beneath
the surface after a considerable interval, it seems probable that

the results imla-ated above mi-ht or mmhi not follow accord-

ing as I-eal conditions were favorable or otherwise. These cou-

h-t'-md'eo^hn^
imperfecta understood that it seems im,„„<il,Io t<> determine a

priori whether or not the above detailed results would follow

m any given case.
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Akt. XXXIIL—On the Indices of Refraction of certain Com-
pound Ethers ; by John H. Long.

Akott two years ago, while at work in the laboratory of the
nivorsity of Tubingen, I undertook the determination of the

1 '"bees ni Refraction of a number of Ethers of the Cn IT2n 2
series This work was commenced at the suggestion of Pro-
'•'-> i- Uthar Mover, who was at the same time engaged in an
investigation concerning the rates of transpiration of these and
other bodies. It might also be remarked that the same sub-

re being used by Herrn Erail Elsasser for the deter-
oi specific gravity and coefficient of expansion, and

bis results I have made use of in the calculation of the tables
found below.

Other duties prevented the publication of my results at the
!

•'"'- ! "'t the elegant work of Briihl* which has since appeared,
led a new interest to the subject of refraction, I deem
late to make them known now. The method em-

'

,v
;" 1 was e^entially that of Landolt.f A large Meyerstein

,",[!
;';' ri '"in«'ter, kindly loaned me by Professor v. Keusch of the

I'dnnLren i>iivsw-,l 'l. ,).,,,.., t,„.,- ,„.',.,,, ; + ^,i ,.<>*,,

decii

The fifth
1

decimal pla
A> BoQrCe f light I used the sodium flame and the refrac-

ruo mdiees tor the I) line were determined for several ditler-

:'";, temperatures. This was accomplished as follows: The
hollow glass prism containing the li M uid to be examined.

th its metallic support, was placed on a hot iron

lefj there until the temperature of the liquid had
risen

(m most cases) to about 30° C, as shown by the small
thermometer firmlv secured by a cork in the orifice of the prism,
inen the prism and support were replaced on the spectrom-
eter, allowed to remain a few minutes, when the final adjust-

• made and the observations commenced. The read-

made from degree to desroe. and continued until the
! the liquid in the prism had fallen to that. ,f the

«*>*• Tha th,rmom,„ r ,, ,, :,
: ; he . ,

, v< m-v r n-.K-
compared with a nc
lessor Meyer and a
the temperatures o-i

T.he indices were
dev.at.on, accordinL

table of corrections thus ohtame

_ ven may be looked upon as exact
idices were determined by the method of
n

- according to the formula
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where d is the observed angle of minimum deviation and A
the refractive angle of the prism. This latter was determined

before each observation (as the sides of the prism were formed

of glass plates fastened by rubber bands) and varied between
60° 2' 30" and 60° 3' 30".

In every case at least two complete sets of observations were

made for each substance and the mean of the results, which

never showed variations beyond the fifth decimal place, was

taken. The following table'contains these results.

Under T I have given the temperature in degrees Cent, at

which the observations were made. Under n are given the

indices, and under diff. the variations in the same for a

change in temperature of one degree. In every case the boil-

in- point of the ether in question is given, and when the same
w.-is determined under diminished pressure, this latter clement

is given. In other eases the usual barometric height in Tubm-
an—about 735mm—is to be understood.
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38589 -00052

1-38348 52
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From the above table it is seen, as has already been shown

by Landolt and others, that the increase in n for one degree C.

is in the mean about '00045. As a rule this difference is not

constant, but increases with the temperature; in a few cases,

however, as for instance ethyl isobutyrate and isobutvl 1 nar-

rate there are no second dillerences.
' Although the differences

vary from -001141 to -mmi>59, they seem quite irregular, and it

is not easy to connect them with any chemical property of the

bodies in question, and still more difficult is it to account for

the appearance of the second differences in some cases and in

others not. But I shall not attempt a further explanation of

these points here.

Of the above-named ethers the refractive indices of propyl

acetate alone have been determined, as far as 1 am aware.

Bruhl gives for this for a sample boiling between 99°-101° the

index wD=l-38488 at 20°, and for another portion boiling from

97 -99°/<D= 1-88360. It will be noticed that the first of these

values corresponds very closely with that obtained by me.

Indeed the agreement is better than one might expect, when

the great liability of the ether to dissociation is taken into con-

sideration. Briil

believe that the sample usee

decomposed bv the fractional distillation.

In order to' show the results obtained above, in their most

general aspect, as well as for the purpose of better comparison

with the work of others. I have arranged them in a more com-

plete form below. In the columns headed d are contained the

densities of the substances for each dcirree of temperature, cal-

culated as explained at the outset. Under n are given the

refractive indices to four places, the somewhat uncertain fifth

place being omitted. Under *^ is given the " specific refrac-

tive energy," and under M (^p) the "molecular refractive

energy" for each compound at the various temperatures. M
represents the molecular weight of the ether in question. I use

these term, in the sense in which tliev have been employed by

Dale & Gladstone and Landolt, and 'thev need no further ex-

planation. Propyl acetate I here omit, as 1 do not know the

variations in its density with the temperature.

The quotients -

n.~~—
are on the whole quite satisfactory,

although the fourth decimal places are not always the same.

Some seem constant with the temperature, two increase, while

the others are seen to decrease. The same irrej

been already noticed by Landolt and Wtillner,* yet it stiU

remains to be explained. In the above ethers it will be noticed
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i\ «
1

» |^K?) T -
1 I^K?)

H ' -9767
|
l-3460°7

16 -9753 1-3456

20
,

-9694
J

1-3438
j

•;,-,!.-, 21-27

21-28
18

19

ISOBUTYL PROPIONATE.

•8713 1-3984 -4572 59-43
•8704 1-3979 "4571 59'42

•s!.!,.;

•8974

•8962

•>::. 1

1-3790

1-3788

1212

4212

8.;!i7
4 177

'8681

•s.'S

1-3879

K'I47

1-3864
1171

M=144 *, = *(

Ethyl propionate. Met CTYRATE.

102 d„ = •91118

i-::stn

•i:n»; 4102

ISliS 431.-, US
26

::'< !Si '!;;!';

PBOrtl PROPIONATE Em YL ISOBE TV KATE.

llv! 61-72

•8691

•8686 S-SS •it»';i

•8676

•4466 51-68

25 •8644 1-3854
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1 d
|

n l^-Kir) ' *
I

I^Ktt)
Propyl isobutyrate. Propyl valerate.

M=130 d = -89299 M= 144 r/„= -88092

•8652

8728 4675

22 1-3950

21 S ISli 1K<>
58-90

2-f •s.ios

1-4028
!!;!! «t1>

25 •8690 i-.",o:;7 4531 58-90 24 •8599 1-1018 4i;t:; 67-29

IsOIMlYi. ISOBUTYRATE. AMYL ISOBUTYRATE.

If =158 d = -87597

20 •8575 ]:.!!;;;;;

4f ;;:•.

•4<;i;i

67-15

19

•8598

•S5S!I !-!oso

4 7 5(1

!^5
21

•>557

i'-I'S i;:
:

ii
21

S'
1-4072

1-4068 ii ]™il

21 2-J •>:,;,.
:

!

25 •8530 1-3978 •4663 67-15 21 •8544
1-40B5 •1-51 75-07

ISOBUTYL VALERATE.

21

22 •8540
1
1-4054 "luT 75-00

l ii E Hi

that the constancy of . is attained in eight cases, while in

an equally great number it is not. An attempt to connect this

peculiarity with others of the same bodies has not been suc-

An opportunity is afforded by the above experiments of com-

i.hvsk-a] ,-haraeteristics of some of the butymtes

and isobutyrates. The constants for methyl and ethyl buty-

rate are taken from Landolt's paper,f n D being computed by

means of the formula of Cauchy,

in which A is the eoellieiriit of refraction, and B that <u ,llr-"

pension. For the wave length of the line D, I have used the

ni'Mii vain..- given bv W'iiliner + expressed in ten-tliousan<ttlis

of a millimeter, ilD*5-898.
From Landolt I take

Methyl butyrate A = 1-37879 B = 0-35077

*Lehrbuch d. Experimeutalphysik, vol. ii, p. 150.
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iking the necessary calculations I find the values as

ie constants in the case of the iso

stance lower than in those of the

ere as in several compounds exam-
eristic differences of ethers of nor-

extend to their action on light,

terest to find what values for the

be deduced from the above obser-

1 have grouped the ethers as in the

y the isomers together, there are

1 I have placed the mean value of

<(^)

It thus appears that the differences for CU. from group to

^Parem.t.putrn.Mstant. but the variations are not .-router

^»n. .,,
, t| „, , ot tl. ipom Is

Ls

.

t;t '<r-'" into corKuliTufion The average of the differences

fn?u
for the refractive 'power of CII, 760. Substituting this

-nt -nun^, we lind for < >.. the refractive powers
?'w, 5-81, 611, 568 5-38 5-80 and 5-85. Of course it is not
lnfcended that these numbers represent the atomic refraction in
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any particular groups. They are simply mean values obtained

by combining the numbers M ( —j—) of the last table in a cer-

tain way. From other combinations it is plain that slightljf

different values would be obtained. The average of the results

just given makes 5'77 the refractive power of 0,, that is of

one linking and one saturating O as shown by Briihl. It will

be seen that these values do not differ greatly from the mean

refractive equivalents as given by Landolt— i. e., 7*60 for CH,

and 3-00 for 0, which it must be remembered were calculated

fn»m numbers differing as widely perhaps as the above.

Whether these variations depend for their explanation on the

possible impurity of the liquids examined, or whether they

are to a greater extent due to peculiarities of each individual

compound, is as yet not quite plain. It seems probable, how-

ever, in view of all that has been thus far done on the subject,

that the latter is the more plausible supposition.
_

But it is

only by refined and extended investigations of various phj81 "

cal properties and correlation of the results thus obtained, that

the complete solution of the problem may be expected. For

this purpose, I had wished to make use of some of I

obtained by Pribram and [[audi on the transpiration of liquids

(Wien. Sitzungsbr. 80), but unfortunately I was unable to

obtain this journal.

There are many other interesting peculiarities of fcheneetbers

which might be mentioned, but their discussion belongs more

properly to an investigation soon to be expected (or perhaps

recently published), from Herrn Emil Elsasser, to whom, as

was mentioned, I am indebted for the data from whicl

lated the densities of the liquids corresponding to the different

temperatures. To Professor Mover I would also express m.v

sincere thanks for assistance, without which the completion ot

the above experiments would not have been possible.

Wesleyan University, February, 1881.

Art. XXXIV.— On the Whitfield County, Georgia, Mrfeoric lr<

by W. Earl Hidden.

i discovered in 1877 on a farm s

of Dalton, Georgia, near the T<

lines, be remen

markable for the number of meteorites it has alp-

has happened in similar cases the specimen w«

idered tohenath- imn and was preserved as such

:o. B. Little, then State Geologist of Georgia, visit**

n 1878, and recognizing its real nature procured
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for the State Museum at Atlanta. The writer saw it there in

August, 1879, and with the consent of Dr. Little had a small
piece planed oil', an engraving of which is here given (exact
natural size).

In its complete condition this meteorite is said to have
weighed 13 lbs. Its present weight is 9f lbs. Dr. Little in-

forms me that one end of it became detached on its journey to
Atlanta, which piece lie presented to the college at Athens, <ia.

The mass remaining is thin oblong in shape, and much resem-
bles a very rusty mass of ordinary iron. It is about ten inches
long and five inches wide and varies in thickness from an inch
to an inch and a half. Its surface i- very irregular and has
many jagged points. Only a preliminary analysis has been
made on the piece in my possession : this lias showed it to be
1|or unusual in it.- composition : chloride of iron is largely
present, its deliquescence was observed in many spots on the
mass. The WidmainislaUen figures are remarkably well

OfK. K. Akad. dcr Wiss.'. Wi.
ll

V^«.f this article were Peln August, 1879.
**• JOOR. 80I.-THIRD SERIE8, VOL. 3
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Art. XXXV.—The- Basin of the Gulf of Mexico. A communi-

cation to the National Academy of Sciences made Nov. 18,

1880, bv authority of 0. P. Patterson, Supt. U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey, bv J. E. HlLGARD, M.N.A.S. With
a Map of the Gulf (Plate TX).

At the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences in

New York, Nov. 18, 1880, Mr. J. E. Hilgard presented, on the

part of Hon. C. P. Patterson, Superintendent of the U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey, a model" of the Gulf of Mexico, con-

structed from the numerous soundings taken in the progress

of that work. The accompanying plate (IX) is a reduced plan

of the model, the full size of 'which is 24x32 inches, being on

a horizontal scale of 1:2,400.000, and on vertical scale of 1

inch : 1000 fathoms ; making the proportion of horizontal to

vertical scale 1 : 33. The plan shows the horizontal curves for

every 500 fathoms of depth, as well as the curves of 100 and

10 fathoms. The same curves are delineated on the model

the forms of which are shaped in conformity with all the detail

obtained from the soundings.

The number of soundings taken within the depth of 100

fathoms is very large, varying according to the configuration

and importance of the locality. Beyond 100 fathoms, where

the work pertains rather to physical Yxploralion than to navi-

gation, 1,055 soundings have been obtained, which is an

average of ten to a rectangle comprised within a degree of

latitude and longitude; of these, 355 are in depths greater than

1000 fathoms.

The object of this communication being merely to give a

genera! description of the orographic features of the basin of

this great inland sea—the American Mediterranean— it is <>nlv

ings, temperatures were observed at various depths and the

organic life was explored bv means of dredges. The resnlta

of these physical and biol„<neal explorations are in the ablest

hands tor discussion and interpretation but arc not yet ready

a -cneral 'fact. 'that
!'„!,

'w the depth of' about 800 fathoms the

temperature is everywhere found to he between 30 and 4 ° K
Before reviewing the structural features ot the <

lull-basin

which the model reveals in a most striking manner, it is proper

to recite here brieilv the history of the exploration of the

Gulf by the United States Coast Survey. The surveys of the

shores and soundings of the approaches were begun as long

ago as 1846 under the superintendency of Professor A. 1 > ! >'. '/'

and were continued until the outbreak of the Civil vvai.
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From the earliest date of his work, Bache had in view the
•i of. the (iulf Stream and its attendant physical facts

in addition to the surveys requisite for navigation." As early
as 1845 temperatures were observed over sections across the
'oilf Stic,-, in on the Atlantic p;irt of our const which observa-
tions were systematical] v extended southward. In 1850, Pro-
lessor L. Agassiz examined the structure of the Florida Reefs in
connection with the Const Survev hvdroirraphie partv under
the command of Lieut, now Admiral John Rodgers, U. S. N.
tn In...), across section from Cape Florida to the Bahama Banks.
observed by Lieutenant Craven, U. S. N., developed the fact

- -'it is a comparative^ shallow channel, a greatest
depth of 370 fathoms only being found. In 1860, Lieutenant
Murray, U. S. N., found a greatest depth of 344 fathoms in a
section across from Indian River, not far from the former line,
borne deep soundings in the Gulf reaching nearly 1200 fathoms
were obtained by Lieut. Sands, U. S. N., about the same time.
When after the close of the Civil War the Coast Survev

resumed its former activity, under the admit. ist ration of Pro-
lessor Benjamin Pence, soundings across the Florida and
lueatan Channels were obtained by Master R. Piatt, V. S. N..
accompanied by a dredging partv under the direction of the
late L. p. Pourtales.

F
"

It was not, however, until the present Superintendent of the
u,;,

;

r Survey, C. P. Patterson. LI, I)., organized a svstematie
''•Miration of t he whole ( i ulf. that its character became riditlv
ll "d«Tstoo,l. This e\]»loration was begun in 1872 bv Com-

"11. I
'. S. X., on the west coast of Florida "in com-

I'«u;itiv«d_\ shallow water and was continued and brought to a
gcoessful conclusion bv Commander Sigsbee, U. S. N. (1875-

;

N
] " the Coast Survey Steamer Blake, accompanied by Pro-

es
F
!?

r &. Agassiz, who had charge of the biological explorations.
Ihe methods of sounding and obtaining temperatures at great

ell as those of dredging have been described in the
- ( >ast Survev Reports for several years, and more especially in
a work recently written bv Commander Si-sbee. IT. S. X./and

ihe C. S. Coast Survev. It' will sutlice to rnen-

ot the Gulf of Mexico is an oval connected with the srene
ocean cr "

the Flori

The a,

Florida
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depth of the Gulf to We reduced bv 100 fathoms, a surface

would be laid bare amounting to 208,000 square miles, or

rotber more than one-third of the whole area. The distance

of the 100 fathom line from the coast is about six miles near

Cape Florida; 120 miles along the west coast of Florida; at

the South Pass of the Mississippi it is only 10 miles ;
opposite

the Louisiana and Texas boundary it increases to 130 miles

;

at Vera Cruz it is 15 miles, and the Yucatan Banks have about

the same width as the Florida Banks.

The following table shows the areas covered by the trough

of the Gulf to the depths stated

:

2,000 fathoms 55,000 square miles

This table shows that the greatest slopes occur between the

depths of 100 and 1,500 fathoms. The maximum depth reached

is at the foot of the Yucatan Banks—2J 10 fathoms. From the

1,500 fathom line on the northern side of the Gulf t.» the deep-

est water close to Yucatan Banks, say to the depth of 2.om>

fathoms, is a distance of 200 miles, which gives a slope of five-

ninths to 200, and may be considered practically as a plane

U

'i'ih' lar-e submarine plateau below the depth of 12,000 feet

has received the name of the u Sigsbee Deep," in honor of its

The Yucatan channel with a greatest depth of 1,16-4 fathoms

has a cross section of 110 square miles, while the strait of

Florida in its shallowest part opposite Jupiter Inlet, with a

depth of 344 fathoms, has a cross section of only 11 square

A view of the model reveal* at once some important lacts

which a study of the plan only conveys imperfectly to the

twee, the submerged contours of 50( > fathoms is ..nl\

J-'"

These' facts at '.nee characterize the Gulf <!f Mexico as a Med-

iterranean Sea.

following

:

1. The great distance to which the general slope of the

continent extends below the present sea level before steeper
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slopes are reached. The 100 fathom curve represents very
closely the general continental line ; the massifs of the peninsu-
las of Florida and Yucatan have more than twice their present
apparent width. As previously stated, one-third of the whole
area of the Gulf has a depth of 'less than 100 fathoms.

-• \ ''I'y steep slopes lend from (his submerged plateau to an
area of .Y,.< )(.><> square miles, as great as that of the State of
( h'orgia, at the -Teat depth of over 12,000 feet. There are three

aggregate to more than t<> OOO miles, alon<_' which the" descent
between 500 to l.r.no fathoms, or fi.OiH) (cot, is within a breadth
"1 from six to fifteen miles. No such steep slopes and corre-
spondingly elevated plateaus appear to exist on the unsub-

rfaceof the earth. The su^trostion occurs that while
the latter have suffered atmospheric erosion, the submerged
surfaces have not sensibly changed from the positions deter-
mined by the mechanical shaping of the earth's crust.

'> The far protrusion of the Mississippi delta toward the deep
'

A
'

; "yi' ;'t'the Gulf seems to give evidence to the engineer of the
|"""bably permanent success of the Mississippi Jetties, as deliv-

"^ sdt of tin rivet into water of so great depth, that but

'vil
'< the same feature! the Jr'ur''mde ntaiinu

'

\, , the

the M,.,,>
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During an excursion into Florida, made last summer for the

purpose of collecting data for the Cotton Culture Report of the

Tenth Census, I made incidentally some notes an the geologi-

cal formations of that State, which, with the kind consent of

the Superintendent, are now made public.

The literature of this subject is extremely meagre, and I

propose first to give a concise account of the published observ-

ations of my predecessors in this field, so far as I have been

able to consult them.

In this Journal, I, xxxv, pages 47 et seq., are found some

"Cursory Remarks upon East Florida in LS.'J.s. I»\ Maj. Hetin

Whiting", U. S. Army." This paper is chiefly descriptive of

the topography, natural productions and climate of the coun-

try, yet it contains some observations upon the geology. The

author states that the "rocks found in sil» are all calcareous.

though siliceous bowlders of small size are occasionally seen.

and nodules of hornstone are here and there mingled with the

limestone, which elicit sparks, and are sometimes used by the

Tudians for Mints." "The coast, as far as Cape Florida,

is alluvial, a seeming mass of comminuted shells, resting on a

rocky formation, composed also of shells, more or less broken

and abraded. From Cape Florida, the formation is mostly

coralline, the Keys being of that character."
u As high

as Indian River Inlet, the beach is still formed of shells, . . . .
•

mingled with some sand ; while about Cape Canaveral the

sand predominates, until shellv fragments almost disappear to

the naked eye. Still it seems probable that the whole beach

is of a calcareous character."

The author then describes the " coquina" rock quarries of

St. Augustine, adding some conjectures as to the mode of

formation of this singular rock, which he states is generally

considered as of recent formation, and that causes are still

operating to produce it. This conjecture, while apparenth

plausible, wants, in his opinion, the support of deeper investi-

gation into the character and force of these causes.

' broken or abraded.

i. Johns, a porous, rotten

o be characteristic of the

rn part of the peninsula.

. . which appear in these
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regions, and the disappearance of streams for many miles
beneath the surface of the earth, while others come forth in all

their fullness at once."

le springs, frequently

„„„, Journal, page 38, we
find " Some Facts respecting the Geology of Tampa Bay, by
John H. Allen, Lieut, of Artillery in TJ. S. Army."

This author describes a limestone occurring at Fort Brooke,
at the head of Tampa Bay, as hard, white, with an earthy
texture, and apparently formed of decomposed and commin-
uted shells

; in some places it is soft and friable, very much
Bf chalk. He states further, that he has noticed this

rock at points more than one hundred and fifty miles distant
from each other, and presenting the same lithological charac-
ters

: it constitutes the bottom of the many ponds and lakes in
the interior, and he has been informed that its white and
jagged surface can be seen throughout the whole extent of the
Everglades. He mentions fossils contained in the rock, uni-

valves, bivalves and echini : and he ascribes the great fertility

of some of the sandy soils of the territory to the loose marl
disseminated through it.

According to the author, there is another rock probably dip-

"crvs^s ;, f" 'a, Hz"' Thfc''rock vl'asnoticed aTthefalllf
of Hill sboro Rivei\ nine miles fro in its month . Bowlders of it

the interioi

with clear pellucid water
vicinitvof Hillsboro Biveir and otheir streams flowing

mpa Bay.
Neai Tampa Bay are beds of marl which differ materially

in thei r com position and organ iic contents ; they evidently
belong to differen nods. One

ml interest ing of "these b< Vis occurs 1;wo miles west of

1; >rr \\ mob, and n as fnmisl

chalce<lo,n

ling the beautiful

r. Other beds of

extend along the

tatee River, is an

valves belonging
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clear distinction between the marl beds near the shore and the

more ancient marls, and limestones occun • •_ lai'tlci inla id.

although he does not undertake to decide upon the geological

age of either.

His remarks upon the distribution of the more ancient lime-

stone in the interior, where it (onus "the bottoms of the mam
ponds and lakes," are particularly interesting, in the light oi

We come next to an important paper by T. A. Conrad :

"Observations on the Geology of a part of East Florida, &e."*

In this, the author describes certain Post-Pliocene deposits on

the St. Johns Eiver and at Tampa Bay, occurring ten or fifteen

feet above high tide
;
proving a considerable elevation of the

whole Florida peninsula in the Post-Pliocene period, a move-

ment which clearly raised all the Florida Keys above water.

The greater part of the paper is devoted to a description of the

Keys; with notices of the shells occurring on them and in tin

neighboring waters. At Tampa Bav and southward along the

shore, he notices the Post-Pliocene deposits, but calls attentat

as far inland as the Falls of Hillsboro River. This limesmm

he refers to an upper division of the Kocene. The same rock

occurs, he says, a few miles up the Manatee River. Closei

examination of the casts and shells from Tampa, brings tin

author to the following conclusions, viz., that the N.immulit.

limestone of, St. Stephens and of Clarke County, Ala., and tin

fossiliferous bluff at Claiborne, are to be classed as Lowei

two rec lolls. he propo ) call Upper Eocene, and very

v"the e of Florida w ill be included in

"t This rod,:. ho states, extencIs throughout the

peninsu,1a. ;.s far south as Tan ipa Bav; and both the eastern

and western i ,red with a Pleistocene formation of

- of i 1 pen mins of mammalia. The eleva-

Flo rid:, abov e th e sea level is so inconsiderable

That all or m.arlv all of it t have been i
submerged at the

In volume ii of this Journa 1, 2d "series, p. 3 99, Conrad gives

Descriptions of new specie!5

1

of Organic' r<^mains from the

n this article heJpper Eocene Limestone of
rrampa Bay." 1

* This Journal, II, ii, 36 et seq.
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describes BuUmrn Floridanus, Bulla petrosa, Nummulites Flori-

'4a, Venuspenita, Venus Floridana, Nucula
t'JIimdiu Cylherea Floridana and Balanus humilis.
In this Journal, 2d series, vol. x, p. 282, Professor J. W.

Bailey notes the discovery by him of an Infusorial stratum,
e moutb of Hillsboro River and Ballast Point. He

|; doubtful about the geological position of this bed, but states
tliat it is associated with strata containing fossils which appear
to belong to the epoch of the Eocene Tertiary.

During- the summer of 1.S50, Professor M. Tuomey, of the
Universe of Alabama. pai<l a short visit to the coast of
M, >'-i(la. with the view of comparing the recent deposits there

;

vltil 'he white limestone i St. Stephens, etc./, of Alabama, and
111 tlnsJoiirnjil. 2d series, vol. \i. pp :W0 et se«p, lie published
*;A notice "of the Geology of the Florida Keys, and of the
bouthern Coast of Klorida." The author describes the lime-
^"•e of the Keys— in winch the fossils are all identical with

: ing in the surrounding waters—and points out the
agency of the Mangrove tree in the formation of islands be-
t wot-ii the mainland and the Keys. At Tampa Bay he con-

[

,n "> the observation of Conrad respecting the Tertiary age of
limestone there, which he says extends doubtless to Charlotte

everglades, shut
between the ree

'Everglade," di
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above low tide in the Atlantic, extending slopingly from north

to south, and terminating at a line drawn from Cape Canaveral

to Tampa Bay. At points only fifteen or twenty miles west of

the St. Johns River, there are elevations at least of 100 to 150

feet. The author believes that all Florida is of comparatively

recent age, except the elevated ridge spoken of above, but he

does not express any opinion as to the age of this ridge. He
endorses Professor Agassiz's conclusion respecting the recent

origin of the Everglades.

In the winter of 1851, Professor Joseph LeConte, in company
with Professor Agassiz, visited and examined the Keys and

reefs of Florida, and the results of his observations are recorded

in an article in this Journal, II, vol. xxiii, pp. 46 et seq.,

entitled, "On the Agency of the Gulf Stream in the Forma-

tion of the Peninsula and*Keys of Florida." The author states

thai until the time referred to (1851), nothing definite was

known concerning the geology of Florida, but it was supposed

to consist of a southward "prolongation of the Eocene of

Georgia and Alabama, and its shell limestone to bear some

general resemblance to the white limestone of these States

But the observations of Professor Tuomey in 1850, and the

more full and careful observations of Professor Agassiz during

the following winter, brought to light the remarkable fact, that

the Keys and the larger portion of the peninsula of Florida arc

of recent origin, and as far as could be examined, the work' of

of the agency of the Gulf Stream in forming the submarine

banks upon which the reef-building corals could grow.

The author states that the eastern coast of Florida, from

Lake George as far north as St. Augustine, is of recent coral

formation similar to that of the southern coast and Keys
;

and

supposing the statements of Conrad and Tuomey concerning

the Eocene age of the limestone near Tampa to he correct,

though still problematical in his opinion, he thinks that all that

portion of the peninsula lying south of a line connecting St

Augustine with Tampa Bay. "is almost certainly of coral origin

and formed by the growth of successive reefs.

In vol. ii, art. 8. of the Smithsonian Contributions. Professor

J. W. Bailey publishes his microscopical observations made in

South Carolina, Georgia and Florida. This I have not been

able to consult. The monograph of Professor Agassiz, also, 1

have not been able I

The last Geological Map of the United States, by Professors

Hitchcock and Blake, accompanying the publication of the

Ninth Census, represents the whole of Florida as alluvial.

From the preceding notes, it will be seen that while many
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valuable observations on Florida geology have been recorded,
yet the subject is still enveloped in obscurity, partly because
of the isolated character of the earlier observations, and partly

because of the failure of the later observers to give due weight
to the statements of those preceding them.

I give now some notes of ray own recent observations :

In the lower part of Geneva County, Ala., the Orbitoides
limestone of Vicksburg age, is exposed in many places, and
passing thence southward into Jackson County, Fla., the same
rock is found underlying the whole county from Campbellton
to Marianna, and thence eastward to Chattahoochee, and north-
eastward through Greenwood to the river. The Vicksburg
formation in Mississippi. Alabama and Florida, is almost
everywhere covered with superficial beds of pebbles and sand
•Oblige Sand or Stratified Drift), and of yellow or red loam
<IIH-.or.rs Yellow Loam). The sand is rarely absent, the peb-
bles are distributed in belts which follow more or less closely
the valleys of the principal rivers; the loam, together with the
-iv.it mn^ of r /,o,r and ,,W sand of Stratified Drift age, which

. thins out rather abruptly along an irregular line,

w 'ni'h in Alabama and Florida mav'be roughly drawn as fol-
'" ,u'>

: from the northern boundary of Escambia County, Ala.,

'':_»>tward and southward through the lower part of Covington,
'! |; '-"iiallv across Geneva, through the lower part of Henry

Isden, Leon and Jefferson Counties in Florida, and
t} "'"'-" eastward and northward through parts of Madison and
Hamilton Counties into Georuia. Xorth of this line the
'•°u«try is more or less hillv and broken, the mean level of the

uplands being perhaps •_>.,'() -:\n\) feet above the main water-
courses, while southward the country slopes away to the gulf

J".
an almost unbroken plain, the inequalities of the surface

,,eil 'g everywhere comparatively slight, with scarcely anything
ie8erying the mime of hills*

'

This sea-ward, or rather gulf-
u'

; "-'l. dope is covered almost uniformly with sand, which has
rur"lv the hr-JM-ht yellow and red colors oi the Stratified Drift

: , 1( ,,.,h. The timber is almost as uniformly long-
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darker color from intermixture of marl or disintegrating lime-

stone, and w.here varieties of oak and hickory replace partly

or wholly the lonely pine.

In the hilly country above mentioned, rocks of Vicksburg

age are exposed along the banks of streams, ravines, etc., ana

sometimes as outcrops upon level ground: but on the Gulf

slope, these exposures are usually at the edges and bottoms of

the large "boiling springs" or "blue springs" which are so

numerous throughout this entire region, and so characteristic

of the formation wherever it makes a level, flat country.

Occasional outcrops through the .-and covering are to be

noticed, and some streams like the Suwannee River, flow in

part of their courses through channels cut in this limestone.

Where the limestone is hidden completely over large areas

by the prevailing sands, its presence below is indicated by the

sink-holes, ponds and lakes, which more than any other single

feature are characteristic of the Florida landscape.

These being all due to the same cause, viz., the formation of

subterranean caverns and the sinking in of superincumbent

strata, the same depression may at one time be a mere lime-

sink, (or "prairie" as the larger sunken areas—destitute of

trees and carpeted with a dense growth of "blanket grass-

are called) or subsequently, a pond or lake, by the collection

of water in the depression. A good example in point is

Payne's prairie near Gainesville, which for many years was a

widely-known pasture -round, to which thousands ^\ cattle

were "driven from long distances. A small creek llowcd

through this basin, disappearing near its northern edge into an

underground channel. During the -real storm of I
s

'

1

th]S

outlet was closed, and the -prairie" has become a lake several

miles wide and from fifteen to twenty feet deep. As a matter

of course, these phenomena are not confined to anv partmulai

limestone, and the occurrence of a Miocene limestone forming

the basin of Rock Spring in Orange County, ia i

still, from specimens collected by me at points wide';, distan

from each other, from the observations of others as .piotol

and probably as far as the hit

for its underh in- formation the

of Vicksburg age. the exception

Pliocene or recent limestones fo

diate coasts along the western,

and isolated patches, if not a co
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1. West Florida.

I lie occurrence of Vicksburg limestone in Jackson County
U^ ;iilvadv 1 11 untied, and specimens of Orhil<>i<)<* Muulrll'i.
lertni I'nuLnni. and other characteristic fossils were collected
"/ "''" at several localities, e. g., a few miles southeast of
Umpbellton, at the Big Spring east of Marian na, etc., while the

" ska of this stone in the construction of chimneys,
r

|

!l'""-'
1 the eastern and northern portion of the county, attest

its occurrence everywhere in those parts. In the region
referred to, the limestone lies very near the surface, often out-
I

". Ping over considerable areas, and to this circumstance is
II «ablj due the exceptional fertility of much of the soil of
Jackson County.
Holmes Valley on the creek of same name in Washington

<-'m "ty. another wideh-known fertile tract of land, presents
toe same geological features as the portion of Jackson County

Westward, in Holmes. Walton, Santa Rosa and Escambia

s most of West Florida, down at least

2. Middle and South Florida.

rtions of the State my observations ha

it of country and are" correspondingly
their geological structure,

dllage of Chattahoochee, the bluff' of

t is formed in parr bv the Vieksburg

S0«h as Rock Bluff.

.'rv 'well convinced that the Vicks-

ppearance along the river as far
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Leon, Jefferson and Madison Comities are similarly covered

with thick beds of Stratified Drift and Yellow Loam, and near

the Georgia line the country is somewhat hilly. Going south-

ward from Tallahassee, however, one descends from the ele-

vated country, two miles from the town, to the low, flat pine

woods which slope away gently toward the Gulf. Here, the

usual feature of the Gulf slope are observed, viz: Limesinks,

ponds, lakes, boiling springs, and outcrops of limestone.

Specimens of this rock collected about six miles from St.

Marks, in Wakulla County, were submitted to Mr. Angelo

Beilprin, and by him pronounced to be of Vicksburg age,

Orbitoides Mantel I i. 1m in- prominent among the fossils.

In many places near the coast in Wakulla County, a very

finely pulverized white marl is mingled with the sand, impart-

ing to it a great degree of fertility ; this is the "Gulf Ham-

mock" land of which much has beenwritten. From enquiries,

and. from the observations of Conrad and others, I

these "Hammocks'' exist all along the coast from Wakulla,

through Taylor, Lafayette, Levy and Hillsboro Counties to

Tampa Bay. This marl is also of Vicksburg age where 1

have examined it, and from descriptions which I have had

from various sources, it seems almost certain that the marls of

the Gulf Hammocks in the other counties named, are of the

same geological a<je. In Jefferson, Madison and I (ami. !_

Counties, the Vicksburg limestone underlies the Strati

everywhere, as may be seen in its outcrops along the banks <»t

streams. In Suwannee and Columbia Counties the \

is still the underlying rock, the surface covering being here

light colored sands chiefly—the yellow and reddish sands and

loams of the adjoining counties" westward, being as

sent. Specimens of the limestone with characteristic fossils

have been collected in the vicinity of Live Oak, and an earthj

limestone, the counterpart of some of the Vicksburg limestone.

in which, however, no fossils were observed, was noticed n\

me near Lake City and thence out near to theSuwannee shoals

on the river of same name. I am informed that the rocK a

the shoals is hin-hlv fo.^iliferous. At the time of mv visit it

was hidden bv high water. . .

The Suwannee River, which has its head waters partly in

Okelinokee Swamp in Georgia tlows through most of its course

in Florida, between banks of Vi<dc<bntv limestone, and sev-

eral large sulphur and limestone springs break out through

crevices in the rock along the river.

A bed of what I suppose is Invito has been found lower

down the river; the exact locality I could not lear

large quantity was raised
-

ith unfavorable results, made with it in Tallahassee, to •

s fitness as a material for the manufacture of illuminating g
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irom a map, is upon the i

St. Mary's Rivers
; this ridge is prolonged southward and east-

ward as Trail Ridge, througli Baker. Hi; id ford and Clay
Counties, and the elevation (whether by that name or some
other) is continued, according to my own observations and
those of others, nearly'to the Everglades. Although observa-
tions are as yet wanting, to prove that the Okefinokee swamp
reposes upon a bed of Vicksburg limestone, yet the occurrence
of that rock along its southwestern and southern edges in
Florida, as above mentioned, makes it very probable that such
win oe found to be the case, especially when we consider the
tact that farther south along this ridge and particularly along

n
S

i^
eStern s'°Pe * n Alachua, Marion and Sumter Counties, the

wbitoides limestone is everywhere the underlying formation,
sometimes hidden by overlying sands, but often outcropping

.

J- »e enumeration of a few localities from which character-
lst,c fossils have been collected, will make more definite this
general assertion. Orbitoides limestone is the prevailing, and
* might say the only, rock in the vicinity of Gainesville,
many f the chimnevs and pillars of the "houses there are
l, ' nlt of it. The limestone is often a mass of shells and in
!' ,; > <> Munfrlli. r„rms it, to the almost total exclusion of

ions of Professor J. W. Bailey quoted above,

i. Between Gainesville and Ocala in Marion

sineys of the farm-houses reveal the character

ig rock. At Ocala, it outcrops in numerous
"fa ManleM, here as at Gainesville, often form-

ock. Silver Spring, six miles east of Ocala,

i in the same limestone. This is one of the

ry numerous sulphur springs of the peninsula.

• n objects I villi.' upon the bottoi

from the deck of a steamer.
T^'Hiieiis of limestone from Silver Spring w<

1( "i|prin, to be composed of 0. MantriH Mo
['.' C(->n.. to the exclusion of other forms excep
ibout Ocala, southward and south westward.
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"hammock" land, where an earthy, partly disintegrated lime-

stone mingles with the surface soil. Reference to tables of

elevntions'appended helow, will show that this hammock land,

is sixty feet higher than the sandy plain of Ocala. My own

with reference to the Unit <
'<>;,! near Tampa that tin' Tertiarv

limestone is certain to be the substratum of all the " ham-

mock" land.*

be little if any doubt that the rock which outcrops in the

Vicksburg limestone. It is described to me as being in part a

mass of shells, in part earth v and disintegrated, in part Unity

all well known characters of'this formation in Florida, and its

is at least suggestive of its age.

We have thus traced the Vicksburg limestone, by its <"'"<"

'- an Jackson County in West Fh

Florida, into South Florida 'below Ocala in Marion Co. The

observations of Conrad. Tuouiev and others, prove its occur-

rence at Tampa and probably at Charlotte Harbor. That it

underlies also the other counties of West Florida, and part of

those south of Sumter nearly to the Everedadesf is open to

very little doubt, still we must draw a sharp Hue ^ dis-

observed, however stronulv the inference mav he su]>ported by

the facts.

In Orange County between Sanford and Lake Apo]
are several large sulphur springs of the kind already men-

tioned, afford i n L!

- streams navigable bv small -learners. Three

of these, Hoosier Spring. Clay Spring and Rock Spring, fill

within eight or ten miles of the village of Apopka. were

visited by me. They all come up through fissures in lime-

t of the Everglades.
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ful were also Cardium sublinealum and Oliva litierata. This
would make tin; limestone of Miocene age, as Mr. Heilprin
states his belief that no Vicksbure species are associated with
the shells enumerated.

I do not know that Miocene limestone has been observed
elsewhere in the state, but it seems probable that it will, upon
<-'-\:imiiiatioii, he louiul cither in isolated patches, or forming a
continuous belt between the Post Pliocene deposits toward the
east, and the elevated country westward, which has as a sub-
tint am the Vicksburg limestone.
My observations along the St. Johns Eiver from Sanford to

Jacksonville have added nothing to what has already been
recorded, although corroborating the statements quoted above
in the introduction.

Summary of Observations.

From the foregoing pages it will be seen that the earlier

observers, Major Whiting in 1888, and Lieutenant Allen
in 1846, mention the occurrence in the peninsula of a lime-
stone nhk-i- than that forming the coasts and keys: the latter
,ll "'"> mal in- the statement that it underlies even the Ever-
glades, in l>4r, a ] so , Conrad determined definitely the age of

g limestone of the

the older

the opinion that the prevailing limestone of the penn
would be found to be of the same age. In 1850, Tuorney
'"-""led Conrad's statement concei'iiiim' the age of the rock at
lam pa.

Up to this time it appears, as LeConte states, that it was the
general o pinion that the Florida peninsula was substantial! v a

i southward of the Eocene limestone of Georgia;
out the researches of Airas^iz and LeConte in bringing more
prominently into view the recent character of the coasts and
^'''vs, and ol the extreme southern end of the

\

together with the , xtm g„> n of the theory of the latter author,

V additions to the end of the peninsula,
DJ coral formation., threw a shade of doubt, to say the least,

over the observations of Conrad and others, which we now
lc "'"'v : " have been correct. The result has been, that since

1856 or 1857, a general impression has prevailed, that with the

dYrtiarv limestone at Tampa.
,lu-wh,,h

; ,,j Plnrida was of comparatively recent origin, and
M)

> 1 '> hud down in the latest uvoloifical map.
1,1 what precedes, I believe that I have established, beyond

ooubt, the correctness of the older views concerning the geo-

-'ure ol the ijreater part of the peninsula, which
v,ews, so far as the published records show, were 1

"Pon casual statements or conjectures of authors, except in the
case of Tampa and its vicinity.
A«- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. m.-ArRiL, 1881.
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So far as I know, this article contains also the first
|

record of observations upon the geology of anv part of Middle

or Western Florida, and the first account of 'the discovery of

Miocene strata in the State. For these reasons it has seemed

worth while to publish the foregoing notes.

Leaving out of consideration, for the present, the beds of

stratified drift, it a pilars further, thai almi- the (.fulf coasts of

Alabama, of West 'Florida and of the Peninsula, the Post-

Pliocene strata are directly superimposed upon the .

limestone; the intervening beds, representing the Miocene and

Pliocene, being, so far as we now know, absent from those

On the other hand, we know that in one locality certainly,

and presumably elsewhere along the Atlantic slope of the

peninsula, a Miocene limestone overlies the Vicksburg.

While rocks of Pliocene age have not yet been re

it is reasonable to suppose that future explorations will reveal

their existence along the eastern coast in a position similar to

that occupied by beds of the same age in Georgia and South

Carolina.

The facts with regard to the distribution of the rocks of

Florida are presented in the following map.
Those points where the existence of the Vicksburg limestone

has been determined beyond doubt, by fossils collected and

identiiied. are indicated "upon the map bv a slightly darker

shade. This formation was first recognized" at Tampa and near

the mouth of the Manatee River by Conrad ;
between Gaines-

ville and Pilatka. bv Professor. I. \V. Bailey; and at the other

localities marked, by myself. The locality of the Miocene

limestone was first observed by myself, and the Post-Pi locene

age of the coasts and keys bas been determined at many points

by Conrad, Tuomey. Agassiz, LeConte and others.

Between the Post-Pliocene on the caster ast and the

Eocene of the interior, a space is left blank, as ,t,i<id-rn'»"~' l <

except in one place. 1 1

facts observed,
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Conclusions.

From the observations of others as quoted above, and from
iy own, I have been brought to the following conclusions re-

2d. During the period of disturbance which followed the
^position of the Vicksburg limestone (Upper Eocene), Florida
Was elevated nearly to its present height above sea level,
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which elevation was maintained without material interruption

until the Champlain period. Proofs of this statement may be

found in the universal occurrence of the Vicksburg limestone

as the country rock throughout the entire State, except per-

haps in the southern part of the peninsula.

3d. In this upward movement, the axis of elevation did not

coincide in position with the present main dividing ridge

(north and south) of the peninsula, but lay considerably to the

westward, probably occupying approximately the position of

the present western coast.*

In other words, during the Middle and Upper Tertiary

periods the Florida peninsula was much broader than it is

now, toward the west ; and while the eastern coast had nearly

its present position, the western lay probably one hundred, in

places perhaps one hundred and tit'tv miles beyond its present

place. West Florida was also affected by this movement,

and remained above sea level during the same periods.

Reasons for this conclusion are found in the total absence

along the Gulf shores of West Florida and the peninsula, of

all strata between the Vicksburg limestone and the Post Plio-

cene ; while the peculiar beds of the Grand Gulf group of

Hilgard overlie the Vieksbur- limestone, on the Gulf borders

of Mississippi. Louisiana and Texas, and a marine Miocene

limestone of the usual Atlantic coast character, overlies the

same rock on the eastern side of the peninsula.

This conclusion, reached as is seen above from purely geo-

logical considerations, finds a support amounting almost to

demonstration, in the position of the one hundred fathom line

oil' the Florida coasts, as shown on the accompanying map. It

will be seen there that the submerged portion of the peninsula

(within one hundred fathoms) on' the west, is as wide as the

present land surface, while on the east it is only a narrow stnp.

That sediments were deposited durum' the Middle and L'pper

Tertiary periods off the Gulf coasts of Florida as well as of

the other States mentioned is of course self-evident, and their

absence along the coast at Tampa ami elsewhere can be ex-

plained only upon the supposition that the coast.

It may be objected that the absence of these deposits on the

western coast is apparent and not real: that they have simpi.N

escaped notice: but it seems hardly probable that two sueti

*This assumes approximate uniformity of slope on each Bide •

of elevation. Under any other suppoetti

an elevation of the peninsula after the Vicksburg period, mudi <
height, and a depression die _ * Miocene period at least thirty feet oeio
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close observers as Conrad and Tuomey should have overlooked
them if they occur at least from Tampa southward.

4th. After the Miocene (or possibly after the Pliocene)
period, there was again an elevation* of Florida, as is shown
by the presence of a Miocene limestone on the eastern slope of
the peninsula, some distance (not less than thirty feet) above
present sea level.

The absence along the Gulf coasts, of Miocene and later
Tertiary deposits, either of marine (limestone), or of brackish
or fresh- water (Grand Gulf) origin, has already been accounted
for above.

5th. We have evidence in the distribution of the beds of

J

1

.

1

/' ^hamphiiii period (Stratified Drift or Orange Sand), that
rl'.rida jiikI parts of adjacent States were during this time sub-
merged sufficiently to allow the deposition over them of a mass
of pebbles, sand and clay, varying in thickness from a few
feet to two hundred. The conditions under which these beds
were deposited have been ably discussed by Hilgard in this

Journal, and in his Mississippi and Louisiana Reports.
Of these conditions, I shall speak of one only. From the

mode of stratification of most of these beds, it is con-

J
1 ied tl leason, that they were sediments from rapid! v
lowing, ever varying currents. In the northern part of the
otate, the beds of red and yellow loam lie directly upon the
^i'atilio.1 Drift. These beds of loam are devoid of stratilied

j&Ueture as well as of foods, and were probably deposited
from slowly running or nearly stagnant waters.

I1 "' direct superposition of the Loam upon the Stratified
'' i]!t throughout Florida. Alabama and the greater part of
Al! ^is>ippi and Louisiana, and the fact that there is, with the
exception presently to be noted, rarely, if ever, any sharp line
oi demarcation between the two—the upper beds of the Drift

I
,:iss ni2 by imperceptible gradations into the Loam— point
strongly to a community of origin, and appear to indicate that
the Loam is the last of the sediments made by the floods of

!"• ''I'il't. AIon<>- the Mi«<i^ippi Uiver. the two are separated

;,"' h-ilt, Iheiv Ibllow.-d. over the larger part at least of the
'

; ^ r-s. a gradual cheeking ol the currents and conse-

!l
ne " t ''''position of the liner Yellow Loam, while along the

; '-Xls of the Mississippi, where, as Hilgard has shown, the ex-

"ernes of oscillation were experienced, this gradual change,
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from swiftly flowing to nearly stagnant waters, might have

been interrupted by such subordinated and local oscillations as

would have caused the formation of deposits like the Port

Hudson and the Loess.

6th. Following the submergence during the Ohamplain

period, was a re-elevation, which brought up the peninsula

with approximately its present configuration.*

Evidences on this point are to be found in the Post-Pliocene

deposits described by Conrad, Tuomey and others, as border-

ing more or less uniformly, the eastern, southern and western

shores, and forming the keys.

7th. In the height of these Post-Pliocene deposits above the

present sea-level, Conrad and Tuomey see proofs of the eleva-

tion of the peninsula and keys (ten or fifteen feet) in still more

recent times, while, on the other hand, Professors Agassiz and

LeConte give a different explanation. To quote the words of

the latter author :
" Neither the mainland nor the Keys are

anywhere higher than may be accounted for by the action of

the waves, viz: from ten to fifteen feet."

8th. Since about one-fifth of the coast line of the Gulf of

Mexico is formed by Florida, the present article would lack

completeness if it did not take into account a theory or hy-

pothesis which has been advanced in connection with the geo-

^ical history of the Gulf region.

In view of the absence of marine formations of Middle and

Upper Tertiary age along the Gulf coasts of Mississippi, Louisi-

ana and Texas, and to account for the formation of the beds of

the Grand Gulf group, without remains of marine life, which

overlie the Eocene of those coasts, Professor Hilgard has

„ r„torthei'
*

: and Chan
I from the

l-water basi

ght about 1

between Florida and Yucatan

"7,

been brought to the conclusion that during a part or the whole

of the interval between the Vicksburg and Champlain periods,

the Gulf was by some means isolated from the Atlantic, and

thus converted into afresh- or brackish-water basin, and he also

further suggested that this was brought about by a land con-

nection between Florida and Yucatan.
This hypothesis has been freely discussed in this Journal and

elsewhere, and a further discussion of it would be to some ex-

tent foreign to this article, since the facts observed by me and

recorded above, beyond proving that Florida during the Mid-

dle and later Tertiary periods, was part of the firm land of the

continent, and was probably then nearly twice its present

sula of the Middle and later Tertiary
I

,mw form took

place. Two possibilities suggest themselves, viz : 1 . At the beginning of the

: •riod, a more profound depression of the wsnTu as compared with

the eastern half of the broad Tertiary peninsula ; or 2. At the end of the period
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width, have no direct bearing upon the hypothesis, and offer

no solution of the main difficulty in the way of its acceptance,
viz: the depth (7000 feet) of the straits between Yucatan and
Cuba, and between Cuba and Florida (3000 feet).

And besides, so far as yet known, the Grand Gulf beds
form no part of the present land surface of Florida, being
now, as suggested in one of the conclusions above, probably
submerged, if they ever formed a part of its Gulf coast de-

Appendix.

Lists of altitudes obtained from Maj. P. W. O. Kcerner,
Engineer.

I. Transit Railroad.

Western foot

«

if Trail Ridge, 62£

. t let), 79

,; -'iii<.-vill.. ((', lllr t House). !»5

Arredondo, 100 (?)

Sand'TliU, (Summit), !°?
]
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In the summer of 1878, the writer began a magnetic survey

of the State of Missouri. The work of the first summer was

confined to the northeastern part of the State, and no points of

interest were brought out. During the summer of 1879 the

work was extended over the western half of the State, and it

more important influence than had been suspected. The lines

of equal declination were found to bend very sharply upon en-

tering the lanro valleys, and the needle showed a tendency to

set at ri-ht an-les to the valleys. This tendency seemed to

be greatest when the general direction of the valley made an

when the valley runs northeast and southwest or northwest

and southeast. This tendency seemed to be inappreciable,

when the valleys ran north and south or east and west. In

the report of 1878.* it was ,u-e,tnl that thi< might result

from the bending of the stream fines of the earth-current sheet.

due to the greater conducting power of the moist valleys. In

order to settle this point, further examination is necessary, and

it is proposed to make determinations of earth currents at a

number of properly selected stations.

During the summer of 1880 the work extended over the

southeastern part of the State, where still more important

the position of the needle is probably affected by the iron

deposits, and the effect of contour is studied to less 'advantage.

At the close of 1880, observations had been made at 4.»

stations. In order to bring out the effect of contour, a relic I

map of the State was constructed in wax, and was finally

reproduced in plaster. In this work use was made of the pro_

files of all the railroads in the State, together with a list of

over 300 elevations in the State collected h\ lienn Gannett.

The isogoni. lines which wen first drawn upon u id ' ^

made, were then copied upon the relief map.
In doing this, it became apparent at once, that the 4") sta-

ly the third annual report in vol. iv," no. 2, of the Tr;

* Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of Science, vol. iv, N'o- h I
1

-
;
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tions of the St. Louis Academy of Science. In the original
map, the horizontal scale is 20 miles to the inch, the elevations
being exaggerated 200 times. This exaggeration was neces-
sary in order to bring out the form in the photograph, since on
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have been inadvertently omitted in the cut. One of these

(Carrollton) lies on the 8° 30' line, a few miles north of the

river. Another (Glasgow) lies on the river, a little south of

east from Carrollton. The third (Columbia) lies just east of

the 8° line, and southeast from Carrollton. A fourth station

emitted is nearly due east of the southern terminus of the 8°

line, and just outside the 7° 30' loop. The other stations, rep-

resented by the small circles are shown on the cut, and an in-

spection of the map will show the weight to be given to differ-

ent parts of the lines. At stations situated at points of abrupt

curvature of the lines, the observations have been repeated at

various localities in the region, until it was clear that no min-

ute local effects existed.

The value in the Iron Mountain region is the mean of

many hundred determinations made with a solar compass by

Pumpelly and Moore, in 1872. This region is in the east part

of the 7° 30' loop. In the western iron field, which is uearlj

coincident with the 7° oval, our observations were re

various points (our aim being to avoid iron deposits), without

finding any local action. In conducting this survey, a mag-

netometer' belonging to Washington University was used, but

the dip circle and declinometer were kindly furnished by Pro-

fessor J. E. Hilgard, of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Thus far the survey has been conducted wholly on private

means, in which we have been aided by the railroad eompa-

nies, and by citizens of St. Louis. A bill providing for the

completion of the survey is now before the legislature of the

State.

Art. XXXVIIL— On American Sulpho-Selenides of Mercwrv;

by Geo. J. Brush— With analyses of Onq/rite from Utah;

by W. J. Comstock. Contributions from the Sheffield

Laboratory, No. LXI.

At a meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, held in

New York in November last, Professor J. S. Newberry com-

municated to the Academy two papers, on the occurrence of

various ores in Southern Utah, mentioning, among others,

the discovery of a mercuric selenide at Marysvale, a mining

camp two hundred miles south of Salt Lake City.

A specimen of this mineral was given me by "Dr. Newberry,

and desiring to ascertain more definitely its specific relations; I

made a pyrognostic examination of it, and found it to be essen-

tially a sulpho-selenide of mercury with traces of zinc and

manganese, and that the mineral was probably identical with
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berry, he very kindly requested me to make a further investi-
gation of the mineral, and placed in my hands an abundance
of material for a quantitative examination. Pie stated that it

occurs in what seems to be a fissure vein in a limestone, which
he regards as paleozoic, and that the selenide was found at the
bottom of a thirty-foot shaft, forming a seam about four inches
wide.

Physical properties.—The specimt
berry were, with a single exception
free from rock. The larger specimen was in a gangue ot com-
pact gray limestone, but the greater part of the specimen, 3 by 3
inches square and an inch in thickness, consisted of the sulpho-
selenide. Even the limestone was found impregnated with the
same, sometimes in visible specks, while in other portions of
the rock it was not to be seen until acted upon by acid, or vola-
tilized by heat in the closed tube. A small amount of associ-
ated crystalline calcite also included minute particles of the

tineral. The most careful scrutiny of the gangue
failed to discover any native metallic mercury, or other associ-
ated metallic mineral, and there was no difficulty in selecting
an abundance of the pure mineral for analysis entirely free
from the gangue.
The mineral has a blackish gray color and streak. It has no

distinct cleavage, but breaks with a conchoidal fracture and
shows a brilliant metallic luster on freshly broken surfaces.
The irregular natural surfaces of the specimens in my posses-
sion are somewhat spongy or cavernous in aspect, but afford
no clue to the crystalline form of the mineral. The hardness is

about 2-5 and the specific gravity of the mineral, boiled in

water to free from air, gave the figures 7 '61 and 7 '63, in two
determinations.

Prognostics.— In the closed tube the mineral decrepitates at
nrst, then volatilizes for the most part, gives reactions for sul-

phur and mercury, coats the tube with a grayish black subli-
mate, and leaves a small non-volatile residue which is bright
yellow while hot, and paler on cooling. In the open tube it

gives sulphurous acid fumes, and sublimates of metallic mer-
cury and sulpho-selenide of mercury, and leaves, as before, a
sbght residue of a yellow color. On charcoal in K. F., the
assay tinges the flame blue, and in both O. and R F., gives
''"!"""- fumes with the characteristic disagreeable odor of
selenium, and coats the coal with a sublimate having a metallic
luster, which last, when touched with the R F., disappears,
tinging the flame azure blue. A slight non-volatile residue
remains, which treated with soda, gives a faint zinc coating.
When the residue obtained from heating in the tubes or on
charcoal is fused with borax on platinum wire, it gives an
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amethystine bead ; with soda on platinum foil, it imparts to the

flux the pale green color characteristic of sodium manganate.

Chemical composition.—The quantitative examination of the

miu oral was made by Mr. W. J. Comstock, assistant in the

Sheffield Laboratory" He followed the method of H. Hose,

decomposing the mineral by heating it in a stream of chlorine

gas, and from the volatile portion, separating the selenium

and sulphur by barium-chloride, weighing them as barium
sulplmte and selenate, while the mercury was separated from

the filtrate from the baric precipitate as sulphide. To deter-

mine the sulphur, a separate portion of the mineral was dis-

solved by the aid of aqua regia and potassium chlorate,

and then evaporan <1 i\vic< with chlorhydric acid to ensure the

selenium being as selenous acid, when the sulphuric acid was

id by barium chloride. This precipitate was care-

fully tested and found to be entirely free bom selenium. An
examination was also made to ascertain if anything besides

selenium, sulphur and mercury were carried over with the

volatile portion, by the action ol the chlorine <ras. with a nega-

tive result. The non-volatile residue from this decomposition
was found to contain only manganese and zinc. This was
dissolved in water, and in the quantitative examination acidu-

lated with acetic acid, and the manganese thrown down by
bromine, in presence of sodium-acetate ; from the filtrate, the

zinc was precipitated as carbonate and weighed as oxide.

The following are the results of Mr. Comstock's analysis

:

These figures prove the mineral to be essential)

or a mercuric sulpho-selenide, in which the ratio of the sulphur

to the selenium is about 8:1. This brings it under the

mineral species unofrii,-. which II. Rose found to be a mercuric

snlpl.o-stdeuide, with the ratio of S to Se of 4:1, a relation

whirl, Rose evidently considered unimportant for he remarks

of the Utah mineral with o, lofrite is ;ablished by their

complete correspondence ii i physical elinr:iet.' rs, and Dr. New-
dmal,le,. uaiititv of this rare species

t formim sralogical science.

In this connection it ma y not be runiss to i eview the occur-
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rence of native mercuric sulpho-selenides, which, thus far, I
believe, have only been found on the North American conti-
nent. The first mention of a native sulpho-selenide of mercury
to by Del Rio.* He found at Culebras, in Mexico, in a lime-
rtone which overlaid red sandstone, two ores, one red and the
other gray

; the former he described as •' hiseleniuret of zinc
Mid bisulphuret of mercury," and the latter a " biseleniuret
oj zinc and sulphuret of mercury." The English mineralogist,
Bfonkr. named the red mineral culebrite, after the locality, 'and

•ay mineral rwlite,f i

albadade.
-

lity of 5-56, and, according to Del Rio, con-
tained Se 49, Zn 24, Eg 19, S 1'5 =935. Subsequently, Del
Rio, in a letter to Mr. Brooke,;}: announced that the riolite was
"native selenium with a variable mixture of sulpho-seleniuret
of mercury and the seleniurets of cadmium and iron." No
further examination of the red mineral was made, and little

confidence has been accorded Del Rio's results.

Nearly coincident with the publication of Del Rio's first

Paper, Kersteng announced the discovery of a sulpho-selenide
of mercury among some ores from Mexico, but no more pre-

•y was given. Kersten's mineral was associated with
"alive mercury and sulphur in a iranmie of ealeite and quartz.

In 1839, II." Rose received from San Onofre, in Mexico, the
Mackish gray sulpho-selenide which he described and named

This mineral was found in compact granular masses,
;, yy minted with ealeite and barite, and. according to Mr. C.

*. one of the officials of the Real del Monte Com-
curred in such quantity thi 3 pre

though Rose had sposed to use it

little of the mineral for examination that he was unable 1

detach a sufficient amount of it from adhering barite to enable
ni ni to ascertain its specific gravity. *J[

In 1865, Professor A. del Costiilo, of Mexico, described** a

aide of zinc and mercury from the quicksilver mines
of Guadalcanal- ; this mineral was subsequently independently
dammed and analyzed by IVtersen-H and named <j>i<ubtt-
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analyses given below. Furthermore, guadalcazarite approaches

very nearly in composition the native black mercuric sulphide

from California, discovered by Dr. Gr. E. Moore, and named by

him metacinnabarite* and, to complete the list of analyses for

comparison, I add this, and also an analysis of tiemannite, the

mercuric selenide from Tilkerode. The specific gravity of

metacinnabarite is 7-70-774 ; of the Utah onofrite, 7'61-7'68:

of guadalcazarite, 7 15 ; of tiemannite, 7-15-7-274.

S Se Hpr Zn Mn Fe Quartz.

Metacinnabarite. 13-82 ... 85-79 ... ... 0-39 0*25 =100-25 Moore.

Guadalcazarite.. 1401 tr. 83-90 2-09 ... ... ...=100- Rammelsberg.

do. 1458 108 7973 423" ... tr. ... = 9962 Petersen.

Onofrite, Utah.. 11-68 458 81-93 054 069 = 9942 Comstock.

do. San Onofre. 10-30 649 8133 ... = 98-12 H. Rose.

It will be noticed that guadalcazarite as analyzed by Ram-

melsberg differs from metacinnabarite only in containing a small

amount (2 -09 p. c.) of zinc. Nothing is known with certainty as

to the crystalline form of any of these minerals, but a compari-

son of their densities renders it probable that they belong to the

same system, and they may be considered as isomorphous

mixtures of mercuric sulphide and selenide. Assuming this

to be true in the case of the Utah onofrite, and taking the spe-

cific gravity of metacinnabarite at 770, and tiemannite at 72,

.

we find that the calculated density is 7-64, while that observed

for the mineral was 7-61-7-63, a remarkably close appr<

Onofrite may therefore be looked upon as an intermediary

species with which may be classed the varieties of mercuric

sulpho-selenide, which cannot be united with either metacinna-

barite or tiemannite.

New Haven, January 12, 1881.

nvestigation upon the magnetic condition of steel, and

Physi
upon the magnetic permeability of iron is now in progress in

il Laboratory of Harvard University. The prelir-

xperiments are interesting, since they show that very

low temperatures exercise far greater influence on the magnetic

condition than has been noticed by previous observers.

It is stated by \Viedmann,t that the cooling below the tem-

perature at which steel is magnetized enfeebles the magnetic

condition. A bar which was magnetized at 6° C. or 8° C.

gave at 4° C. and -25° C. intensities represented by 5*08 and

* Jour. f. prakt. Chem., II. ii. 319. (ls7<M mni this .fuuni;i!, ill. ill, P-
36.

f Daguin, Traite de Physiq rehire d'aiman-
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4-90. This represents a loss of less than four per cent. In
my experiments the magnetic bar magnetized at 20° C. when
subjected to a temperature of about -60° C. loses a far greater
percentage of its magnetism. In one case a bar magnetized to

saturation lost sixty-six per cent of its magnetism.
The low temperature was produced by solid carbonic acid and

ether
; and the magnetic moments of the bar were measured by

placing it east and west of a suspended mngnet, which was pro-
vided with a mirror. In this case we have the magnetic moment

M =1 r* T tan cp

where r=distance of magnet ; T= horizontal intensity of earth's

magnetism ; and <p= angle of deflection of suspended magnet.
The angles were observed before the magnetic bar was sur-

rounded with the freezing mixture and afterwards at intervals
when it was subjected, without removing it from its first posi-
tion, to the influence of the carbonic aeid. The following table
shows the variations of the deflections to which the magnetic
moments are proportional

:

When subjected to freezing mixture.

The zero of the scale was -5000 and the observations are

expressed in fractions of a meter. It will be seen that this bar
lost in forty-seven minutes nearly two-thirds of its original

magnetic condition. After twenty-four hours' exposure to the

^'"iH-'Kituivat which it had been 'magnetized, its magnetic con-
ation was fifty per cent of its original state.

A ring of soft iron was next experimented upon according
to the method of Professor Rowland, and it was found that its

magnetic permeability on being subjected to very low temper-

ed greatly from the results obtained for soft iron at
( ' r(linary temperatures.
^ is well stated by Dr. V. Strouhal and Dr. C. Barns, in a

Paper on the physical condition of steel. Ann. der Physik und
yhemie, 1880", No. 13, that we must .card each bar of steel,

1,1 ''--."'d to its magnetic condition, as an individual of special

characteristics—and a long investigation will be necessary to

determine the limits of the effect of great cold upon magnetism.



In the midst of the fine shales marking the passage from the

Portage to the Chemung groups, as they appear in the neigh-

borhood of Ithaca, New York, are found narrow beds of sand-

stone presenting several points of interest to the geologist.

The first example studied is seen at the mouth of the ravine

opening where Junction, Elm and Hector streets meet at the

foot of West Hill.

On the faces of the cliff on the north of the ravine are seen

what appear to be wedge-shaped beds of sandstone of a few-

feet extent in the shales which form the main mass of the rocks.

to be sections, formed at different angles (by the joint-structure

of the rocks) of a continuous narrow bed of sandstone, convex

on the bottom and nearly Hat and horizontal on the top, run-

ning out to thin wedges at the sides, its longitudinal axis lying

diagonally across both systems of joints.

By a reduction of the oblique sections as seen at several

points of its exposure I determined the shape, size and diree

tion of these sandstone masses, which I have called ehannel-

The first one studied is about six feet in width and nine

inches thick at th

under surface cm-
side.

The shales, in which the channel-fillings lie, are fine, evenly

bedded, thin, fragile shales, the lines of stratification of which

are uniform and "horizontal.

Where they meet the channel-filling the shales are abruptly

cut off, the former being solid, compact and showing no strat-

ification. Afresh fracture of the sandstone shows faint hori-

zontal lamination of color, but this lamination is scarcely at all

recognized in any cleavage of the rock. At the upper surface

a wavy lamination is seen in the coloration, and also in the

cleavage planes an inch or so from the upper surface, which is

continued in a more marked seam of arenaceous shale ol uni-

form thickness indefinitely on both sides of the channel-lillm^-

The material of the tilling is nearly pure tine -and, w hih-' t!
"'

enclosing rock is argillaceous shale with onlv slight admixture

of arenaceous material. The dimensions (width and depth) <iy

not appreciably vary for a distance of over one hundred fed

(to the south side of the ravine where the section was discov-

ered in the bank by following out the determined direction



across the ravine). The mass has its longitudinal axis in a
line lying about 15° E. of N. and 15° W. of S.

The under surface of the sandstone masses present the ap-
pearance, frequently seen on flat flagstones from the Portage
group, and called by Hall mud-flow or ripple marks.

In one case I thought I could cleurh/ distinguish direction of
flow of the runnels by the difference of degree of abruptness
of the two sides of the two ridges and furrows. The abrupt
side of the elevations seem to "lie on the north side, and as
these are casts I conclude that the flow which made them was

_
In other cases I could not determine this point, and am still

in doubt as to the cause of the inequalities on this lower sur-

Upon further examination of the ravines about Ithaca, I dis-

covered that these channel-fillings are numerous, and distribu-
ted vertically through about twenty feet of shales.

Theshale is well characterized by its fauna. Its termination
ls distinctly marked above by coarse arenaceous shales and
sandstone, well known in the Chemung group, but these pecu-
liar sandstone channel-fillings are not known to occur above or
ll,-'low this particular horizon.

Whenever, in the neighborhood the outcrop of the shales,
with its characteristic fauna was discovered, careful search
brought to light also the channel-fillings, everywhere running
",' ; t uniform direction, and varying in thickness from nine to

eighteen inches, and in width from five and one-half to eight
or nine feet.

The thicker beds were somewhat swollen in the center on
tu

P- and wrinkles, looking very much like the shrinkage
wrinkles on the surface ot a firkin of lard after it has cooled,
were seen on the upper surface of these thicker masses.
The swollen center of these thick masses suggested the ex-

piation, i. e., that subsequent to the original deposition oi

of shrinkage took pla

shales which was not shared by the arenaceous channel-tillings,

margins of the mass were borne down by the

ules while the center of the mass, resisting the

4ed the center of tin- upper surface to bulge.

ler surface of one mass of tins kind, at the loot of

ilorni direction which have Ween observed fre-

resen iblin^ ii

these lines is the same as that occurring on the Portage sand-
stones below, i. e.. nearly due east and west. In the case

mentioned thie lines run' diagonally down the one side the
Am. Jocr. Sci..-Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 124.—April, 1881.
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channel across the bottom and up the other; some of the lines

are fine and thread-like and appear entirely uninfluenced by

the depth of the channel down and across which they swept.

These lines puzzle me much for explanation, and the only

suggestion which appears to me worth offering is that of a

swiftly moving tide or current trailing seaweeds or particles

rapidly with it over the bottom.

To explain the channel-fillings there occurs to me only one

series of events which begins to cover the facts. The uniform-

ity, structure, directness and great number of the channels

seems to preclude the idea of a rapid lv flowing stream across a

beach, and the continuity of the imbedding strata seems consist-

ent only with under-water work.
The suggestion I have to offer is, that these channels were

caused by the scratching of icebergs on the shoals represented

by the imbedding shales: that the channels were then scooped

cleanly out of the mud of the bottom ; that the flow or runnel

marks were caused by the same ocean current which bore along

the icebergs, and perhaps increased in the wake of the berg.

The deposit of sand in the channels was due to the catching

of the heavier sand (in the cavity thus formed) more rapidly

than on the general surface represented by the thin arenaceous

layers above; and I suppose it therefore to have been tilled

during the deposit of this thin stratum of arenaceous shah'

which is continuous with the upper layers of the channel-tilling,

and which it will be remembered is uniformly uneven with

ripple-mark structure; showing that during its deposit there

was considerable motion in the depositing medium, carried by

Before closing, it may be interesting to mention that the

richest locality known of the commoner of the beautiful and

graceful fern-like fronds, called Lycopodites Vanuxemi by Daw-

son, but considered to be allied with the graptolites, and named

Plu„,ali,m phnnaxia by Hall (see 30th Keg. Rep. N- V.. p. -'•'•»!

is in the stratum immediately overlying one of the tl

these channel-fillings. The stratum is a soft shale and for an

inch or so in thickness is filled with these and other plant

remains, with a few species of frail shell-, avicula. lingula.^etc.,

in greater or less abundance.
" irge fish plate clos<

"

shield of Newberry's ,.,*»,

of Ohio (see Pal. Ohio, vol. ii', chart No. vi, and p. 31). rhe

specimen found at Ithaca is about half the size of the Ohio

specimen figured. The shales in which the channel-fillings are

seen is characterized by the presence of a Lingula which

believe to be new, at least as a variety and probably as a

species, and which I propose to describe at another time.



Chemistry and Physu

fTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
[. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Atom\lc Weight of Alun ,hn,m.—By the com tesy of
rofessor J. W. >L ;d a copy of his paper

After a review of the

o,nlsts, Berzelius, Da vy, Thomson, Mather,
'umas, Tissier and Terreil, as well as >\vn previous invest i^a-

ons in this directi on, the author pa: fo a ih-x-ription
>ecial research in rhich occupied thret

be;a model of pains
destination. Th< - principles kept in '-' ,1|( '

? may be counted upon
irest approach to aceu-
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solid particles. After ignition at a bright yelk

hour, inside of a second crucible, it was cooled and
a strong solution of ammonium carbonate, and r

crucible containing now pure Al.O.., after cooling '

specially constructed glass Lottie" and weighed.' 1

ic acid, the solution being used to pre-

ired to completely precipitate the bro-

;ompleted by adding a graduated solu-



Chemistry ami Plnjs,,



which Professor Tvn.h.ll luul previously ,-n:,„ rimented upon.
_

Ve

ca^nwhuVl'vl' ! i'mI thut it «iM'
vapor and not the liquid whirl, is effective in producing t

effect could

f
sound pro-
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but the tones ceased immediately when the rays were cut off by
an opaque body, as the hand, or a piece of board placed before
the disk. A solution of alum placed in the path of the heat rays
also caused the disappearance of the tones, while no perceptible
wcakcuinu' was noted when the ravs wore made to pass through
a layer 10 cm. thick of a solution of iodine. Willi ammonia dis-

tinct lours were also obtained, but dry hydrogen and oxygen be-
haved like atmospheric air. The cause of these phenomena is ex-
plained to he the alternate warming and expansion and the rap-
I'lly following cooling and contraction of the absorbing body,
•uid. a- might be expected, the effect was most distinct in the case
<>f gases which have a strong absorptive power. The author
'•loses by expressing the intention of determining the behavior of
water vapor in this respect, with the view of deciding the question
as to whether or not it exerts a strong absorptive power on the
heat rays (see preceding notice, and p." 2..0, March, 1881).—Ann.
der Phys. u. Ch<

II Geology.

1. International Geological Congress at Bologna.—The second
meeting of this Congress will be opened on the 26th of September
next, under th-' presidency of Sign. Quintino Sella. Sign. J. Capel-
!ll >i. ar Bologna (65 Via Zamboni), is president of the Committee
"

[ Organization, and to him all correspondence' should be ad-

dressed. The Congress at Paris in 1878 appointed two commit-
t(>es, to make reports at Bologna: one on the unification of

g''"!<>gical methods of representation on maps and sections by
colors and otherwise ; a second, on the unification of geological

nomenclature. A third was appointed to consider the question
ot ' niles of nomenclature of species in mineraloirv and paleontol-
ogy. The first of these Committees consists oY Mr. Selwyn, of
< anada. President; M. Benevier, of Lausanne, Secretary ; and of

M.^rs. Pamsav, Li\ msid-e, von Hauer, von llantken, Gvimbel,
*'•» M.".ller. ToVell. Dupont, De "Chancourtois, Giordano, Ribeiro,

f-'-d.-v. The members ot the second are, M. Ib'bert, of Paris,

,.
U R!m^^rSec 1v!arv

t

o
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nun*- with those of France ami Itaiy in proposing to distinguish

tlie Cretaceous by a green color; Jurassic, by blue ; Liassic, by
,•;,,!, t ; Triassie, l»y briek-red, Penno-carl.omi'erous, l.y gray, an<l

crystalline schists, by rose-carmine. It suggests bright yellow for

the Eocene Tertiary, pale brown-yellow (jaune chamois) for the

Miocene, and very pale sepia for the Pliocene and Quaternary to-

gether. The French propose pale yellow for Eocene, reddisb ;/>/-

low for Miocene, red for Pliocene aix I verv />ab green for Quater-

nary, and the Italian, bistre for Eocene, ,v </.//.-•// y.llmr for Miocene.

clear yellow for Pliocene, and verv />afe green for Quaternary.

For the Devonian and Silurian, the Italian, French and Swiss

little of either of these formations.

2. Geological terms for Stmtigrajdtieal Sitbdi risinns.—Looking
at the earth's strata as a historical series, it becomes natural to

divide geological time into ages or eras, periods and epochs.

But in descriptive geology it is indispensable also that thev

should he subdivided xtratigrapliie.-.llv.' hi Kn-IMi geological



ide English usage altogether—which would
{stout or f'»nnotl„n ; "under this, IVutlan-

and, under this. INirheckian (or Purhrrk)

>out all there i

hnl the svstcii
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no. 2, and others that are like no. 3, atid have some affinity in

interior structure to Ormoceras Unnip'hnn of Hall, and O. ,-rehfi-

septum of Hall.

The second of the papers referred to, by C. Di: Si k i am. reviews

the facts as to the /v/'">"A "ry <,/ th, )',,?,»„;;<>»« of th< Apnnn
.{//>* alioul Tirreno, Serchio, Fiume di Gragnana, Canalc di

Semiazzana, Aulella and Ma-ra. The following facts are taken
from his enumeration of the rocks of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic

formations, with the name of the author who determined the true

lin Triassic fossils in Mt. Sagro,

>, Corchia, and at other places

;

cipolin (greenish to gray and

k and Wealden, the Ne
and the Tertiary.
:,,„„;,.

,,f „,. r.s.<;„
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iciUfttioi, of the Coal Flora of the Carboniferous Forma-
IVnnsyhuinia ,i,,<1 thi'uiiyhout the United States ; by
;tjrKKEix. Vol. IT. 1, Lyeopodiaeen; ; 2, Siyillaria ;

'osfnntiit. Report I' of tin"' Second (ieological Survey of
-ania. Harrisburg, Pa., 1881.—The text of the eoal flora

sipiereux's report i> nearly ready fur distribution; the

ro years. The following statement of the contents of the
ins been received from the author.
>i part of the report, covering *<»<> pages, contains along
exhibition of the essential characters ot the groups, fami-

art is followed by general remarks in chapters headed as



spects the northe

so satisfaeto

any part < »f tin- IVit.-.l States; and tl.iit t >

i

i - mnv'h,
lers to R. Braithwaite, 303, Clapham K..a<

payable alt Clapham Common office. The first sectior

be completed by the monograph of Flssi

,

2. On t >„- Or!,,!,, »f ttarch y,v/,Vs ; by A. F. W.'
it.. I

-u. an.l ....« piihlUl-.l ^.,. :",i-:.t..K.>--Tl
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IV J). (>. Mills,

ders of Cryptog-

'Yii^Ei.gXmnn
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it will hv rememberi'il, bore

tlossoinino- (

of' thorny «liffl<Milti<'s. The second volume

].|K':iraii.T <•(' -[

.

t • irt i
••_!' -t

"
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and ;i like result was «-x | u-i-it-i i<-<-<1 in mx experiments when the
spuri.liu of (r. f„xfii,» var. i/Iohn.-oim were used, and once when
£. biseptatum was employed; but neither of these is the species

which Oersted connected with A'. hu;-,utta, the common a-cidium
of this Crata-u>. The evo-ra phica] distribution of the speeies
is also such ;ls \v,»uld not he expected it' Oersted's views are cor-

't'«-t
;

for while the typical G. fusc>n» and its supposed a-cidial

form A'. „n<;lh(tn ar'e found in nearly equal quantity, G. clava-

has never been found ; and G. conh-nn,, if this species he accepted,

mene havii l_ th )n the tentacular a rms unusually small.

may have ivpr, duced all those suckers, or still more likel y. the

"'•'ihave seen speciiu of this species, an d also of 0. illecebro-

atb !
the distal half

ore ol ess completely
':;!;::;;

i the
more b1< od er an .1 baa iller suckers than I he normal arm s, and

dorsal arms 22nim
, :3d pair of arms 30mm .

ot arms are perfectly normal, but both th
the ventral arms have evidently been entin
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, from the very base. These
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structure of the corona as derived from the photographs of the

eclipse of 1871. The plates show (hat this appendage of the sun is

V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Snltlerhoj }>ij Coi/ipn-ss/o//.— M. \V. Simmvo, after describing

the apparatus he' used, gives the following results in an elaborate

research published in the bulletin of the Brussels Academy of

front fusion, under a pressure ..I" i'.ooo atmospheres, and with a



2. Geodesy, by Col. A. \l. Clark k. K.E.. F.

1880. 8°, 356 pp.—This work supplies a want
in tlir Kim-lisli literature of Ceo.lesv. Its late

-re:,; a^vanta^e of comprising tl,e most recent
in observation and theoretical discussion. Tl
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A V PENDIX.

by O. C. Marsh. With Plate X.

The remains previously described bv the writer, and named
Laelurus fragilis* prove on further investigation to represent a
new group of much interest. Portions of the skeleton of
some ten or twelve different individuals have now been se-
cured from the same horizon in the upper Jurassic that yielded
the type specimen, and all are in the Museum of Yale College.
A study of these remains, which are mostly vertebra', shows

bat they differ widelv from the corresponding parts in
any of the known orders of reptiles, living or extinct, but the
nearest affinities of the new group cannot as yet be determined
with certainty.

The most marked feature in all the known remains of
(Jaslurus is the extreme lightness of the bones, the excavations
jo them being more extensive than in the skeleton of any
known vertebrate. In the vertebra', for example, the cavities
are proportionally larger than in either Pterodactyls or Birds.

to their exterior wall's. InVlate x, a cervical, dorsal, ami
^"ial vertebra are (mured, with transverse sections of eaeh to
'II_iistniti> this point. Even the ribs of Gxlurus are hollow,
'' 1! " well defined walls to their large cavities. No limb bones
oj Ootlurus are as yet known with certainty, and those pro-
viHmiaiiy referred "to that genus are, owing to their fragility.
too imperfect! v preserved for accurate determination.
The vertebra- „f twh,,;,* now known are £,•„„, various parts

of the column and mo-t of them are in <n>od condition
Threeof these'ar, .epn^nted natural m/c . n~ Plate X. Tin-

Strong zygapophvses
1

Tno'7l',U 'three or four behind" the axis
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inclined, showing that the neck was curved. The anterior

cervical ribs were codssified with the centra, as in Birds. Fig-

ures 1, la and lb, Plate X, represent a cervical vertebra from

near the middle of the neck. The cavities in the cervicals are

connected with the soutide by comparatively large pneumatic

openings. The neural canal is very large, and traces of the

neuro-central suture are distinct.

The dorsal vertebras of Coelurus are much shorter than the

cervicals. The centra have a deep cup in front, and a shallow

concavity behind. These articular faces are nearly at right

angles to the axis of the trunk. The neural spine is elevated,

and compressed. The transverse processes are elongate. The
ribs preserved have undivided heads. A posterior dorsal is

represented in Plate x, figures 2, 2a and 2b. The suture of the

neural arch is distinct in this specimen. The foramina leading

to the cavities in the dorsal vertebra; are ijuite small.

The caudal vertebra' are elongate, and very numerous.

They are all biconcave, and all appear to have been without

chevron bones. An anterior caudal is figured in Plate X,

and the accompanying section shows the inner structure. In

most of the caudals, the neuro-central suture has entirely

disappeared.

Taking the vertebral column of Coelurus as a whole it clearly

rtebrae suggest

anything in regard to the limbs, those in front should be as

large or larger than those behind, as in Pterodactyls, and not

the reverse, as in animals that leap.

The characters given above prove conclusively that Coelurus

cannot be placed in any known order. Its remains preserved

suggest resemblances to Dinosaurs, to Pterodactyls, and more

remotely to Birds, and it is apparently a generalized Sauropsid,

of the present breaks in the lines of descent. The sum of_ its

known characters indicates that it is a reptile and not a bird.

of Dinosaurs, than Pterodactyls, but lor its nearer affinities

marvelous diversity of forms in that comprehensive group of

reptiles.

The order represented by the remains here described may

be termed G>hiri<i, and the family. Grlnribi; from the type

genus Coelurus. The remains now known are all from the

Atlantosaurus beds of the upper Jurassic of Wyoming





0. C. Marsh—Jurassic Birdfrom I

The oldest Birds hitherto known from American strata are
the toothed forms (Odontorniihe*), from the middle Cretaceous
deposits, on the eastern flunks of the Rocky .Mountains. In
Kurope. three specimens of the genus Arc/xroptcn/.c have been
found in the Jurassic, but from older formations'no remains of
tins class have been brought to light. The writer has made a
careful search for fossil Birds in the Jurassic hods of the West.
and has been rewarded by the discovery of various remains,
some of which are sufficiently ^characteristic for determination.
The most important of these specimens is described below

:



342 0. 0. Marsh—Aws.rir.av Pterodactyl*.

In its main features, the present specimen resembles the skull

of the Ratitce, more than that of any existing birds. Other

parts of the skeleton will doubtless show still stronger reptilian

characters.

In the matrix attached to this skull, a single tooth was found.

which most resembles the teeth of birds, especially those of

Ickihyornis. It is probable that Laopleryx possessed teeth, and

also biconcave vertebrae.

The specimen here described, and others apparently of the

same species, were found in the upper Jurassic of Wyoming
Territory, in the horizon of the Atlantosaurus beds.

Yale College, New Haven, March 18, 1881.

Art. XLUL—Note on American Pterodactyls; by O. C. Marsh.

> the present time,

ria—Pterodadylm

Marsh.* The known remains are all fragmentary,

but some of them indicate the general characters of the species

and genus. Among the remains now in the Yale Museum are

portions of the wing bones, including the characteristic wing

metacarpal and first phalanx. These bones, although pneu-

matic, sln.w much thicker walls than the corresponding bones

of other Pterodactyls, even those from the same formation in

Europe, thus suggesting a less degree of specialization. Jhe

size of these specimens indicates a spread of wings about five

or six feet. The scapula and coracoid do not appear to nave

been ankylosed. The vertebrae referred provisions

species are proccelian. The teeth found near the remains,

cntly belonging with them, are elongate, and more

rounded than in most Pterodactyls.

The genus represented by these remains appears to be dis-

tinct from Plero'lar/ijl,,,. and mav be termed I), nnoda'tyln*.

Theoi.lv known sp-.'-i,., will hence be Dm la h/lu* nuada.vis.

therefore been placed l»v the writer in the new order Plemnn-

rloittia, from the type genus Pteranodon. These are mostly ot

gigantic size, some havine a spread of wings of nearly or quite

twenty-five feet. These reptiles have one remarkable feature

in the skeleton, unknown in any other animals. To aid the

"*This Journal, vol. xvi. p. 23:5, Sept. 1878.



igs in flight, the pectoral arch is strengthened, (1),

ylosis of several vertebra : (2) by the robust scap-

ing on opposite sides of the common neural spine
3bra\* This is virtually a repetition of the pelvic

'•vitli thnin. The humerus had i <mal head, ami an enormous
radial crest, which curved downward. The scapula and cora-
coid were firmly ankvlosed. Some of the trunk vertebrae
have very long transverse processes, or ankvlosed ribs, curved
backward Some dimensions of this specimen are as follows

:

This species may be called Pteranodo,
remains were found by Mr. S. W. Will
<,

'

,

et;iceous of Western Kansas.
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Art. XLIY.— On the Action of Frost in the arrangement of

superficial northy material; by Professor W. C. Keeb.

To a foreign geologist, entering the Middle and South At-
lantic States for the first time, a hundred miles or more from
the coast, the most strilcintr and novel feature of the geology is

the great depth of earth which almost everywhere mantles and

conceals the rocks. This is readily discovered to be, for the

irely the result of the

*s of the underlying
! these strata,—Archaean schists,

gneisses and slates.- are distinctly traceable by the eye through

tnd are seen to pass by insen-

> lions into the undecayed rock beneath. Its depth
varies from a few feet to twenty or thirty, and sometii,

that and more, heinu- usually greatest on the slopes of the hills.

So much is obvious, to the most casual observation, in the

wilioad cuts, and in the gullies by the roadside. But a more
mmute and systematic study of these superficial earths soon

\X the matter is not nearly so simple and easily ex-

plicable. It very soon becomes evident to the careful observer
that there are in"fact three kinds of earthy layers, each having

Btracture and origin. Their usual color is brick-

red to brown of various shades, from the oxidation of the iron-

bearing minerals.
The banded structure of the original rocks, above referred to

as characteristic, being marked by difference in color and com-
:-;•:,

;, :
..-., .:.;;.... • . ,

.

:....
;

-
. :

_:.

constitution of the underlying "strata, does not reach the sur-

Am Jour Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXI, No. 125.—Mat, 1881.
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face, but fails at the depth of four or five to eight or ten feet

or more, the materials above this being quite homogeneous.

This thin top layer is well nigh universal, and always recog-

nizable. A little attention suffices to show that it owes its dif-

ference in structure and appearance to the penetration and the

mechanical and chemical action of the roots of forest trees.

The mechanical action of these roots has broken up and oblit-

erated the lines of bedding and commingled the different mate-

rials, and their chemical action, living and in decay, has

changed their composition and color, sometimes bleaching the

whole mass in a degree which decreases with the depth, and

not unfrequently in a very irregular manner, so that a section

presents a pied surface,—red, of various shades, mingled with

splotches of a gray, or pipe-clay color.

A second division of the superficial beds in question under-

lies (or replaces) the preceding, but is much less extensive,

bein«>- found chieiiv on the hill slopes and occasionally arching.

in thinner mass, over the tops of flattish ridges and swells. It

is found throughout the hill country and the mountain section

of the State, being most conspicuous in the Piedmont, and pass-

ing, eastward, insensibly into the Quaternary deposits. The

thick nes- varies from a few inches to twenty, thirty and even

fifty feet, and the beds are very irregular in form. Tn
its are best developed and mav be most successfully studied

in the gold gravels or placer beds of the State ;
but their struc-

tural features may be seen in the railroad cuts almost every-

This division is, in general, readily distinguishable from the

underlying mass, first, by a complete obliteration of the bed-

ding lines and bv a sharp line of separation, and secondly,

(from both the other divisions) by a thorough commingling

base of the Blue Ridge in McDowell County. We ha
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a mass of earth with fragments of rock, mostly quartz, of vari-
ous sizes, in a nearly homogeneous accumulation, with scarcely
a discernible arrangement. Figure 2 represents a similar de-

ouch less depth, in a railroad cut at Cary, near Ea-
leigh; and figure 3, one near Eockingham, in Eichmond

County, the last two near the margin of the Quaternary depos-
its. In figure 4, from the same locality as figure 1, we have
an accumulation of coarser and more heterogeneous materials.
In the three former cases, there was simply earth with small
fragments of quartz; in the latter, besides quartz fragments
and bowlders a yard in diameter, fragments, large and small,
of gneiss and hornblende slate and
other underlying rocks. In figure
<> the deposit is shown as capping
the summit of a hill, a phenom-
enon of not uncommon occurrence ^^m the Piedmont region r the sec-
t|,!11 here shown is found near Old Fort, in tl

Valley. In this and in figure 6, two p
81 ited, viz: the partial arrangement of the matt

accumulation of the larger fragments and pebbles to

Attorn of the beds, and along certain horizontal planes,
and the complete independence of these deposits on the
torm of the surface on which they lie. Thev also illustrate

"iportant point, viz : that the present topograph v of

- the result of an e.t'h'nsin .-rosi'm. *.-,/- •/<< „/ to th
" " • '•"»>,,

,,f th-* deposits, so that the hills and valleys of
tne present and the subjacent topography have often changed
P'aces, and these present deposits are mere remnants of much
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larger and wider accumulations which once filled up the val-

leys and mantled over the hills and obliterated the features of

a former topography. This conclusion is abundantly attested

by numerous observations.

Figure 7 brings out another common feature,—the occur-

rence of periods in the deposits, or of several deposits one
upon another. This section is taken from a gold placer in

Brindletown, Burke County, near Morganton, at the foot of a

t
little mountain, called the Pilot, the lower

slopes of which, next the valleys and streams,

! covered with placers of varving depth,

to fifty feet. The same thing is shown
the"

the nountain, a section ot which is

figure 8. The division between

essive beds at this point is not

as represented in this diagram,

although in many cases' they are so. The lowest stratum

(1) which lies on the decomposed gneiss and mica schist

(the slate of the miners), is a four to five foot stratum of

slightly rounded quart/ fragments of an inch or two to six

inches'in di: - lilled with gravel and earth,

upward, to a bed of <rrav. or ash-colored earthv
or eight feet thick, above whieh lies twenty-live to thirty feet

the only distinct breach of continuity 1

strata / and <1 : a and I shadin- into' ea
ruptlv. and so b into c In this section a and c corres

1 and 2 of figure 8, h being an interpolation, and fu

vel. The two

ttle too sharp,

d between the
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black, gravelly soil, with blackened stems and bark
and fragments of wood and grass blades, roots and .-reins.

The bleaching of bed 2, figure 8, and of c, figure 9, is evi-

dently due to the solvent action of the humous acids from the

old soils of the slopes from which this deposit came.
Figure 10 is a section in a railroad cut near Statesville in

Iredell Countv, which shows two muck beds a, a, in contigu-

ous depressions which have been buried deeply by earthy ac-

L'uimilations, which show only a slight tendency to stratification,

in the apparent settling of the quartz fragments.

_
Now in none of the foregoing sections is there any indica-

tion of a proper stratification by the action of water. Indeed
it is clear enough that the action of water is excluded by the

most obvious features of these deposits. It is proper to say

here, however, that there are deposits here and there, which
do show traces of such stratification; and occasionally, in cer-

tain situations, deposits like those above described, in some
parts of them, >ho\v slight and partial indications of water

action. These, however, are exceptional, and constitute a

'la-s by themselves, and need not detain us here.

The diagrams above given represent the general character of

hundreds of sections to be seen along any of our railroads.

They offer no hint or suggestion as to the origin of these de-

posits, the cause or mode of their formation. The most fre-

quent and conspicuous of these phenomena are seen, as stated

above, in the Piedmont. The railroads of necessity follow

the course of the river vallevs, and the sections are conse-

quently those of the lower ends of the jutting hills and spurs

which slope down into the margins ^( the plains: that is,

they are transverse sections of these ridges and slopes. It

udyingthisarrangemc
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elevations along the line of movement that a clew to their

origin could be had. The gold mines, at different elevations

near the base of the Pilot, furnished the opportunity for such

comparison. It was thus seen ^hat the distribution of the

materials of these deposits at their upper portions is represented

by figures 1, 2 and 4 ; at a lower point bv figures 3, 6, 7 ;
and

still lower by 8, 9. That is to say. b longitudinal section, down
the slope, would be expressed by figure 11. Above, towa rd the

left of the figure, the angular fragments of rock are distributed

ulate with the descent, toward the floor of the de
become more rounded. It may be stated here

particles of gold in these pla<

the

water is abundant; but at higher levels, where the gravel is

scattered through the mass, the coarse gold is equally diffused.

The movement down hill then is evident, and the degree of

arrangement or settling is proportioned to its amount. Of

course the first suggestion that occurs, on this presentation of

facte, will be that gravitation may have given rise to the mo-
tion. But this theory would not be entertained for a moment
by one familiar with the actual sections. These deposits oc-

cupy the lower slopes of the hills, just where they meet the

plains, the inclination varying from two or three to ten and

rarely twelve degrees. This" is obviously quite insufficient

to give rise to any sensible movement from gravitation. Such

movements of loose earth and stones do occur, but only on

steep slopes of -±0° and upward ; and such accumulations are

not uncommon at the foot of steep declivities ; but these are

distinguishable at a glance from the deposits in question.

And further, instances are not unfrequent of the movement of

these deposits on a dead level, and even up hill, over local ob-

structions or irregularities of surface.
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The following diagrams illustrate these points, and show the

grounds on which the theory adopted for the solution of the

problem of the formation of these deposits rests.

Fig. 12 represents a section in a railroad cut near Morgan-
ton, which gave the first hint of the true theory of the origin

of these beds ; and fig. 13 is

is distinctly seen to be the <,

source of the jointed, rhom-
boidal quartz fragments which are scattered along the flo

i toward the right hand end of the dia

Kite side of the s

from a railroad <

right and

t in Richrr

by the denudation which the
rocks have undergone, and its

fragments have been carried
to the left and have settled
part way through the moved
mass, the upper portion of

thin-bedded.

numerous sn
quartz,

slate has been brok

•inartx. varying
(occasionally fo
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much free and loose gold in

it is profitable to sluice down the whole mass. The quartz is

also rich enough for milling, yielding from ten to forty dollars

to the ton. Other illustrations of these veins may be seen

from the same mine in figs. 19 to 21.

It is clear, then, that these deposits were not accumulated

by the action of water, nor by gravitation ; and they present

none of the features by which glacial deposits are usually

recognized. No precisely parallel phenomena seem to have

been observed elsewhere, or they are not recorded. And they

remained an enigma to me for several years ; and until such

sections as shown in figs. 12 to 16 were discovered and studied.

In these, and in those subsequently found in the gold placers,

the character and amount of movement were clearly revealed.

The explanation which these facts have suggested, and which
subsequent observation in this State and in other States has

fully confirmed, is that the movement in question, to which

the gradual settling of the heavier particles and fragments

through the mass is due, was produced by frost, and that these

deposits are of glacial age. As" the earth is often frozen,

in Canada and even in Vermont, during severe winters to a

depth of eight or ten feet ; and as in Labrador and other sub-

arctic regions the frost of the present winters penetrates to a

much greater depth, so, it is evident, that during the preva-

lence of the great ice sheet over the northern end of the conti-

nent, as far down as Pennsylvania, and the prevalence of an

arctic climate in these middle latitudes, the earth was annu-

ally frozen to a depth equal to the maximum thickness of these

deposits. The alternate freezing and thawing of the saturated

mass of decayed rocks, constituting the pre-glacial surface,

would of oecessitv produce just the movement and settling

which are described above. That is, this freezing and thawing

would give rise to precisely the same movements of the mass,

and of the particles inter sc, as are seen to occur in the true

glacier, differing only in amount In other words, these masses

were earth glaciers, and these deposits may be denominated

frost drift, as distinguished from proper glacial drift.
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I do not see how these conclusions can be avoided. It seems
evident that such phenomena must have occurred during the
prevalence of cold of the intensity which an admitted arctic
climate must have produced. And, if so, similar effects must
be produced in arctic climates, and to some extent in the high

!' climates less intense, to-day. And, if so, too, simi-
lar phenomena may be expected to be found in regions farther
north, produced during the retreat of the ice when these
regions were successively subjected to the same degree of cold.
Of course these effects would be visible only in exceptional

where the surface was not buried under glacial
debris, and where the exposed rocks were capable of compara-

nd disintegration. And, in fact, I have seen in

Philadelphia and vicinity, phenomena which plainly come
under this class. During the Centennial Exhibition, Market
street was extended westward a square above Forty-fourth
street, and a hill of some twenty feet was brought to grade in
the process. Happening to pass during the excavation, I took
a sketch of the exposed section, which is given in fig. 17. The

part, the entire depth of the
of variously colored earths. The most striking ana novel
peculiarity of this section is shown in the sketch, viz: the
gradual drawing out,—attenuation of these colored bands, as
the parts of them in succession were moved down the slope.
This section furnishes a new illustration of the character of
the relative motion of the different parts of the mass.
As the thickness of tin- deposit at this point is not more

than three to four feet, and there was no reason to suppose any
recent or rapid denudation, the probability is strong that it is

°f recent {present) origin, the existing climate of Philadelphia
being equal to the production of such effects. Fig. 18 repre-
sents a similar section in a drift of a mica mine in Yancey
County, this State, near the base of the Black Mountain.
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Among the inferences from the above conclusion, in the way
of a corollary, is this important one, that the deep dceomp< >siti<m

'

18 of the rocks of these latitudes has

R>^_^ been effected entirely in post-glacial

\0 '^\^_ times, since the movement of these

J/"^ : .'-.^_, earth idaciers would sweep away

$£ '. " .JTV^ every thing movable, down to the

id sock ; and the frost was suffi-

cient to carry the movement to the

greatest depths of previous decomposition. And this conclusion

is confirmed by two observations: iirst, that the force which

was sufficient to remove the bowlders and rock fragments which

often constitute the lower portion of these deposits—frequently

of several tons weight, would abrade and remove every thing

but the solid rock; and second, that the irregular form which

the floor of these deposits often exhibits, as seen, for example,

in fig. 13, corresponds to the unequal decomposition of the dif-

ferent strata of these very variable schistose rocks. This of

course excludes any theory like that sometimes broached,

which undertakes to account for this phenomenon, by invoking

the action of a paleaeval atmosphere surcharged with carbonic

As already stated incidental! v, the gold gravels, or placers,

of this State, of which there are several hundred square miles,

belong to this class of frost drifts. The miners in these de-

posits usually wash only the lower stratum of "gravel," or peb-

bles, which lies against the bed rock, or slate, together with an

inch or two of the surface of this slate on which the coarser

gold particles are lodged. The gold and the quartz pebbles

are derived, as above indicated, from thin veins and strings

which penetrate the more thin-bedded mica schists. As these

grated and broken down and moved, in the manner
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these veins are shown in fig. 19, which represents a comm
aspect of them in section, in the mines previously alluded
in which the veins themselves and the includir

mass of decomposed rock are e

washed just like a placer. In fig. 20 a vertical

section of 20 feet of a single vein of this descrip-
tion which is a thin sheet of quartz, of an inch
and less in thickness, yet rich enough to have
been followed to a depth of 20 arid 30 feet

for many rods. Fig. 21 represents the floor of

another mine at the same locality, in which
several such thin sheet-veins are wrought in one
cut, the vein-matter being reduced to nothing at

certain points, leaving a mere joint or fissure

plane.

In fig. 22 the relation of the placers to

topography, and of both to the governing geo-

litions, are exhibited. This diagram represents an
ideal section southeast and northwest, transversely to the strike,

across two of the richest and most noted gold valleys, separated
by the Pilot, already familiar to us ; these are the valleys of

Silver Creek and Muddy Creek, 21.

known asBrindletown and Bracket-
town. The Pilot and the ridge of
the South Mountains (the left in

the section), owe their existence to
the harder and heavier bedded gneisses of which tl

composed, while the valleys have been scooped out
softer and thin -bedded mica schists and hydremic

abundantly veined. It is

w ''ile the opposite slopes
reason is obvious from an inspecti
thicker bedded rocks have fewer
slopes are the long ones, while the

of the diagram. The
'3, and the southeast

iposite are steep and
abriMied \

'
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masses have been removed from the space above these long

It has already been stated that, as shown by the most obvi-

ous features of these deposits, they have been much more ex-

tensive than at present. In some cases, over considerable

spaces, the deposit has been entirely removed by denudation,

leaving only the floor covered with a layer of quartz pebbles

and angular fragments, and the gold in the present soil within

of the plowshare. Many of the richest gold washings ot

tate have been of this 'description, and farms, gardens,

and the sites of houses have been sluiced away, and

mds of dollars per acre obtained from soils that had been
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I for generations, in ignorance of their mineral riches.

Large tracts of' this character, hundreds of acres in extent, are
found in the locality already so often cited, the foot-slopes in
the Pilot. The annexed diagram, figure 23, of a placer lying
on a swell of land between those represented in figures 8 and

tea this point. The whole surface of this flat swell,
which is nearly half a mile in width, is covered with the
quartz fragments of the old bed gravel of an enveloping placer,
"

!l1 'I' has been entirely abraded, leaving its quartz and gold
in the soil, with the exception of the fantastic bifurcated strip
seen in the figure, which evidently was preserved from abra-
sion by the furrow which the moving mass had plowed a little

deeper along this line. The thickness of this strip increases
from a few inches at the top to more than ten feet below the
singular golden cascades represented on the two arms. Hap-
pening to be present while the last of this curious placer was
worked out, I was able to catch and sketch its peculiar features.

} his small remnant of an extensive deposit preserves, as shown
in the sections, at A—A for example, all the characteristics of
such drifts.—a dense bed of coarse "gravel,"' of angular quartz
fragments, at bottom, carrying most of the gold, and a thinner
and more scattered layer in the middle, with visible gold par-
ticles, and the finer gold diffused through the whole ten feet
of depth in sufficient richness to justify the excavation and

The diagram (ideal as to its lower portion, and contracted
longitudinal] \-\ also exhibits the character and origin of the
gold deposits in the creek bottoms of the region, which were

ieh when first wrought, thirt v-live to fortv vcars ago,
yielding ten dollars a day to the hand, with the rudest appa-
ratus and most unskillful labor. The gold of these creek
gravels, as shown in the figure, was derived from the placers
swept down from the adjacent slopes.
And it may be of sufficient interest to justifv the repetition

hereof a fact'to which I have recently called attention elsewhere,
that these gravels are regularlv worked over at intervals of eight
to ten or twelve vears. and at some of the localities, on Silver
Creek, for instance, they have been re-worked profitably half a

these rough washing and sluicin-s. evidently undergoes a pro-
cess of aggregation': a fact which was noted by Professor
l.ieber. state urologist of South Carolina, in his geological
report of that State, published before the war. but which seems

&e considers ine waters;
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and second, that these drifts are largely the debris of half-

decomposed feldspathic gneisses and schists, of which the feld-

spathic particles are undergoing kaolinization. liberating the

alkaline salts, while the silica attacks such fragments of organic

matter as happen to be present, subjecting whole trunks of

trees of more than a foot in diameter, to complete silicification

even while lying within a few feet of the surface, and facing

the drusy rifts of the wood with perfectly terminated quartz

crystals.

Raleigh, N. C, March 15, 1881.

Art. XLV.

—

DalTs Observations on Arctic Fee, and the bearing

of the fads on Glacial phenomena in Minn^da ; by N. H.
WlNCHELL.

Mr. Dall's observations on the existing perennial ice in

northern Alaska are highly interesting and valuable* at this

point in the history and progress of glacial theory. He de-

scribes the region about Eschscholtz Bay as made of gneissoid
rock and volcanic breccia, but without' attaining anywhere in

v any greater height than three or four hundred feet

above the sea. He also states that the formation of the sur-

rounding country shows no high land or rocky hills suited for

the production of a glacier. In this respect it is like the inte-

rior of North America, throughout the Western and North-
western States where there is proof, now rarely auestioned, of

the former existence of vast fields of glacier ice; and it is

highly probable that the field explored by Mr. Dall is an
epitome, under peculiar and somewhat inexplicable circum-
stances of the vaster field which extended from the Rocky
Mountains on the west to the Alleghanies on the east, during
the latest epoch of continental ice, the only important excep-
tion being that over the Continent the southern termination of

the ice sheet was everywhere invisible, and abutted nowhere
(in the interior) on the ocean shore so as to reveal its existence.
The surface covering of the ice was the surface of the country,
and over many miles north from its actual termination, it sup-
ported a varied and even rank vegetation. Mr. Dall's observa-
tions on the "fossil glacier" extending west from Point Barrow
and south as far as Kotzebue Sound, seem to prove that the
northern slopes of Alaska are now glacier-covered ;

throughout
the most of which distance the margin of the ice is but occasion-
ally revealed by reason of the wave action on the over! vin- drift.
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In numerous places it seems that the ice is so far attenuated
that the drift which it brings forward is the barrier against the
ocean, and in other places the ice itself, underlying the drift, is

brought into contact with the water of the Arctic Ocean.
Without a just conception of the action of the vast continental
glacier of glacial times, it is difficult to conceive of this ice in
motion, and Mr. Dall believes it has no motion, adducing-, how-
ever, only the unbroken condition of the mosses and peats on
its surface to prove it. It is to be hoped that inland explora-
tion may be made of the glacier at Elephant's Point, in order
to ascertain if it is derived from some mountain source. It is

almost certain, if our ideas of glacier ice be correct, to have
such a source, though its connection unbroken from the coast
to the mountains, may be hid from sight for miles, in the same
manner as its east and west flanks are hid by the accumula-
tions on its surface. It is also highly probable that it will be
found to come in various wavs into contact with running
water, some of which will bring upon it the fine tough clay
described by Mr. Dall, and in other places will precipitate upon
] t. in stronger current, the gravel and sand, and even some of
the stones which he mentions as covering it near Point Barrow.
The facts reported by Mr. Dall throw great light on the

manner of formation and deposit of the till, which has been the
=ource of much difference of opinion among glacialists. Some
have imagined a moraine profonde, pushed out from the front
ntaiyin

<>f the io'-shwt in its retreat, left as a continuous terminal
moraine from north to south after the ice had entirely dis-

appeared. Others contend that it was not only deposited*at the

""Joo! hut also u-as formed there. However satisfactory these
theories may be to those who understand them, it is true that

ey are wholly beyond comprehe
he mythical. Another theorv asserts that the ice died out
'J>-'"h>«thj. ,,„d ;,,,},> rrrptd.hf L-iwath its hunln, of rlai/ and stone,
;i!i 'l that the till is not a terminal moraine, but instead a surface
moraine ('to employ a new term) resulting from the same causes,
whatever thev mav be. which brin<i the drift on to the surface
of the ice in northern Alaska and which so frequently hide the
siirta<-c of the small glaciers that have been described in the
Rocky Mountains.
These observations also throw light on the cause and man-

ner of formation of kames. Karnes are gravel-ridges, lying in

tul-eovered countries, and occupying the lower portions. They
are generally coincident in direction with the direction of the
Present surface drainage, and often on either side of a kame,
which may be several miles in leimtli. there is a swamp or low

flel with the kame, while on the right and left, out-
s'de of this valley, the unbroken till spreads out indefinitely.
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The gravel of which the kame consists is of the same material

as the gravel and stones found in the till that adjoins it, and

was undoubtedly brought there at the same time that the till

was—but necessarily by some other agent. The kame also

sometimes becomes broken up, and fades out. by becoming

hummocky and clayey, into the till itself. Now on the sup-

position that the till before its deposit lay on the surface of the

ice, it is plain that surface drainage gathering into small streams

and even rivers, would produce deep channels or gorges in the

ice-sheet. In the bottom of the stream would be gathered such

gravel, stones and sand as the stream had not current enough

to carry away. The warmth imparted to it by the water would

cause it to sink deeper and deeper into the ice, and in many
places to lie on the rocky floor itself, especially in the southerly

portions of the gorge where the ice would be thinner. It is

easy to see that on the entire withdrawal of the ice, such a

kame would lie undisturbed, in its beautiful stratification, where

the river produced it; while on either side would be, first, the

comparatively low or swampy belt caused by the witl

during the existence of the river, of the clay of the till, and

the concentration of its stones and gravel in the bottom of the

stream by the sloping sides of the gorge, and secondly, outside

of this swampy belt, the unmodified till itself. On the sup-

position that the stream was sub-glacial, not only can the cir-

cumstances not be imagined in accord with the known opera-

tions of gravity and momentum; but, if once so formed, the

subsequent movements of the ice would inevitably have de-

stroyed the stratification oi the kame, and mixed it with the

till. On the supposition that the kame was formed by such

streams outside the area of the ice, on their debouchure from it,

such steep ridges can hardly be explained. Gravel and sand so

deposited are spread out more like '• alluvial fans," and prob-

ably such are the superficial gravels and sands over southern

Ohio and Indiana, south of the ice-margin at the time of the

last glacial epoch.

University of Minnesota, Feb. 5, 188].
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Art. XLVL—On the Projection of Lines of Equal Pressure

in the United States, west of tli>> Mississippi River;* by
Henry A. Hazen.

The Signal Service Bureau of the United States has pub-

lished, since 1873, more than 9000 different weather maps, upon
which are projected isobars and isotherms for the United States

ut from a little west of the Mississippi Eiver to the

Atlantic. It has been found practically impossible to continue

the isobars across the Eocky Mountain plateau to the Pacific, or

over more than half the country. The late Chief Signal Offic"

. ports

that the reduction of pressures, at elevations west of the Mis
sippi Eiver is greatly to be desired.

The' solution of this problem is an exceedingly complicated

one for the following reasons :

1st. The elevations of stations are not accurately known. In

order to eliminate this error, the method of " isabnomials" or

epartures" has been proposed. This system may be briefly

on, to represen

for a mo
with

depth indicated by the pressure; if there were no "highs" or

".lows," the pressure would remain constant. The algebraic

difference between the mean pressure for'a month or year 'and

each observation, in other words, the " departure," would indi-

cate if plus
, the presence of a "high," if minus, of a "low,"

and if these " departures" should be plotted on a chart for a

series of stations, we should have apparently an exact means
of describing a "high" or "low."

This method is open to serious objections and m fact may
give results directly contrary to the truth. If all stations

were at sea-level the results would be approximately accurate,

but it will be seen that this would not be the case at elevations.

For example, in winter the atmosphere condensed by the cold

the same time atTea-level tl - Since the tem-

perature is constantly rising and failing it would be impossible

to compare "departures'" at different altitudes with each other or

with those at sea-level.

In Table I are found "departures" as computed from the

actual observation, and aU> f,-,,,,. the st.me redueed to sea-level.
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Month.
vm^'a '!•:;';; r'.'f'i- !",V:!i'-( 'Vvi-MlH " %e

m
C
at^-'

SSssri2SS£^rJanuary 11331' 1665' 5648' 2301'

April 5821 2485
lav

62153

AujU 6215
11567 1752 5867

2530
6236 2438

October n-42.; 1722 5722

T)ee

V

embe
e

r

r

6259 11.326 1667 5637 2342

6256 2424

True diff. level 6240

In column 2, Mt. Washington is in latitude 45° north, near
the Atlantic coast and sixty miles west of Portland, which is

46' above the sea. In column 3, Pike's Peak is in the interior
in latitude 39° north and 800 miles west of Dodge City, which
ilas an altitude of 2555'. In column 4, Leavenworth is 300
miles east of Dodge City and 840' high. In column 5, Pioche
m latitude 37°-5 north is 300 miles east of Visalia, the latter
!l|,;i1 ' the Pacific coast and 370' high. In column 6, Boise City

jj
"i latitude 44° north and about 200 miles southeast from

Umatilla, which is 375' high.

_

The most noticeable fact is that while the computed eleva-
tions on the Atlantic coast gradually diminish from January
to July, the opposite effect is observed on the Pacific. The
computed dii ,D between Mt. Washington and

is within 12' of the truth. In the west many of the
elevations are in doubt.

Table III o-ives approximate elevations of most of the sta-
tions west of the Mississippi River.

Y- Again, we frequ
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teen degrees lower at Dodge City than at Denver. At Salt

Lake City, on the elevated plateau west of the Eocky Mountains,

there is 'a still greater difficulty, as the temperature seems to

run too high.

Elevation. - tion.

Station. £& £S&.
Barom*

Bismarck

Boise City

Cheyenne
Concho
Deadwood
Denver
Dodge City

Fort Buford

2500?

|
Pike's Peak
Prescott

Salt Lake City

Virginia City

1275

L65?

6148

4365

si
4390

)on the theory that



m tliis system for Mt. Wash-
ed 1)V comparison with Port-

stations of the Signal Service,

he Mississippi River: column

- these tables with

—

''liYTl\'d''
''',""'•

6
' 316 6"-342 6" 314 6-866

6429 ,,M
713

::: :::

aeh of

he best
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nd those by Dunwoody are next. These discrepancie

« in Table*

30 12-62 12-69
|

12- 76 12-43 12'42 12-41

20 1300 13-07
;

13-14 12-59 12-58 12"57

There seems to be a variation by these two methods of re-

duction of nearly one inch at 0° temperature. If it be objected

that no account is taken of pressures at the lower station, and

diller tr/mi those near each other, also that the altitude of

Pike's Peak is uncertain. It may be said that the extreme

The most marked peculiarity in the two tables, however, is

prrHsnr*:, the ,,,-hml. r^hirinm ,1 iminis!,,*. This fact has been

verified l»v reductions at a large Dumber of stations.

The method proposed then consists in this. All reductions

of pressures at altitudes not exceeding 1000' be made by the

use of Guyot's formula. (Table VI, for facilitating this reduc-

oU n iti .11- Tii« \ it.'d i I it 'i 1 . '<
i nf i-ilibo in" station

tables for reduction n'the alr'tilive '-a",'-": ,t Salt 1

temperatures are troublesome, and Pike's Peak is very high.
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Only an approximate solution of the problem is claimed ; at

the same time it is q .1 if used will open a

wide field for meteorological research, especially if there be a

few additional stations established uloni: the •">< |th and 55th
parallels.

An exact determination of elevation of meteorological sta-

tions in the west would be of very great importance. Also a

series of observations, conducted at elevated and lower stations

in the west, for a whole year, as suggested by Lieut. Dunwoody
in the preparation of his tables, would be of great assistance in

redu
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T. Russell— Calibration of The

Art. XLVII—Neumann's Method of calibrating Thermometer.
icith mays of getting columns for calibration; by T. KUSSELI
U. S. Lake Survey.

the computations of the.
by this method the numbers used are always small, and

: is entire freedom from arbitrary assumptions. Without
increasing the work of reduction, the calibrating columns

>e used to the greatest advantage, and even whenTall the
lar observations required by the method are not obtained,

orrections can nevertheless be derived in a definite iriau-

The method combines, in short, the greatest simplicity,

i essential feature of the method is that the columns used

Ml: if, forinst

s. Although

he ends of the
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If the column is moved and placed with the ends near other

principal points, other similar equations will be obtained, in

which the left side will be the same, but on the right side in

place of i and k, there will be in succession t+1 and fc+1, i+2
and k+2, etc. If each of these equations is subtracted from
the equation following it, a new set of equations will result of

the form

:

*,-*,=(*+ M+i)-(M
The further development of the method can best be shown in

the course of the example of calibration which follows

:

Thermometer, Green, 4470, is divided to fifths of a degree,

Fahrenheit. The apparent lengths of columns given below are

from estimated readings of the ends to the nearest tenth of a di-

vision, or 0°"02. As it is' not intended to use this thermometer at

temperatures above 122°, no special effort was made to get the

corrections above that point. On account of this the calibration

falls into two parts, which illustrate both branches of the

method ; the one where all requisite columns are used, and the

other where some of the columns are wanting. Part first con-

sists in the derivation of the corrections at 77°, 122° and 167°,

with columns of 45°, 90° and 135°. Part second consists in

the derivation of the corrections for every tenth degree up to

122°, by the use of columns which are in length multiples of

the measured lengths of columns for the

of the work.

r,bi,- i

ally the first horizontal

line of differences of table I. and parallel to it the other lines

of differences, beginning one line lower each time. This being

done the numbers in the vertical lines are copied horizontally,

with the signs changed. These two parts of the table are sep-

arated by a diagonal line of double zeros.
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The first column is composed of the following valui
wWeb '' in the correction of the interval 32° to 77°, 8„.
of 77° to 122° and so on :

by summing, there results : 4dn-(JM-J„)=+l2.
The second column of table II is made up as foil

and by summing, as before; 48„-(4M-J„)=00. In like

manner the other columns give similar equations, and since

4 13 and J
3i are zero, we have :

4 tf132 = 00 .-. <J1M =
o
00

!v adding these values of 8, the corrections at 77°, 122° and
167° are found to be alike, and equal to +0°O3.
In the second part of the work no measurements were made

with a ten-degree column, and therefore the symmetry of the
first part will be wanting. The lengths of the columns as

able III. Before each line of lengths

! scale-reading of the lower ends of the

20-45 20-91

20-41 29-88
20-46 29-88

Table IV is formed in the same way as table II. It will 1

noticed that there are two series of blanks corresponding
the 10° column of which the observations are wanting.
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Table IV.

The sum of the numbers in the last horizontal line must be

zero. This gives a check on the summing of the columns and

the copying with signs changed. Another check on the work
is this :"

tliiit the differences of any two quantities in the same
horizontal line should be the same, within the limits of the

Analyzing l»v a process similar to that used for table II, the

following equations will be found, in which 8n is the correc-

derived from these equations by ap-

tinies the correction of any interval

as compared with the

ntervals, approximate

ons by neglecting the

, from' the first part of

>. When the first up-

can be substituted <>n

another set of values

A few such processes

ccuracy. From tin-.-
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al values of d, the calibration correc
J obtained by the forma la J/+[ = _/,.+ «,,

To get some idea of the ac

differences of observed and
;curacy of t he deten

values c !f",?.

,

-,;
/

1 '

in table IV, i„ small figures, unde the val
These residuals correspond to a probable error in ;mvobser

l.Wlint

of about ±0°-013: ar

.correction will not ex.

,d the probi

eed±lb-()
tide erre.i • of any <

The of a ther j this m ethod wl
any of

no special difficultv.
from 1 >eing as nearly comph »Ie just

]

sented, good results can never
>n then becomes more

'

i

ledious'

,e,

l•TZt
lmt'thec

series , )f measurements with ;

the ivrerse of the order firs nis will

against
• large errors : and ni oivover tin of the

5;
•ements will be free <

ature of the column,
j

ng uniformly.
•inometri-s .

a'ovided its

ising fro.

'

Thel irs at the tcp of the tube are
easiest and safest to calibrate. This rese uld be p,

and of a capacity sui ficient to h old at le ast as m
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voir again. Then take the thermometer in the right hand, tap

the index linger of the left hand with the reservoir-end, hold-

ing the instrument about horizontal. This will detach a

greater or less portion of the mercury, depending on the inten-

sity of the shock. If what is left is not of the required length

bring back the mercury to the entrance of the reservoir ; a few

taps on the finger, as before, will cause the mercury to reunite.

This process can be done over and over until a column of the

required length is obtained.

In this way within half an hour a person can usually obtain

a working column to a few tenths of a degree without any risk

to the thermometer. Care should be taken in deriving the col-

umns not to let all the detached mercury run into the reser-

voir, but to have a portion always projecting into the tube. If

it does get into the reservoir, or there is not enough in the

tube to cause it to run down by a sharp, quick motion when
the thermometer is held vertical, the reservoir must be heated.

An alcohol lamp is preferable for this purpose. The expan-

sion of what little air there is in the reservoir will almost

always drive down the mercury, but sometimes it requires the

volatilization of the mercury itself. This difficulty of getting

the mercury to run down the tube is in the way of obtaining

short columns, especially in very capillary tubes.

Short columns can best be obtained from the bulb, in case

the thermometer has but little tubing below freezing point so

as to allow the mercury to sink into the bulb when put in a

cooling mixture, as of salt and pounded ice. To obtain col-

umns in this way. bring down the detached portion of mercury

from the reservoir and let it join the main body of mercury in

the bulb. It will be found that this junction will not be per-

fect, a slight bubble alwavs remaining at the place of joining.

Place the bulb in a cooling mixture until the top of the col-

umn is about as far above' the bull) as the length of column
desired ; in the meantime the bubble, of which mention has

been made, will have entered the bulb. Now take the ther-

mometer in the right hand and hold it inclined, with the bulb

down. A few light shocks by the sudden stopping of a rapid

motion in the direction of the thermometer stem will bring the

bubble to the entrance of the tube. The expansion of the mer-

cury as the temperature rises will drive the short column before

it. By this process also the mercury may be perfectly reunited

after the calibration is completed, bv cooling until all the mer-

cury runs into the bulb, when a little jarring of the thermom-

eter, as before, will cause the bubble to disappear.

Another method of getting columns of definite length is

described in /wW„A ,/,,„/„,,.. credited to Hansteen. The

pinciple consists in getting a small bubble of air in the column
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of mercury, but not large enough to occupy the whole cross-
section of the tube ; then by very slow heating or cooling when

red length of column is above the bubble it maybe
detached by a sudden jar. To operate successfully, according
to this method, a thermometer of large bore is required. In
the case of a thermometer without a reservoir at the top these
»teer methods are the only ones that can be safely used.
Kgen's method of directing the flame of a blowpipe" on the
tube should never be followed.
In selecting a thermometer :

bore, whether regular or not,
without the aid of detached columns. If examination*with i

it generally denotes the

Art. XLVIIL—Notice of William Hallowes Miller ;

by J. P. Cooke.*

William Hallowes Miller, who was elected Foreign
Honorary Member of this Academv in the place of C. F.
^"inmnn. Mav 20th. 1874, died at his residence in Cambridge.
England, on the 20th of Mav. l*xo, at the age of 70. having
!

'
! ''" horn at Velindre in Wales. April 0th, 1801. His life

was singularly uneventful even for a scholar. Graduating with

;.l honors at Cambridge in 1820 he became a follow
oj. his College (St. Johns) in 182J». and was elected Professor of

M'li.Tifl,,^ i„ the tJnivrrsitv in bs:',2. Amidst tin- calm and

iations of this ancient Knglish University. Miller

v. and tranquil life.—crowded with useful labors,

honored by the respect and love of his associates and blessed
llV

.

''•ligenial family ties. This quiet student life was exactly

- nature, which shunned the bustle and unrest of
""»' modern world. For relaxation even he loved to seek the

!

vt "'<'d vallevs of the Fasten, Alps: and the description which
he once gave to the writer, of bin. self sitting at the side of
hl > wife amidst the -rand seenerv. intent on developing erys-
r--'d"graphie formula, while the accomplished artist traced the

' outlines of the Dolomite Mountains, was a beauti-

versity.
[ M ps;;s he beeame a bellow of the Royal Society,

:i!
!'

! 'u IVu; he was appointed its Foreign Secretary,—a post for
which he was cminenth- fitted and which he tilled for many
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til,

H.-.4.

to Professor Miller was confided the cons
standard of wei-ht. His work on this important committee.

described in an extended pap,,' published in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1800, was a model of conscientious investiga-

tion and scientific accuracy. Professor Miller was subse-

n.toaiid icpo,t,n_ 01, the .tate o'l the m'mhi la) -tandi'hK 1

SVai'i'll'i. I t'

!,

| d" i M.V'i-TiU.I !v^ '

'

t I

a member of the •Commission rnternat.ionale du Metre." His

been said that " there was no member whose opinions had
greater weight in mtlueiiein, , J,r j,j 0ll ,„,<>„ ;U1V intricate and
delicate ,,uestions.'

!

Valuable, however, as were Professor Millers public services

on these various commissions his chief work was at the Uni-
versity. His teacher, Dr. William Whewdl. afterwards the

the Professor! , „ Mil > _ t
('

d' i i_ 1 - _i i

f

plause. The system .



til] used by the :

item of Hauy.
ired the way fo:

ii-L'ii the first to have recognized the truth that the

;s of Hauy were merely a mechanical mode of repre-

ic lact that all the seeondarv faces of a crystal make
on the edges of the primitive form which "are simple
of each other : and this general conception once gained
n seen that these ratios could be as simply measured

esof the

tal forms

like that of i

aw of gravi
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metry and axial ratios. His "Lehrbueh der reinen und ange-

wandten Krystallographie,'' published in two volumes at

Leipzig in 1830, was a remarkable production, and seemed to

grasp the whole theory of the external forms of crystals.

Naumann used the obvious and direct methods of analytical

geometry to express the quantitative relations between the

parts of a crystal : and although his methods are often unneces-

sarily prolix and his notation awkward, his formula' are well

adapted to calculation, and easily intelligible to persons moder-

ately disciplined in mathematics.
But, however comprehensive and perfect in its details, the

system of Naumann was cumbrous, and lacked elegance of

mathematical form. This arose chiefly from the fact that the

old methods of analytical geometry were unsuited to the prob-

lems of crystallography: but it result*"! also from a habit of

systems of classification. To Naumann the six crystalline sys-

integrant molecules to Hatty, and he failed to grasp the larger

thought which includes all partial systems in one comprehen-

Our late c Dlleague, I'rofessor Miller, on the other hand, had

atical generalization which enabled him
ibordinat b the parts to the whole, and to develop

ical crystallography of such simplicity

at it leaves little to be desired. This

-the "title
li A Treatis

i 18(33 the substance of the work
erfect form, still more condensed
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the position of the faces of a crystal, but also for his

method of representing the relative position of the poles of the

faces on a plane surface by a beaul the meth-

ods of stereograph ie and gnomonie projection. This method of

representing i crystal -in>ws von < i. a rly the relations of the

part.-, and was undoubtedlv of great aid to Miller in assisting

him to generalize his deductions.

From the outset Professor Miller apprehended more clearly

'rig scope of the great

vst;dlon-rai»hv. lie opens his Tre

nd from this law as the fundamen ipl,

stallography is logically

eveloped. Beyond this all that is peculiar to Miller's system is

ivolved in two or three general theorems. The rest of his

Treatise" consists of deductions from these theorems and
heir application to particular cases. These given and the rest

ould be at once developed by any scholar who was familiar

dth the facts of crystal !oUTaph\ .'and the circumstance that

a essential features can be so briefly stated is sufficient to

how how exceedingly simple the system is. At the same
ime, it is wonderfully comprehensive, and the student who has

lasterecl it feels that it presents to him in one grand view the

ntire scheme of crystal forms, and that it greatly helps him

r-ehend the scheme as a whole, and
' certain distinct parts. So felt Professor Mille

of thetO toe SIX systems

itallourapYiers as natural divisions of the field, he

hat these divisions were bounded by artificial

ave no deeper signilicance than the boundary lines

low great the unfolding of the science from Haiiy

d vet now we can see the great fundamental ideas

ugh the obscurity from the first. What we now
meters of a crystal were to Haiiy the fundamental

.f his • integrant molecules,'' our indices were his

," and our conception^ of symmetry his "funda-

5." There has been nothing peculh

is have been the stepping stones by which
• things. In sciences like chemistry, which

is, the earlier staees of their development, it

students would hear in mind this truth of

u-h undur i

[ formula"
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over the road he has traveled, and while we take courage i

his success consider well the lesson which his experience hi

been from the gross to the spiritual, may we not rejoices

those who have a great hope.
Although the exceeding merit of the " Treatise on Crysta

lography" casts into the shade all tbat was subordinate, we mu:
not omit to mention ,| la , Professor Miller published an earl

work on Hydrostatics and numerous shorter papers on Min
ralogy and Physics, which were all valuable, and constant]

contained important additions to knowledge. Moreover, th

"New Edition of Phillips' Min endo-v" which he published i

1852 in connection with H. J. Brooke, owed its chief value 1

a mass of crystaferapl.ic observations which he had mac
with and
there tabulated in his' concise manner. As has been said 1

one of his associates in the |{„val Society. " it is a monume
to Miller's name although he almost expunged that name fro

it* It is due to Professor Miller's memory that his wor
should be collated, and especially that by a "suitable comme
tary his " Tract on Crystallography" should be made accessib

to the great body of the students of physical science, wl
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.s,ihle for ice an- 1 other

eratures far above their

occasion I hope to sub-

discuss at present are ice and i

l>rh;ivior I propose t
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following plan, involving the principle of the cryophorus, was

adopted.

A strong glass bottle, such as is used for freezing water by
means of Carres pump, was fitted with a cork and glass tube C
(fig. 1), and the cork well fastened down by copper wire and

paraffin wax. A and C were then filled with' mercury, and C
connected with the end of the tube DE by means of the piece

of stout india-rubber pump tubing B, a thermometer having

been previously attached by the wire x to the lip of the tube at

B. The connection at B was made tight by fine copper wire.

The tube DE was about one inch in diameter, and about four

feet long from the bend to the end E ; after connection with C
it was completely rilled with mercury, care being taken to expel

the air from A, C and DE as completely as possible ; the whole

was then inverted over the mercurial trough F. as shown in the

figure, when the mercury fell to o, the ordinary height of the

barometer. The mercury was run out of A by tilting up the

bottle and inclining the tube DE. By this means a Torricel-

lian vacuum was obtained from A to o. DE was next brought

to the vertical, and the bottle A placed in the trough P. A tin

bottle G without a bottom was fitted with a cork, so that it

might slide somewhat stiffly along DE.
To begin with, the tin bottle was placed in the position G and

filled with a freezing mixture of salt and ice. Some boiled

water was then passed up the tube DE, sufficient to form a

column at M about two inches deep. The thermometer H had

been previously arranged, so that its bulb might be one or two

inches above the surface of the water M. The bottle A was

next surrounded by a good quantity of a freezing mixture of

salt and ice. in order that any vapor given off from the water at

M might be condensed in A as fast as it was formed, and the

internal pressure might never be more than about TO to l\5
mra

.

When A had been sufficiently cooled, which required about

fifteen minutes, the tin vessel G was slid down the tube DE,
and its freezing mixture removed. The water at M had then

solidified to a mass of ice, which on heating with the flame of a

Bunsens burner melted either wholly or partially, and the

first at the bottom of the column of ice, whereas the upper part

fused onlv with difficult-, and required rather a strong heat.

The fusion in this case was probably due to the steam evolved

from the lower portions of the ice column being imprisoned and

unable to escape, and hence producing pressure sufficient to

cause fusion.

When the greater part of the ice had been melted the tube

was tightly clasped by the hand, the heat of which was suffi-

cient to produced somewhat violent ebullition. The liquid in
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boiling splashed up the side of the tube and on to the bulb of
the thermometer, where it froze into a solid mass, as represented
in fig. 2. By this means the ice was obtained in moderately
thin layers." The tube at the points indicated by the arrows
was then strongly heated by the flame of a Bunsen's burner.
with the following results :

—

The ice attached to the sides of the tube at first slightly fused,

because the steam evolved from the surface of the ice next the

ig imprisoned between the latter and the overlying
strata of ice, could not escape, and hence produced pressure
sufficient to cause fusion, but as soon as a vent-hole had been
made fusion ceased, and the whole remained in a solid state,

and neither the ice on the sides of the tube nor that on the bulb
of the thermometer could be melted, however great the heat

ice merely volatilizing without previous melting.
The thermometer rose to temperatures varying between 120° and
180° in different experiments, when the ice had either wholly
volatilized or had become detached from the bulb of the ther-

mometer. The ice attached to the latter did not .partially fuse
at the commencement of the heating because, the heat reaching

s of the tube.

times and always
n which the heat
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applied had been very strong- indeed and the iee attached to the

sides of the tube fused completely. On removing the lamp,

however, for a few seconds the water froze again, notwithstand-

ing that the portion of the glass in contact with it was so hot

that it could not be touched without burning the hand.

The chief conditions necessary for success appear to be—(1)

That the condenser (A, tig. 1) is sullieieutly large to muinVin, a

three-quarters 'of alitor: (2) Thai the ice isnot'in too great

nns^ bat r 1 thin layers. Further, in the ease where

the heat is applied to the under surface of the layers of ice, the

latter must be sufficiently thin to allow of a vent-hole being

formed for the escape of the steam corning from below, other-

wise fusion occurs. When the heat is applied to the free sur-

face of the ice. the layers may be much thicker.

Mercuric Chloride,

m. p.= 288 . re-solidities at 270-275°, b. p.=303°.

About 40 grs. of pure mercuric chloride were placed in the

tube (A, {'vs. o). and a thermometer a r ramrod with its bulb im-

bedded in' the salt. The drawn-nut end of the tube was con-

nected by a stout india-rubber tubing with one branch of the

three-waved tube ]

portion of the sail shrank awav from tin- sides of the tube aid

dun- tenaeiouslv in the form of n solid mass to the bulb of the

thermometer, which rose considerable above 300° C, the mer-

cury of the thermometer shooting up to the top of the stem.

After slight cooling the air was let in, and under the increased

About the same quantity of ehlori

before, and heated by th

burner. The lamp was applied durin
merit, and the size of the flame kept c

mercuric chloride first liquefied and
ordinary pressure, and while the salt

slowly felfto 275°, at which point the r
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to solidify, and at 270° was completely solid, the pres-

fien being 376mm . When solidification was complete the

was stopped working, but the heat still continued to the

extent as before. The salt then rose rapidly to'tempera-

ibove that at which a thermometer could be used,,but not

ist sign of fusion was observed. From the completion of

lidification to the end of the experiment the pressure

! above experiment, which was repeated three times,

, therefore, that when the pressure is gradually reduced
lie ordinary pressure of the atmosphere to 420""", and'the

i point simultaneously from 303° to 27o°, the salt solidi-

hile it is still boiling and in contact with its'own hot

notwithstanding' tiiat it is being strongly heated at the

:ime; and that, after solidification is complete at 270°, the

rature then rises far above the ordinary boiling point

of the substance without producing any signs of fusion.

r ordinary circumstances, mercuric chloride melts at 288°

^'-solidifies at 270°-275 , i. e.. at a temperature identical

hat at which it solidities under diminished pressure, as

ained on solidification under

ure, and the applica-

ance, quite different

lowed to solidify in

. consist of a mass of pearly

md the julb of the thermom-

the phenomena therein described, that the thermometer,

ough embedded in the mass of ice. did not really indicate the

uc temperature of the latter. With the object, therefore, of

"oving whether the ice is hot or not, I have, at the suggestion

Professor Roscoe, made the following calorimetrical deter-

>ped in. was read off by a thermometer graduated bo

^ to indicate a difference of 0°'05 C. The weight of the ice

was found by re-weighing the calorimeter.
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So far, I have only tad the opportunity of completin
two following determinations, and in the second of the:

weight of the ice could not be found, as a small quant
water was lost out of the calorimeter, owing to a sudder
at the moment the ice entered it :—

(1.) Weight of water in calorimeter, including the value <

latter =185 grras.

Weight of ice dropped in =1*3 grms.

Temperature of calorimeter before=13-4

+ 80W =W(T-0)
) + (80xl-3)=l-3(T-13-6
!. Where T=te

Rise in temperature= 0*1

On weighing the calorimeter after the experiment, the in-

crease in weight was only 015 grams, but as a portion of the

water had been jerked out during the operation, the true

weight of the ice and therefore its temperature could not be
found. But since the calorimeter had slightlv risen in temper-
ature, the ice must have been above 80° 0.
From the nature of the experiment, as carried out on the

present scale, the weight of the ice which can be dropped into

the calorimeter is onlv small, and therefore the rise in tempera-
ture is but slight. Hut since a fall in temperature of a much
larger amount ought to have been obtained had the ice been at

0°, it is considered that the above experiments are conclusive.
Great care was taken, in order to obtain correct temperatures in

the calorimeter. The latter was inclosed in several casings, and
the water was allowed to stand in it for several hours before
the experiment, so that ii might tirst attain the temperature of

the room, while the time which elapsed between the readings of

the thermometer before and after the ice was dropped in would

In the course of the next few weeks I intend to make one or
two more determinations, and if possible, on a larger scale.



M. Dawson— Geology of the Peace River Regie

The first definite knowledge of the geological features of

the Peace River basin was obtained in 1875. In that year Mr.

Selwyn, Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, setting

out from McLeod's Lake, in British Columbia, descended the

Parenip and Peace Rivers to the confluence of the Smoky with

the latter, returning by the same route. The geographical and

geological notes published in the report of the expedition have

constituted the basis of subsequent work. In 1879 the Cana-

dian government decided to ascertain more completely than

had previously been possible, the character of the Peace and

Pine Passes through the Rocky Mountains as prospective rail-

way routes, and the economic value, agriculturally and geolog-

ic all v. of the Peace River basin. The writer represented the

: survey on the expedition of that year, and the in-

formation now obtained, with that previously alluded to,

enables a clear general idea of the geological features of the

district to be formed. The geology of this region is of interest

as representing the farthest northern portion of the Mesozoic

interior continental basin yet known with any precision, the

countn < imin. I
i- hi ll between the 54th and 57th

parallels of north latitude. The general geological result of

the exploration is the preliminarv examination of a section

from the Pacific Coast to Edmonton, on the Sas-

ki.trlieu-m including the entire Cordillera belt, between the

parallels above mentioned, with a length in all of about 700

miles. The. remarks here following refer to the eastern portion

The Rocky Mountain Kamre about the sources of the Peace

is narrow and eomparatively low. the higher peaks seldom

exceeding 6,000 feet. It is chiefly composed of limestones in

massive beds, whieh are mules I;
tart/.ites,

..• ;., o aceous and plumbaginous

schists Iii some of the linn-tone beds, fossils of Devonian

reticularis, ated over the Mael

district farther to the north. The beds ..I the mountains have

On the east side of the ranee, on both IVaee and Cine Rivers.

, i,,l<a.e found holdnm M^oti* s „h, ,,;;,•

hnS.a form characteristic of the '' Alpine Trias' of Nevada

and California, and found also in several places on the British

i Coast.
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To the east of these beds of the mountains, and resting quite

unconformable on them, arc the Cretaceous rocks, which, be-

tween the mountains and the eastern outcrop of the Devonian

rocks on the Lower Peace, occupy a basin with a width of

nearlv -">~>i> miles, implying a Cretaceous sea of that width.

The Rocky Mountains have here formed a shore-line in Cre-

taceous times,—though probably not a continuous one—and
the Cretaceous rocks along their eastern base are almost en-

tirely sandstones and conglomerates, the constituent fragments

of which can be traced to the cherts and quartzil

bordered to the east by foot-hills, in which, on the upper part

of Pine River, for a distance of about fifteen miles from the

older rocks, the Cretaceous sandstones are folded and dis-

turbed. The disturbance, however, gradually diminishes on

receding from the mountains, and the beds at length become

flat, or are affected by very slight and broad undulations only.

Slaty materials increase in importance eastward, and the Cre-

taceous series eventually resolves itself into the following

subdivision? elearlv shown on Smoky River—which in the

annexed table are placed opposite their supposed equivalents

in Meek and Uayden's and the Southern Roekv Mountain

Upper, (

Upper, c

ari but according to Mr. Whiten ves. s[

cificallv distinct i

from the typical reg

he Peaye River country being so remo

general equivalency . No beds so" low as the Dakota grot



those of the Pierre and Benton sub
divisions is exceedingly close. It is probable that these mark
periods of general submergence, when pediment-bearing cur-

rents passed freely through the interior continental valley.

Elevation is known to have been in progress during the Nio-
'iMi-a period in the Eocky Mountain region to the south, and
in the Dunvegan Sandstones, we may see an indication of
the elevation of land surfaces to the north and west, which
interrupted these currents and allowed the undisturbed deposi-

tj<-»V>f the calcareous Niobrara beds of the south and east of

the interior continental region.

The fossils of the Lower or Dunvegan sandstones are of

-^i^^^H i 'phmtfof a

V1

s

nR US

closely resemble those <

while showing a close analogy with those of the Dakota group,

!">![. to fill n-ap in time betw'een the<e and tho-e of the Vancou-
ver (Chico) Cretaceous, and the Laramie and Port I nion.

They include species of Cycadik*, .\/«.</ii«l>'<t, l^nh.phyllunK St-

7'""'". (ih/jdnsirnhns tjrurilHuuis. etc.. which will be described in

die t'orthrominii- Import of Pro-res. of the <ieo!o-ical Survey.

.1" 1^72. Professor Meek described a -erics of beds nl Coal-

.1^ <ra. at the mouth of ;i hiiuII liver, and hold

hvsh-uater ncllusks. The fossils from these beds represent a

stage somewhat hiuher in the Cretaceous than those of the

Dunvegan rocks, but closely resemble them and those of the

"veriviii- Laramie series. ' />', '" of the

eetion. is found in several [daces in the Dunvegan
«eds. After remarking on the peculiar character of this

f^uia. Meek writes:* "Here we have, from \«,]+ certainly
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has been found in the Tertiary aspect of the mollusks, most of

which are fresh or brackish-water forms. Hitherto little has

been known of the fresh-water fauna of the undoubted Creta-

taceous, but if this should prove to have, as now appears proba-

ble, a "Tertiary" aspect throughout, it. will tend to break

down the molluscan eyidence of the Tertiary age of the Lara-

mie, and unite this formation still more closely with the

underlying beds.

Montreal, March 1, 1881.

Art. LI.

—

On the Shadmrs ohinimd during the Glow
charge ; by H. B. Fine and W. P. Magie.

It is well known that ;

of a Holtz machine cam
appear upon the positive glow. We believe, however, that

the fact that a similar shadow can be obtained upon the

negative glow has not yet been published. These appearances

seemed of some importance as offering a further proof of the

essential similarity of the positive and negative discharges.

The following points with reference to them may be of some

interest.

The glow was best obtained on either electrode when the

other terminated in a point, the positive glow showing to

better advantage on the smaller, and the negative glow on the

larger of the two balls usually employed as terminals. W hen-

ever either the positive or negative glow was established, a

well defined shadow was cast upon it by any body, preferabl)

a non-conductor, interposed between the electrodes. By care-

ful manipulation, the smaller ball being used as positive, the

larger as negative terminal, both glows were obtained at the

same time, and shadows could be made to appear upon them

simultaneously. The observations of Professor Wright/'' on

the positive shadow were verified and found to hold for the

bo; and. in fact, all the phenomena obtainable with

d not effect

across the field.

The size of the

electrode, becoming i



appears, and then
at first covers almost the whole surface of the ball, rapidly

diminishes as the tension rises. The size of the shadow further

depends on the distance of the interposed object from the

glowing electrode, though the relations of size and distance

could not be very definitely determined. When the point

and hall were used as terminals, tin' shadow appeared greatest

when the interposed object was near either electrode and least

when it was half way between them, When the two balls

were used and both glows established at once, and generally

when the discharge opposite the glow came from several points,

the shadow decreased regularly as the interposed object was
further removed.

It would not be proper for us to omit mention of the fact

that Professor C. A. Young has since informed us that he
noticed the existence of the negative shadow several years ago.

J. C. Green School of Science, Princeton, N. J.

Art. LII. — Note on a New Form of Galvanometer for Pow-
erful Currents; by Professor G. F. Brackett, College of

New Jersey.

The very powerful currents produced by large dynamo-
machines are not easily estimated by the appliances usually

found in the physical laboratory.
The various forms of the electro-dynamometer, the cosine

galvanometer and some other special forms of apparatus may of

course be employed with satisfactory results. None of these

instruments being in the collection at Princeton, it was deter-

mined to construct a galvanometer which should obey the law
of tangents and yet not be so large as to be unwieldy. In

order to this, recourse was had to the differential principle.

rted between the hoops pieces

kness, which serve to keep ther

he three ends of the system tin

i proper base board are joined t



lively, and the point of juncture C, by joining up a circuit

through A and B we get the differential action ; but by joining

up throng!) C mid A or B, the action is that of a simple tangent

galvanometer. If r and r' represent the radii of the outer and
inner hoops respectively, the ordinary formula becomes

I = rr '

x H tan d

when the instrument is used differentially.

An instrument has been constructed at the J. C. Green
School of Science for its Physical Laboratory of dimensions as

follows

:

Diameter of outer hoop 109 cm

Diameter of inner hoop 9-96cm

Width of each hoop 2 3 cm

Thickness of each hoop #35cm

The theoretical constant of this instrument agrees very closely

with that ascertained experimentally by means of the volta-

meter. The needle which is usually suspended in the center of

the hoops, may, if desired, in order to measure exceedingly

powerful currents, be moved along their axis to any required

distance on one side. The constant is, in that case, easily

found by an obvious modification of the formula.

\ T Kb LK-i EN ('
I

>ehlorie acid with metallic

1, Imt they have Ihtii very imperfectly!;

appear to "perforin an important part in

.or has investigated them, both cfiemicn



1-- Iodlivdrate of lead iodide, ami iodlivdrate of silver

, the former I
*

I > I < 1 1

1

) < 1 1 < > > an«l the latter (AgI,[II)
3

-. were prepared l»v dissolving the iodides in hydriodic
The first of these "evolves •_':;•:{ ealories. the second 2 1

•«
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nvert it into sulphuric acid. Hence the st

2 hyposulphite is represented by the form
i cuprous salt resulting from the reductior

sulphate by which the hyposulphite is c

base'to^ne^f sulpl'.',!. "Vile >implcs

e NaSO... But from the dibasic char

this should probably be doubled Na
u in the equation :

*0
3
+Na

2
S0

3+Na2
S

2 4
+(H

20) 2

iv, 438, March, 1881. g. f. n.

ombustibles by Nitrk JcvW.—The ini

ary combustibles. Kraut, however

tow or shavings may be easily ignite
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genesis of ., satellite 1iiiL''''1..n''''|' rlm,^'. afn'Avanls lollmv*'

15. N/\//,f; J// Reposition oft/if. Prinriphs of Monocular atxt



. tl.ex.utl. tin

bout interruption

the I rsern fold, the cipolins of Alte
dolomite of Tessiii, the sericite schists



masses (Aiguilles Rouges, Oisans). There were also other move-
in. nt- after the deposit of the Mesozoic strata, but of less extent.

;{. Rmliohtrhius (/Vy- •,/*/ /,„,). >n<tkh,</ for the m<ntt part th<

J«,<p<r fnuls of Twit, i/.—Dr. 1). Pantaxei.i.i has published a

paper on the Tuscan jaspers in the Transactions of the R. Ac-
eadeinia dei Lincei (IJomel, lsso, giving the results of the micro-
scopic study of the Tuscan beds of jaspers in the Eocene, Creta-
ceous and the I'pper bias. The author gives a double ipiarto

plate of figures of the fossils, and BflOWH that the lieds are marine
deposits, and were probably formed at some considerable depth.
since Radiolarians are most abundant in the deeper waters, the

number being proportionately largest, according to observations
hitherto made, between 5000 and 10,000 feet.

Fossil Sponge-Spicules from the Up
• * flint-st

ll.M..-:

•e I ppt r < Ao//,-. j
terior of a single flint-stone from Horst, ,„/ ;„ }

Ueorge Jennin'os H.m,k, VM.*. 84 pp. 8vo, wii

Inaugural Dissertation. Munich, 1880.—The material examined
was from an interior closed cavity ot a mass ot flint and r

sembled fine meal. The author describes, from it, 160 forms
spicules, which he refers to 38 species and 32 genera of Sponge
H of the species belonging to the Lithistids and HexactinelHd
Besides the spicules of sponges, the cavity afforded remaii
<>f Foraminifers. ()>tracoids, Echinodernis, Annelids, Cirriped
lu-yozoans. Ibaehiopods, Lamellibranchs ami Fishes, the first \\\



Scientific hdelligcn

ived, and may so la

insisting of Carb. soda 35-30, common salt, glauber
5-96, carb. Ca and Mg, and silica 5-37, vegetable matter
Water of the Can«.»ii of Kern Uiver afforded 9'49 of t(

adds annually to
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<oarces of mineral :in<l a-rifiih ur:xl wealth. He gives also a very
lull catalogue, arranged alphabetically, of the mineral species

found in the State. '"This is a revision and extension of a cata-

logue published by him in 1870, and it includes notices of the

recent work bv Dr. (bnth. Dr. Leew and others on Colorado min-

erals. To complete the long list of Colorado species the work by
Allen and Comstock on bastnasite, and the new species tysonite,

should properly be mentioned.
8. Grundlinien der Geologie von Bosun n-IL ,y, <j,n*}„„. —

KrKuiterungen zur geologischen Uebersichtskarte dieser Lander,

von Dr. K.l. v. M.usisovics, Dr. E. Tietze and Dr. A. Hitixkr,

Mit Beitragen von Dr. M. Neumayr und C. v. John und eitiem

Vorworte von Fr. v. Hatter. 322 pp. 8vo, with a colored geo-

logical chart and three lithographic tables. Vienna, 18S0.—This

work treats of the stratified formations of the region, from the

Paleozoic to the Quaternary, the local geology of the different

parts, the crystalline rocks, and closes with a chapter on the

"Tertiary Inland Mollusks," by Dr. Neumayr.
9. Journal of the Cincinnati Sonety of Xatnral History, for

Jan., 1881.—This number of the Journal has a descriptive biblio-

graphic paper on the X. A. Tertiary, by S. A. Miller; descriptions

eina, by V. T. Chambers; papers on the tie.

distribution ..f.-enain X. A. f.vsh-water m./ii

< ri. oids, bv'"!. (i Wetherby, besides oth. r pap. '-• I" M ' Mil-

ler's nanor'tliP onvliost naner referred to on Martha - \ inevard

>re the Acad. Nat. Sci. ,

awes to be notice! : it r<

Atlantic border from Ga
cico, and gives many ini]

». Geological Reports re

ce in this place.)

By of Pennsylva



State of Indiana,—Report of the Department of Statistics and Geology, 1880,

by John Collktt. r.li pp. Kv<>, with plates.

Geological Survey of Canada.— Report of the Geology of Southern New Bruns-
wick. 1S78-79. by Prof. L. W. Bailey, G. F. Matthews, and R. W. Ku.s. 2»;i

pp. 8vo, with a large geological map and 6 plates of sections. Montreal, 1880.

(Dawson Brothers.)

11. Lazultte from Canada.—The occurrence of lazulite in the

district of Keewatin, near the mouth of the Cliurcliill River, is

described by ('. Hoffmann (Geology of Canada, Report of Pro-
gress for 1878 '.)). The mineral occurs massive in narrow veins in

quartz. It lias a deep azure blue color; its specific gravity is

:V()44.->. An analysis afforded the following results (after the de-

duction of 3-81 p. c. silica, as impurity):

P2 5 A1 2 3 FeO MgO CaO H2

46-39 29-14 2"09 13-84 2'83 6-4l= 100-76

The Chemical Contributions to the Geology of Canada (-'">
i »

1
>

-

by Mr. Hoffmann, from which the above analysis is quoted, contain

also an analysis of cyanite from North Thompson River, Hritish

Columbia, others of graphite, kaolin, alunogen, also analyses of

various natural waters, coals, iron, copper and
gold and silver assays, etc.

12. 7V» M;,,,,uih,nul Mhn-ral Localities of North Carolina;

of the second volume of the Geology of North
Raleigh, 1881.—This volume opens

general statement bv the State Geologist, Prof. Ke
ing this is the extended report by Dr. F. A. Genth. A ae-

on is given of each of the species discovered in the State,

eing not onlv whatever has been previously published, but

unierous new analyses, mostly by Dr. Uuith or his assist-

and many facts made known "by'the recent exploratic "
"'

S„.pl , W. E. Hid-

in the western part

ing minerals, among
id related species as

.f minerals and locul-

•ecially by collectors.

?veral pages in which

him (see this .lourii.,

to cause the destruction of different building stones and
ended his experiments to _'•_' kinds of granite, 23 of sand-
oi limestone, 7 of marble, 3 of conglomerate, 1 of slate,

apstone, and 1 of artificial stone. Under the application

heat, the granite (1) began to yield at a temperature be-

00° and 800° F.; (2) became cracked between 800° F. and

; (3) became generally cracked between SOO and '.'•")" F.



(1), (2), (3), (4), and those also for tlio other kit

Hie granites had a specific gravity h

epting one from Stanstead, ( 'anada,

water added to their weight, through
their weight to 1-81 8th. In the cast

68 to 2-661, hut mostly under 2-400
;

7th to l-80th excepting tw«» giving
»va Scotia), and l-:Jl4th (the Montrose
i' the lnarlile, sp ur.= '_'-ii(i0 to 2-84S. ai

l-380th; for the more solid of the pur
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Neocyanite. A recent sublimation product at Vesuvius, in

composition essentially an anhydrous silicate of copper. It occurs

in minute crystals of an azure blue color. Described by Scacchi

;

Rend. Accad. Sc. JVapoli, Dec. 4, 1880.

15. Analysis of Columbia : by E. J. Hallock, Ph.D. (Com-
municated.)—The sample analyzed was from Middletown, Conn.,

kindly furnished to the writer by Professor Charles A.

99-86 100-02

The columbic and tantalic acids were not separated, but the

specific gravity of the ignited mixed acids from No. 2 was 7*48,

indicating a large proportion of tantalic acid.

Southern Medical College, Atlanta, Ga., Feb., 1881.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Notes on Orchidece, and Notes on Cyperacece ; by George
Bentham, F.R.S.—Two notable papers extracted from the (still

iiii|.ul>li<h«-dj eighteenth volume of the Journal of the Linnean

Society, and important as forerunners, being a sketch of the ar-

rangement adopted for these orders in the forthcoming and con-

cluding portion of the Genera Plantarum, and containing also

some historical and critical details which could find no place in

that condensed systematic work. It must suffice to direct atten-

tion to these papers, as we cannot now give an analysis of them.

That on the Or<-lii<h,> is naturally far the most considerable : it

occupies the pages of the volume* from 281 to 360, and is a suc-

cinct exposition of a complete re-arrangement of this vast and

to the tribes, sub-tribes, and the limitation of

r genera. That on the Cyperacece, pp. 300-367, is compara-
- - small affair; this family exhibiting small diversity of

structure. The genera are e-muped under two principal divisions

(after Iheekler), each containing three tribes. The history of

ively i

taken or confuse

. On the Germination and HUtotogy of the Seedlini,<>f 11',/-

irterly Journal .

fmm the

p. 15-22,

i two plates.—We have had the pleasure of inspect

e to time the seedlings of \\ >/>;> ,./,/„ which germina ed early

autumn at Kew Gardens, and of which several have survived

3Ugh the winter and are still thriving, although t ie larger

tion was lost. This paper by a promising phytotomist inves-
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tigates tin- structure ami development of the mature embryo ami

I the seedling mid is to be followed by a research into the histol-

ogy of the more advanced plant from good specimens in spirit.

An important intermediate stage between these preserved young
plants- and the growing seedlings remains to be supplied, and
may be expected from the lurther development of these precious

living plants. Without referring here to the details of germina-

tion and of the minute anatomy, we will only refer to the two
points brought to view by Mr. Bower of much interest to the

morphologist. One is the production from the caulicle or hypo-

cotyledonary stem, at the beginning of germination, of a fleshy

outerrowth. which remains in' the axis of the seed, enveloped by
after the development and liberation of the

vth of the

s germina-

;ernally, develops in proximity to the

onstricted apex of the caulicle, and in

being therefore incumbent upon the

at one time it almost equals in length

thickness, whin- i -

;dons well above ground, is almost

which, as already stated, remains in

ling endosperm being still capable of

The second point is that the seedling of Welwitchia promptly

produces a two-leaved plumule, decussating with the cotyledons

and it is inferred that this pair of leaves (and not tie-

as had been supposed) make- the permanent

plant. The In ing seedlings give as yet no. sternal • videm e thai

th«; cotyledons are to die off; but

spirit show apparent scars and vestiges whu di< at, -.. ., ,[w



ofnibh ani.tex <>/ their var'mt'n>n ;

inuary number of the Journal of

ral History contains the first part

otice is deferred until the promised

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

istributinn of Tn tl , ^V/W*.—The American Meteorol

y'has issued two circulars relating to the public distill

ncludes a letter from the chief signal otfi-

. B. Ilazen, to the president of the society,

In this letter the chief signal officer ex-

Mgnal Service would naturally have in per-

duty of dropping time balls in the various

> in perfect working <



.'/-^ .,/„/, /,;,,,,,,,

ring the apparatus, sis also tl

properly made; provided this does i

' the man on duty than one-half ho

ry-room, and of purchasing, installh

annual reports of the observatories in charge of time balls as relate to the accuracy

51 Bubeerved by causing the respective

of Greenwich, in n. -• u schedule:



region, geological, ethnographic ami economical, show that he i

well fitted for the position.

5. Report <>f tin Shj„ r!nt< ,»h nt <>f tin r,r>t<<l Nates Coast
Siirrrt/, showing the progre>s i»i' the work for tin- fiscal year ending
with June, 1*77. l;»2 pp., with 2,5 maps. Among the Appendices
arc the following : Notes couci < in the rela-

tive elevalions of land and of sea, by IIknky MnviiKi.i, ; Descrip-

tion of an apparatus devised for observing currents in connection

with the physical survey of the .Mississippi Kiver, by H. !.. Mak-

yar-K by. I. K. IIii,;ai:i»; Description of an improved open vertical

sphere, by C. S. Peir< k.

Vol. i. Klenir : ;

sse, Inspector General of Mil

is able researches in geology ac

close of March.
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Art. LIII.—Principal Chararhrx of American JuvaxnU
Dinosaur*; l»v (). C. Maksh. PartV. With seven Pktoa

characters of" }/ \, " aI.I'L ?,',
/' ' V^/J', JT.u!

AthntoKann,*. the host known genera of the S,n,ropo,ht

Dinosaurs is proposed.



The scapular arch in the present species is fortunately better

known than that of any other Dinosaur hitherto discovered.

In Plates XII and XIII the various bones are represented

separately, and in figure 1 of the latter plate they are in

position. The scapula resembles in general form the corre-

sponding boiie in Mnrux<nn-iix, but the shaft is longer, and the

upper end less expanded. The coracoid, on the other hand,

differs materially from that of MoroMttti-f/*, and approaches

more nearly that of Apatosaurus, which is sub-quadrate in

outline. In Plate XII the scapula and coracoid of the present

species are placed nearly in the same plane, and the space

between them probably represents about the amount of car-

tilage which originally separated them. Both scapulae were

found in apposition with their respective coracoids.

The two sternal bones lay side by side between the two

coracoids, and in Plate XIII they are represented nearly as

found. They arc sub-oval in outline, concave above, and

convex below. They are parial, and when in position marly
or <pute meet on the median line. Each bone is considerably

thickened in front, and shows a distinct facet for union with

the coracoid. The posterior end is thin and irregular.

al vertebra* of the present species are quite num-
•n at least belonging in this part of the column,

ugly opisthoc.elian.' The anterior cervicals are

n comparison with those near the dorsal region.

ird vertebra to the middle of the neck, the centra

length and especially in bulk, but the posterior

dually become shorter. In Plate XIV the sixth

presented, and this is typical for the anterior half

All the anterior cervicals have coossified ribs, as

n the posterior cervicals, the ribs become free.

• facet for the head of the rib rises .rraduallv on



The neural .-pine h

rises rapidly further

posterior dorsal is ix

ar'ter of the \ ertebro

A the vertebra in front. There appear

rtebrse, as those near tlie sacrum sup-

erate size. These vertebrae have both
arly flat or biconcave.*
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ui of the spines of several vertebrae. In front, it shows
pities for the ligament uniting it to the adjoining vertebra,

its posterior margin likrwi-i- in.li.-an-- a -iniilar union with
first caudal. In this genus, as in all the Saurojpoda, each
:ebra of the sacrum supports its own transverse processes,

mown in Plate XVI, the articulation for the ilium is formed
the coossification of the distal ends of the transverse

2esses. The neural canal is much enlarged in the sacrum,
proportionally less than in Stegosaurus.

,
the three vertebrae next behind th

zed cavities hetween the base of th

verse processes. These shallow pod

Hie fourth caudal vertebra,

s 1 and !>, is solid through-

L-vron. tares 3 and 4. The
J vertebrae are elevated and

in outline, due to the four

low weak spines, and no

or caudals are elongate, and

XVIII were found nearly
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Brontosaurus ampins, sp. nov.

A second species of this genus is from the same horizon, and
is represented by the greater portion of the skeleton. In size,

the two were very nearly equal, but they may be distinguished

readily by the vertebrae. In the present species, the dorsal

vertebras are less massive, the differences being especially

noticeable in the zygapophyses. The anterior caudals, more-
over, are without the cavities noticed in the type species, and
are likewise proportionally longer. The single sternal bone
found near its coracoid is thinner, and has its anterior border
less developed than the corresponding part in Bronto,s<iur«s

exceims. The metacarpals of the present species are more
elongate than in the other known members of the group.

Diracodon laticeps, gen. et sp. nov.

A new Jurassic Dinosaur of moderate size is indicated by
various remains, among which are the two maxillary bones.

These are unusually slender, and peculiar in the large number
of teeth they contained. These teeth resemble in form those

of ft-/u'/io(lon, Owen. They have compressed serrated crowns,

sculptured on both sides. The base of the crown is expanded.
and below this is a distinct neck, which will readily distin-

ish these teeth from any hitherto found i

'etli are implanted in distinct sockets, and tht

vo in each maxillary. There is a foramei
de, just below each tooth, and some large

The following measurements indicate the siz

Entire length of maxillary bone.
Space occupied by teeth .

.

Spae -eupied l»v eleven anlerii

Length of anterior edentulous po

Vertical diameter of jaw, above <

The present species was probal

ngth. The verlel.ra. refem,! to



The specimen described by the writer as N<ut<>.saur>is rlctor*

proves, on investigation, to be distinct from the type of the

genus to which it was referred, and presents sonic peculiar

characters. Some of these characters are as follows:

(1) There are but two vertebra' in the sacrum.

(2) The femur is shorter than the tibia.

(3) The metatarsals are one-half the length of the tibia.

(4) The calcaneum is much produced backward.

The last character has not before been seen in Dinosaurs, and

indicates a foot especially adapted for leaping. The species

representing this group may be called Ilallopm victor. The
animal was about as large as a fox. The geological horizon of

this specimen is near the base of the Atlantosaurus, beds, in

Colorado, and perhaps below them.

The collection of American Jurassic Dinosaurs now in the

museum of Vale College includes the remains of several hun-

dred individuals, many of them in excellent preservation. The
completeness of this series renders it valuable as a basis of

classification for the known American forms, and an outline of

this classification may appropriately be presented in the present

article. Most of the many genera and >pecies represented in

this series can be readily grouped in five suborders, as given

below, two of which have' already been defined by the writer.



Order DrXOSATHIA, <) w

• bones solid.

Family .1 tlantosaurhlw.

Genera Atlantosawrits, Aj>tit<»mnrn>i, I>r<>itt>>*<nirits,
.

lodocus, and Morosaurus.

Suborder Stegosauria (Plated lizard.) Herbivor
Feet plantigrade, ungulate : live <li-ils in maims and

Pubes free in front. Post-pubis present.

Vertebra? and limb bones solid.

Family Stef/o.wri'/n

.

Genus Stegosaurus.

Pubes free in front. Post-pubis present.

Vertebra? solid ; limb bones hollow.

Vertebrae more or less cavernous; limb bones h

Family AUomurhh*.
(Sonera Aflosmtrus, Creosaurus, and L(ihr<>*<<xr,

border Hai.lopoda (Leaping toot.) Cam
Feet digitigrade, uuguiculate ; three digits in p
Metatarsals much elongated ;

ealcaneum much
]

backward.
Two vertebra? in sacrum. Limb bones hollow.
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inferior view ; c, face :

inner front margin
; p, posterior end.

Letters as above.
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Art. LIV.— Geological relations of the Limestone Belts of West-
chester County, New York; bv James I>. Daxa. Willi ;i map
(Plate XIX) *

4. Southern Westchester County and Northern Neio York Island.

In the account, on former pages of this memoir, f of Southern
^•st.-hester County and the adjoining part of New York or
^I.i iMi.-iTTnn Island, many facts of general interest were omitted.
The developments which have been announced have given the
region great geological importance, since they prove, on evi-
dence both stratigraphical and paleontological, that the lime-
stones, gneisses and mica schists arc part of the long north-and-
south line of the Green Mountain formations, and also part of
the Lower Silurian series which spread westward over the con-
tinent.^ I propose here to describe, more fully than has been
done, the positions and relations of the limestone areas, and the
flexures in these and the adjoining rocks. Toward this end
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I have made many additional observations which are here

included. The facts will he found to explain the origin of some
of the features of New York Island, and indeed of New York
City, while illustrating also certain general stratigraphical fea-

tures of the Green Mountain system. In order that the points

may be readily understood, a large geological map of the area

is here added. (See Plate XIX.)
Explanations of the Map.—The accompanying map is drawn

on a scale of one mile to two inches. For the sake oi' precision

been laid out over the surface.* I have added also, from early
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maps, some details as to the original topography of New York-
Island, which street grading has mostly or wholly obliterated,
namely

: the bay and stream at the north end of the Eighth
Avenue Valley, whose waters flowed northward into Harlem
Hiver

:
and the stream of Manhattanville Vallev— a remarkable

depression that crosses the island, obliquely to the bedding of
the rocks, from Manhattanville on the Hudson, southeast-by-
flast. to East River, passing over the northeast corner of Central
Park, where the park has one of its ponds and a tributary brook.
The areas on the map that are colored blue are those of the

limestone, the rest being occupied by schists (mica schist and
gneiss); and the dotted lines which are in continuation of the
belts indicate the course of the valley, along which the lime-
stone may perhaps extend.
The T-shaped symbols, as already explained, show, by the

direction of the top of the T, the direction or strike of the bed-
ding of the limestone and schists, and bv the leimth and direc-
tion of the stem, the amount and direction of the pitch or dip
of the beds. For the convenience of the reader. I repeal the

varies greatly within very short distances, two stems are used,

r'/'iiig the extremes (fig. 22). If there are dips in opposite
directions, stems are put on both sides of the top of the T

© h I -h -+
( figs. 23, 24). These dips in

approximately
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Additional notes on the Rocks.—The crystalline schists of the

region, as I have stated, are mainly micaceous gneiss and
coarse mica schist, the one graduating into the other; are

generally garnetiferous, and in some places hornblendic, or

contain hornblende schist in intercalated beds; and have been

found to contain cyanite at localities between 4th and 5th

Avenues and 42d and 51st Streets.* I have now to report that

the schist is crowded with minute needles of fibrolite at several

points between the same avenues farther to the north (north

of 115th street), and also in Westchester County, north of Mott
Haven, near the Mott Avenue bridge over the Hudson River
railroad track : a fact which adds to the close relations between
the rocks of New York and those of eastern Westchester
County, at New Rochelle, and also those of the northern part

of the county, south of Peekskill.f

Gneiss of the normal type—that is, containing only a moder-
ate proportion of mica—is not common. A fine-grained, thick-

bedded, light gray gneiss containing little black and white

mica, makes the bluff bounding on the west the limestone area

between Tremont and Morrisania, and has been quarried

at several points. By microscopic examination of a thin slice,

I have found it to be two-thirds granular quartz, so that it is

in reality quartzytic gneiss or gneissic quartzyte. The other

ingredients are o'rthoclase and mieroeline. with traces of black

tourmaline. It is porous, and weathers rather deeply, and
loses thus its black mica before it does its firmnesa Among
the thicker beds occurs an occasional thin layer of mica schist.

The presence of hornblende or hornblendic schist appears to

have often determined a crowd of subordinate flexures and
contortions in the beds, and a loss of distinctness in the minor
layers. I have explained this on the ground that hornblende
is relatively a fusible mineral (beimj: of the grade 8, on von
Kobell's scale of fusibility), while the feldspar (of which ortho-

clase is the prevailing one) and the mica (black and white) are

of difficult fusibility (5 to 6, on the same scale): and. in conse-

quence, beds that become hornblendic in the metamorphic
process easily soften and bend. A good example is seen in a

the micaceous gneiss has high dip (mostly S<>° to <»0°, but

varying locally) and in some parts contains much hornblende.



extensive joint or fracture. The surface over a large area

made up of the flat ends of great and n

zontal columns (fig. 26). The rock is here largely hornblendic,

and the columns are obscure in ig; but

through the weathering or

thai they are a compacted roll or zigzag

of layers, as in the annexed cut liig. 27). representing one ot

them* twenty inches in breadth.* Such observations show why

rphic rocks, when containing little or no

.pmrtz. often fail o< bedding, and lo.-k enough like igneous

|-!v.|urntlv referred, without a M aestion, to that class.

ip les on New York
most remarkable of them in

.33d and 138th streets. The

land, and
irk,
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The crystalline li'unstnne -strictly dolomite

—

often contains

so much dark brown or black mica in scales as to look like a

thick-bedded gneiss; yet it betrays its true nature, here as

usually elsewhere, by the occurrence of some crumbling sur-

faces. Besides tremolite, chlorite, with a little graphite and
brown or black sphene, as before reported, the limestone con-

tains white pyroxene in crystals, and green pyroxene in

coccolite-like grains. The white crystals accompany tremolite

in northern New York, near the King's Bridge Road,* and the

coccolite variety characterizes part of the limestone of the

"Mount Eden""region, north of Fleetwood Park. Orthoclase

in cleavable pieces also is sometimes an impurity of the lime-

stone; and pyrite is a common source of disintegration and

The limestone areas are in part low and marshy, owing to

the easy destruction of the rock. But in some parts of the

region there are long, broad ridges, a hundred feet or so in

height. One of these ridges extends from Morrisania to Ford-

ham, and many quarries have been opened in it. Another

of them, equally prominent but of the less pure, gneiss-like

limestone, passes through "Mount Eden,'" and lias given occa-

sion to the extravagant expression Mount in the name of this

locality of prospective streets and houses.

connected with the limestone areas and the associated schists.

A. The portions of the Area in Westchester Conn ///.—The

;eneral fact has been stated that, in this easternmost of the

belts, the beds on the eastern side have a high eastward

dip (figure 29), and on the westmi usually a high

westward dip, corresponding with the idea that the

I
beds make an anticlinal flexure. This steep dip

nnues on the eastern portion quite to the Harlem:

but on the western, it varies in its northern part to 70° E., and

south of Tremout station from 80° W. to 60° W., becoming 50°

W. and less in local folds.

The center,.! the Morrisania. where it
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there are undulations in the beds with dips of 45° to 30° and
less, both eastward and westward, corresponding with a widen-

ing out of the anticlinal. These undulations (of which there

are successions across the region) arc well shown in Melrose, On
Elton Avenue, above 159th Street (see map), and also near

156th and 155th Streets, (fig. 30, representing a length of

thirtv live vards) and" on 150th Street, east of Cortlandt Avenue
(fig. 31, representing ;« length of one hundred yards). There

are outcrops also on 149th Street.

Farther south, about 140th Street, or below this, the lime-

stone area is divided into two bands, an eastern and western,

separated by schist—whether underlying or overlying schist, is

considered beyond.
The outcrops of schist which prove this occur to the south,

between 133d and 136th Streets, east of Willis Avenue (a spot

marked by T-symbols on the map). The micaceous beds are

undulating, with the dip in part -mall and varying from east to

v.cst. thus conforming in character to the limestone in the broad

150th to 159th Streets. But on its

tone thai is, toward the east side of

the anticlinal, the dip becomes high (70°-90° E.), conforming

to that of the' limestone.

The general facts respecting the Mott Haven band of lirae-

Btone have been stated on page 360 of the last volume of this

Journal.

The schist making the bluff or steep border along most of the

west side of this limestone belt between Fordham and Morrisania

is in general the -piart/vtie gneiss mentioned on page 428,

though in some portions micaceous gneiss or hornblende schist.

B. The limestone area in New York Island.—The eastern of the

two limestone bun Is does not come out to view south of Harlem

River. It probably extends <

K

4 Ha lall
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dip 60° W. But farther south in the same line, that is, east

of 3d Avenue, there are large outcrops of micaceous gneiss

between 89th and 70th Streets, having the strike of the bedding
K 30° E. The beds are undulating, pitching at small angles

both eastward and westward, except east of Avenue A toward

i the dips become high—90° to 70° E.

Fig. 32 represents a section on 75th Street, east of Avenue A

;

fig. 33, another on 77th Street, east of the same avenue ; fig.

34, a portion of a section near East River.

They thus accord in position with the similarly

situated beds north of the Harlem, and would seem
to indicate that the anticlinal is distinguishable at

least to this distance, although it is hardly probable

that the limestone continues so far down the river.

The western or Mott Haven Lim>-stout bawl outcrops on the

island between 118th and 124-th Streets. The ledge of lime-

stone with intercalated gneiss, north of 122d Street and east of

and adjoining Lexington Avenue, first described by Mr. R. P.

Stevens,* is the principal locality remaining. It is about 125

feet in breadth. His section of the limestone and schist con-

tains an anticlinal flexure (now hardly distinct); but the mass

exposed is certainly but a small part of the whole limestone

band, and the flexure is evidently one of the local flexures so

common in the stratification of that vicinity. The easternmost

of the beds on 122d Street—which is about" 35 feet wide and the

purest—bends from N. 28° E. (the normal strike) toN. 54° E.,

and disappears beneath the adjoining van! and house; and

probably the chief part of the limestone band is situated farther

to the east along 3d Avenue. There are also three layers of

limestone in the schist south of 122d Street. Besides these

outcrops, there is much calcareous material in portions of the

gneiss cast of 4th Avenue between 118th and 120th Streets, as

reported by Dr. Gale, and also on 124th Street, which localities

lie to the west of the general range of the hand.
As to the southern limit of the band there is no positive

evidence. In view of the range of low land directly south

along and east of 3d Avenue, and the outcrops of schist on the

western side, it probably goes at least as far as 103d Street.

Mr. R. P. Stevens, in the paper already referred to, states that

limestone was found 18 feet below the surface, in 50th Street,

between 3d and 4th Avenues, in excavating for a culvert; and

this must belong to the same band, although the limestone is

* Annals of Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. York, viii, 116, 1865.
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over more or less of the interval betwee

nentlvon New York Island cast of 4th Avenue be
and 130th Street., and also both west and east f

between 125th and 114th Streets. The beds have
a clip of 60° to 50°. But there are broad and nai

tions, with eastward and westward dips, as represe
map, and illustrated as to general character in

Some portions are fihrol'di<\ as stated above; at

taken in connection with the existence of the rela

Streets, is much in favor of the conclusion that

tity of the Grand Central Static

fact that

A. In Westchester County.—The linn, to,,, an,. No. 2, or that
of the valley of Cromwell's Creek (called also the Clove) joins

that already described through the region of Fleetwood Park,
as shown on the map. The northern limit of the belt is about
two miles north of MeComb's (or Central) Bridge. At this north

extremity (in the region of the Manhattan House, M.) two valleys

come up from the south and meet—the one just mentioned
or "the Clove," and a more eastern, which passes into Fleet-

wood Park. The limestone of Morrisania extends westward
over three-fourths of Fleetwood Park, and then northward (as

the map sbows) to join the limestone of the Cromwell Creek
"Valley. The high land between the two valleys forming the

western side of Fleetwood Park consists mainly of schist. But
farther north the schist makes only its western portion for 600
jards, and then narrows out leaving limestone alone, excepting
an occasional intercalation of gneiss; and it is the kind of

limestone already spoken of as firm and gneissdike in aspect,

and as containing much mica and in places green coccolite.

From the rid--, the liim-tone extends across Cromwell Creek-

bridge (the
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The schist east of the limestone along the west side of Fleet-

woo,! Park is nearly vertical in its bedding. That on the west

side lias, north of Ui-th Street, a high dip to the eastward, like

the prevailing dip of the limestone ; but south of this it becomes

nearly vertical, and then westerly, and, within a fourth of a

mile of McComb's bridge, the beds have widely varying dip

vail ; yet on the Harlem River side, the beds have greater regu-

larity' and stand nearly vertical. As shown below, they here

face the Harlem Kiver'baml of limestone.

B. On New York Island.—In New York, the limestone band

of Cromwell Creek Valley is in sight only, as has been men-

tioned, between 131st and 183d Streets, about one hundred and

forty yards east of 6th Avenue* The width of the open lot

north of 132d Street covered by the outcropping limestone is

about fifty yards. Excepting a layer of schist six or seven feet

thick the rock is all a coarsely crystalline limestone. Its aver-

age strike is K. 28° E., and the dip is mostly to the eastward

60°, but varying to 40° and less. There are also westward

dips and. near the middle of the area, small local flexures.

To the south of 132d Street, where also there is an open lot,

but narrower, the limestone shows itself at some places over

the surface of the lot, and then disappears as it passes under a

fence located half way to 131st Street; farther south it is cov-

ered by yards and buildings and other "city improvements.

At the outcrops in this lot the beds are nearly vertical and

have the direction X. 24 28° E. Just east, a rocky ledge

stands facing 182d Street, which, (nr seventy J'cet, fronts the

open lot north of the street and is chiefly of limestone; the

remaining thirty feet are of mica schist with a layer of lime-

stone near its middle. The beds of the western part of the

ledge are vertical, but those to the eastward are variously

flexed. There is nothing at tic locality to authorize a positive

conclusion as to whether the body of the limestone band lies

to the east or west of this locality.

How far this Cromwell Valley belt extends south of 131st

Street is uncert-un The airfare continues low to 124th Street,
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A. The Limestone.—The main facts respecting this ami have

already been given, and I have little to add except the evidence

with reference to its extension down Harlem River. The map
shows its position south of King's Bridge its spreading over

the Inwood Parade grounds,-- the site selected for the proposed

exposition of 1883—and its dividing into a in's/rm band which

extends southward along the valley occupied by the King's

Bridge Road, the chief highway of Northern New York, and

an eastern, of greater length.

The western band I have not traced by outcrops beyond
l'.Uth Street: but the valley is so well defined by its western

wall of schist and its flat bottom that there is little doubt as

to the continuation of the limestone to 187th Street, and it may
not end short of 183d Street, where the valley fades out.f The
most southern localitv of limestone mentioned by Dr. Bale and

Professor Mather is 'just north of the Inwood Presbyterian

Church, to the north of which all the old quarries of the region

Dr. Gale states, as quoted on page f>P> o( Mather's N. Y.

Report, that "at 157th Street, about 100 feet west of loth

Avenue, the rock is entirely changed both in composition and

serpentine." I have not succeeded in finding this outcrop,

probably because of changes since mafic in the surface up-

grading. The locality is nearly in the line that the t l

band would follow.

The existence of an eastern limestone band down Harlem

River is placed bevond <,uestion bv the fact-made known to

me b v Mr. Benjamin S. Church, Resident Engineer in charge

of the Croton Water Works—that part of the pais oJ the Cro-

ton Aqueduct bridge, called High Bridge, rest on limestone.

The map gives the position of the bridge. The following figure

represents a sectional view of the structure reduced from a

tracing obtained for me by Mr. Church at the Engineer's office

in New York4
Of the piers, numbers 7, 8, 9 have the foundations planted on
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•3 limestone, while numbers 3, 4,

11, 12 are built on piles which do noti^.„
In the case of piers 10, 11, 12, the

s I have learned from
3 down thirty feet

„._ the piles fifty feet

»wer ends of these piles pre

ghty feet below high ica

not reach the bottom of

The depth of the

,_ .„ thus proved to exist

extremelv probable that

:cavated to such a depth

and, therefore, that

xtends eastward nearly to pie

case of pier No. 9, the lime:

ached at a depth of twenty-six feet

corner of the foundation

jet at the northeast corner.

f^ w On such evidence, it is certain that the

Q\ | limestone passes the bridge, and exceed-
" probable that it extends to the bend

5th Street; and, sine

•c alluvial I hits,' but an- now kitchen-

den plots, either side of the avenue, it

erv probable that the limestone also

These low lands or flats ex-

's

1

tend quite to Central Park, or 110th

J Street, and terminate in the depression

J adjoining its west corner, at 106th Street;
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described above. On Harlem River about a mile north of this

bridge (or 1£ mile south of King's Bridge), at Morris Dock
Station, a light gray, tine -mined gneiss outcrops, which effer-

vesces on the application of acid on account of the presence of

calcareous or dohmiitic materia]. Tins characteristic appears

to show that it lies near the eastern border of the Harlem

River limestone. North of this, to King's Bridge, there are no

other outcrops.

C. Schist ir t to in I/nrirm Hire, <. Eash-rnlhneslmn hand.—

At the north end of 10th avenue, south of Sherman's Creek,

where grading has exposed a section of the high prominence

once surmounted by "Fort George," the micaceous gneiss

varies greatly in position, owing to irregular flexures, its dips

changing from horizontal to vertical, and the direction from

N.E. to N. W. But to the south along the avenue and between

it and the river down to 155th Street, the beds are quite uni-

form in position, being nearly vertical, 70° E. to 70° W., with

the westing most prevalent, and the average strike N. 28° E.

farther M.mh, tin- sum' steep oi neaih veitn a! bcddini: m>u

turner to (Venal Park, the dip being generally 85° E. to

70° E, and the strike averaging N. 29° E.

\ ,ese of the limeston e of tin i westem

No. 3, the
]

roof is les;
Here

us with it, ;as it is with No. 1. I I

i connection in the: bed ol II; irlem

Kiv', :r at McCotl.r.^brillgc because of the \

and .... the stratili f it (in 11, -ll like

those of the schi st south of Sherman's Creek, i is show n oi l the

map
) and the co
ie bridge. \

ntrast in th

But after a

is respect with the

careful study of t he beds, of i;!!;!;
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South of this flat country there is a sudden transition to

gneissic hills—those of the Park ; the limestone is absent.

Nothing is seen of the 8th Avenue belt, or of that east of 6th

Avenue. Whether the formation continues southward under-

neath the schist or not is a problem for further investigation.

Some facts that may have a bearing on this point are men-
tioned on page 363 of the last volume of this Journal.

Thickness of the limestone.—-The thickness of the limestone

formation may be best derived from the northern part of Area
No. 1, in Tremont, Since the beds stand nearly vertical, the

thickness is about half the width, and therefore not far from

750 feet. From the section at High Bridge over the Harlem,
the thickness there may be 700 feet, but probably is not over

600.

Flexures of the limestone and schists.—The fact that in Area
No. 1, in Westchester County, the dips are westward on the

western side (with exception's to the north) and eastward, on

the eastern, is sustained by my later as well as earlier observa-

tions, and seems to support the conclusion that the limestone

makes an anticlinal or upward flexure. If this inference is

correct, then the schist adjoining the limestone on its west side

lies in a synclinal fold; and the broad part of the Cromwell
Creek limestone band, in the vicinity of Mount Eden, and for

the half mile south, is in an anticlinal : a single anticlinal only,

low undulations where exposed farther south, and in its eastern

generallv dtps f><>° to 60°, and eve, less on Mount Eden. The
limestone band along the Harlem includes but one thickness ot

erlv dips
]

side of the

schist and easterly on that of the Hudson.
But. on the other hand, the schists north of Tremont next

west of limestone area No. 1, so generally dip mshrard that it

a sy,,chn'^insi!lh!t all'u.t'i" li'.'a!
' Ae' !in',aV't In <tremiU ot

(M
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These statements make it manifest that the question as to

the actual diameter of the flexures is not easily cleared of the

doubts that arise from local displacements and from varying

positions of the axial plane of the flexures. I ncertainties

exist also because of the covering of soil or drift over a large

part of the region.

Although the plotting of sections from the obtainable facts

eqnently unsatisfactory work, I

present the following sections (see page 4Hi as probably, in a

general way, correct. The four sections cross the region from

west (the left) to east: No. 1, through Tremont; 2, through

oi _. KJSth Street, just north of Fleetwood Park: '3,

through Melrose, along 159th Street; 4, through Mott Haven,
along 138th Street. A section through Harlem would differ

little from the last.

The sections speak for themselves, and to one who will ex-

amine them and the map together, and carefully compare each

with the othei-. little explanation need be given. The lime-

>te!:e stratum is the blocked portion; that of the underlying

schist is closely lined ; that of the overlying schist more openly

lined, with alternate broken lines.*

It is seen that, on this view of the flexures, the ridge of schist

west of the limestone of Fordham and Tremont is part of an

undrrhjc,,*/ stratum : and it is interesting to observe that the

rock is to a lar-e extent amnl-i/h' gneiss, which su^-u that

it rnav correspond to the Potsdam sandstone and the schist

associated with it in some regions (as near Peekskill and

Cove). Its veins are mostly of quartz. The syn-

clinal of the Cromwell's Creek limestone, shown in section 1.

becomes covered with schist— ovtrh/ni<i schist-south of Mt.

Hue,,, ;1 s appears in section 2. and this ridge extends south to

Mott Haven, appearing in sections 8 and 4. and beyond. It

is in ;,;,,,.,. tibrolit e to the north of Mott Haven, as well as to

the south.

Whether the schist between Cromwells Creel ''" ir '
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Valleys and Low Areas.—From the distribution of the lime-

stone, as exhibited on the map, and the fact of its easy wear or
erosion, we derive explanations of several topographical features

of New York Island and the adjoining region. For example
we learn-
Why Harlem river has its present position and depth, and its

north and south course ; Why there is an " Eighth Avenue val-

ley;" Why the "Inwood parade grounds" are a broad rolling

region from the Harlem to the King's Bridge Road ; Why, south

of the Inwood Presbyterian Church, there was a King's Bridge

Eoad valley, to fix 'the position of that old highway; Why
Sherman's Creek bends around the Fort George heights ; Why
Cromwell's Creek exists and the valley or "Clove" to the

north; Why Fleetwood Park is low and' nearly flat, except its

western side; Why Third Avenue in Harlem and the region

east of it is low
; Why wide flats (with small exceptions), extend

from East Eiver more than two-thirds of the way across the

island, just north of Central Park; and, perhaps, why there is

an East River channel.

The limestone lands that are not low may owe their height

to the fact that erosion follows water courses ; but, besides, the

rock when in nearly vertical beds—usually the fact in such

places—is generally of a firmer kind, because the pressure

which gave the beds this position, served to compact the rock

and so favored closer and better consolidation.

Trends of Ledges and City Avenues.—We also find a good

reason for the precise direction given by the city surveyors to

the New York avenues—it being the mean direction of the

strike or direction of the bedding in the gneiss, and thence of

the rock v ledges of the island. Many parts of the avenues in the

northern half' of the island have now a low even wall on one

side or the other, made by a flat and nearly vertical cleavage-

The MnuhnWrnrtll, Vail,,,. I

filler (or

Manhattanville and Harlem, as called bv Dr. Gale), which cuts

across the island obliquely from Manhattanville on the Hud-
son in a neai'lv southeastward direction, is one of its most ex-

traordinarv ^c'olo^ieal and top.><rraphical features, as mentioned

mlnKrnH^^ theturfacc aU^-
it from one side of the island to the other, that in [*2i\ a canal

was projected that should here connect Harlem River with the

Hudson': and the canal was so far constructed that a celebra-

tion took place of the completion of the first lock.



"
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The valley ii

izz::%
by Dr.

lite elo

Gale to hav

sely the coin

re had a

•se of the

glacial

glacial

grooves over the island. But t lie rocks point to its earlier

existence and ia profounder cause

The general direction o r sink e of the beds
nt 1ST 9Q° V _t.hP rlii

on the

can be done by words, represen tin- along the high rocky lam

of Morning Side Park, an increase of easting to the northwan

up to the vallev: ami then, north of it. along St. Nlcholai

avenue, on the* eastern side of the Convent Grounds, the

usual or normal strikes. Besides this fact, derived from th<

strike of the rocks, then; is another of apparent importance ii

the position of the rock v Muffs : for they are 100 yards farthc

west just south of the valley than they are north of it :
in othe

words the alluvial flats—now garden plots—at the base o

these bluffs extend 100 yards farther west along by the nortl

part of the Morning Side Park than by the Convent Grounds

There is still a third fact bearing on this question of i

wrenching.
the beds of

Aloni
Schist' \Z

tion in the

anticlinal: but it is prob;ibl\ " di:

beds°of sch

lor!

eastern par t of th( Park am 1 ii.

as to the ilature <)f the flex 11 IV.

g in the schists of th<

in pitch arc i not foand south of t

Finally.

[res of Xe
tha

I to
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unconsolidated material of the surface. Fissures and faults

mav have occurred through subterranean movements; but the

work of shaping its ledges has gone forward chiefly by the action

of the sun, atmosphere, ocean, rivers, and ice ; and the present

condition, barring human encroachments, is the linal result.

Man's encroachments have dried up the Manhuttanville stream

and its marshes, excepting the small part that has been left

as a pond in the northeast corner of Centra! Park, with its

tributary rivulet: and the old alluvia! flats that remain will

soon grow houses in place of garden vegetables. In these and

othei i stln opportunity for the geological study of the island

is rapidly passing. Whoever cares to see the disappearing lime-

stone outcrops in Harlem, between 3d and 4th and 5th and 6th

Avenues, must make his excursion soon.

[Tob

Art. LV.—Papers on Thermometry from the Winchester Observ-

atory of Yale College; by Leonard Waldo.

[Com 3d from page 226.]

For the comparison of standard thermometers the observa-

tory has had constructed by J. and H. J. Green, of New York,

a water comparator which consists essentially of an outer and

inner vessel with an intermediate space of 1

>'"'

The outside evlmder is of copper and is 21 cm in

diameter and 72"" high. The inner cylinder is of brass. Two
Btop-cocks, one at the top and another at the bottom of the

double cylinder, allow of the easy addition to or the lessening

of, the water within. The agitation of the water is accomplished

bv a brass ring plunger 19'2cm in diameter and having a circular

aperture of 7cm to allow of the placing in position of the ther-

mometer stand within. The thermometers are completely sub-

merged, and after agitation the plunger is brought to rest at

such a height that its disc forms with a
;

the thermometer stand, a metal d ents the

' rculation of the water during the e ling >f the thermometers.

The temperature being brought to the re<pii.--i;e height by a

Bunsen burner beneath thecomparator, th<

the water is thoroughly agitated by the plunger, which is

brought to rest finally with its disc in the same place as the

stationary disc of the thermometer Mund (through which the

thermometers pa>si and after a few moments the thermometers

are read in the usual maimer through a thick glass window in

front !• eratures it is convenient to pre-

sent radii base 6f the cylinders by a mat

which can be brought close against the base when the Bunsen
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removed.* With this apparatus, and with the
of Mr. 0. T. Sherman, a comparison between
n standards " Fuess 89" and "Euess 50." the
ulanls 'Tonnelol 2584" and "Tonnelot 2585, "f
li principle is that of Pierre-. Yi'l. Kechorches snr la Thermom-

h i, i, etc., of the length to N.' and the princi]
subdivision _is .m|.i..u,l nth. i than the super-addition of short calib
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and the Kew standards "Kew 578" and "Kew 584" was
made. The usual precautions were t;i ken to arrange the ther-

mometer readings so as to free them from the effects of com-
parator radiation, and after correcting the observations IW their
known errors of calibration and zero points, the Fuess and
Tonnelot readings were subtracted from the Kew readings and
from the residuals thus obtained a curve was drawn from
which the following '-orrecfious were obtained, expressed in
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7316, and Kew 104, which afford the means of expressing the
three first named thermometers in terms of the air thermometer
used by Professor Eowland. After tabulating the corrected
observations and referring each thermometer to Eowland's
absolute scale* a combination of the Yale and Johns Hopkins
comparisons gives as a probable value of the relation between
these standards and the air thermometer, the following system

of corrections to be applied to the Kew, Fuess and
Tonnelot standards respectively.

35 -0-J3 —0-17 C. of it. Since to adopt

t .lolly's air ther-

In order to examine into a small systemati

difference which exists between the comparison

^ made by Professor Eowland and ourselves, an ai

thermometer, of the form shown in the cut. ws
placed in the comparator with the standards abov
described. This modified form of Jolly's thermorr

eter consists of a large spherical bulb (about 5cm i

diameter) with a capillary tube at c which serves

purpose in attaching the bulb to the brass plat

c f e and is used as an entrance tube for dry air i

(i!!i. WW.
blow-pipe flame.

• tube d, ocm in length,

ber tube forms the connec
of the same glass as <l

ruW I
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The advantage of this form of air thermometer is that the

whole of the apparatus is at the temperature of the comparator.

and is placed in a medium which will give us with great pre-

cision the temperature of the mercury in the air thermometer

tubes. The corrections for the air contained in the cnpillary

tnh.- and above the mercurv in the small chamber become zero.

There is also no necessitv for the long capillary tubes and

its which occur when the -lolly's air thermometer

has°its mercury columns outside of the comparator.

The disadvantage of this form is that above 40° C. the cor-

rection for the tension of mercury vapor in the columns is de-

termine. I had hoped to give our own c

with this air thermometer in this paper, but I have only had

time to satisfy myself that we reach very nearly the same

re^iU< i< Prol —. i b'o u I has done before us. In a subse-

quent paper I hope to discuss this part of the question.

It will have been observed that the three forms of thermom-

eters chosen are typical and represent the forms now in use by

te above classes of thermom-

tion of the above comps

lards made from the gli

hvsieal cons

rds oTs and f>84: are ve:

l^m^'and'
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3. The Tonnelot standards have a maximum correction of

about — o,25 C, which occurs at some point beyond 50°.

There has not yet been proposed a thermometer which can

be used to supplant the mercurial. A slight experience with

the air or non-mercurial liquid thermometers will satisfy the

observer that they are too difficult to use for ordinary scien-

tific work outside of researches in thermometry. The non-
mercurial liquid thermometer wets the glass and absorbs air to

such an extent as to always make it, unreliable, though the pe-

culiar errors depending on the glass itself are reduced to an

of any liquid used for a thermometric substance as compared

It becomes therefore of importance that we should have
a glass of known constitution and methods of manufac-
ture, for mercurial standards. It is not sufficient that we
should know only the commercial name of the glass, because

this seldom gives any good idea of its constitution. Presuma-
bly the chemical constitution of the glass is of more importance

than its manipulation in manufacture, and it hardly seems just

to science for the glass makers to decline to furnish such data

regarding thermometer tubing as will best enable students to

particular standards. The
manufacturers could hardly suffer financially from such a

revelation, since the manufacture of thermometer tubing is so

largely a question of individual skill in drawing the tubing

from the mass.

have examined' in this connection, it m:iv
'

be safely said that

the glass used in the Kew thermometers (and in general in the

T
and German glass differ in general \° 0. from this standard at

50° C, and the best American glass now used in thermometers

For our own convenience in the preparation of standards we
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nodi vorhanuYnon S.mivn von Luft endlich konnen
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s by Professor Rowland on tin preredlmj letter, in a com-
((t'ion dated John* IIn,J;ins Unieersiti/, . \pril 29, 1881.

gh the kindness of Dr. Waldo, I have been allowed to see

e and would like to give ;i few words of explanation,

ding what 1 had to say with respect to the (ieissler ther-

thennonietry, but oidy on that part which should Ik- use-

in measuring <lilf'> ,; ,/<;,< ,,f h nn>< r<itnn within tin limit* <>f
5° C. And so I merely made a study of thermometers,

inn'e of zero and other "point.s, as it affected the problem

had before me. I am well aware that there are formulae

but. according to well known principles in such cases, \

to eliminate such error by the proper use of the ther-
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ut" tlic thermometer behind its true

Art. LVL—On

sea-level, if the elevation of the st;

tinning the discussion the etl'eets c:

for the present omitted ;
neither en

for the reason that the correetions

can only affect the final result

quantity.

We will determine
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ventv miles from

In this table the first horizontal i

iean temperature betwe each vertical col-

of all the pressures observed at the

lower station for Sf years at the time of the mean temperature

at the head of the column, hence the column headed 0° con-

tains a mean of all the pressures at Alessandria between the

mean temperatures of —1-5° C. and +1-.7 <;.. distributed along

the column according to the pressure atValdobbia. as indicated

on the left, the original table runs to single millimeters. It

will now be seen that we have the mean temperature between

the two stations and the mean pressure at the upper and lower

stations for a range of 27° C. of temperature and 20mm. of

pressure, from whirl, we niav compute, 1 » v Laplace, the differ-

ence of elevation of the two stations, as in Table IT.

i:\sr, -j:;t.s

|

r. I >. I

i.; 2:>.st; ... .
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pressure, and largest for a high temperature and low

Can these variations be accounted for?

1 who have discussed this subject are agreed that

fication of the formula is necessary. R S. Williamsc

on a treatise upon this matter in which he explains c

far as known, have heen made bv Professor A. I >. Whitney, of

ha'rlm'let'ri.- hv^ometrv in IS 74. Prof! Whitney confines his

i,, the region lving west of the Kocky Mountains.

, bis "Baroi trie Hypsometry " we find, "From
. (.l hightsof the columns of mercury in two barome-

ters at ditVerent' altitudes, but not separated by any great dis-

tance horizontally, we have at once the weights ,,( a column

•
'

"

: .
.

:

•

•
.,'•,. ':.,:

:
-' .]/,

the upper instrument. The weight of the column

of air between the two instruments is therefore known, and it

the conv,

the hHr
the olr!,,

tioti for huiiude: and the correction for the change

lion in the inlensitij <>f ijracil;/ with increase of altitude

Af^cr an
Prof. W!
cohMdeirdesM^IIv unalterable." He considers that all tl

s may be due to the temperature term, and has pi

pomun
1

,,rtluV'lJnitoiT St!!Ur7.r<!o,

,

n,,i^.o'V fmm Tiip'lL^^
*"_

and October of each ye
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January and the highest in July. If the temperature terra

only were at fault, wo should expect to find a regularity in the
variation of the difference of elevation as computed from the
mean of each of the months, also the same variation at all places ,-

that is, if we should find the highest result in July and the

upplnd to tin \amtionol the tem} i.ituic .it different alti-

isolated peaks throughout the world; but neither of these

suppositions is according to fact, as has been shown in the

May number, page 803. where we see that the highest value
of the elevation of Mt. Washington, above Portland, as com-
puted from Laplace, was in March, and the lowest in August,
whereas in the elevation of Pike's Peak above Dodge City, the

highest value was in July and the lowest in December.
We may then consider that the temperature t

leany constant so tar as it is affected by the heat of the i

his hvpothesis will be strongb

>ofthi

hypothesis will be strongly supported by a pra

On the other hand, the pressure term is affected by a great

variety of causes. In summer there is an upward motion
:>f the atmosphere, the ocean relatively to the land is cool and
ihe air moves toward the region that is coolest, while in winter

exactly the r<'x^<! takes place. This may explain the facts

just mentioned. Alt. Washington, near the coast, is very little

and July.

The re seems to be, also, a constant motic.11 o atmosphere

1 the east, slower in er. It has

sen found in a large v,tumber of case? ! th :,t th e dille.vnec

ele nation as computed from the mean of the March and

observations, is frequently greater tl that

..nth s. This may be due dilluiiiiit ion of the
', which°does'n<

(ration of 6,0<X> ' : suel i a diminution ,, found at

-.r 5 (lit stations in the mid die latitudes, bi It o n!v a t the lower

s. It would certain! \ ' seem, then, th

more liable to change thai i the temperateire t

e h>

>rder to separate the

rmula of Laplace, th
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For 1000' :C = l*-1675-0*.0389 (30* -f>)-0" '00245 (*-32°)

+ 0" -0000065 (£-32°) (£-52°)

For 2000':C = 2"-3803-0"-0794 (30*-J>)-0'-00490 («-32°)

-|- 0'0000180 (t—32°) (t—52°)

For 3000':C = 3*-6401-0'-1214(30*-/>)--0*-00735 (<-32°)

+ 0" -0000195 (£-32°) (if— 52°)

The temperature term might have been much simplified, but

this harmonizes best with later work. These formula- were

constructed up to an elevation of 8,000', and from a combina-

tion of tbe eight the following general formula was obtained:

C = -0000000000003A3

+ f

ff -00000002l702-0"-0000000008(30" -p)]h'2

-f [0"-0011 45482 -0* -0000381 (30"— p)
-0"-00000245(<-32°) + 0"'0000000065 (*-32°) (t-52°)]h

in whieh C = reduction to sea, h is bight of station in feet, p
is pressure at station, and t the mean temperature at the time

of observation, between station and sea.

If, now, we assume a pressure of 30" and consider the total

Light above such a pressure, as proposed by Prof. Angot, of

Paris, we may put 30"—p for C in the above formula, and

solving for h obtain the following expression, whieh is general

for any altitude:

_ ^46 X (30" -p) + ag

-_q _ "-0000000003

A

3

(
1 )

.

2b

in which // = 0'-001 145482 — 0"-00000245 (t -32°)

+- 0" "0000000005 (/- 32 )(/-52 )
- o"-0000381 (30*-/))

and b= 0"-000000021702-0"-0000000008(30'—p).

In constructing the formula a slight change from a rigid

value of Laplace has been made for a known variation at Mt.

Washington. In applying the formula an approximate eleva-

tion is computed from the first term and a correction applied

to this from the second term. Tables have been constructed

for elevations from -200' to 9,000' by means of this formula.

The hhrht of Aft Washington above Portland by various

with whieh the original formula ot

for different places, i

of procedure. May it not be poesi

formula from the actual observation

shall require but a slight and rea

make it applicable to any locality ?
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f I

The following suggestion is made in the absence of

other: Let all the observations for a series of years, ai

already been proposed, then determine a formula which s

673 Sf I^I

Mean "593 -598
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"i variation, at any station, of pressures and temperatures at

different temperatures and pressures.

It would seem that if there be taken a sufficient number
of stations, near enough together, at different elevations, the

There are very great difficulties in obtaining satisfactory

results at present,' owiru: to the "Teat distance between station's

and the lack of reliable elevations. In Table IV we find, in

the case ol reduction from a higher to a lower station, the law

;nid the law of the pressure term at different temperatures, as

'letcriniiicd from a comparison <>f all the mean daily observa-
tions at Valdobbia and Alexandria durin- '.\\ years! compari-
sons are also given for the same time between Great St. Ber-

variation at ill pressures at both stations, but the pressun

>m the

c = o'-c

in feet,

"•0000016 (t-

[)11068/i-0

-32°)A +
"( ()•_'!»( ;{0"

"•0214
-p)h

K
^46(30" --/>-()" -0214) A-

a*-a
2b

(2)

jnthisa= '•00110,;s

l!-
Q

!?Z"ioooooM-
-o'-oooooi 6 (t - !

formula int

this method,
8000'.

The

h the ori-i

aid insofai5?1
oHevatiom
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Table V.—Valdobbia above Alessandria.

I^aee. SEE. ADgOt. £RS£ *_„. «32L

!8f
-98'

|

JJJJ' + 5l' ?S1T + 4?'

+ 42

\H
dl

7848 7851
"-2 J5SJ +"l8

w 7842 7s?8 -tl ?854 1 15

7860
7860

October
November -G2
December 7709 -88
Year 7808

The following formula are added :

Mount Washington and Portland C = 6"'82-0 ff -12 (30* -p)
— 0''012 (#-32°)

Professor Whitney has made nearly three years' observat

at Sacramento and Summit, California, stations 77 miles a

with a difference of altitude of 6989'. The formula at tl

stations is C = 5"-24 4- 0"-25 (30"- p) - 0"-010 («-32°),

reversal of the sign in the pressure term from minus to
|

has been already noticed in the May number, page 36<>.

It has been shown, then,

1st. The formula of Laplace gives too small results at 1

pressures and low temperatures and too great at low press

and high temperatures.

2d. The pressure term is more liable to variation than

temperature term.

3d. It is possible to so arrange the formula of Laplace a

separate the terms, and dispense with the use of logarithms

4th. It is possible to construct a formula from the ac

observations which shall give satisfactory results.

The following paragraphs haw he. mi taken from an artic

• Nati



Art. LVIL— Occurrence of a »o>l»l <>l Chro„n't> hi th> >
>'< "

of compact Meteoric Iron from Cohahuila : by J. Lawrence
Smith, Louisville, Ky.

The masses of iron from Cohahuila that I have designated

the Butcher Meteorites.-' t«> distinguish them from oilier me-

teorites of the same locality. h;ivc already alUml.-d me syvrral

most inteiebtm_ id 1 v< results tmong hem. .
neivtiom

1

on the exterior (doubtless formed after their fall from

,, | , ji t
,, ,

,
( ,

' i, i! \ tli« nev and



mith—Chromile from Cohahuila.

uck with its being different from any nodule

I had jet observed i

it; and although black it was not graphite; so that I supposed

it might consist entirely of daubreelite. But its luster was more

vitreous than in this' lust mineral. On examining carefully

with a lens. I found in tin black i , terial i lew particles (.1 i

translucent mineral, sonic particles of which were almost color-

less, and one or two of a greenish hue (doubtless magnesian sil-

icate) ; and. besides, there were a few specks of iron only trace-

able by the magnet.

The" nodule was virtuallv a black granular mass. As stated,

it was first taken for daubreelite. The smallest particle rub-

bed line and fused with borax gave the intense green of chrome
;

but. to uiv surprise, when the powder was heated in nitric acid

over a water bath, not the slightest impression was made upon

it. showing that it was not daubreelite. which is soluble in

nitric acid leaving a dark green residue. Heating it in fused

carbonate of soda in no way changed its insolubility in acids.

These reactions convinced me that I had chr<»,<ifc ; and on

fusing lo<» milligrams of the finely pulverized mineral with ten

't't'acl e!u . t'm.'t i s 1 <>i tn .ting" ith v it

± bisufphate of soda. The composition thus foutu

e result of these observations, then, is to establish the e

;e of a new mineral concretion in the interior of meteor

for while chromitc has been known to be associated wi

• rites, this is the lirst instance of its having been foui

of Geologv in the College of France. The name of this assist-

ant I do not now recollect and I cannot now place my hands

,,n the results of his researches in this direction.
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LVIII.—^
Energy;

'

by Ali
Prod,,

;f;

[RL-il.l hotore the National A^cademj'Of

uJuil'm
read

of 8c

before the A
;ience, last Au ,;;;;

in Association for the

described certain ex-
periments .nude l»v Mr. Sumner Tainter and .nvself which had
resulted in the construction of a '• P/.utojJtom:;" or apparatus
for the production of sound by light:- and it will be my ob-
ject to-day to describe the progress we have made in the inves-
tigation of photophonic phenomena since the date of this com-

n my Boston paper the discovery wai3 announced that thin
ks of very many different substance*; uniltrd ,,„,nds when
x»sed to the action of a rapidly-interru-

e great variety of material used in the:

pted beam of sunli-ht.

^experiments led me
.circumstances would

found to be a general property of all 1

U that time we had failed to obtain audible effects from
sses of the various substances which bi icame sonorous in the
dition of thin diaphragms, but this failure was explained
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The substance to be tested was to be placed in the interior

of a transparent vessel, made of some material which (like glass)

is transparent to light, but practically opaque to sound.

Under such circumstances the light could get in, but the

sound produced by the vibration of the substance could not get

out. The audible' effects could be studied by placing the ear

i!LaringTibe

Ca 10n

Some preliminary experiments were made in Paris to test

this idea, and the results were so promising that they were com-

municated to the French Academy on the 11th of October, 1880,

in a note read for me by M. Antoine Breguet* Shortly after-

wards I wrote to Mr. Tainter, suggesting that he should carry

on the investigation in America, as circumstances prevented

me from doing so myself in Europe. As these experiments

seem to have formed the common starting point for a series of

independent researches of the most important character, car-

ried on simultaneously, in America by Mr. Tainter. and in

Kuropo bv M. Meread'ier.f Prof. Tvndall.} W. K. Rontgen.g

and W. H. PreeceJ I may be permitted to quote from my
letter to Mr. Tainter the passage describing the experiments

referred to

:

" Metropolitan Hotel, Rue Cambon, Paris,

generality of the phenomenon we have discovered, as it can be

adapted to solids, liquids, and gases.

tube, connect a rubber tube with the mouth of the test-tuhe, plae-

i 1
1 -• the other end of the pipe to the ear. Then focus the inter-

mittent beam upon the substance in the tube. I have tried a

-



Experiment* with Solid*.

Fjion my return to Washington in the early p
Mr. Tainter communicated to me the results of 1

lie had made in my laboratory during my abset

He had commenced by examining the sonoro
a vast number of substances enclosed in test-tu

empirical search for loud effects. He was tlm
to the discovery that cotton-wool, worsted, si

materials uvnerally. produced much louder son

rigid bodies like crystals, or diaphragms such as

;i,npl,

lually

t<
» any « >ther white fibroin

to obta in colored Bpecim<
at hand
wool w ith lamp-black. J

sound resulted "that he Wf
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About a teaspoonful of lamp-black was placed in a test-tube

and exposed to an intermittent beam of sunlight. The sound
produced was much louder than any heard before.

Upon smoking a piece of plate-glass, and holding it in the

intermittent beam with the lamp-black surface towards the sun,

the sound produced was loud enough to be heard, with atten-

tion, in any part of the room. With the lamp-black surface

turned from the sun the sound was much feebler.

Mr. Tai nter repeated these experiments for me immediately

upon my return to Washington, so that I might verify his

results.

Upon smoking the interior of the conical cavity shown in

figure 1, and then exposing it to the intermittent beam, with

the glass lid in position as shown, the effect was perfectly

startling. The sound was so loud as to be actually painful to

an ear placed closely against the end of the hearing-tube. The
sounds, however, were sensibly louder when we placed some
smoked wire pauze in the receiver, as illustrated in the

/;., Jul,, is//,.

i repeating this old experiment we arrived

i that noted. Little if any augmentation o
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suited from smoking the mica. In this experiment the effect

was observed l>v placing the mica diaphragm against the ear and

also by listening through a hearing-tube, one end of which was

closed" by the diaphragm. The sound was found to be more

audible through the five air when the ear was {.laced as near

to the lamp-black surface as it could be brought without

shading it. Thus the vibrations produced in lamp-black under

the above circumstances do not appear

any very appreciable extent to thi

hblacl

At the time of my communication to the American Associa-

tion I had been unable to satisfy myself that the substances

which had become sonorous under the direct influence of inter-

mittent sunlight were capable of reproducing the sounds of

articulate speech under the action of an undulatory beam from

our photophonie transmitter. The difficulty in ascertaining

this will be understood bv considering that the sounds emitted

bv thin diaphragms and' tubes were so feeble that it was im-

p'ra.-ti.-able to produce audible etlects from substances in these

conditions at any considerable distance from the trans-

mitter: bin' it was equally impossible to judge of the effects





%
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and in operating the instrument musical signals like the dots

and dashes of the Morse alphabet are produced from the sensi-

tive receiver (A) by slight motions of the mirror (C) about its

axis (D>
In place of the parabolic reflector shown in the figure a coni-

cal reflector like that recommended by Professor Sylvanus
Thompson* can be used, in which case a cylindrical glass ves-

sel would be preferable to the tlask (A) shown in the figure.

In regard to the sensitive materials that can be employed,
our experiments indicate that in the case of solids the physical

condition and the color markedly influence the intensity of the

sonorous effects. The loudest sounds arc produced, from rnhxlmve*

in a hose, porous, spongy condition, and from those thai have the

darbst or most absorbent colors.

The materials from which the best effects have been obtained

are cotton-wool, worsted, fibrous materials generally, cork,

sponge, platinum and other metals in a spongy condition, and
lamp-black.

The loud sounds produced from such substances may per-

haps be explained in the following manner: Let us consider,

for example, the case of lamp-black- a substance which be-

comes heated by exposure to rays of all refrangibility. I look

The force with which the air is expelled must be greatly in-

creased by the expansion of the air itself, due to contact with

the heated particles of lamp-black. When the light is cut off

the converse process takes place. The lamp-black particles

cool and contract, thus enlarging the air spaces among them,

and the enclosed air also becomes cool. Under these circum-
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This curious fact was independently observed in England by
Mr. Preece, and it led him to question whether, in our experi-
ments with thin diaphragms, the sound heard was due to the
vibration of the disk or (as Professor Hughes had suggested)
to the expansion and contraction of the air in contact with the
disk confined in the cavity behind the diaphragm. In his
paper read before the Roval Society on the 10th of March, Mr.
Preece describes experiments -from which he claims to have
proved that the effects are wholly due to the vibrations of the
confined air. and that the dUs do ,,»t ribrate at all

1. When an i i, term it tent be;imof sun light is focussed upon
a sheet of h ;d. a musical tone can be
heard, not only by pli e ear immediately behind the
part receivii lg tic

,
but \r in it against any portion

of the shee n though this i a foot or more from the

upon by the light.
'

2. When the is throv 3n the diaphragm of a

"Blake Tn i loud 1 tone is produced by a

•ted in the sam e galv anic circuit with the car-

hon button <A.) Good effects are also produced when
the carbon .,."('

a,; forms. with t! ie battery (B,) a portion
of the prin ,ary < of an i, iduciion coil, the telephone (C)

duration, of suffici

rect, the expansic
influence of an hit

close a ealvanic cii

,s shown i

ide to produce

;: '• \Vmlav conclude,

carding the o
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need to operate a " make-and-break <

Mr. Preece. The negative results obt
srefore, be considered conclusive.
Flic following experiments (devised

'en results decidedly more favorable
yleio-li than to that of Mr. Preece:

. a
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When the frequency of

sponded to this, the strip

after the manner of a tun

vibration would be props

port to the strip (A).

This indirectly proves tl

observe than those produced by

power possessed by most liquids

tense vibrations from the action

responsive, aii-i po\v<l.Tc<l chlorate of potash

Acaik'iny. M'omptes Rendus. vol. xcl, p. 595



number of sonorous liquids that have so far been found is ex-
tremely limited, and the sounds produced are so feeble as to

be heard only by the greatest attention and under the best cir-

cumstances of experiment. In the experiments made in my
laboratory a very long test-tube was filled with the liquid under
examination, and a flexible rubber tube was slipped over the
mouth far enough down to prevent the possibility of any light

reaching the vapor above the surface. Precautions were also

taken to prevent reflection from the bottom of the test-tube.

An intermittent beam of sunlight was then focusscd upon the
liquid in the middle portion of the test-tube bv means of a lens

On the 29th of November, 1880, I had the pleasure of show-
ing to Professor Tvndall in the laboratory of the Uoval Insti-

tution the experiments described in the letter to Mr. Ta inter,

from which I have quoted above, and Professor Tvndall at once

expressed the opinion that the sounds were due to rapid changes

of temperature in the body submitted to the action of the beam.

ing one test-tube with the vapor of sulphuric ether (a good ab-

sorbent of heat), and another with the vapor of bisulphide of

carbon (a poor absorbent), and he predicted that if any sound
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Since the publication of the memoirs of Rontgen* and Tvn-
ilaiB- we have repented these experiments, and hnve extended
the inquiry to a number of other gaseous bodies, obtaining in

every case similar results to those noted in the memoirs re-

The vapors of the following substances were found to be
highly sonorous in the intermittent beam: water vapor, coal

gas. sulphuric ether, alcohol, ammonia, amylene, ethyl bromide,
dmthylamene. mercury, iodine, and peroxide of nitrogen. The
loudest sounds were" obtained from iodine and peroxide of

produced by the direct

iversal property of

Upon Substitutes for Selenium in Electrical Receivers.

At the time of my communication to the American Associa-
tion the loudest effects obtained were produced by the use of

selenium, arranged in a cell of suitable construct ion, and placed

But the selenium was v<

pieces of selenium (even of the same stick) seldom yielded the

same results under identical circumstances of annealing, etc.

While in Europe last autumn, Dr. Chichester Bell, of Univer-
sity College, London, suggested to me that this inconstancy of

?t be due to chemical impurities in the selenium used.

Dr. Bell has since visited m\ laboraton in Washington, and has
made ache 'he various samples of selenium
1 had collected from different parts of the world. As 1 understand
it to be his intention to publish the results of this analysis very

make no further mention of his investigation than to

>tate that he has found sulphur, iron, lead, and arsenic in the

<[iiantitative examination has revealed the fact thai sulphur

essor W. G. Adams;]: has showi
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have attempted to utilize this substance in pla<

this purpoa I 1380; but we

bi-ain ol" sunlmiit. a distinet musical tone is produced b;

telephone. The audible elleet is much increased by pU

the tellurium cell with the battery in the primary cuvuir ,

induction coil, and placing the telephone in the secon

The enormously high resistance of selenium and the

tremely low n •; .suggested the thought

an allov of these two suborn. u-.-s m -h; possess interme

clc-trit-id properties We have accordingly mixed tog.
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turned out to be the case, and the importance of the discovery

is very great, especially when we consider the expense of such

rare substances as selenium and tellurium.

TWp form of lamp-black cell we have found most effective is

Bg. S. Silver is deposited upon a plate of glass,

is then scratched through the film, as shown,
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on of articulate speech as well as for the production

of musical sounds.

We have also found that loud sounds are produced from
hmij.-liliirk 1 iv passing through it an intermittent electrical

current; and that it can be used as a telephonic receiver for

the reproduction of articulate speech by electrical means.

A convenient mode of arranging a lamp-black cell for ex-

purposes is shown in fig. 9. When an intermittent

current is passed through the lamp-black (A,) or when -an in-

termittent beam of sunlight falls upon it through the glass

plate B, a loud musical tone can be heard by applying the ear

to the hearing-tube C. When the light and the electrical cur-

rent act simultaneously, two musical tones are perceived, which

produce beats when nearly of the same pitch. By proper ar-

its a complete interference of sound can undoubtedly
be produced.

Upon the measurement of the Sonorous Effects produced by

difn r< tit substances.

We have observed that different substances produce sounds

of very different int. isities under simila:

id it has appeared to us that very valuable informa-

. obtained if we could measure the audible effects

produced. For this purpose we have constructed several dif-

ferent forms of apparatus for studying the effects, but as our

researches arc not vet complete, 1 shall confine myself to a

simple description of some of the forms of apparatus we have

devised.

When a beam of light is brought to a focus by means of a

lens, the beam diverging from the focal point becomes weaker
as the distance- increases in a. calculable degree. Hence, if we
cai ' iin. distances from the focal point at which two

different substances emit sounds of equal intensity, we can

calculate their relative sonorous powers.

Preliminary experiments were made by Mr. Tainter during

to ascertain the distance from the focal

;h he described

showing it to



White v

Yellow
YellnSV :

y\x the interrupting disk (C) are alternated mi

^in.- of a pendulum i L). Thus a musical

alternatelv from the substance in D and frc

prongs of the tuning-fork (A), and the passage of the beam is

more or less obstructed by the vibration of the opaque screens

(C D) carried by the prongs of the fork.
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As the tuning-fork (A) produces a sound by its own vibra-
tion, it is placed at a sufficient distance away to be inaudible
through the air, and a system of lenses is employed for the pur-
pose of bringing the undulating beam of light to the receiving
lens (E) witli as little loss as possible. The two receivers (F
G) are attached to slides which move upon the graduated sup-
ports (II [) on opposite sides of the axis of the beam, and the
receivers are connected by flexible tubes of unequal length (K L)
communicating with t'he common hearing-tube (M).

The length of the tube (K) is such that the sonorous vibra-

tions from the receivers (F G) reach the common hearing-tube

(M) in opposite phases. Under these circumstances silence is

produced when the vibrations in the receiver (F G) are of
equal intensity. When the intensities are unequal, a residual

effect is perceived. In operating the instrument the position

of the receiver (G) remains constant, and the receiver (F) is

moved to or from the focus of the beam until complete silence

is produced. The relative positions of the two receivers are

then noted.

(3.) Another mode is as follows : The loudness of a musical
tone produced by the action of light is compared with the

loudness of a tone of similar pitch produced by electrical

means. A rheostat introduced into the circuit enables us to

measure the amount of resistance required to render the elec-

trical sound equal in intensity to the other.

(4.) If the tuning-fork (A) in fig. 11 is thrown into vibra-

tion by an undulatory instead of an intermittent current passed

through the electro-magnet, (B,) it is probable that a musical

tone, electrically produced in the receiver (F) by the action of

the same current, would be found capable of extinguishing the

effect produced in the receiver (G) by the action of the undu-
latory beam of light, in which case it should be possible to

establish an acoustic balance between the effects produced by
hid it and eleetrieitv bv introducing sufficient resistance into

the electric circuit.



we have decided to adopt the term i ',-«d/ophoue,
y proposed by

M Mercadier, as a general term signifying an apparatus for the

production of sound bv any form of radiant energy, limiting

M. Meivadior. in the curse,,!' \u< researches in radioph, ,..v.

issed an intermittent beam from an electric lamp through'

a

'ism, and then examined the audible effects produced in dif-

rent nans of the spectrum. (Comptes Randus, Dec. 6th, 1880.)

>urce of radiation, and have obtained results somewhat differ

-

itfrom those noted bv M. Mercadier.

(1.) Abeam of sunlight was reflected from a heliostat (A,

,. 12, through an achromatic lens ( B), so as to form an
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(2.) The lamp-blacked wire gauze was then removed and the

interior of the receiver (G) was filled with red worsted. Upon
exploring the spectrum as before, entirely different results were

obtained. The maximum effect was produced in the green at

that part where the red worsted appeared to be black. On
either side of this point the sound gradually died away, becom-

ing inaudible en the one side in the middle of the indigo, and

on the other at a short distance outside the edge of the red.

(3.) Upon substituting green silk for red worsted the limits

of audition appeared to be the middle of the blue and a point

a short distance out in the ultra-red. Maximum in the red.

(4.) Some hard rubber shavings were now placed in the re-

ceiver (G). The limits of inaudibility appeared to be on the

one hand the junction of the green and bine, and on the other

the outside edge of the red. "Maximum in the yellow. Mr.

Tainter thought he could hear a little way into the ultra-rod.

and to his ear the maximum was about the junction of the red

and orange.*

(5.) A test-tube containing the vapor of sulphuric ether was

then substituted for the receiver (G). Commencing at the

violet end, the test-tube was gradually moved down the spec-

trum and out into the ultra-red without audible eil'ect, but

when a certain point far out in the ultra-red was reached a

distinct musical tone suddenly made its appearance, which

disappeared as" suddenly on moving the test-tube a very little

further on.

(6.) Upon exploring the spectrum with a test-tube contain-

ing the vapor of iodine the limits of audibility appeared to be

the middle of the red and the junction of the blue and indigo.

Maximum in the green.

(7.) A test-tube containing peroxide of nitrogen was substi-

tuted for that containing iodine. Distinct sounds were ob-

tained in all parts of the visible spectrum, but no sounds were

observed in the ultra-red. The sounds were well marked in

all parts of the violet, and I even fancied that the audible

appearance.

(8.) The spectrum was now explored by a selenium cell, and

the audible effects were observed by means of a telephone in

the same galvanic circuit with the cell. The maximum effect

was produced in the red about its junction with the orange.

The audible effect extended a little way into the ultra-red on
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the one hand and up as high as the middle of the violet on the

Although the experiments so far made can only be consid-

ered as preliminary to others of a more refined nature, I think
we are warranted 'in concluding that the nature of the rays that

produce sonorous effects in different si distances depends upon, the

nature of the substances that are exposed to the beam, and that (he

son, nls are in er<ri/ ease due to those rays of tin- spectrin,!, that are

absorbed by ike body.

The Spectrophone.

Our experiments upon the range of audibility of different

substances in the spectrum have led us to the construction of

a new instrument for use in spectrum analysis, which was de-

scribed and exhibited to the Philosophical Society of Washing-
ton last Saturday.* The eye-piece of a spectroscope is re-

moved, and sensitive substances are placed in the focal point

of the instrument behind an opaque diaphragm containing a

slit. These substances are put in communication with the

ear by means of a hearing-tube, and thus the instrument is

converted into a veritable " spectrophone," like that shown in

%, 13.

smoke the interior of c

of

good sounds
le), except the ultra-violet,

earn of light through some
mi is to be investigated, and

im ; but in the invisible part beyond the red, where the eye

useless, the ear is invaluable. In working in this region of

3 spectrum, lamp-black alone may be used in the spectro-

onic receiver. Indeed, the sounds produced by this sub-

.nce in the ultra-red are so well marked j

itrument a most reliable and convenient substitute

)rmo-pile. A few experiments that have been made i

(I.) The interrupted beam was filtered through a sa

reduced by the absorpt

lowest refrangibility.

spectrum seemed to be i
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(2.) A thin sheet of hard rubber was interposed in the path
of the beam.

Result: Well-marked sounds in every part of the ultra-red.

No sounds in the visible part of the spectrum, excepting the

extreme half of the red.

These experiments reveal the cause of the curious fact al-

luded to in my paper read before the American Association

last August—that sounds were heard from selenium when the

beam was filtered through both hard rubber and alum at the

same time. (See table of results in rig. 14).

(3.) A solution of ammonia-sulphate of copper was tried.

Result : When placed in the path of the beam the spectrum
disappeared, with the exception of the blue and violet end.

To the eye the spectrum was thus reduced to a single broad

band of blue-violet light. To the ear, however, the spectrum

revealed itself as two bands of sound with a broad space of

silence between. The invisible rays transmitted constituted a

narrow band just outside the red.

I think I have said enough to convince you of the value of

this new method of examination, but I do not wish you to

understand that we look upon our results as by any means
complete. It is often more interesting to observe' the 'first tot-

tering* of ;i child than to watch the firm tread of a full-grown

man, and I feel that our first footsteps in this new field of

science may have more of interest to vou than the fuller results

of mature research. This mast, be my excuse for having dwelt

so long upon the details of incomplete experiments.
I recognize the fact that the spectrophone must ever remain

a mere adjunct to the spectroscope, but I anticipate that it has

a wide and independent field of usefulness in the investigation

of absorption spectra in the ultra-red.



D. P. Todd—The S<

Hithekto no value of the solar parallax lias been derive*
from the observations of the transit of Venus made at the

American -stations in 1874.
In the volume of observations recently issued, Part the First

General Discussion „/ 1trulls, are given most of the data whicb
are necessary for the derivation of the solar parallax from (1]

the photographs of the transit, (j!) the optic observations of the

transit. We shall concern ourselves only with the photo
graphic results : these are presented in pages 104-117. in verv
nearly the form of equations of condition involving the correc-

tion of the difference of right ascension of the sun and Venus,
the correction of the difference of declination of the sun and
Venus, and the correction of the assumed value of the solar

parallax'. The residual differences, (0.—C), being given in

distance, s, and in position-angle, p, every photograph furnishes

These equations cannot be regarded as definitive : in addition

o the corrections for longitude of the stations (provisional

alues having been adopted in several cases), three small

orrections arising from the absorption of the solar and the

errestrial atmospheres have still to be applied, whose general
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The Equations <

hen. &L *L . . . &L

<IA = + l"18l ± 0"-202

The probable error of a single photograph is o'\ss.

The sums of tlic squares of the absolute terms in 1



ulin- residuals;

8**8«8 rfa
0*-034
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been satisfactorily

snio..ili-seak'<l I>;,,!<,, ;,„>!,, <s. very like the D. striaius of Agassi/
and possibly identical with that species.

I'/nijn !•''/>!> ii);»i C>//1)fin, sp. HOT.

Four crushed and distorted hut nearly perfect examples mid

differs from" he /'. . I ,,<!< ,-*..„; of I'luxh-y, lV..m tlieOld h'ed Sand-
stone of Dura Den. in it- smaller size and in its much greater
height or depth as compared with its length. /'.

. \mh ,:«>in is

represented as being about five and a half times as long as hiidi,

whereas in the largest specimen of P. cm-fum yet collected, which
is six inches long, the length is not much more than twice the
height.

Eusthenopteron JFbordi, nov. gen. et sp.

genus which resembles the Tr'isfn'Iu>r t,-,//* of Sir 1'hilip Kgerton
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: tilt- means for each month arc <_ri\en, ami also tin

for tilt; whole period over which the observatio
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I. Chemistky and Physic
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'bile passing nitro-

•ed heat, Johnbos
Be therefore re-



n, ammonia was produced, the Xessler
veil known odor was perceived, red lit-

white fumes were produced with hydro-
e ex])eriments showed tlie produetiou ot

r in this apparatus. This result having
ground that the vapor of some salt of

I
by the rapid st renin of gas through the

;ed in the hot platinum, the author has
on the question. Hydrogen was passed

1 free from ammonia, and after the plati-

v
Tas passed through for the purpose of

so that on subsequent heating in pure

ou admitting the nitrogen to the cold

ted with nitrogen obtained by passing
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Geology and Natural History. I

ing of the larger of the cavities is to be referred to the horizon

movement which resulted in the elevation of the Odemvald, a

The original ores were the -ul [(hides
i
sphalerite, marrasite ;i

the /im- sulphide there is also to he reeouni/.ed thai whieh has

resulted from the alteration of limestone, and hv direH deposit



6 Scientific Intelligence.

leisses of New England are mainly of pre-Silnrian age," would,
cording to the writer's observations, be more nearly correct if a
4 were introduced before the word mainly. It appears to the
riter, further, that if all the pre-Caiubrian (= piv-IVunordial

Archa'an) areas had received one color, and, at the same time,

ch metamorphic rocks as are not known by stratigraphieal evi-

ries, had been left without color, the map would have been more
tisfactory. The Huronian cannot be told by lithological tests,

id the Huronian areas, so made, that have any other basis than
lithological are very limited, and would have been sufficiently

it of the Rocky Mount-
svhat have been called

inal moraines—which, for the most part, are far from corres-

ling with the most southern Glacier limit, and therefore are

ir from the southern line along which trm terminal moraines
it be looked for.

3 to artistic merit, the chart has little—greatly disappointing

ctation. The colors have been selected and grouped without
>m or judgment, and are put on not by the chromoditho-
hic process, but coarsely by hand, and the effect is both un-

dng and confusing. Where the sheets (of which the chart

''<. Hi-port on the Geology of Southern Neic .Brunswick, 1878-
1879; by Professors L. \\\ IJau.ky, G. I. Matthkw and R. W.
Li.i.s. Geological Survey of Canada. 26 pp. 8vo. Montreal,

geological oloorvations in the counties Charlotte, Sunbury,
Queen-. Kings. Sr. John and Albert. It is accompanied by a geo-

of the four are issued. The map is printed handsomely and
effectively in colors, and -how- excellent progress by the geolo-
gists of the State in their work. There is also a large sheet of
geological sections, but with too many doubtful points among

factorily inter-

;tallim-andV.cTysta!li'.'

inclusions as to the stratigraph

Mineralogy ; by Henry Bai
London, 1881, (Longmans, G:

3voted to a discussion of the :

phy, and physical and chen
neralogy is to follow in a com



Geology and Natural lliior,. fin?

ion volume. In the crystallograpln the author wisely chooses
the system of Miller for full development, while the notations of
Weis^ Xaumann ami Le\yare also explained. The statements
which precede on the general relations of the systems as to sym-
metry, and also the descriptions of the various forms under each
system, are given with admirable fullness and clearness, ami the
figures are also numerous and excellent. The author states that
he intentionally omits the subject of practical calculation, but had
it been possible to abridge a little at other points so as to have
made room for a few pages on this part of the subject the useful-
ness of the book would have been much increased. The difficult

subject of optical mineralogy is presented with unusual success,
and' this also is true of the other topics under physical as also

under chemical mineralogy. This volume cannot fail to be widely
useful to mineralogical students.

5. Geniculated Zircons, from R> nfr,:-//•,• ( 'anada ; by W. E.
Hii.i.kn (communicated, March IS).— I'ndoubted twins of Zircon
have lately been observed by the writer from
the new locality of apatite and
Renfrew, Canada. Tl

figu

rutile. The t

, the

,
from which the

,ui. weighed over 86 «
perfect and had well

0. R,lh, ,,/,<>, st''n A" ,//,/, ,,(, l,,i , ,,- Flui'it I'm, /),Jffsr/i /,(,,
.

,

!•<;,-/, .m.l,!,,- Sr!,,,-,
;'
:: vo'l. I, parts 1 and 2; by Dr. G. Wintkk.

— Although the present work is ostensibly a second edition of

Ilabenhorst's Kryptogamen-Flora, which tt ist appeared in 1844,
it has been enlarged and re-arranged to such an extent that it

prepared by (ininow, llauck. Limpricht, Uiehter. Winter and
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lycetes the cuts

ming, and they
by Winter are

, A/,,,,/,,,,;,J,,,*, ,1, „.,;;,,,, /„*,•;,•„/,- by En. Bokn
r.—The second part of the " Notes Algologiqut

<jii;ut«. lithographic [dates and the index to pa
s quite equal to the portion already issued in tin

of the text and beauty of the plates, u hic-h arc only snrpr

t»y those of the " Etudes Pliycologiques "

Pile second fasciculus differs from the first mparatively

;o the systematic study of the species

•st fascicidus was devoted mainly to the

ies. The bulk of the present volume is

f Pfn/roohronxn-tu,, especially to the ge-

'. <'t„nliu,,n,„ T< .M,n,-f.„-,.a,„ I under that'name B

I,art;.<.

iis
and N. AWv,
lu/otiphnn 1

ii- li-mvd b.

vdiiWood has inclu*

E3;
Under H„n»a<

)i;X
x

z:;:I J5C Jhrlowii. It ^

'tf'.rn.a.stU. II. Quoyi
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HeHofo

r:i, in some cases apparent 1 v wit!, nut sufficient iv:i

The affinities <,f the trei.u>'//<//VN/7t'«, the common
r tin- Silurian, have hitherto he'en very .louhtful.
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Ki.v.\ 3. M the sun's rays in heating and ventilating.

J. W. Mallkt: Results just obtained with regard to the molecular weight
f hydro-fluoric acid.

C. H. F. Peters : A method for finding the proximities of the orbits of minor

"W. H. Dall: Recent researches in the vicinity of Behring's Strait

I. An account of the land-ice of Kotzebue Sound ami the Arctic Coast. IT.

our knowledge of the currents and temperature of the ocean in the

vicinity of Behring's Strait.

K. \V. FIii.g\ri»: On the later Tertiary of the Gulf of Mexico.

T. Sterrt Hunt : On the auriferous gravels of California ; On the domain of

physiology.

B. Alvord : The compass plant of the Western prairie.

E. D. Cope : On the relation between strains and impacts and the structures of

J. P. Lesley : Biographical memoir of S. S. Haldeman.

3. Popular Lectures on. Si-imfipi- Sifhjicts ; by H. JLelmh
translate.! by K. Atkinson. Seei.n.l series. 265 pp. 8vo.

York (D. Appleton an.M '<>.).—The subjects of these leetnre

V ; Atomic vi hjht <I*t<

,

,/i/i i>iiUi*he<l since IS 14

vo. Washington, 188(

.-Mr. [Jeekerhas l.rotm'li

ladelphia, 1881. (J. M. Stoddart & Co.)



APPENDIX.

Among the fossils from the Atlantosaurus beds of the Kocky
Mountains recently received at the Yale College Museum, are the
remains of several mammals distinct from those hitherto de-

scribed by the writer.* These include two new genera, and
four species, which are described below. This material throws
much light on the specimens previously discovered, and also

shows some peculiar characters not before seen in mammals.

All<><1on laticeps, gen. et sp. nov.

The type specimen of the present species is a left upper jaw,
with molar and premolar teeth in good preservation. This
specimen indicates that the skull was a short and broad one.

The anterior half of the zygoma is in place, and shows that the

arch was strong, and widely expanded. There are five premo-
lars, and two molars in position, and in front of this series is a

single alveolus which was occupied by a small premolar, or

perhaps by a weak canine. The premolars have each two
tangs, and tuberculated crowns, which are nearly flat on the

inner side, and rounded externally. The two true molars
strongly resemble those of Mcroksles, and hence are similar in

form to the lower molars of P/agiaulax and Ctenacodon. The

inner half by a deep worn groove. The last molar has its lon-

gitudinal Lirouv i!i a, lino with the inner margin of the other

teeth. The principal measurements of this specimen are as

follows

:

Space occupied by -even posterior teeth 8-IIim
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The affinities of this peculiar species are not easy to deter-

mine, but it should probably be placed in the Plagiaulacidce.

The number of premolars shows that it is distinct from the

known genera of this group.

The only specimen known indicates an animal about as large

as a weasel. It was found in the Upper Jurassic deposits of

Ctenacodon nanus, sp. nov.

A second and smaller species of this genus is indicated by
two lower jaws, found separately. One of these, the type speci-

men, has the four premolars and two molars in place, and well

preserved. The former teeth all have two fangs, and smooth,
sharp compressed crowns. The last premolar only has its sum-
mit marked by faint notches. The molars have one cone with

a broad base on the enter side, and three low inner cones of

nearly equal size. Between these is a deep worn longitudinal

valley, as in the molars of Allodon, above described. There is

no cingulum, and the two molars are of the same size. The
coronoid process rises immediately behind the last molar.

The ridge starting at the base of the coronoid and extending
forward on the outer side is much sharper than in the larger

Extent of premolar and molar series O'"""

Antero-posterior diameter of last premolar 1'5

Height of condyle".".".!".".
I". "*".".".".".""" "."."""."..

2-5

Width of condyle 1*5

The specimens representing the present species are from the

Ulantosaurus beds of Wyoming.

fangs, as in that genus, and the molar teeth also correspc

closely in form. In the present species, the lower ja

are long and comparatively slender. The symphysis is v<

long, and the mylohyoid groove extends forward to its up|

border. The inner side of the lower jaw is distinctly stria

The condyle is wider than in D^^/nodon victor.



of the dimensions of i p.- -perm

Distance from apex of canine to end of condyle . 31 ,mm

Extent of premolar and molar series 17"

Depth of lower jaw below last molar 4-

Depth of lower jaw below canine 3-
.

Height of crown of canine 2-5

The only known remains of the present species are from the

Upper Jurassic deposits in Wyoming.

Dryolestes f/racilis, sp. nov.

The present species, which is the smallest of the genus, is

represented by several lower jaws, which are unusually long

and slender, and nearly straight. . In the type specimen, there

were eleven teeth behind the canine, which was of moderate
size. The fangs of the molar teeth are not placed one in

front of the other, but opposite, with one large fang on the

outside, and a small inner one beside it. This peculiar feature

appears in all the species of Dryolestes, but has not been
observed in any other mammals, recent or extinct. The
mylohyoid groove in this specimen is deep, and extends

forward, nearly parallel with the lower border, to the sym-
physis. The following measurements show the size of 'the

best preserved lower jaw referred to the present species:

Extent of eleven posterior teeth ll-"""

Extent of last five teeth 6"

Depth of jaw below canine - - 1-

Depth of jaw below last, molar — 2*

All the known specimens of this species are from the Upper
Jurassic deposits of Wyoming Territory.

Yale College, New Haven. May 24th, 1881.
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